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FOREWORD

The safety of nuclear power plants is a meanb of protection of man
and the environment against undue radiological hazard. It includes a whole
spectrum of actions and measures undertaken during the siting, designing,
construction, commissioning, operation and decommissioning of nuclear
facilities. The objective of such activities is to avoid accidents or at
least to mitigate the consequences of accidents having the potential of
releasing radioactive material.

Nuclear safety is based on the concept of in-depth defence, which
embraces the following measures and actions:

- to prevent abnormalities during the operation of a nuclear
power plant

- to detect and intercept any deviations from normal operational
conditions
to prevent the uncontrolled escalation of such, deviations

- to mitigate the consequences of abnormal events in order to
achieve stable and suitable conditions following an accident.

A great deal of attention is being paid to avoid any abnormal events
which may occur during the operation of equipment, systems and components of
nuclear power plants. The early diagnosis of deviations from normal
conditions is considered to be a main way to ensure the avoidance of
abnormal events.

The IAEA Seminar on the Diagnosis of and Response to Abnormal
Occurrences at Nuclear Power Plants, held in Dresden, German Democratic
Republic, 12-15 June 1984, provided opportunities for the discussion of
recent achievements in this important area of nuclear safety.

The Seminar was divided into 7 sessions and 1 round table
discussion. The following safety issues were discussed:

diagnosis ot abnormal events at nuclear power plants
computerized operator support
early diagnosis of failures in core part:s and primary circuit
components



- on-site emergency actions and response to abnormal events
feedback of operating experience

- special issues of diagnosis.

A total of 68 participants from 15> countries presented 35 progress
reports covering various topics on the diagnosis of and response to abnormal
occurrences at nuclear power plants.

Cooperation with the Central Institute for Nuclear Research,
Rossendorf and the Staatliches Amt fuer Atomsicherheit und Strahlenschutz,
DDR, was an important factor for providing favourable conditions for the
fruitful discussions and the open exchange of ideas and results of research
which took place.

Nuclear safety experts are invited to read the proceedings of the
seminar and judge themselves on the value of the information presented at
the seminar. Any comments would be welcome.

V.Osmachkin
Scientific Secretary

of the Seminar
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SOME ASPECTS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SURVEILLANCE

H.-F. BRINCKMANN, G. HENTSCHEL
Central Institute for Nuclear Research Rossendorf,
Academy of Sciences,
Dresden

Nuclear Power Plant "Bruno Leuschner",
Greifswald

Department for Research,
Rheinsberg

German Democratic Republic

Abstract

Continuous research activities and technological developments in the
field of nuclear safety since the early days of reactor construction have
led to a high safety standard of operating nuclear power plants. But as
in other industrial plants abnormal occurrences cannot be excluded on
principle. Therefore, safety related measures and developments will be
the subject of further investigations. It has been uhown that diagnostic
methods play an important role for early detection of failures and for
* rcondition based maintenance. Microprocessor equipped surveillance systems
have undoubtedly supported the action of the operator considerably in
recent years. Lest but not least scientific investigations ere the basis
for further progress in nuclear safety research. As an example some
results obtained from investigations of experimental fuel assemblies
at an operating nuclear power plant are briefly outlined.

1. Introduction

The subject of the seminar entitled "Diagnosis of and Response to
Abnormal Occurrences at Nuclear Power Plants" includes a very broad spec-
trum of tasks and questions and it is impossible to deal with all of them
in a relatively short introductory review. Furthermore, many conferences
and seminars related to nuclear safety problems have taken place recently.
For instance, one year ago during the Symposium on "Operational Safety of
Nuclear Power Plants" in Marseilles /!/, the most important aspect were
discussed in detail.

Having in mind these activities and the fact that nuclear energy is
more or less also the subject of public discussions one may ask: Is
there a need for so many activities in this area or, in other words, is the
operation of nuclear power plants really combined with so many risks that
one hae to deal with problems of abnormal occurrences at such short inter-
vals?



I believe participants of the seminar are convinced that in our days
the generation of electricity by nuclear power plants is based on a very
high safety standard. This statement can be made because the two main po-
tential dangers, the high concentration of radioactivity in the reactor core
and the residual heat release after reactor shut-down, have been well-known
already in the early days of reactor operation. As a consequence, investi-
gations end developments on reactor safety have been started during that
time and we are able to look back on more than 30 years of successful
theoretical and experimental work in the field of nuclear safety.

It must be emphasized that measures which guarantee the high reli-
ability of a nuclear power plant already begin with the development and
testing of materials for certain reactor components. A thorough materials
testing programme, including for instance the test of all welding seams by
ultrasonic methods, is realized during the production of components and
continued during the assemblage of the power plant. Finally, nuclear power
plant operation is performed by a well trained staff of engineers and
scientists.

One should also mention in this context that in all countries in which
nuclear power plants are in operation there are regulatory bodies respon-
sible for licensing, and that last but not least the International Atomic
Energy Agency recommends safety standards, coordinates scientific work and
advises member countries on questions, concerning the peaceful use of nuclear
energy. All these facts have led to rather an outstanding position of nucle-
ar industry in the field of plant safety in comparison with other branches
of industry.

In spite of this fact the occurrence of failures cannot be excluded on
principle. Therefore, measures have been prepared and equipment has been
installed, for providing the possibility of a fast response in order to
restrict failure consequences.

In this connection it is important that up to now valuable experiences
have been gained from more than 3000 years of power plant operation. But on
the other hand this draws our attention also to the fact that a certain
number of power plants has already been in operation for longer periods.
This requires for instance a renewal of the equipment for data acquisition
and data processing paying regard to increasing safety requirements. Taking
into account quality assurance materials testing programmes should also be
mentioned. But this is another broad field of plant surveillance which is
not a subject of the seminar.

Considering all these activities, one can finally answer the questions
raised before by stating that our efforts are a normal continuation of
successful previous developments for nuclear power plant safety, demonstra-
ting at the same time the scientists' and engineers' awareness of their
high responsibility in this field.
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2. The importance of diagnostic methods for power plant surveillance

In recent years new diagnostic methods have been developed with the aim
to contribute to power plant reliability. In some cases these efforts re-
sulted indeed in a considerable improvement of plant availability. This
statement refers to process diagnostics as well as to material diagnostics.
At present, however, both fields are considered separately, because in most
cases it is not possible to conclude from a certain process disturbance as to
the corresponding nature of material damages. This applies in particulat to
material failures resulting from accumulating effects of one ore more
processes over a longer period of operation. An example is the fast neutron
induced embrittlement of reactor vessels of PWRs, a phenomenon to which
increasing attention has been paid in recent years.

In contrast to process diagnosis the main material testing methods like
ultrasonic and eddycurrent inspections require shut-down maintenance. There
are. however, exceptions. These are for instance evaluation procedures of
acoustic emission signals. With this method it has been tried to detect
material failures during power plant operation. In spite of the fact that
general material testing topics are not included in the seminar we have the
chance to learn from some contributions to what extemt these methods have
been developed in the meantime.

Concerning on-line operating diagnostic methods I will not go into too
much detail because I believe that two sessions in the seminar, dealing with
these subjects, emphasize the importance of diagnostic methods, and further-
more 0. Wach will give a special survey of them. But let me draw your atten-
tion to two topics, which seem to me of major interest: Noise diagnosis as a
typical procedure for early detection of plant failures and the importance of
this method for condition-based maintenance.

It is well known that noise diagnosis is based on the fact that nearly
all undesired processes in a nuclear power plant result in a measurable con-
tribution to the noise portion of signals. Well known examples of undesired
processes in pressurized water reactors include core-barrel movement, the
vibration of control elements, the appearence of loose parts in the coolant
flow, and coolant boiling. Most of these processes have been involved in pest
abnormal occurrences of nuclear plants.

The reason for emphasizing the need to increase the use of noise diag-
nosis methods is to shift the relation between safety measures of preventative
character and post mortem methods in favour of the former. A very simple
picture (Fig. 1) illustrates this aspect. In a post mortem procedure a com-
puter calculates within framework of a given cause-consequence model the set
of all causes of a perturbation that has occurred in a plant at time t ,
schematically shown in part (a) of figure 1. However, if the surveillance
process for the detection of failures is implemented earlier in the time
scale, for instance at time t rather than t , to dotect an incipient failure,
then we may speak of early diagnosis of abnormal occurrences. This method
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includes the chance of a quasi-simultaneous calculation of a possible set of
consequences associated with the perturbation, as shown in part (b) of
figure i. Having this in mind, it is obvious, that also the question of
response appears with quite different aspects. An IAEA advisory group on
"Thermal Reactor Safety Research and Development" emphasized this fact, al-
ready in 1977 /2/.

a) —
b) ——

r u- (uj
r"

F~ {f} .

Fig. 1: Time scales for accident analysis •• a) post mortem
analysis after the occurrence of an accident,
b) early detection of malfunctions.

But the discussion of these more general aspects does not mean that
the rapid development in the application of noise diagnosis methods in
practice has not been recognized. Meetings in recent years like Smorn III
(1981) /3/, the Prague-Specialists' Meeting (1982) /4/ as well as the
•Informal Noise Meetings" held at Budapest (1983) and Karlsruhe (1984) have
shown the wide spectrum of the accumulated experiences, which have led to
monitor conceptions for the surveillance of plant components as well as to
complex surveillance systems. Examples are the noise diagnostic systems
from FRAMATOME /5/, from ORNL /6/ and Westinghouse /?/. from KWD /8/,
Mitsubishi /9/, from an Atomic Industry Group in Dapan /10/, systems for
gas cooled reactors in the United Kingdom /ll/ and the Borssele PWR analysis
system /12/. A scheme of the prototype diagnostic system RAS II for WWER
/13/ is shown in figure 2. Diagnostic systems for LMFBR like ANABEL /14/«
the Under-Sodium Inspection System from UKAEA /15/ and a surveillance system
at the BN-600 /16/ should also be mentioned in this context.

Another important field of applying noise diagnosis is condition-based
maintenance. Using this method it has become possible to operate detector
equipped plant components, for instance the main circulation pumps, for a
longer period than had been planned originally by the normal maintenance
programme. Another possibility is to give certain hints concerning the
necessity of component inspection. Therefore, also the economic advantages
of introducing noise diagnosis methods in plant surveillance are obvious.

At present, noise diagnosis systems have been used in most cases as
standby-systems. But time seems to be not too far when these systems will be
integrated into power plant surveillance as subsystems on a broader scale.
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3. Some comments on computerized operator support

It is obvious that in all questions of power plant surveillance process
control plays an important role. Surveillance and control are subjects of
automation sciences and technology. It is also the aim of process automation
to contribute to safe power plant operation and to the support of the
operators' actions. This problem,however, can be solved only by processing
vast amounts of data obtained from the basic process.es. that means by the
use of digital automation systems.

Microcomputer techniques provide the possibility of developing auto-
mation systems with a system value considerably above that of conventional
automation systems. The system value of an automation system can be deduced
from the ratio of system efficiency and system expenditure. Consequently, an
increasing system value can be achieved either by increased system efficiency
or by decreased system expenditure. From the qualitative course of system
efficiency and system expenditure shown in figure 3 it can be eeen that the
system value passes a maximum. Consequently, it is the aim of automation to
shift this maximum towards a higher degree of automation. To meet these
requirements special system structures have been developed in recent years.

Many aspects of computerized operator support were discussed already
during the "International Symposium on Nuclear Power Plant Control and In-
strumentation" held in Munich in 1982 /17/, at the "Specialists' Meeting on
Systems and Methods for Aiding Nuclear Power Plant Operators during Normal
and Abnormal Conditions" in Hungary in 1983 /IB/ and at other conferences.
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Fig. 3' Dependence of the system value on system
efficiency and system expenditure.

But this subject involves a very wide spectrum of questions end tasks, and
there are many reasons to continue these discussions.

Without claiming completeness one should mention in this connection the
conceptions for computer-based advanced control rooms considering human
engineering aspects. This involves the establishment of guidelines as well
as the problem of acceptance by the operator. Another general task is
monitoring of disturbances, finding out causes and predicting consequences,
using for instance the method of cause consequence trees. Other problems are
associated with methodological hardware and software problems.

Of course there are more ideas about advanced systems for operator
support than possibilities of realization. This statement concerns for in-
stance the difficulties of standardization caused by the variety of reactors
and the diversity of instrumentation.

On the other hand extensive work has been done in many countries and
one can enumerate a lot of operator support and control systems applicable
to various plant conditions. Only some of these systems can be mentioned as
examples in this paper: The Disturbance Analysis and Surveillance Systems
DASS of the Electrical Power Research Institute at Palo Alto /19/ end STAR
at Grafenrheinfeld /20/, and a system based on a common research programme
of several institutions in Depan /2l/, the Distributed Computer Control
System for Reactor Optimization in the United Kingdom /22/, in the Chalk
River Nuclear Laboratories /23/ and a system developed by CEA Cadarache.
Grenoble and Seclay /24/.
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An example for a hierarchical information system with distributed
intelligence /25/ is shown in figure-4. It is known that systems of this
type consist of various basic units situated near the technological process
and linked with the main computer via a serial bus. The basic units are
connected to the technological process. Each unit consists of a micro-
computer and several process input and output modules and is primarily used
for data acquisition and preprocessing procedures. But other tasks such as a
decision about an optimal shut-down strategy for the reactor in a certain
situation can be performed too. The main computer has two principal functions;
operating management problems in the whole system including man-machine-
communication and the solution of real time problems with their high demands
on processing time and memory.

Of course, progress in the application of computer-based systems at a
power plant also depends on the reliability of the automatization system
itself. Therefore, methods for self diagnosis and self therapy of a system
are of great importance. These tasks have initiated a lot of scientific
work.

4. Scientific investigations

Further progress in nuclear power plant surveillance and in safety
related tasks is also founded on new results of basic research. It has
already been demonstrated at previous conferences and seminars that there
are many activities in research and development related to all topics of
the seminar.
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It is the aim of all efforts to acquire knowledge of possible failure
sources and to develop methods about their early identification and possi-
ble consequences concerning the way these failures could propagate. It is
known that the general considerations have changed after the TMI incident,
more attention being paid to smaller abnormal occurrences and their tran-
sients. In order to solve the problems model based computer programmes have
been elaborated. Calculations using these programmes have been compared with
experimental results obtained in corresponding test assemblies. It has
turned out, however, that in some cases there are remarkable differences
between the calculations and the experimental findings or between calculations
end f.acts known from abnormal power plant occurrences. One drastic example
is the very pronounced difference between calculated values and really
observed ones in the case of iodine releases at the Three Mile Island in-
cident /26.27/. But also the differences in predicting the probability of
core melting should be mentioned /28,29/.

Asking the reasons for these and other discrepancies let me remind you
of two factors without claiming completeness. The first is that in our days
many safety related conclusions and decisions are based on data obtained
some years ago. In the meantime, measuring techniques and data evaluation
procedures have been improved remarkably. Therefore it seems advisable to
remeasure older data in order to provide prerequisites for a better agreement
between calculated and realistic values. It should be mentioned in this
connection that the regular publications of nuclear data banks are very
helpful.

The second fact concerns the general disadvantage involved in the use of
thermohydraulic test loops or zero-power reactors for the generation of nu-
clear safety related models, because in many cases the conditions of simi-
larity are fulfilled only partially. Therefore, one has to be careful in
extrapolating safety values obtained at these facilities to the real con-
ditions at nuclear power plants.

This emphasizes the importance of facilities for realistic safety ex-
periments like LOFT, which has already provided valuable results on the
safety behaviour of power plants. /30/. There are, however, also facilities
for realistic investigations of certain reactor components, for example the
Halden Reactor for fuel element investigations. Other reactors, for instance
at Marviken. in Sweden /31.32/ and the HDR in the Federal Republic of
Germany /33/, are used for safety experiments after they have been closed
down.

Summarizing the possibilities of safety investigations one must conclude
that there exist only few facilities with realistic nuclear power plant con-
ditions. Therefore. I would like to draw the attention to the possibility of
using operating power plants for certain experimental investigations in the
field of diagnostics and thermohydraulics, which are also related to preven-
tive safety.
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The subjects to be discussed are investigations with experimental fuel
assemblies, performed at the Rheinsberg Nuclear Power Plant. This project
has been initiated and performed by institutions of CMEA member countries.
The common research programme involves

1. the development of methods for identification of the different
phases of local coolant boiling in a PWR,

2. a comparison between experimental results and calculated ones ob-
tained from neutron physics and thermohydraulic models primarily during
instationary reactor processes,

3. a study of the behaviour of different types of incore detectors and
the transmission of their signals and. finally.

4. the test of materials used in the fuel assembly and of its design.
Already at the "Specialists' Meeting on Early Diagnosis of Failures in

Primary System Components of Nuclear Power Plants" at Prague /34/ the design
of the experimental fuel assembly and first results of investigations have
been described. Let me remind you that the assembly is equipped with several
types of detectors. The main component - a throttle valve - makes it possible
to reduce the coolant flow through the bundle of fuel pins until coolant
boiling is reached. Figure 5 shows a cross section of a part of the experi-
mental fuel assembly with the different types and positions of the detectors
and the throttle valve.

Up to now investigations with three experimental fuel assemblies have
been carried out. The assemblies were inserted in tha reactor core during
800 effective days of plant operation and in seven measuring periods 126
experiments have been performed. It is important to mention that the energy
production of the power plant has not been interrupted by these investigations.

In the course of the research programme the initiation of boiling, the
different boiling phases and their propagation have been studied by means of
the extended instrumentation of the experimental fuel assembly and by other
detectors of the primary circuit.

For an interpretation of the phenomena of phase flow, subcooled boiling
and volume boiling in the assembly, a model has been developed by Werner /35/.
which is based on measurements of temperature noise.

Investigations on neutron noise signals resulted in interesting con-
tributions to the understanding of local noise sources in a pressurized
water reactor and the corresponding space dependent offsets.

In contrast to noise investigations at boiling water reactors the ex-
perimental fuel assembly provides the opportunity of observing the conse-
quences of the different boiling states in a void fraction range from zero
to about 50% by means of controlled reduction of the coolant flow. In the
course of the research programme the nature of different frequency regions
in neutron noise spectra has been investigated. It could shown that there
are different frequency ranges which can be associated with short-range and
long-range neutron effects as had been predicted in the "local-global-con—

17
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cept" of Wach and Kosaly /36,37/. In our case the energy region from 2 to
20 Hz is typical of the local effect, while a frequency region lower than
1. Hz shows a more "global" behaviour. This effect can be explained as an
oscillation of the whole void content in the fuel assembly. Rindelhardt /38/
and indipentently For /39/ pointed to some interesting features of the
higher frequency range which are important for solving the task of local
boiling detection in a PWR. These results will be given here in some more
detail.

If a noise spectrum contains a global as well as a local component for
the phase relations of signals emitted by detectors in positions one upon

18



the other Kosaly and Wach /36/ have given the formula
•f*(K.tj) « arctan sin

•5 + cosoc. (1)

where «»<*>r and t? represents the transport time of vapour bubbles between
two detectors. K stands for the ratio of the local and global components:

K local component
global component

If the local effect only depends on the intensity of the boiling process
and the global effect in the same frequency region can be described by the
"normal" PWR background noise, considerable changes of the steam fraction in
the experimental fuel assembly lead to a pronounced variation of the K value.
This provides for the first time the possibility to check the K dependence
of equation (1). In figure 6 the experimentally determined phase relations

180* r

W

LSO

360'

720'

LS3

10 20

Fig.6 •• Comparison between measured (f) and
calculated phases (f*)
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between two detectors located one upon the other at a distance of 25 cm are
given for four characteristic constellations. These results are coopered
with the calculated course of -fusing equation (1). The situation shown in
figure 6a corresponds to the normal case without boiling (K—*0). The re-
sults in figure 6b represent a situation with a void fraction of 10% and
K < 1. The initiation of oscillations predicted by the model is well obser-
vable. For boiling with a corresponding void fraction of about 20% and a
value of K>1 figure 6c again shows an excellent agreement between experi-
mental and calculated values. Finally, the situation represented in figure 6d
corresponds to a void fraction of about 50%. In this case the dominating
local effect in the frequency range 2 Hz < f < 20 Hz («-*•<*>) is clearly
indicated.

Further evaluations of the boiling diagnostic experiments are in pre-
paration. The aim is to propose a diagnostic procedure for the detection of
local boiling in a PWR by means of the global effect, using for instance
noise signals of a self-powered neutron detector system the determination of
extend and site of boiling should be possible.

Also in the field of thermohydraulics and reactor dynamics interesting
results for power plant operation could be obtained with experimental fuel
assemblies. For instance, a comparison between experimentally determined
reactor parameters and those calculated with the aid of nuclear and thermo—
hydraulic computer codes can contribute to make accessible power reserves.
Of course, one has to be careful in interpreting thermohydraulic phenomena
because the thermohydraulic parameters of the experimental fuel assembly are
not as well defined as in thermohydraulic test loops. But an example will
demonstrate to what degree of accuracy statements can be made.

In order to describe the one-dimensional two-phase flow in the approxi-
mation of separated cooling channels calculations of stationary coolant flow
reduction have been performed with the computer code FLOSTA. In these cal-
culations the micropower density in the experimental fuel assembly has been
taken into account; cross mixing, however, has been neglected. By way of
comparison different model assumptions have been taken into consideration
for the region of subcooled boiling, which is of particular interest to
thermohydraulics. The results of these comparisons are given in figure 7. It
has been shown that the model of Molocnikov /40/ results in coolant tempera-
tures that are about 3 degrees lower than the measured values. This can be
caused by an overestimation of the void fraction in this model (shown on the
right hand side of figure 7). With the Osmackin-Model /41/. however, a better
agreement can be reached between experimental and calculated values.

In the presented paper selected aspects of nuclear power plant sur-
veillance and some results achieved in institutions of our country have been
discussed. In the course of the seminar many presentations will inspire new
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Fig. 7 : Comparison of temperatures T determined by use of
boiling models and measured values in dependence on
the reactor core level H. At the right hand side also
the mass fraction of steam calculated by the models
is shown.

ideas on diagnostics and will inform about results of research and develop-
ment. I am sure, that all these efforts are valuable contributions to pro-
gress in plant reliability and to further advance of the already high safety
standard of nuclear power stations.
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CURRENT NUCLEAR SAFETY ISSUES
THE IAEA RESPONSE

M. ROSEN
Division of Nuclear Safety,
International Atomic Energy Agency,
Vienna

Abstract

The role of the International Atomic Energy Agency in the field of
nuclear power safety is growing* There is still emphasis on establishing
and fostering the use of a comprehensive set of internationally agreed
standards for nuclear power plants. New initiatives are being taken to
intensify international co-operative safety efforts through exchange of
information on safety-related operating occurrences, and through increased
sharing of safety research results. Emergency accident assistance is an
area in which much can be done with international co-operation; in addition
to several,new IAEA publications on the subject, an important initiative is
under way to encourage a programme of mutual emergency assistance between
countries. To report on nuclear power plant safety world-wide, the IAEA is
issuing a. regular annual publication* «

1. INTRODUCTION

There is no need to remind nuclear safety experts that the Three Mile
Island accident focused world-wide attention on the adequacy of nuclear
safety, and that it led to extensive re-examination of national and
international safety programmes. In the ensuing five years, new safety
issues and tasks have emerged. Some deal with improved design features,
some with improved safety analysis methodology and others with operational
safety. The International Atomic Energy Agency concerns itself with the
issues of particular relevance to the international community.

With many reactors now in operation for more than 15 years, some for
over 25 years, it is clear that the wealth of operational information
collected provides an indispensable tool for recognizing the causes of
accidents and the methods of avoiding and dealing with them. To make use of
this tool, the IAEA is organizing a world-wide incident: reporting system,
the success of which will depend on the willingness of governments to open
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their operating data archives to other participating countries. The more
diverse the sources, the more useful the system will be. Thus, a truly
comprehensive database must include input from all nations, including those
the countries of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA), the OECD
and the developing world.

It is clear, too, that adequate emergency preparedness is an
important part of nuclear safety. A major nuclear power plant accident
would require a substantial response effort that could tax the resources of
any country and be beyond the national capabilities of some. Plants located
in border areas are of special concern, particularly in cases where the
neighbouring countries are without nuclear installations* Thus, while
national planning is fundamental, bilateral and multilateral agreements for
mutual assistance are indispensable*

It is clear also that safety would be enhanced if technical and
budgetary resources were shared. This applies particularly to safety
research, where specialized regional organizations already foster close
collaboration between their respective member countries. But these
activities must somehow be integrated so that the benefits of pooling
technical expertise will be supplemented by the sharing of approaches and
outlooks*

The IAEA continues to play an important role in setting safety
standards, but it is placing increased emphasis on promoting their use.
Some, like the internationally agreed safety standards for nuclear power
plants, have particular relevance for the developing countries. Others,
like those for radiation protection, and for the transport of radioactive
materials, have world-wide application. The use of a consistent set, of
standards world-wide will promote a common level of nuclear safety and
encourage public confidence.

Finally, to regularly report on the progress of IAEA programmes, as
well as on world-wide safety efforts, the IAEA publishes an annual Nuclear
Safety Review. This provides Member States, news media and the interested
public with a review of the main trends and developments in the field.

With its broad membership, the International Atomic Energy Agency is.
ideally suited to act as the centre for contact and exchange between East
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and West, North and South, and to make available to each the knowledge
gained from the experience of.the others* Through its Division of Nuclear
Safety, which has a professional staff of about 30 persons, supplemented by
experts seconded by Member States, the Agency provides information and
assistance on many aspects of safety. It sponsors conferences, seminars,
training courses and advisory missions to individual countries* It develops
standards, sponsors research and analyses the risks and benefits of nuclear
power in comparison with other methods of generating electricity* A number
of these activities are supported through the Agency's Technical Assistance
and Co-operation programme*

This paper focuses on the IAEA's response to current issues and new
initiatives it is taking to ensure the safe operation of nuclear facilities
through world-wide co-operation.

2. INCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM

Since the Three Mile Island accident, there has been growing
awareness of the need to utilize operating experience for improving safety.
It is apparent that if reactor operators were aware of incidents that had
occurred elsewhere, many abnormal events could be avoided or their
consequences mitigated* Operating experience is not limited to one reactor
or one country, and the information on abnormal events should be available
to be used by all.

Table I shows that twelve countries have commercial nuclear power
plants which have been in operation for more than 15 years; four others have
plants which have been in operation at least 10 years. As of 1983, 317
plants in 32 countries had accumulated almost 315 reactor-years of operating
experience, an average of 12 years per plant. Moreover, eight additional
countries have commerical nuclear power plants under construction, and which
should become operative in the next decade (see tables I, II* III, IV,
and V).
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TABLE I

COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
OPERATING FOR 15 YEARS

COUNTRY NUMBER OF UNITS

BELGIUM 1
CANADA 2
FRANCE 5
GERMAN Dem. Rep. 1
GERMANY, Fed.Rep.of 4
ITALY 2
JAPAN 1
NETHERLANDS 1
SPAIN 1
UNITED KINGDOM 25
U.S.A. 6
U.S.S.R. 11
December 1983

TABLE II

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
OPERATING EXPERIENCE

NUMBER OF CUMULATIVE
OPERATING REACTOR

YEAR UNITS YEARS

1954 1 1

1955 1 2
1960 16 31
1965 49 184
1970 90 530
1975 176 1181
1980 256 2270

1981 278 2537
1982 297 2820
1983 317 3142
December 1983
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TABLE III

OPERATING COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

NUMBER OF UNITS

COUNTRY

ARGENTINA
BELGIUM
BRAZIL
BULGARIA
CANADA

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMAN Dem. Rep.
GERMANY, Fed.Rep.of

HUNGARY
INDIA
ITALY
JAPAN
KOREA, Rep.

NETHERLANDS .
PAKISTAN
SPAIN
SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND

TAIWAN
UNITED KINGDOM
U.S.A
U.S.S.R.
YUGOSLAVIA

LESS THAN
5 YEARS

1
2
1
2
5

1
2

23
1
3

1
2

7
2

3
4
i

2
3

13
15
1

5 TO 10
YEARS

1
3

2
4

1
2
4
2
7

1
14
1

5

" 2
5

33
10

10 TO 15
YEARS

4

4
1
2

3

6

1
1
2
1
3

-
2

28
7

MORE THAN
15 YEARS

1

2

5
1
4

2
1

1

1

25
6

11

MWe
OUTPUT

935
3 473

626
1 632
8303

762
2 206

26 903
1694

11 110

408
1030
1232

19 023
1789

501
125

3 760
7355
1 940

3 110
8 304

63315
20 671

632

December 1983
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COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
OPERATING EXPERIENCE

BY COUNTRY

NUMBER OF CUMULATIVE
OPERATING REACTOR

COUNTRY UNITS YEARS

ARGENTINA 2 11
BELGIUM 6 51
BRAZIL 1 2
BULGARIA 4 23
CANADA 15 122

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 2 16
FINLAND 4 ' 19
FRANCE 36 259
GERMAN Dem. Rep. 5 47
GERMANY, Fed.Rep.of 16 179

HUNGARY 1 1
INDIA 5 44
ITALY • 3 * 64
JAPAN .. 28 225
KOREA, Rep.of 3 8 •

NETHERLANDS' 2 26
PAKISTAN 1 12
SPAIN 6 43
SWEDEN 10 78
SWITZERLAND 4 44

TAIWAN 4 15
UNITED KINGDOM 35 622
U.S.A. 80 789
U.S.S.R. 43 440
YUGOSLAVIA 1 2

TOTAL 317 3142

December 1983
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TABLE 7

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN OPERATION
AND UNDER CONSTRUCTION

COUNTRY

ARGENTINA
BELGIUM
BRAZIL
BULGARIA
CANADA

CHINA
CUBA
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
FINLAND
FRANCE

GERMAN Dem Rep
GERMANY, Fed Rep of
HUNGARY
INDIA
ITALY

JAPAN
KOREA, Rep
MEXICO
NETHERLANDS
PAKISTAN

PHILIPPINES
POLAND
ROMANIA

1 SPAIN
SWEDEN

SWITZERLAND
U.K.
U.S.A.
U.S.S.R.
YUGOSLAVIA

TOTAL

IN
OPERATION
Mo. of
Jnits

2
6
1
4
15

2
4
36
5
16
1
5
3
28
3

2
1

6
10
4
35
80
43
J

Total
MW(e)

S35
3473
626
1632
8303

762
2206
26903

1694
11110
408
1030
1232

19023
1789

501: 125

3760
7355

1940
8304
63315
20671
632

UNDER
CONSTRUCTION

tfo. of
lulls

Jb

2
I

2
11

<
j*

11
9

25

11
3
J>
3

10
3
2

1
2
2
9
2:

1
7
49
4L

Total
MWM

692
2012
1245
1906
5925

300
816

4354

29200

11908
1224
1100
1999

10022
5474
1308

621
"880
1320
8369
2100

942
4252

54228
38001

313 187729 205 190198

December 1983
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Pooling of information on the combined experience of these plants
would be a valuable asset. To accomplish this, the IAEA as an international
organization can facilitate compatible national reporting systems and
encourage the fullest international exchange. The Agency is developing this
activity in two ways:

(1) Preparation of guidelines for national incident reporting
systems so that systems organized in different countries will
be compatible and information may be more easily exchanged

(2) Organization of an international Incident Reporting System that
will include all the countries with nuclear power programmes.

An effective incident reporting system should include reports,
assessments and evaluations of events to identify those significant for
safety and to establish the corrective actions that could be taken to avoid
accidents or mitigate their consequences. The system must also ensure
appropriate dissemination of results. Recognizing that guidance is needed
to facilitate the organization of individual national systems for incident
reporting and to ensure their compatiblity, the IAEA has already developed a
guide which is available to Member States for a two-year trial period.

The document lists eight categories of events to be reported (see
table VI). Each of these is explained in detail in order to facilitate the
identification and classification of events actually or potentially
significant to safety. The list of categories begins with exposure to
radiation or release of radioactive materials. It continues with
degradation of items important to safety-structures, systems or components.
The last item on the list covers events which in themselves have no safety
significance, but are noteworthy because they attract public interest.

The guide also describes the collection and storage procedures
necessary for easy data retrieval, and gives guidance on screening a large
number of events so as to identify those most significant for safety. The
document then elaborates on the necessary analysis to identify the proper
preventive and corrective actions.

The second component of the Agency's programme which encourages
sharing of information on abnormal events is an international Incident
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TABLE VI CATEGORIES FOR A REPORTING SYSTEM ON SAFETY-RELATED EVENTS

(1) Exposure to radiation or release of radioactive material

(2) Degradation of items important to safety (structures, systems,
components)

(3) Deficiences in design, construction, operation and quality assurance

(4) Generic problems (recurring events which, taken together, have
implications for other similar plants)

(5) Significant consequential actions (actions taken by the regulatory
body as a result of reported events)

(6) Events of potential significance to safety (those during which a
protection system operates unnecessarily, or fa:.ls to actuate when
required)

(7) Unusual events; either of man-made or natural origin, that directly
or indirectly threaten the ability of the plant to operate safely

(3) Events which, although they have no safety significance, attract
significant public interest

Reporting Systems (IAEA-IRS). A system of this type has been operated by
the Nuclear Energy Agency in Paris for the OECD countries for some time.
The IAEA is organizing a system that also includes CMEA countries, as well
as developing countries. This broader incident reporting system with a
world-wide database offers an expanded opportunity to identify a wide
variety of potential accident precursors.

In co-operation with the NEA, the development oi: the IAEA-IRS has now
reached a stage of pre-operation. Procedures for establishing the system,
covering items sucti as the number of events to be reported and the
requirements for confidentiality and participation, are. available.
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The system started up in the Latter months of 1983. When it is in
full operation, there will be regular periodic meetings to discuss the more
significant reports. Several developing countries have already reported
some details of abnormal events and other countries, including some CMEA
countries, also furnish reports. The actual situation is presented in table
VII.

TABLE VII

IAEA INCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM
PARTICIPANTS

PARTICIPATION MEMBER STATES

FULL ARGENTINA, BELGIUM*, BRAZIL,
GERMAN Dem. Rep.,
GERMANY, Fed. Rep. of*,
FINLAND, FRANCE*, ITALY*
JAPAN*, KOREA, Rep. of,
NETHERLANDS', SPAIN*, SWEDEN*

PARTIAL BULGARIA, CANADA, INDIA,
(Meetings only) UK, USA, USSR,

YUGOSLAVIA, CSSR

ANTICIPATED HUNGARY, MEXICO,
PAKISTAN, PHILIPPINES

* Through OECD/NEA
December 1983

An important feature of the IAZA-IRS system is the assurance to
participating countries that there would be reciprocity in the exchange of
information and that adequate arrangements would be made for judicious
handling of information.

The success of the system will depend on the willingness of
governments to open their operating data archives to other participating
countries. While some initial difficulties may be foreseen, international
recognition of the need to pool an ever-increasing volume of information on
operating experience into a resource available to all should nevertheless
serve as an incentive in resolving of any problems.
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. 3. OPERATIONAL SAFETY REVIEW TEAM (OSA&T)

An Operational Safety Review Team (OSART) is available from the IAEA
on request of Member States. It is composed of knowledgeable staff members
and external consultants having long-term operating experience with nuclear
power plants. Its purpose is to carry out an independent review of the
operational safety at a nuclear power plant. The plant has usually been
subjected to a comprehensive safety analysis before the operating licence
was granted. It is also under the continuous surveillance of the competent
authority. The OSAAT woric supports, expands, harmonizes and reinforces the
activities of the competent authority. It indirectly assists the operating
organization to enhance the operational safety record.

The main areas important to operational safety are:

(1) Organization and management of the operating organization
(2) Personnel training and qualification
(3) Operations conduct
(4) Technical support
(5) Maintenance
(6) Radiation protection
(7) Plant chemistry
(8) Emergency planning

The team members are experts in these areas and cover them in a
comprehensive manner.

Familiarization with plant-specific features, completion of the
review and final discussions with the operating organization and competent
authority require roughly three weeks, mostly spent on site. Six to ten
experts check the plant procedures, records and other types of documents
important to safety, discuss all major operational items with the plant
staff and observe how typical safety-related activities are carried out.

The team members draft their findings in the various review areas
which the IAEA staff members incorporate in a comprehensive report
reflecting the common view of the OSART. The report in then communicated to

•
the respective Member State. It is left to the discretion of its competent
authority have the information contained in the report is used and how its
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conclusions and recommendations are responded to. The IAEA appreciates
being kept informed on the response in order to use the experience to
improve the service*

OSART missions have already been performed for the Republic of Korea,
and Yugoslavia; a third is being prepared for the Philippines. Discussions
with several other Member States are under way with a view to at least two
more OSART missions in 1984 and 4 to 6 similar missions per year in the
following years.

4. EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS ACTIVITIES

Since early 1981, the IAEA has pursued the development and
implementation of an accelerated and expanded programme in emergency
preparedness consisting of four main parts:

(1) Upgrading of the international response capability to answer a
request for assistance in the event of a serious nuclear accident

(2) Development of new technical guidance documents
(3) Provision of Special Assistance Missions to requesting Member States
(4) Development of training programmes

4.1 Mutual Emergency Assistance Programme

Since 1959 the Agency has maintained its own Radiation Emergency
Assistance Plan through which it can arrange to provide assistance at the
request of a Member State in which an accident involving exposure to
ionizing radiation has occurred. These arrangements are oriented towards
accidental radiation exposure of individuals or small groups, rather than to
the radiological consequences of a major accident at a nuclear facility.

A nuclear accident having serious radiological consequences, would
require a substantial response effort to mitigate them and to effect the
recovery of both the plant and the off-site situation. This effort could
tax the resources of any country experiencing such an accident, and in many
cases might well be beyond national capabilities. Even highly developed
countries, with many nuclear power facilities and a large technical
supporting infrastructure, could find themselves hard-pressed to cope
effectively with such an accident, especially if it involved serious
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off-site radiological consequences. Some kind of external assistance to
enhance the response capability appears, therefore, to be desirable.

Recommendations of a group of experts on the need for external
assistance were adopted by the IAEA Board of Governors in September 1982.
The two primary recommendations were: (1) prompt development of a document
setting forth terms and conditions that could be applied to emergency
assistance; and (2) determination of the special planning considerations
applicable to cases where a nuclear accident in one State might have a
significant radiological impact on other States. In response, the Agency
has recently published as an Information Circular (INFCIRC/310) its
"Guidelines for Mutual Emergency Assistance Arrangements in Connection with
a Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency". The second of these
recommendations was addressed in May of this year by an expert group with a
view to publishing a report as an INFCIRC on "Reportable Events, Integrated
Planning and Information Exchange in a Transboundary Release of Radioactive
Materials".

Additional recommendations relating to other aspects of mutual
emergency assistance made by the group of experts in 1982, are either
already being tackled or planned for completion within the next two years.
These include expanding the current IAEA Radiation Emergency Assistance Plan
into a more comprehensive Nuclear Accident Assistance 'Plan which, in
conjunction with the various guidelines on mutual emergency assistance, will
enable the Agency to channel requests for, and offers of, assistance to a
Member State in the event of a serious nuclear accident. It must be
recognized, however, that requests for external assistance could probably
not be met within the first few days of the occurrence of an accident; it is
important, therefore, that countries ensure, to as great an extent as
possible, that they and their nuclear facility operators have their own
capability to respond during this early accident phase.

4.2 Guidance and Implementation

The development and publication of Safety Series documents providing
Safety Standards, supporting Safety Guides, Recommendations, Procedures and
Data, is fundamental to the Agency's programmes in nuclear safety and
radiation protection. Together with other Technical Documents and
Information Circulars, these publications constitute the basis for guidance
in emergency preparedness by the IAEA to its Member States. Since 1981 the
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Agency has published three Safety Series documents dealing with emergency
planning and preparedness (including the role of the public authorities and
of the facility operator) and one Technical Document dealing with emergency
planning for accidents involving the transport of radioactive materials. To
supplement these publications, the IAEA is currently completing two new
documents scheduled for publication by the end of 1984. The first provides
recommendations for the "Preparation, Conduct and Evaluation of Emergency
Preparedness Exercises in Support of Nuclear Facilities"; the second
provides a compendium of procedures and data for the "Assessment of Off-Site
Consequences of an Accident in a Nuclear Facility - Techniques and
Decision-Making".

The need for additional technical guidance to deal with particular
areas of emergency planning and preparedness has been identified by IAEA
staff and consultants and it is planned to develop this guidance over the
next few years. These areas encompass the requirements relating to the
long-term post-accident assessment and recovery operations in a radiation
environment, the requirements for provision and equipping of emergency
response facilities, the problems of maintaining on-site habitaiility in
order to retain control of the accident situation in a radiation
environment, recommendations on setting of intervention levels for the
Introducing countermeasures for controlling radiation doses to the public in
the event of a nuclear accident or radiological emergency, and monitoring of
the accident release source.

In 1981, the IAEA notified its Member States that it could provide
Special Assistance Missions consisting of one to four experts for a period
of about one week, who would visit Member States on request, to advise on
emergency planning and preparedness. Several of these missions have since
taken place; others are being requested and planned. The main functions of
the missions are to assist in developing and evaluating emergency plans and
preparedness for a nuclear power plant or other nuclear facility, to provide
help in interpreting and applying IAEA recommendations and technical
guidance documents, and to observe and evaluate exercises to test emergency
plans. On completion of each mission a formal report containing findings,
evaluations and recommendations is sent to the authorities in the requesting
Member State.
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It is not sufficient that the IAEA develops and publishes useful
technical guidance: it is essential that this is implemented "in the field"
- that is, at the nuclear facilities and within the involved governmental
organizations - through suitably trained personnel who can effectively
interpret and apply this guidance to their specific conditions and needs.
Although this objective can be partially achieved through IAEA-sponsored
special assistance missions, it is also necessary to meet the needs of
Member States for provision of formal training of people who will have
responsibility at nuclear facilities and in governmental organizations for
developing and implementing the various aspects of emergency planning and
preparedness. The Agency has therefore established a four-week
"Interregional Training Course in Planning, Preparedness and Response to
Radiological Emergencies", open to. some 30 participants from a wide range of
Member States, and held every one or two years, depending upon demand. In
1982 and 1984 these courses were conducted, in co-operation with the United
States Government, at the Argonne National Laboratory; future courses will
also be conducted in other Member States.

5.' CO-OPERATION IN SAFETY RESEARCH

The potential advantage of international co-operation in nuclear
safety research through shared technical and budgetary resources is
obvious.

Table VIII, listing twelve integral thermohydraulic test facilities,
reveals that, since the safety-related issues requiring resolution are
comparable, the research programmes of countries operating light-water
reactors are very similar. Co-operation would also open the door for a
small country to participate in research that it could not possibly
undertake otherwise.

To identify areas of common interest for exchange and co-operation, a
Committee on Thermal Reactor Safety Research is convened once a year. The
committee recommended that the IAEA establish a nuclear safety research
index giving a comprehensive overview of current reactor safety research in
progress worldwide. The first part of this index (on slowdown and ECCS)
will be available in 1984, a second part (on materials' properties) is in
preparation. The index includes CMEA and developing countries and is
compatible with the index already prepared for OECD and EEC countries.
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Specialists' Meetings continue to provide a forum on which research
scientists can exchange and discuss their specific research work. Such
meetings were held on early diagnosis of failures, on research related to
hydrogen and its control, and on small loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCA)
modelling and experiments. Participation in these meetings has been very
favourable, resulting in an effective exchange between NEA members and other
countries. Meetings on antiseismic evaluation (1984) and on fuel behaviour
under accident conditions (1985) are planned. Following the recommendations
made by one meeting a working group has been convened to prepare a report on
hydrogen aspects. In these meetings strong support has been expressed for
the IAEA's computer code assistance programme in giving assistance in the
use of advanced methods of safety assessment; development of a standard
problem exercise for small loss-of-coolant accident evaluation was suggested.

6. SAFETY STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS

The IAEA's Statute authorizes it to establish safety standards. In
this connection, a recent feature has been the strong emphasis on
encouraging their use in the three major areas:

The Nuclear Safety Standards Programme (NUSS) for power reactors
- The Basic Safety Standards for Radiation Protection

Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials

6.1 Nuclear Safety Standards Programme

In 1974 an ambitious programme, NUSS (the letters being an acronym
for Nuclear Safety Standards), was initiated to establish internationally
agreed safety standards for nuclear power plants in five subject areas—
governmental organization; siting, design, operation and quality assurance.
Preparation of the basic NUSS documents is now nearing completion: all five
Codes of Practice have been published in the IAEA's four working languages
(English, French, Russian and Spanish) and at present 47 of the 55 planned
companion safety guides were completed (40 of them have already been
published in English and many in the other working languages as well).

A principal goal of the NUSS codes and guides is to make available to
developing countries starting a nuclear power programme a coherent set of
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nuclear safety standards. Many developing countries now select the nuclear
power option. At this time there are 5 with nuclear power plants under
construction, 8 with projects in advanced planning or already in the plant
procurement stage, and about ten others which are considering nuclear power
programmes (see table IX). Regulations developed to meet the needs of one
country may not be suitable for another, and the preparation of
comprehensive new technical regulations- is an undertaking that a developing
country cannot perform itself.

These documents also have potential use when an internationally
agreed approach to safety is indicated. For example, when nuclear power
plants are located near national borders, the NUSS standards can be a useful
reference in determining an agreed level of safety and they can serve as a
basis for organizing an emergency plan for the countries involved.

TABLE IX

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
WITH NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAMMES

IN OPERATION

ARGENTINA INDIA
BRAZIL KOREA, Republic of
BULGARIA PAKISTAN
CZECHOSLOVAKIA TAIWAN
HUNGARY YUGOSLAVIA

UNDER CONSTRUCTION

CUBA POLAND
MEXICO ROMANIA
PHILIPPINES

STUDY AND PROCUREMENT

BANGLADESH LIBYAN A.J.
EGYPT POLAND
INDONESIA PORTUGAL
IRAQ TURKEY
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Although at present there are no plans for formalizing the acceptance
of the MUSS standards by means of an international convention, considerable
effort is now under way to encourage their use. Training courses and
seminars are being organized to promote them as the basis for preparing
relevant national regulations, for the domestic development of nuclear
industries and for use in international commerce. The IAEA arranges visits
to Member States of special missions consisting of experts directly involved
in the preparation of these documents. During these missions, discussions
are held with regulatory, utility and other appropriate personnel and should
be particularly useful to countries in the early stages of nuclear power
programmes. Fourteen countries have already requested missions and five
visits were completed by the end of 1981, three in 1982 and one in 1983.

6.2 Basic Safety Standards for Radiation Protection

An important step towards reducing the risks from the use of ionizing
radiation has been taken with the international acceptance of the revised
Basic Safety Standards for Radiation Protection published in October 1982.
The revision was a joint project undertaken by the IAEA, the World Health
Organization, the International Labour Organization and the NEA.

These new standards represent the culmination of efforts under way
since 1977 to provide a world-wide basis for harmonized and up-to-date
radiation protection standards. They reflect a considerable advancement
over the previous Basic Safety Standards and they will in many circumstances
substantially increase radiation protection for workers and for the general
public. It is the first instance where a consistent safety system has been
developed for hazards where no threshold to risk can be demonstrated and
where, the ultimate goal of absolute protection with ze:ro risk can only be
approached. They can serve as an example to other industrial activities
involving hazards to man.

The standards are based on the recommendations of the International
Commission of Radiological Protection (ICRP) contained in its Publication
No. 26. One of the main features of the ICRP publication is the formulation
of a dose-limitation system which requires as its first element that no
source or practice involving exposure to radiation or radioactivity can be
authorized unless the resulting benefits are sufficient: to justify the
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detriments resulting from the exposure. The second element, optimization of
protection, requires that for justifiable sources and practices it is
assured that radiation protection is optimized, taking economic and social
factors into account. The third element establishes dose limits beyond
which no individual should be exposed. In the practical application of the
standards, questions still remain. One area where further clarification is
needed is in the application of the principle that all radioactive exposures
be 'as low as reasonably achievable' (ALABA).

Guidance is also needed in evaluating the trade-off between various
competing factors such as "between doses to workers and doses to the public,
between doses to critical groups (i.e. persons most likely to receive the
highest dose) and doses to the remainder of the population, and between
doses received now and those received in the future*

The IAEA is developing extensive recommendations to provide guidance
in the application of the revised Basic Safety Standards for Radiation
Protection; it will also continue to provide a forum for continued
explanation and clarification.

4

6.3 Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials

One of the first areas in which the IAEA has developed
internationally acceptable standards is the transportation of radioactive
materials. Work began in the late 1950s and the first set of standards,
known as the Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials,
was issued in 1961. These have since been improved and updated, and the
latest edition was published in 1973 and amended in 1979. A further
comprehensive review of the IAEA's regulations is essentially complete, and
a new edition will be issued In 1985. Although there Is no international
convention, standards based on the Agency's regulations are applied by more
than 50 countries and by all relevant international transport organizations.

In 1977 a programme to offer assistance in implementing the standards
was undertaken. This programme includes training courses and
country-specific training missions to developing countries. Through a
co-ordinated research programme, the adequacy of the regulations and the

«

radiological impact of radioactive materials transport is being assessed in
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co-operation with various Member States. A Standing Advisory Group for the '
Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials provides advice to the Agency on its
transport programme. Beginning in 1982, the first meeting was held to
develop guidance on assuring implementation of the regulations. Development
of revised advisory material on the regulations, a guide on applying to
transport the individual dose limitations and optimization requirements of
the Basic Safety Standards for Radiation Protection, a.nd a guide for package
design review and approval procedures are all underway.

Data on hundreds of transport package designs in use in the world are
being compliled in a computer programme established in. 1980. A similar
programme already in operation for the United States Eepartment of
Transportation will be co-ordinated with the IAEA's data bank. Reports are
issued annually and in the next few months a computer link will facilitate
ready access to data on all designs.

All of these activities are aimed at enhancing the safety of
transport while facilitating the movement of radioactive materials
supporting the peaceful application of nuclear materials.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Recognizing that nuclear safety is an international issue, the IAEA
publishes an annual Nuclear Safety Review to describe the current status in
this area, to describe world-wide developments and to report on intiatives
undertaken by the IAEA and other international organizations. New trends in
safety policy are elaborated and the critical review of developments
provides Member States, the news media and the public with an overview of
the important trends and developments in nuclear safety.

Safety problems can more easily be solved if there is international
co-operation. Certainly, countries must work together for emergency
preparedness-— since a radiation release would not respect national
boundaries. Certainly, the likelihood of serious accidents can be decreased
if we furnish information on abnormal events to all countries with nuclear
programmes. Certainly, the interchange of highly technical and costly
research between countries will help us all. Certainly, the knowledge that
standards have been developed and are being used on a world-wide basis will
increase the confidence of the public in the nuclear power option. The IAEA
will do its part to make this co-operation possible.
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Abstract

This paper suggests the concept "failure possibil i ty" based on fuzzy
sets to approach sa fe ty analysis and fual t diagnosis of a large complex
system. Using fai lure possibility, it shows a way to uniformly deal with
component fai lure, human factor , environmental ef fects and common mode
fai lure. A s tandby redundant system is also analyzed by introducing f u z z y
unrel iabi l i ty . An illustrative example concerned with a NPP is shown.

1. Introduction

Fault tree analysis, .abbreviated as FT A,, is one of the methods to
analyze reliability or safety of a large complex system. FTA enables us
to quant i ta t ive ly estimate or predict a disaster caused by a system and
also helps us in qualitative judgements. It Is well-known that FTA has
been used for the assessment of nuclear power plants in Rasmussen's
report WASH 1400.

However some problems in FTA to be overcome have been pointed out.
(I) If a system is large and complex, die re appear various fai lure modes

[1], and it is d i f f i cu l t to collect appropriate da ta , e.g., fa i lure
rates of components and human error rates for the analysis. Then
available data become ambiguous. In particular human factors and
envi ronmenta l e f f ec t s cause ambigui ty which Is not compatible wi th
probabil is t ic unce r t a in ty In FTA.

( I I ) The method to evaluate the results of FTA is not established. It is
usual to Judge subjec t ive ly those by looking at the figures of
probab i l i t y ,

( i l l ) Common mode f a i l u r e is not well dealt wi th in FTA. It is o f t en the
case chat the f a i l u r e of one component inf luences ano ther component.
The rate of i n f luence is, however, not clearly evaluated. We have
to take "engineering judgement" .

The authors suggest in tills pa.per to use the concept "possibility"
in place of probabi l i ty for FTA since ambigui ty discussed in the above is
ra ther f u z z y or possibilistic than-probabi l l s t ic . It is not adequate to
deal w i t h human f ac to r in terms of probabi l i ty . If we judge subjectively
at last the results of FTA, it, la not necessary to use probability numeri-
cally expressed. It is even be t t e r to use ano ther ambigui ty concept in
FTA, if this concept helps us to do subjective assessment by providing
necessary in fo rmat ion .

* At present c/o Division of Nuclear Safety, IAEA, Vienna.
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The concept "possibility" can be expressed using fuzzy sees.
Fuzzlness in f u z z y sees theory is understood mostly as subject ive ambigui ty .
However it can be used in a broader sense even including probabilistic
ambigui ty . The logical connectives AND and OR introduced in this paper
wi th respect to possibilities are homomorphic to those of probabilities.
Thus "possibility" is compatible with probability. It is shown that
possibility enables us to well express a variety of ambiguities in a system
such as human fac to rs , environmental e f f ec t s and common mode failure.
That is, we can take a unifonnal approach by using the concept "possibility".

The authors also discuss how to analyze a faul t tree based on "possi-
bil i ty". As an illustrative example, a circuit diagram of power supply
in a nuclear power plant is shown and its fault tree is analyzed, where
the top event is a loss of elctric power supply to engineering safe ty
features .

2. Preliminaries [2]

Fuzzy sets
Let X be a universe of discourse. A fuzzy subset A of X is cha rac te r i u 9 ,

by a func t ion

A : X * [0, 1],

where A ( x ) is called a membership function and [0, 1] is a un i t in te rva l .
The value A ( x ) expresses the grade of x belonging to a fuzzy subset A of X.

In possibility theory related to fuzzy sets theory, a membership f u n c t i o n
is called a possibility distribution. A fuzzy subset is o f t e n called s imply
a fuzzy set. In the context, an ordinary set is called a crisp set. A f u z z y
set A is said normal if sup A ( x ) - 1. If X is a set of real numbers and

xex
if A ( x ) 2. A ( a ) A A ( b ) for all x, a, b such that a £ x £ b, then A Is said
convex. Let R be a set of real numbers. A normal and convex f u z z y subset,
of R is called a fuzzy number. In the sequel we shall deal w i t h f u z z y
numbe rs of [ 0, 1 ].

g-cuta of a fuzzy set
Let A be a fuzzy set. Then the crisp sets

AO - ( x | A ( x ) > o), a e [0, 1)

are called strong a-cuts.
Note that a s trong a-cut of a fuzzy number is an open interval (a, b)

where a and b depend on a.
Given the strong a-cuts of A, its membership func t ion is reconstructed by

A ( x ) - sup (a A XA ( x ) l .
a e (0,1) a

where Xj?(x) is the characteristic function of a crisp set E. i.e., X£(x) * 1
for x e E and XE(X) - 0 for x t- E.
Extension Principle

Let f : X •*• Y be a mapping and A be a fuzzy subset of X. Then f(A) is
a fuzzy subset of Y defined by

f(A)0 - f(A0), « e {0, 1)
where f(Aa) is the image of a set Aa by f, i.e.,

f(Aa) - (yly - f(x), x e Aa).
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I i i particular l ee f : X x Y + Z , A b e a f u z z y subset o f X and B that o f Y ,
then

f ( A , B)« - f (A a , Ba), « e [0, 1)

According to extension principle, we can put fuzzy sets into any func t ion
as arguments. For example the addi t ion + of two real numbers is considered
as a f u n c t i o n + : R x R •»• R such that + (a , b) « a + b, and so we can
d e f i n e A + B for two fuzzy numbers A and B.

t-nonn and t-conorm ( 3]
Let F and G be funct ions from [0, 1] x [0, 1] * [0, 1] with the

f o l l o w i n g propert ies

(1) F ( x , F ( y , z ) ) - F ( F ( x , y ) , z ) , G ( x , G ( y , z ) ) - G ( C ( x , y ) , z )
(2) F ( x , y ) - F ( y , x ) , G ( x , y ) - G ( y , x )
(3) F ( x , y ) < F ( x ' , y ' ) , G ( x , y ) _< G ( x ' , y ' ) , if x < x' and y _< y '
(4) F ( x , x ) 7 F ( x ' , x ' ) , G(x ,x ) < G ( x ' , x ' ) , if x < x'
(5) F ( x , l ) - x, G(x ,0 ) - x
(6) F and G a re continuous,
(7 ) F ( x , G ( y , z ) ) - G ( F ( x , y ) , F ( x , z ) ) , G ( x , F ( y , z ) ) - F ( G ( x , y ) , G ( x , z ) ) .

Then F is called C-norm and G is called t-conorra where t stands for triangular.
Let us have some examples.

Fp(x ,y) " xy
G p ( x , y ) - x + y - xy

Fm(x,'y) - m a x ( x + y - 1, 0)
.y) - m i n ( x + y, 1)

where F_ is "and" operation in probabili t ies and G_ is also "or" operat ion.
A C-norm F and a t-conorm G are interpreted as a generalized "and" operation
and a general ized "or" operation, respectively.

3. Failure possibility

This paper introduces the concept of possibility instead of probability
which is expressed using a fuzzy subset of unit interval [0, 1].
Let us consider a f u z z y subset C, a fuzzy number, of [0, 1] associated with
a possibi l i ty distr ibution C(x) of the type

C(x) -
+ 20|x - c|m

w h e r e m - m^ for x < c and ra • m^ for x >_ c .

In the above the pa r ame te r m is related to fuzziness and c, called the centre
of C, gives the maximal grade of C(x) , i.e., C(c) - 1. In the sequel we
s h a l l call C " f a i l u r e possibility" and call x "likelihood of fa i lure"; we
can say tha t f a i l u r e possibili ty is a f u z z i f i e d likelihood of fai lure.

Our purpose is to use the concept of possibility for sa fe ty analysis
and f a u l t diagnosis in place of probabil i ty. Though we may f i nd a way of
u s i n g possibi l i ty independent of probabil i ty, it is better to connect
poss ib i l i t y wi th probabil i ty since we have been familiar wi th the concept
of p robab i l i t y so f a r .
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connection of possibility and probability
Usual ly the f a i l u r e rate of a component of a system is given by a

t r i p l e t ( X j ^ , X(.j, Xy) where X^ is the lower bound of fa i lu re rate,
Xj,j the mean and Xjj the upper bound. In this paper we der ive fai lure
possibility from fai lure rate as follows. Note that C is characterized
by three parameters c, m^ and HIR.
( i ) c f rora X.M :

1 + ( T log
o <

This translation is deeply related to the logical connectives of possibi-
lities as will be later shown. Table 1 shows the relation between a like-
lihood of failure c and a failure rate X^ as well as the classification
of c and their qualitative expressions.

Table 1 Classification of c
Class

A
B
C
D

E
F
G
I!
I

J

c
1.0

0.9 - 1.0
0.7 - 1.0
0.5 - 0.7

0.3 - 0.5
0.2 - 0.3
0.1 - 0.2
0.05- 0.1
0.0 - 0.05

0.0

Qualitative expression
certain
roost probable
quite probable
probable

rather improbable
improbable
highly improbable
extremely improbable
excluded as far as one can judge
next to impossible
impossible

XH
1.0

3.0x10-2 - 1.0
5.5x10-3 _ 3.0x10-2

ID"3 _ 5.5xio-3

ID'* - 10-3
ID"5 - 10~A

10-7 - 10-5
10"8 - 10~7

0.0 - 10"8

0.0

( i i ) mL and mR f rom (XL , XM,
First define

k -

Then induce ra^ and mR from
classes of c.

and kR as are shown in Table 2 referring the

Table 2 Values of m for k and class
class k < 3 3 < k < 5 5 < k < 1 0 1 0 < k

B
C
D
E
F
G
11
I

2.35
2.8
2.3
2.0
1.6
1.2
0.9
0.65

2.95
3.5
2.85
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.15
0.8

3.5
4.2
3.3
3.0
2. A
1.8
1.35
0.95

4.1
4.85
3.85
3.5
2.8
2.1
1.55
1.1
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We have now translated failure rate into failure possibility
Fig. 1 shows typical examples of f a i l u r e possibillity according to its
class.

1.0 J H
1.0

k < 3

a
M
ki
U
.0.

U-o

1.0
likelihood of failure

5 < k < 10

1.0
likelihood of r*llur*

(4 )

Fig. 1 Examples of failure possibility

Human error [ A ]
One of the methods to evaluate human error is to f i n d the increment

of the f a i l u r e rate of a component by human error. Here we take this
approach. The Increment of fa i lure rate by human error is 'also expressed
by in t roducing a t r iplet (r^, r^, ry) where r is a mul t ip l i ca t ive coeffi-
cient of k. In this paper we simply use a triplet (2/3 r, r, 3/2r). Now
the tr iplet of fa i lure rate (X^, ^, ^y) Is mult ipl ied ,is

(2/3rXL , rXM, 3/2rKy)

This implies the failure rate caused by human error which is also translated
into failure possibility. The other method is to evaluate directly human
error in terns of possibilities.
Envlronmencal effects

We apply the same method used in human error to evaluate environmental
effects.

4. Logical connectives of possibilities

AND and OR connectives
Let us consider the fol lowing t-norra F and t-conorm G.

1
F ( x , y ) -

r i_- 1/3 ,_v 1/3,3(JLii) + (III)
x y

31 /3

G(x ,y ) -
1-x 1-y

[( * ) +
1-x 1-y

3 1 / 3
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We use F as AND of possibilities and G as OR. We now show die
connectives AND and OR are compatible with those of probabilities.
To this aim let us consider the centre c of failure possibility C.
(i) parallel connection of components:
Fig. 2 shows a parallel connection of two components.

c - FCCX.C2)
Fig. 2 Parallel connection of two components

The failure rate of the above system is obtained by taking "and"
connection of two failure rates ^\ and ^2» !•«•• H multiplied by
^2- We can do the same thing in the space of likelihood of failure
derived from failure rates. Together with F and f we find the following
diagram commutes.

"and"
Xl X2

AND

That is.

X2) -

Fig. 3 Commutative diagram

, f ( X 2 ) )

which implies that this t-norra F preserves the "and" connective of f a i l u r e
rates, i.e., probabilities.

As for OR connective in case of a serial connection of components, we have

Though it Is possible to f ind a t-conorm exactly preserving "or" of proba-
bi l i t ies , we use the above G for simplicity of calculation.

Now given two fa i lure possibilities C± and C2,

GI AND C2 - F(Ci.,C2)

CL OR C2 - G ( C l f C 2 ) ,

where F ( C ] ^ , C 2 ) and C(Ci ,C 2 ) are calculated by extension principle.

f u z z y causal relation expressing common mode failure [ 5]
To consider common mode fa i lure , let us look at Fig. 4. In this

s i tua t ion the fa i lu re of component (1) influences the fai lure of component
( 2 ) . This process is expressed by a f u z z y causal relation R in sense of
poss ibi l i ty , where R is a furzy subset of [0, 1] like C.
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Fig . A Fuzzy causal relation R to express common mode fa i lu re

Here we classify R into 6 classes as are shown in Fig. 5

1.0
e.<nkvae

°0.5
2to

0.0
0.5 x 1.0

Fig. 5 Classes of fuzzy causal relations
Under logical considerations, we can estimate the possibility of (I)
influencing to (2) by C\ AND R. Now the failure possibility of the total
system in Fig. 4 is found in the following steps,
(i) failure possibility of (2) influenced by the failure of (1):

C'2 - F(C1(R)
(ii) the portion of failure possibility of (1) not influencing (2):

Denote this portion by C'^. Then C^ equals C'2 OR C'j, i.e.,
Ci - G(C'2,C'i)

,(iii) failure possibility of total system:
It is concluded that C equals C'2 OR (C'i AND C2 ) by considering
two cases of (1) influencing (2) and not.

C - C(C'2> F(C'l,C2))
Fig. 6 shows che equivalent connection to the one shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6 Equivalent connection
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5. Fault cree analysis based on failure possibility

Evaluation of failure possibility
l.O.

£
•
I*
41
1

I Y

41•a

•"• 2 * likelihood of failure

Fig. 7 Evaluation of fa i lure possibility

Given f a i lu re possibility in Fig. 7, we evaluate it with respect to
three aspects: class, potentiality of failure and fuzziness of possibility,
(i) class:

Looking at the centre c of failure possibility, we can find its class
shown at Table 1. ,

(11) potential i ty of fai lure:
W i t h respect to the part of the membership function C(x) where x >^ 0.5,
calculate

0 1
P - / (C2(«) - 0.5)<xd<x / / (1 - 0.5)odo

0 0
where 0 £ P £ 1

Bigger is the value P, higher is the potentiality of fai lure even if
c is small.

(ii i) fuzziness of possibility:
Define

1 1
F - / ( c 2 (Y) - c 1 (T ) )YdT / / (1 - 0)ydY

0 0
The fuzz iness of fa i lure possibility increases, as F becomes big.
( i v ) relative potentiali ty and fuzziness:

Let C* be a s tandard failure possibility in a class which c belongs
to, where C* has the membership function obtained by using ra for
k < 3 at Table 2.
Oenfine

RP - P/potential i ty of C*

RF * F/ fuzz iness of C*

then those imply relat ive evaluations in a class.
(v) impor tance of basic events:

This is evaluated by sensi t ivi ty analysis as usual. Let X^ be
f a i l u r e possibil i ty of i-th basic event and Y be that of the top event.
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Define
1

where

( a (o ) + b(a))oda,
)
>a * ( a ( a ) , b ( o t ) ) : s trong ot-cuts of

+ AY) - H ( Y )
I -

- H(Xi)

The Importance T Implies the change of failure possibility of the
top event by that of a basic event.

6. Safety analysis of engineering safety features at NPP
System

Fig. 8 shows power supply system to. engineering safety features at
a nuclear power plant consisting of 500KV and 230KV lines. In Fig. 8
there are shown five fuzzy causal relations associated with R2, R3 and
R4 which are shown in Fig. 5. The components of the system are switches,
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Fig. 8 Power supply system
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breakers , t ransformers and relay switches. As causes of fa i lu re , we
consider components fa i lure , human e r ro r , environmental e f f e c t s , and
common mode fa i lure which are listed up at Table 3. Fig. 9 shows the
f a u l t tree of the system.

Table 3 Component fa i lure rates and human or environmental factors [6]

component

Circuit Breaker
Trans fo rme r
Relay Switch
Switch
500KV Line
230KV Line

XL

1.752x10-4
4.38 xlO"4

8.76 xlO~5

8.76 xlO-6

1.0 xlO~7

1.0 x!0~7

" *M
1. 621xlO-3

7.71&X10"3

7.621x10-4
6.745x10-4
1.0 xlO"6

1.0 x!0"6

XU

1.095x10-2
8.76 xlO-2

1.314x10-2
1.419x10-2
1.0 xlO"5
1.0 xlO~5

Huma n

2.0
1.5
0.5
3.0
0.0
0.0

Envi r.

2.0
1.6
1.3
1.7
0.0
0.0

LOJJ of Clectrlc Power Supply Co
Engineering Safety Featurei

?»llure or 500 Kv Line Pkllure of 230 Kv Line

(5,5) a, 9,6 /5/M «o Mi

B B 230kv 3 230kv

Fig. 9 Fault tree of power supply system to engineering
safety features

Analysis
Fig. 10 shows failure possibility of the top event TR(1,1) and those

of an in termediate event TR(4,3) and basic events TR(4,5), TR(7,2) with
high importance. Note that the importance of TR(7 ,2 ) , i.e., 0.022 ia
rather big among other basic events. As for the basic events, there are
shown three fa i lure possibilities I, 2 and 3 which imply component failure,
human factor and environmental effects, respectively. The overall failure
possibility is obtained by 1 OR 2 OR 3. Aa is seen in Fig. 10, the
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TR(l.l) T R ( U , 5 )

Oi
•H

inU
V

JOa

<Mo
u•a

hO

sim

V1

c
p
F

0.1*20
0.960
0.980

likelihood of failure
"E" C (i)-0.7MC (2)"0.788

C (3)-0.,795I «0,,2l40
TR(T,2)

likelihood of failure
"C"
"C"
"C"

P.•H
M

E)Us
<M
O

likelihood of failure
-.0.839 "C" .

0 1
likelihood of failure

C (i)=o.li59 "E" •
C (2)«0.580 "D"
C (3)«0.515 "D"
I *0.062

Fig. 10 Failure possibilities of top, intermediate and basic events

importance of TR(4,5) is much bigger than that of TR(7,2) nevertheless
the class of TR(4,5) is lower than that of .TR(7,2). This is because
there is one AND connective between TR(6,5) and the top event while
there are two between TR(7,2) and the top event.

Next let us modify the failure rates of nine components which have high
importance such as TR(4,5). The modified data are underlined at Table 4 and
the nine components are shown by underlines in Fig. 9.
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5. Standby redundant system

Unrel iab i l i ty
When we deal wi th a s tandby redundant system, we h.ive to In t roduce

the concept un re l i ab i l i t y depending on t ime. Here we consider about random
f a i l u r e per iod in which f a i l u r e rate can be regarded as constant . Unre l i a -
b i l i ty of a component is d e f i n e d w i t h respect to time t as

u ( X t ) - 1 - exp( -Xt )

where X is the f a i lu re rate of a component.
The values of u are for example

9.95xlO~3 for Xc - 0.01

9.98xlO~ l for Xc - 6.0

Here we may assume that a component does not fai l if Xc < 0.01 and f a l l s
down pe r f ec t ly if Xc > 6.0. In the sequel we shall consider only in the
t ime in terva l 0.01 £ Xc £ 6.0.

It is convenient to deal wi th Xc as a single te rm. For no rma l i za t i on
d e f i n e

t* - h ( X c )
A
- log(Xc/0.01) / log(6.0/0.01),

where t* - 0 for Xc - 0.01 and t* - 1 for Xc - 6.0.
We have to consider the value t* to guess if a component f a i l s down at
t ime t; the p robab i l i t y of fa i lure at a given t ime t Increases as t* does.

Now we derive a fuzzy sec T f rom a t r ip le t (X^, \^t \\j) just as we
have derived f a i l u r e possibili ty C

T(x) - 1 - a(x - t*)2, x e [0, 1]

where t* is the centre of T giveit by t* - h

1.0

u1.
u•o

i.o
likelihood of f*llur«

Fig. 12 a and
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The p a r a m e t e r a is determined f rom (^» ^M» Hi) by the fo l lowing s teps.
Fi rs t induce f a i l u r e possibility C f rom failure rate. Next f ind ot and f3,
l ikelihood of fa i lu re , as is shown in Fig. 12 where C2(°0 " f(10^) and
c i ( P ) - f (^n /10) . Then Table 5 shows the value of a depending at and (3 .
Even if t* is small, a component may fail down if the fuzziness of T is
big.

Table 5 Values of parameters a f rom oc and $

a

- 0.55
0.55 - 0.7
0.7 - 0.85
0.85 - 1.0

0

- 0.7
0.7 - 0.85

0.85 - 0.95
0.95 - 1.0

a

34.0
16.0
8.0
6.0

Fuzzy unrel iabi l i ty U, a fuzzy subset of [0, 1], is induced f rom T by
a p p l y i n g extension principle to the function u^h'^x)) of x; note that
u ( \ t ) - u(JT l(t*». That is

Let us denote by u* the unreliabil i ty corresponding to t*. Then follows

u* - u (h~ l ( t * ) )

The membership funct ion U ( x ) takes its maximal grade at x » u*.

AMD* and OR* connectives of fuzzy unreliabilities
We extend the ordinary "and" and "or" of unreliabilities:

and

or"

U1U2

u +•

By extension principle we have for fuzzy unreliabilities

Uj_ AND* U2 - U tU2

Ui OR* U2 - D! 4- \J2 -

Unreliability of standby redundant system [7] [8j
A s tandby redundant system is a parallel-connected system with

a m o n i t o r and two switches shown in Fig. 13. If the component at line 1
fa i l s , a mon i to r turns on the switch at line 2 so that the standby component
begins to work. Here we assume that (i) a moni tor can always catch the
f a i l u r e of the component at line 1, (ii) a standby component does not
fa l l during standby period and (iii) the component at line 1 is not
repai red.
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Un« 1

Line 2

Fig. 13 Standby redundant system

The un re l i ab i l i t y of the system in Fig. 13 is calculated as

where ^ - Xsi + ^pi, ̂ si is c^e fa*lure rate of the switch i and P^ is
the fa i lu re rate of the component i.
We introduce the following operation to f ind the fuzzy unre l iab i l i ty of a
standby redundant system.

H ( x , y ) - iI'

i + [nr>
How let

u*2 * u ( X 2 c )

which give the maximal grades of the fuzzy unreliabilities of line 1 and
line 2, repectlvely. Then follows

- H(u*!, u*2)

So t-norm H, a kind of "and" operation, is approximately compacible with
the calculation g(^i.t, ^2c) of unreliabili ty of a standby redundant
system.

common mode fa i lure
It is possible to deal with common mode failure as we have done in

Section 3. Let U^ and U2 be fuzzy unreliabilities of two components
connected in parallel and R be a fuzzy casual relation between them.
The total unreliability U is obtained by the following procedure.

(I) U'2 - Ui AMD* R

(tl ) Ui - U*2 OR* U'i

(111) U - U'2 OR* ( U ' i AND* U2)
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230 Kv

Main Ceneratot

Relay Switch

Circuit
Breaker

Engineering Safety Feature*

S., - Si : Switches B. - B_ : Circuit Breaker*
T - T1 5 : Transformers R - n^ t Relay Switches

Fig. 14 Power supply system with standby redundant systems

evaluation of fuzzy unreliability
The same method taken for f a i l u re possibility is used. Fault tree

n n a l y s l s Is also the same; we put fuzzy unreliability in place of failure
p o s s I b l l l t y .

example
We m o d i f y a power supply system in Fig. 8 by pu t t ing three standby

redundant systems as <t re shown in Fig. 14. Fig. 15 shows its faul t tree.
The same data as those at Table 3 are used for the analysis.

Fig. 16 shows dynamical change of fuzzy unreliabilities of the top
event, an In te rmldia te event TR(3,2) and a basic event TR(4,1). As for
the top even t , we can see un re l i ab i l i t y as well as fuzziness of fuzzy
u n r e l i a b i l i t y Is very big; fuzziness become the biggest at the middle of
the t ime Interval 10-100 years.

Let us also m o d i f y the data concerned with 9 basic events which have
shown high impotance In FTA. Table 6 shows the modified data with
under l ines . Then the results are very much improved as are shown in Fig. 17,
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Fig. 15 Fault cree of modified power supply system
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Table 6 Modified Data (2)
Component

Circui t Breaker
( 4 , 1 )
( 5 , 5 )
( 6 , 1 4 )

Traus f o r m e r
(MX*, 5 ) < 6 , 3 )
(6,11)(6,13)
Relay Switch

( 6 , 4 )

*L

1.752x10"*
1. 752x1 O"4

1. 752x10-*

4.38x10'*
4.38x10'*

8.76xlO"5

Hi

l.OxlO"3

3.6x10-"
1.621x10-3

0.9xlO"3

2. 5xlO-3

4.5xlO-4-

*U

*.5xlO"3

1.08xlO"3

1.095x10"^

2.7xlO-3

1.1x10-"

Z.OxlO-3

Human

0.0
oTo
1.0

0.0
0.0

0.0

Envi r .

1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0

0.5

a•«
JC•u
ae

•O•u

1.0

tUe (years)
10 20 30 l«0 50 100

T R ( 3 , 2 ) '
time (years)

10 20 30 50
time (years)

20 V) 50 100

0.5

0.5 1.0
unreliability

0.5 1.0
unreliability

0.5 1-0
unreliability

Fl'g. 16 Fuzzy unreliabilities of top, intermidiate and basic event

TR(l.l)
tine (year*)

0,5 1.0
unreliability

TH(3,2)
tin* (years)

20 1«0 50 100

0.5 1.0
unreliability

Fig. 17 Improved fuzzy unreliabilities
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8. Conclusions

The concept "possibi l i ty" has been introduced to dual w i th ambigu i ty
a p p e a r i n g in s a f e t y analysis and f au l t diagnosis of a large complex system.
In f a u l t t ree analysis there are various fa i lure modes wi th fuzziness
such as human f ac to r s , invironmental e f f e c t s and common mode f a i lu re .
U s i n g f a i l u r e possibili ty, we can take a un i fo rma l approach to various
f a i l u r e modes. The presented method does not contradict : wi th an ordinary
approach since possibility is compatible wi th probabi l i ty .

From a f a i l u r e possibil i ty expressed by a fuzzy set:, we can f i n d
i m p o t a n t In fo rma t ions on fuzziness and potentiality for the evaluation
of the results.

As an i l l u s t r a t ive example, sa fe ty analysis of a power supply system
to engineer ing s a f e ty fea tures at a NPP has been discussied.

A s tandby redundant system is also dealt with by considering fuzzy
u n r e l i a b i l i t y depending on time.
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THE ROLE OF THE SAFETY ANALYST
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF
ABNORMAL INCIDENT PROCEDURES

F.K. KING, C.W. GORDON, V.M. RAINA
Nuclear Studies and Safety Department,
Ontario Hydro,
Toronto, Canada

Abstract

The availability of good abnormal incident procedures is
crucial to proper operator response following an accident in a
nuclear power plant. To ensure that such procedures are
appropriate, they must accurately reflect the expected and
required performance of plant systems.
The purpose of this paper is to describe how design and safety
analysis input is being factored into the development of
abnormal incident procedures for the Darlington Nuclear
Generating Station (NGS), which is presently undei: construction
by Ontario Hydro.
The approach being followed is that the design and safety
analysis division is preparing detailed Operator Response
Guidelines based on their understanding of the system design/
its expected response to accidents and the associated safety
concerns. These guidelines can then be used by the operating
division as an input to developing final control room
procedures and operator training material.
For Darlington NGS, the Operator Response Guidelines are being
written in conjunction with the Darlington Probabilistic Safety
Evaluation, a safety design verification study which uses
current event tree/fault tree risk assessment methodology.
This practice of having the consideration of abnormal incident
procedures integral to the design and safety analysis process,
rather than an addendum to it, is yielding several benefits.For example, the process of writing detailed procedures forces
designers and safety analysts to address the specifics of
required operator actions. Experience so far shows that this
process complements the Darlington Probabilistic Safety
Evaluation and other safety analyses by ensuring a thorough
review of the design/operator interface with the resultant
early identification of potential problem areas.

1. INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic risk assessments which have been carried out for
several nuclear power plants worldwide indicate that
ope rations-related human errors are important contributors to
overall risk^ and that operator recovery actions can play
an important role in reducing the frequency of various
accidents. Also, recent control room simulator research^
has shown operating procedures to be a powerful performance
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shaping factor affecting control room operator performance,
with error probability being greatly increased by poor
procedures. These results support the general intuitive notion
that the operator plays a key role in the control of any
complex industrial facility. It follows then that to help
ensure proper operator response following an accident in a
nuclear power plant, the development of good abnormal incident
procedures and thorough operator training should be high
priority tasks.
Typically/ however, the information required to develop such
procedures and related operator training material is included
in voluminous design and safety analysis documentation/ and
usually the available safety analysis has been prepared for
licensing purposes and contains many conservatisms.
The purpose of this paper is to describe how design and safety
analysis input is being factored into the development of
abnormal incident procedures for the Darlington Nuclear
Generating Station (NGS), a-4-unit, 850 MWe each, CANDU station
presently being built by Ontario Hydro and scheduled for first
critical in May 1987.
First, the organization of Ontario Hydro is described. Next,
both the process followed in the past to develop abnormal
incident procedures and that being followed for Darlington NGS
are discussed. The new method of presentation is referred to
as Operator Response Guidelines which are described in
Section 5. The expected benefits and current status of this
approach are outlined in Sections 6 and 7.
2. ONTARIO HYDRO ORGANIZATION

Ontario Hydro, the sole electric utility in the province of
Ontario, Canada, currently has an operating nuclear capacity of
about 7 GWe with another 7 GWe of capacity under construction.

For new plants, the utility acts as its own architect-engineer,
constructor and operator. The organization is divided into
three branches: Planning and Administration, Engineering and
Services/ and Operations. For nuclear power plants,
Engineering and Services acts as the designer and constructor,
while Operations is responsible for commissioning and
operation. As plant designer/ the Engineering and Services
Branch performs required safety analysis for safety design
verification and licensing purposes. Operations Branch is
responsible for producing the operating manuals and procedures
for day-to-day and emergency operations of plants, as well as
training operating staff.
3. DEVELOPMENT OF ABNORMAL INCIDENT PROCEDURES IN THE PAST

For previous stations, Pi eke ring NGS A and B and Bruce NGS A
and B, Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd and Ontario Hydro shared
design responsibilities. Information regarding plant design,
intended mode of operation, expected system response, and
safety requirements was contained in a variety of design
manuals, safety analyses and other design documents produced by
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the design organizations. Operations staff at the plant then
reviewed this documentation, extracted the relevant
information, and combined this with other information (e.g.
from equipment manufacturers) and with previous operating
experience to develop system operating manuals. Plant
operations staff also reviewed and extracted information from
safety analysis produced for plant licensing and used this, in
conjunction with other sources, to produce for each station an
Abnormal Incidents Manual. This manual provides direction to
the control room operator on required actions following a
predetermined set of abnormal incidents. This manual is used
for operator training purposes and would be consulted by
operators during an actual accident.
To close the loop in the review process, the design and safety
analysis groups reviewed the system operating manuals and the
Abnormal Incidents Manual to ensure that the design and safety
analyses had been correctly interpreted, and that events and
operator actions important to safety had been properly
considered.
A positive attribute of this process was that operations
personnel were required to make an in-depth, independent review
of design and safety analysis documentation. This led to a
further understanding of the detailed safety concerns by
operations staff and provided a thorough review of the
operator's role assumed in the safety analysis.
The main shortcoming of this approach was that formal abnormal
incident procedures had to be developed over a relatively short
time span. Final design and safety analysis documentation was
not usually available more than one year before first
criticality. This led to the late development of detailed
abnormal incident procedures with a subsequent negative effect
.on the operator training and qualification program. Also, any
required design changes which were identified as a result of
this review of the operator-machine interface, which is a
natural by-product of the process of developing detailed
procedures, would be identified late in the construction
process with greater disruption resulting.

4. DEVELOPMENT OF ABNORMAL INCIDENT PROCEDURES FOR
DARLINGTON NGS

For Darlington NGS, a modified approach to this information
transfer process is being used. The station operations group
will still review the design manuals, safety analyses, etc., as
an input to producing the system operating manuals and formal
abnormal incident procedures; however, design and safety
analysis staff are producing detailed Operator Response
Guidelines for a number of abnormal incidents to assist
operations staff in the development of these procedures.
Each Operator Response Guideline contains the general
objectives and specific operator actions believed to be
appropriate for a given accident situation, based on the
designer/safety analysts' understanding of the characteristics
of the accident, the required response and limitations of
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mitigating systems and of the nuclear safety and economic
concerns. In addition to these actions, the guidelines contain
a review of the basis for diagnosing and differentiating the
possible accidents, and a set of Supplementary Notes (see
Section 5).

The Operator Response Guidelines are being generated in
conjunction with a probabilistic risk assessment, referred to
as the Darlington Probabilistic Safety Evaluation. This is one
of the activities being carried out on Darlington NGS to assess
the safety design adequacy of the station and will be used as
support information in the licensing process. It is also
noteworthy that this study is being used to identify the
dominant sequences contributing to financial risk associated
with accident conditions.

The Darlington Probabilistic Safety Evaluation involves:
(a) a systematic review of plant design and past operating

experience to identify potential initiating events;
(b) the use of event trees to identify mitigating systems

and their failure modes of interest;
(c) fault tree analysis of mitigating systems to develop

logic models of how system failure may occur;
(d) linking, or integration, of event tree and fault tree

models, to generate sequences of failure events of
interest;

(e) calculation of the probabilities of occurrence of the
event sequences resulting from the integration process
and identification of those most likely; and

(f) the assessment of in-plant and off-site consequences
associated with the accident sequences.

The above process identifies, in a very systematic manner, the
required mitigating systems and alternatives available in the
event of failure. This information can then be used as a
direct input to the development of the Operator Response
Guidelines. In addition, the risk assessment process is
carried out using best-estimate assumptions, rather than the
traditional conservative approach used in licensing. This
leads to a better understanding of the expected plant response
which then can be used in the development of the Operator
Response Guidelines.

The Darlington Probabilistic Safety Evaluation, in contrast to
many other comprehensive risk assessments carried out
internationally, identifies sequences that can result in
several degrees of fuel failure, not just those that result, in
LWR terms, in core melt. Hence, it provides an information
base to develop procedures for a broad range of accident
conditions.
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5. OPERATOR RESPONSE GUIDELINES

A preliminary list of Operator Response Guidelines to be
developed by design/safety analysis staff on Darl:.ngton NGS is
shown in Table I. This list was prepared based on the review
of initiating events carried out for the Darlington
Probabilistic Safety Evaluation and on the abnormal incident
procedures for other stations. The intent is to group together
a number of similar events and produce a Guideline applicable
to each group. If needed, this list can be extended to provide
guidance for less severe transients.

TABLE I

OPERATOR RESPONSE GUIDELINES FOR DARLINGTON

1. Post Forced Shutdown
2. Boiler Pressure Decreasing
3. Heat Transport Circuit Pressure Increasing
4. Beat Transport Circuit Pressure Decreasing
5. Boiler Level Decreasing
6. Loss of Heat Transport Circuit Inventory
7. Boiler Tube Failure
8. Channel Flow Reduction
9. Loss of Instrument Air
10. Loss of Service Water

11. Loss of Electrical Power
12. Control Computer Failures
13. End Shield Cooling System Failures
14. Moderator System Failures
15. Failures While on Shutdown Cooling

Each Operator Response Guideline consists of the following
information:
(a) a one page overview of the post-accident operating

objectives;
(b) guidance for confirming diagnosis of the event;
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(c) operator actions, presented in a structured flowchart
format, which detail those mitigating systems that can
be brought into service based on plant response; and

(d) a set of Supplementary Notes which elaborate on the
above.

Examples of (a) and (c) above, from a draft Operator Response
Guideline, are included at the end of this paper. This
Guideline, Boiler Level Decreasing, covers events which affect
feedwater flow to the boilers, such as feedwater line breaks
and main feedwater pump failures. The format used is very
similar to that currently employed in the Abnormal Incident
Manuals of other Ontario Hydro nuclear generating stations.
General post-accident objectives are defined on the first page
and are repeated in the left-hand column of subsequent pages.
The expected operator response throughout the event is defined
in vertical flowchart format with a comment column used to
provide important support information.

The process of outlining, in detail, the expected operator
response requires the designer/safety analyst to address the
specific attributes of these actions, for example, what
information is necessary to decide to act or to verify
successful operations, what is the exact component required to
be manipulated, where is it located, and is there sufficient
operations staff and time available to perform the required
actions.
The Operator Response Guidelines are organized on an
event-based, symptoms-oriented basis. This hybrid approach
combines the broadness and flexibility of a purely
symptoms-oriented procedure with the familiar and simpler
approach of an event-ba.sed procedure. Based on the response of
specific plant parameters, possible concurrent failures of
mitigating features (as identified during the probabilistic
safety evaluation) can be diagnosed and dealt with by the
operator. Possible drawbacks of this approach are the need to
include extra diagnostic steps not required in straight forward
event-based procedures and the need for prior diagnosis by the
operator in order to identify the proper procedure. The
Operator Response Guidelines under development are not the
final control room procedures, these will be developed by
station operations personnel as has been done in the past.
The accompanying Supplementary Notes for each Operator Response
Guideline include:

(a) an overview of the expected plant response during the
accident, including automatic features which are
activated and information on expected sequence timing;

(b) elaboration on diagnosis and differentiation of
events, especially on possible confusing situations;

(c) discussion of the basis for operator actions in the
Guidelines, including alternative actions and system
limitations; and
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(d) long-term concerns which should be considered in
post-accident recovery.

One of the primary objectives of the Supplementary Notes is to
provide consolidated information which can be used for operator
training purposes. The Supplementary Notes are structured to
provide information unique to each numbered step in the
Operator Response Guidelines.
6. BENEFITS

The following benefits are being/ or are expected to be/
obtained as a result of the development of the Operator
Response Guidelines:
(a) A further safety design verification process is being

provided which complements the Darlington
Probabilistic Safety Evaluation and other safety
analyses activities by focussing on the
design/ope rat or interface. This leads to an early
identification of possible design problems or of areas
where additional operator decision aids are required/
for example, better information display or
annunciation.

(b) A consistent basis for the Darlington Probabilistic
Safety Evaluation and other safety analyses with
respect to expected operator actions is being
provided. This is important as the actual station
operating procedures are not available at: the time of
analysis*.

(c) Darlington NGS operations staff will be able to start
the development of the Abnormal Incident Manual much
earlier. This should allow more time for critical
review, of content and format, and should lead to a
better final product.

7. STATUS

The Darlington Probabilistic Safety Evaluation is about
two-thirds complete with event tree analysis and most of the
fault tree analysis being complete.
Two Operator Response Guidelines (Loss of Heat Transport
Circuit Inventory and Boiler Level Decreasing) have been
written and are being reviewed to finalize content and format
so as to best meet the needs of both the design and operations
personnel. The remainder of the Guidelines are expected to be
completed by early 1985/ i.e. two full years prior to
criticality.
8. SUMMARY

Operator Response Guidelines are being produced by Ontario
Hydro's design organization in conjunction with the Darlington
Probabilistic Safety Evaluation.
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These serve as another means to meet the design responsibility
to ensure the plant design has the capability to be operated in
the required manner under accident conditions.
The guidelines serve as a further input to the operations
division on expected and required plant response for use in
operator training and abnormal incident procedure writing.
This input will be available to operations staff much earlier
and in much more detail than in the past.
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Darlington NCSA Operator Response Guidelines

Section: 5 Bailer Level Decreasing

OPERATING OBJECTIVES

1. Reduce Reactor Power

2.

3.

4.

5.

Stabilize Boiler Pressure

'
Stabilize Heat Transport Inventory

1•
Stabilize Heat Transport Pressure

•
Attempt to Restore Feedwater

' '
6. Initiate Heat Transport System Cooldown

7.
'

Attempt to

i

a.

9.

Isolate Break

Place Shutdown Cooling In-Service

<
Use Boiler ECS as Backup Heat Sink

i
1 0. Continue Heat Transport System Cooldown

Revision
0

Pag.
loMO
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Darlington NGS A Operator Response Guidelines

Section 5 Boiler Level Decreasing

Obiectives

6. INITIATE HEAT
TRANSPORT
SYSTEM
COOLDOWN

OPERATOR ACTIONS

("cj

1. Select BOILER PRESSURE
CONTROL MODE to COOLDOWN

6.1
2. Enter Rate- 0046°C/s

fi . .XoTo STORAGE"^ No
6'2 V. TANK LEVEL .S~^ ~~ 1

\ -XS-Jn,? ^ 1

g 3 ^^x^x1^ Initiate
Yes DjO Transfer

>^ Are ^v. ...
6-4 <QQILERPRESSUnES>-:2 —————

"̂V> Decreasing? -x''̂  ' '
^^.S^ Open STEAM RELIEF VALVE

6.5 Yei 3814-RV1 (BOD

________________ I

WHEN BOILER PRESSURE
IS 3.3 MPa THEN Block

fl e BOILER EMERGENCY COOLING.
- dose BOILER EMERGENCY

ISOLATING VALVES
3S71-PV48. -PV47, PV6.-PV5

<b

Comments

Cooldown to PHT Tempera-
ture of 177°C will take about
30 minutes at 2.89C/mmute

Receiving Unit:
Open OjO Transfer Discharge
Valve (3385-PV3) and Bypass
Valve (338S-PV4I.
Supplying Unit:
Open OjO Transfer Discharge
Valve (33SS-PV3) and Start
0;0 Transfer Pump.

Initial rate of decrease at
5 MPa will be about 225 kPa/
minute.

If Boiler Pressures do not
decrease, continue attempting
to open SRVs until Boilers
begin to dapresturiza.

BECS INJECTION PENDING
Alarm at 3.31 MPa.

BOILER EMERGENCY
COOUNG SETPOINT
is 862 kPa.

Revision Page
0 6of10
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Darlington NGS A Operator Response Guidelines

Section- 5 Boiler Level Decreasing

Obiectives

7 ATTEMPT TO
ISOLATE
BREAK

8. PLACE SHUT-
DOWN
COOLING
IN-SERVICE

9
1. Initiate Field Survey.

2. As Required to Minimize
Flooding:
Trip MAIN BOILER FEED
Q3 MAIN CONDENSATE
EXTRACTION PUMPS

7-' OR
Close ISOLATION VALVES

3. Isolate BOILER BLOW-OFF
SYSTEM:
- Close 3641-PV1.-PV19,

-PV10. -PV2B

'

Warm-up
8 . SHUTDOWN ———— »
' " COOLING i ————

SYSTEM

S\. Open GLANO SEAL NORMAL^
and BACK-UP SUPPLY to SDC
PUMPS (3334-PV32)

2. Start SOC Pump (3341-P1).

3. Open SDC WARM-UP VALVES
(3341-PV70,-PV80).

4. Open SOC PUMP RECIRC.
Valve (3341-MV2B).

5. Close SOC PUMP BYPASS
VALVE (3341-MV21).

8. doit SOC (0,0) OUTLET
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
VALVES (67230-TCV1 11.
•TCV121).

7. If PULSWSOC-HX1.-HX2.
SHELL TEMPERATURE
> 175°C. THENQoon
67230-TCV111.-TCV121
slightly to Reduce Temperature

v <175°C. )

©

Comments

If Mam SFPs are tripped.
verify Aux. 8FP starts.

If Mam CEPs are tripped,
verify Aux. CEP suns.

Boiler Blow-off Isolation
Valve controls are in
Control Equipment
Room.

Warm-up from ambient
temperature to 1 77°C
takes about SO mm.

U«63341-TC1,-TC1.

Service water on shell
side will boil at 180°C
for PULSW pressure of
896 kPa.

Revision Page
0 7 of 10
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THE VISUAL ILLUSTRATION OF COMPLEX PROCESS INFORMATION
DURING ABNORMAL INCIDENTS

H. HEIMBURGER, A. KAUTTO, L. NORROS, J. RANTA
Electrical Engineering Laboratory,
VTT, Technical Research Centre of Finland,
Espoo, Finland

Abstract

It has been widely recognized in the nuclear industry
that in the control rooms of nuclear power plantsthe man-process interface need to enhance the plant
operating personnel making correct and timely control
decisions. Such enhancement will contribute to thesafety and availability of the plant through a
decreased probability of human errors. This is
particularly important during those plant conditions
which are characterized as abnormal or unexpected.

One of the proposed solutions to the man-process
interface problem in nuclear power plants is the
integration of a system in the control room, that can
provide the operator with a display of a minimum set
of critical plant parameters defining the safety
status of the plant. Such a system has been
experimentally validated using the Loviisa trainingsimulator during the fall of 1982. The project was a
joint effort between Combustion Engineering Inc., the
Halden Reactor Project, Imatran Voima Oy and VTT.

Alarm systems are used in nuclear power plants
to tell the control room operators that an unexpected
change in the plant operation state has occured. One
difficulty in using the alarms for checking the
actions of the operator is that the conventional wayof realizing the alarm systems implies that several
alarms are active also during normal operation. The
coding and representation of alarm information willbe discussed in the paper.

The adequacy of- the allocation oi: functions
between the plant information system and the human
operator is a basic problem when planning automation.
There is a need to specify how the processinformation should be displayed, e.g. what mode, form
or hierarchical structure would best facilitate the
operator's ability to understand and exert flexiblecontrol over the process also during unexpected
incidents at nuclear power plants. These questions
has been addressed partly in the Nordic cooperationprojects as well as in the VTT funded project on
graphical information presentation and in several co-operation projects between VTT and the electric
utility companies in Finland.
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An important trend in control room design is the
move away from direct, concrete indication of process
parameters towards use of more abstract/logicalrepresentation of information as a basis for plant
supervision. Recent advances in computer graphics
provide the possibility that, in the future, visual
information will be utilized to make the essential
dynamics of the process more intelligible. A set of
criteria for use of visual information will benecessary. The paper discusses practical aspects for
the realisation of such criteria in the context of
nuclear power plant. The criteria of thedecomposition of the process information concerning
to the sub-goals safety and availability and also the
tentative results of the conceptualization of a PWR-
process are discussed in the paper.

1. INTRODUCTION
Along with the changing technology, i.e. the

interactive display systems, new possibilities have
been created for signal processing, data presentation
and control functions.

The role of process operator and supervisor has
changed along with the changing technology,especially with the video based control room (VCR).
There is a clear trend that the operator has to
supervise more complex processes than before. Anoperator's decision has a greater significance in
terms of process safety, availability, efficiency,
maintainability and product quality. Decision making
requires problem solving activities at the abstract
level of knowledge and a deep understanding of
process operation principles. The increasing
automation level also means that the operator might
to a wider extent be faced with disturbances outside
his experience. In diagnosing a disturbance theoperator uses his knowledge of the process and also
the immediate process information available to him.
The need for preprocessing, structuring, ordering andpresentation of the basic process information and
dynamical data is of great importance.

The VCR is an important topic in the area of
control room design. The VCR is nowadays based on
cathode ray tubes (CRT). The VCR has been selected
as a topic for this paper because there is

- an increasing interest in VCR design
- great flexibility for displaying andillustrating plant information for operators
- a need to solve problems using VCR, e.g.:
— how to realize control of components— how could the limited displays (2...5 % of

the total information) be used in an
efficient way.
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A pressurized water reactor (PWR) has been
selected as an example of a complicated process.

This paper concentrates on disturbances,
because the operators might have problems in handlingthe displayed information in complicated transients.
Also the availability point of view is discussed.
The following general questions can be raised:
a) What kind of a work orientation is needed in the

new control activities and how could it be
developed in an efficient way with the help of
the interactive display system ?

bh How could the concepts and the complex
interactions of the process be learned with thehelp of the interactive display system ?

c) How could new alarm functions be illustrated
effectively by using computer graphics ?

d) How could the operator be supported in analysis
of a disturbance by using the interactive
display system and computer graphics ?

e) How to organize a display hierarchy according to
the process hierarchy and how can the design
information (sub-goals and design arguments) beincluded succesfully in the display system ?

2. OBSERVATION OF ABNORMAL INCIDENTS FROM COMPLEX
PROCESS INFORMATION

2.1 Man-process interaction problems
Working activities have traditionally been

learnt on the job, whilst carrying out the required
tasks. The knowledge of the process has thus beenformed through empirical generalizations of the
specific features of the process and includes
associations between the features arid certainoperative measures. This is the nature of the
individuals' process feeling, the quality of which
differs from one worker to another. The knowledge of
the process is typically of the senso-motoric or
perceptual type and is integrated with operative
skills, see Figure 1.

Yet, the growing complexity of the technological
process and the corresponding working process breaksthe integration between knowledge and skills mainly
because the knowledge needed in the control of the
activity exceeds the limits of individual
experiences, and because in the automated processes
there is a reduction in the practical activity and
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Form of appearance
verbal
conceptual
visual
perceptive Degree of organization

senso-
motoric

systemic
classificatory

factual*
descriptive

causal
genetic

Depth of explanation

Figure 1. Dimensions of knowledge in the work
orientation, /!/.

thus also a reduction in the accumulation ofexperience that could serve as basis for empirical
generalizations.

Knowledge and skill were said to be the twofacets of activity referring to its cognitive and
practical (causing change) functions. The crucial
point in learning to control complex processes is to
find the forms of activity that produce the
knowledge and skill needed in the new conditions. In
todays's technological processes the activity often
is internal , it is thinking. We use the term work
orientation to represent the structure of knowledge
and internal activities that form the basis for
proper working activity in process control tasks.
This concept includes both the cognitive and
motivational aspects of activity. One could say that
the so called process feeling is a spontaneous form
of the work orientation that has to be consciously
developed in todays working activities.

In process control there are many concrete
single indications of the objective pressure to
refine the work orientation in the described way (forexample development of functional oriented display
systems and experienced need for design information
in operating the system). It is the researcher's lot
to make the correct generalizations of these
indications and to try to direct and strengthen thetendency.

In this paper we present tentative results of
our conceptualization of the PWR process. With
the aim of helping the operators both to enhance the
comprehension of the process and to achieve efficientcontrol skills, we have tried to explain the
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Type
of energy

Refining

System

Binding
E=mc2 Mechanical Electricalrotation electronics

Fission Evaporation Enthalpy Induction Consumptiondecrease
CORE PRIMARY

CIRCUIT
CONTAINMENT

SECONDARY
CIRCUIT

ELECTRICAL
SYSTEM

+
MAIN GRID

Figure 2. Fundamental physical phenomena in the power
production and their classification
according to the main systems.

LOCA (classification) (loss of coolant accident)
- water/steam
- ins./outs. containment power for components
- prim./sec. . . • • • • • " " • • • • • . . .
- steam gen. tube rupture . • ' * ' _ _ ' '••.

Dcool-

Electrical
systems

outside In emergency
situations

Main
^r

a normal interaction, mass
^ » » t energy
^ interaction in a disturbance
Figure 3. Interactions between systems.

principles of deriving the displays from the
essential physical nature of the process. Figures 2and 3 are examples of the most fundamental models of
the process that are refined further in the display
design. Our conviction is that the learning of the
operator activities involves much the same process as
the design of the process and its information system.
A systematic assimilation of the concepts in that wayallows the development of a work orientacion that is
based on scientific and not everyday concepts. The
assimilation demands active learning activities. Thefurther development of didactic methods for that is
the next step in our study on modelling and
acquisition of work orientation.
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2.2 Handling of alarm information
The alarm handling system should be used to

inform the operators about the unplanned changes in
the process during the situations when the help and
the actions of the operators are demanded. The main
problem with the present alarm systems during major
disturbances is the flood or overflood of the alarms.
Also the way of realizing the alarm systems implies
that several alarms are active also during normal
operation. One of our research and development
activities has been the alarm reduction in plant
transients.

The excessive amount of alarm information at
great process disturbances constitutes the universalproblem in nuclear power plant operation. Loviisa
training simulator has been used for researching
possible means to restrict the number of activating
alarms in plant transients based on a logic built in
the plant computer system. The project consisted of
the following phases:
- three incidents from the real plant history were
selected as research cases,- the transients were repeated at the simulator to
verify its behaviour,

- the computer alarm logs of these transients were
studied in detail to find unnecessary alarms,- supression logic based on cause-consequence
analysis were designed and implemented in the
simulator and,- the alarm system with the suppression logic was
validated in connection with the normal
retraining programme.
The results showed clearly that even more than50 % of the alarm message on the selected cases couldbe reduced without violating the information given to

the operators /2/. A continuation project to apply
the results to the real plant is in progress.

2.3 The critical function monitoring approach
The Critical Function Monitoring System (CFMS)

must be understood against the background oftraditional alarm systems. In such systems the
operator is expected to identify the cause for an
alarm and correct it if possible. The emphasis is
thus on individual faults, rather than on the system
as a whole. In contrast to this, the CFMS principle
asserts that safe operation of the plant can be
accomplished by maintaining a limited number of
critical functions. The CFMS contained seven
critical functions /3/:

- reactivity control
- reactor cooland system (RCS) inventory
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- RCS pressure control
- reactor core heat removal
- RCS heat transfer to secondary circuit
- containment pressure and temperature control
- containment isolation.

The CFMS assists the operator in keeping the
system under control, be providing him with highly
processed information about the status of each of
these functions. In addition the CFMS provides
detailed information which helps the operator select
from the available 'succes paths'. A success path is
any remedial action which will relieve the threat to
an alarmed critical function.

The CFMS installation in the control room
consisted of a colour graphic VDU, arid a small
operator keypad which was used for requesting CFMS
displays and acknowledging the CFMS alarms.

During the validation experiments all the
operating crews of the Loviisa nuclear power plant
were operating the simulator in two differenttransients in which they had the CFMS available in
one but not in the other. The experiments were
performed as a part of the normal retrainingprogramme at the simulator.
The results showed that the general principle of

monitoring the critical functions or so-called
"super-alarms" was accepted by the operating crews.

3. DECOMPOSITION'OF COMPLEX PROCESS INFORMATION

Information can be decomposed in many different
ways. The goal is to find such a decomposition
criterion, that will lead to a meaningful
decomposition. This means that the operator is ableto control the whole process with a few pieces of
information at a time. Such a decomposition
criterion is:

Decompose the entity into the parts such that
the common information of any pairs of the parts isat a minimum.

A process generally consists of refinement
stages and transfers of intermediate products. A
complicated refinement stage is a system, if its
common information with a rest of the process is at a
minimum. Transfer of the intermediate products forms
a system only if it includes major auxiliary
functions.

A lower level decomposition criterion of
information is a classification according to the
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different
functions,
supporting
automatics
Figure 5).

technical means of maintaining the process
These task groups are auxiliary tasks
the main functions of the process,
controllers etc., (the lowest level in

The information system must represent the
process one to one. Then the information system will
help the operator to get the right work orientationabout the process. It follows that the operator will
get the answer to the questions: Why the function or
subsystem has been done (purpose), what can be doneand how.

In addition to the preceding decompositions
there exist the decomposition based on functional
sub-goals. At first the necessary and sufficient
conditions, subfunctions, must be studied in order tofulfill the sub-goals. The final step is to check
when the subfunctions exist in the process, Figure 4.

generalf Sub-goals

Most
detailed

Levels of abstraction

Legs of sub-goals
(subfunctions)
support
information

component sub-
system

—i———»• Decomposition
system of process

Figure 4. Location of the sub-goals on the d i f fe rent
process levels.

One could imagine that the developing of the
work orientation can be made faster, if the
decomposition of the information can produce the
result, that one (sub)function belongs to one
(sub)system. In fact this could be consciously stated
as a design criterion for a process.

As an example, the decomposition of the PWR
process according to the sub-goals safety,
availability and location will be presented. First
the decomposition criteria must be formulated. This
is presented in table 1.
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Table 1. Criteria of the decomposition of the
informating concerning to the sub-goals
safety, availability and the process
location.

Sub-goal Criterion of decomposition

- safety
- availability

- process

prevent a radioactive release fom core
a system's working implies its conditions to be
fulfilled (to produce power)
minimize mutual interactions (= common information)
between any pair of subsystems

In the following stage the meaning of the
decomposition criteria is to be interpreted from the
point of view of process state and control. In this
example, the decomposition criterion of the safety
sub-goal "prevent of radioactive release" can be
interpreted such that mass and energy baletnces (m- E-
balance) must be maintained within the design
conditions. E-balance is directly related to the
efficiency of heat transfer. The decomposition of
the information presented in table 2 represents the
whole process from the point of view of sub-goals
safety, availability and location. Also the use of
the terminology has been defined in table 2.

Table. 2. A general decomposition of sub-goals safety,
availability and process (location) /4/.

Decom-
position

Critical
Safety
- main functions(m-&E-ba lanceheat transfer)
- functions
- subf unctions
- variables

Critical
Availability
- main components'function
- subsystems'
function

- auxiliary
sys terns 'f.

- sub aux.systems'f.
- help levelincludingautomatics,controls etc.

Process
Location
- systems
- subsystems
- auxiliary syst.

- sub aux. syst.
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4. PRESENTATION OF PROCESS INFORMATION

4.1 Design of displays and man-process interface
Design is a question of the composition of

single displays in such a way that the operator can
easily control the process. This aim can be achievedby dividing the process into the following
dimensions and different abstraction levels, table 3.

The phrase "disturbance or normal event" in the
lower right corner of the table 3 reflects the
necessity of an efficient alarm function in the sensethat the human should be able to handle the
presented information. This implies that the number
of simultaneous alarms demanding control actions
should be minimized. This in turn implies the
successful design of automation.

The leading principle in display composition
should be, that "The entity should repeat itself in
its parts" /5/.

Table 3. The illustrate interpretations
process dimensions.

of the

Dimensions
of the
process
- time
- location

- functions

Levels of abstraction
General level

- dynamics
- systems

- in- & E balancesand
heat trasfer

Intermediate level

- gradient
- subsystems

- interactionsbetweensubsystems

Detailed level

- event
- components

- disturbance
or normalevent ?

This can be interpreted as particular requirements
for information presented on the displays. At least the
following information should be available.

1. The state of functions (with the help of the alarm
system).

2. The most important interactions between the
(sub)systems.

3. The design information of the (sub)systerns.
4. The location of the present display in the total

display system.
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It seems that the requirements 1, 2 and 3 will lead
to a hierarchical display system. Also Figure 4 and
table 2 anticipated this. Of course one can ask what
other meaningful ways exist to present information.

A problem of the large display system as compared
to the fixed information presentation in the
conventional control room is that the operator faces an
additional mental load in accessing individual displays
/6/. In order to avoid this additional load the
following requirements can be stated.
A. The need to change displays should be minimized.
B. Accessing a display must be as easy as possible.
C. Individual control operations should be combinedinto actions of higher hierarchical level.

The requirement A is consistent with the preceding
requirements 1, 2 and 3. Further the requirement A can
be intrepreted as follows:
Al. Maximize the amount of information on the single

display.
A2. Part of the information will be displayed only,when

- something occurs
- on operator's request.

A3. Same information must be partly included on the
different displays, if needed.

A4. Dynamical information should exist on the displays
in order to minimize the use of paper documents.
Moreover the most -important design information
should be included on the displays.

j

The interpretation Al implies the need for on
effective alarm function so that the operator would nothave too much information (but enough) for decision
making. There is a need to display both symbols and
analog information because man easily understands
diagrams in a "parallel mode". Alphanumeric data are
handled in a "serial mode". Alphanumeric data areneeded because of accuracy. A way of amendingalphanumeric data into qualitative information is to use
colourcoding e.g. normal, cautionary and alarm colour.
The requirement B can be interpreted as follows:
Bl. The access of displays should also be bound to

follow the logical, easily learnable identification
system.

B2. For a hierarchical display system access should beavailable:
- forwards or backwards
- up in hierarchy- return to the top display of hierarchy
- to the previous display.

B3. The communication interface must be responsive tothe operator's request.
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Figure 5. The structure of display system /4/.
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The requirement C can be interpreted as follows:
Cl. Serial control sequences should be amended

single control in order to save time.
to

The preceding interpretations mean that both
different usages of the display system and different
ways of controlling it are feasible. However, the
interpretations are simple and natural, and they
guarantee a flexible use of the display system. It isfeasible to define more complicated, chained accesses,
but they would only be additional to the primary
accesses stated in B2.

4.2 An example
4.2.1 System level displays.

The decomposition of information and the couplingof single displays to each other in order to get the
logical and natural access of displays leads to the
structure of information presented in Figure 5.

The process and instrumentation (PI) display is the
most important display for monitoring and control.Displays should logically reflect the process. In a
power process energy is generated, refined and
transferred in the process but water circulates inclosed loops. The loops and energy transfer are usually
presented as shown in Figure 6. This model can be the
contextual basis of the display system. Energy isgenerated on the left side and it will be refined in
moving to the right. These main stages, called systems,
will be placed to the system level, table 2 and Figure
5.

generation
of energyO-
Core

Energy refinement
consumption

(evaporation) of energy_J— 1
Primary
circuit

Secondary
circuit

Electrical system ' — '
(condensation) JJ*ij

(feed water) (condensate)

Figure 6. The principal flow diagram and energy
refinement of the power process.

Figure 7 presents the
process on the system level,
principal model in Figure 6.
include only main components.

technical model of the
This is derived from the
The system level displays
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YA = primary circuit
YB = steam generators
YC = reactor pressure v«ssel
YD = primary circulating pumps
YP = pressurizing system
RA = main steam line
RC - turbine by-pass
FU_ = teedwaler transfer
RM = main condensate transfer
SA = turbine casing
SO — condensing system and ejectors
RR * residual heat removal

system
VA = cooling water treatment
VC = cooling water system
VF = auxiliary water system

generator

Figure 7. The main technical flow diagram of the
power process /7/.

Interactbn
to the
preceding
(sub)-
system

M- & E
balance

Safety fi
*

NAME OF DISPLAY
Key variables M . F
of the displayed «- a t
(sub)system balance

Datum lime
hteraction
to the
next
(sub)-
system

Failed automatics and
cause of failure-^

jnctions
X

Control area System area
Subsystem area

r r
**for components -"The location of the

controllers present display
automatics _•„„. •,„„,.,.,•_ „* ,

Displayed when relevant
'Displayed on request

disturbance in terms of
safety/aval ability and
warning/alarm.

Figure 8. The structure of the single process and
instrumentation ( P I ) display.
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4.2.2 Subsystem level displays.
By completing the technical flow diagram with

subsystems and auxiliary systems a more complete
presentation will be achieved. Dis .plays on thesubsystem level are derived by cutting down the
completed technical flow diagram. The subsystem level
displays include components. The logical presentationof information implies also, that the direction of water
flow on the subsystem level must be consistent with that
of the system level displays; steam flow from the left
to the right and condensate from the righ'i to the left.

In order to fulfill the requirements listed in
chapter 3 the single display area is divided into the
subareas presented in Figure 8.

Individual control operations will be done on the
subsystem level. The control of automatics could be
realized on the system level because they represent amore general level of process management.

4.2.3 Selection and use of colours.
Colours have to be used economically and logically.

Pastel colours should be used in the normal state. The
use of colours should be consistent with the populationstereotype. The use of colours in our project has been
presented in table 4.

Table 4. The use of colours on dark background.

Colour purpose
bright blue
dark blue
violet
bright green
dark green
blue green
yellow
red
half intensity yellow

pink
brown
half intensity brown

steam phase and components
water phase and components
components in electrical system
normal dynamical Information for steam
" " " for water

11 '' for electi-icity
warning (availability)
alarm (safety)
support to return the failed availability
function for use
support to return the process to safe state
component in maintenance
fixed text
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4.2.4 A specific example
A PI display according to the requirements

presented above is shown in Figure 9. It is called
"turbine by-pass" and it belongs to the secondary
circuit. Further it belongs to the safety sub-goal.
Figure 9 presents a simulated and imagined disturbance.
The trip of the seawater pumps (VC) has interlocked the
turbine by-pass valves in the close state. A
simultaneous loss of coolant accident has caused heat
transfer problem in the primary side. Reactor trip has
caused the trip of generators as designed. As a final
result the heat transfer is cut between the steam
generators and the sea. This in turn has decreased the
heat transfer ability of the steam generators. This is
presented by a red curved line. The display shows also
the alternative control strategies, as design
information, to improve the heat transfer ability of the
steam generators. The alternative strategies are
indicated by changing the colour of the valves (pink).

RC98 TURBIININ OHITUS 2i-»
ULOS

S4F I*. 2 f 54. •
32F 3.* f M.t
34F 3.« f 54. •

I I I 1.9 IS!?1 U *
M if

Figure 9. The turbine by-pass display of the
secondary system, the third level of the
display system /4/.
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5. DISCUSSION

In this paper arguments have been presented, why
the hierarchical display system is well suited for the
monitoring of the power process. The design of the
display system includes two stages. In the first stagethe information will be technically decomposed into
small groups. The selection of the decomposition
criteria and the method of decomposition has an effecton how consistent the result of the decomposition is
with the human ability to handle information. In thesecond stage, in designing the display system and singledisplays, human abilities must be considered, to ensure
that the control of the process would be possible. With
the.limited number of simultaneous displays in the VCR,
a powerful alarm function will be needed to find the
information needed in a disturbance so that the operator
could avoid the additional mental work load in seekingthe necessary information.

Adequate management of the process implies a deep
and clear understanding of the process and its
phenomena. Above all it implies adding design
information into the display system. in some cases thedesign information can be presented visually. The
described display system could be one possibility of
presenting necessary information. It is based on the
following requirements:
- The entity will repeat itself in its parts:
- an effective alarm function
- the most important interactions between

(sub)systems should be presented
- the design information should be presented
- the location of the present display in the display
system should be presented.- Minimizing the need to change displays.

- Dynamic information should be included in the displays
to minimize the use of paper documents.- The grouping of the auxiliary functions according to
the control tasks.- The display system and its access methods should bebased on the logical identification coding system
of the process.
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REVIEW OF TRENDS IN COMPUTERIZED SYSTEMS
FOR OPERATOR SUPPORT
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Abstract

The major trends shaping the development of computerized
operator support systems in nuclear power plants a.re reviewed.
These trends are the result of prior research in disturbance anal-
ysis systems that provided the technology base, ar,d the SPDS
requirement, which has been the impetus for change. The process
is expected to result in hybrid control rooms with a computer-
driven supervisory workstations that complement conventional con-
trol board lay-outs. In the next three to five year period sub-
stantial upgrading of computer hardware will allow new and more
sophisticated applications routines to be developed for operator
support. Greater attention is being given to on-line validation
of input signals for computer applications. A general movement
towards operating strateges that are not based upon pre-analyzed
event sequences is expected to influence the development of oper-
ator aids. The integration of displays with operating procedures
will enable the computer system to a better coupling between
problem detection and its resolution. Improved design methodo-
logies will assure that computer applications are accepted and
used by operations personnel. Greater on-line analysis capability
is stimulating the trend towards more on-site analysis and
decision-making at nuclear power plants. Software standardization
reflects the high cost of software development and the desire by
utilities to gain greater independence from suppliers. There is
growing realization that control rooms are beset by many of the
demands and limitations of other office settings and that some of
these may be addressed by the burgeoning office automation tech-
nology. Trends beyond the next five years are difficult to pre-
dict; however, there will be a trend towards more intelligent
software. Artificial intelligence technology may play a pivotal
role in future applications. Taking these trends into perspec-
tive, the author concludes that a promising future exists for com-
puterized operator support in nuclear power plant control rooms.

INTRODUCTION

One of the major contemporary developments in nuclear power
plants has been the installation of large and sophisticated com-
puter systems for operator support. These systems represent a
significant departure from the simple process monitoring computer
systems used in plants during the past 15-20 years, and provide
comprehensive on-line analysis and decision-making support during
both normal and emergency conditions.

This paper reviews the trends which are shaping the develop-
ments in computerized operator support. The initial focus is the
factors which are presently influencing system design, and which
will be reflected in the computer systems being retrofitted to
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existing plants. Subsequently, a discussion of technology for
future application is provided.
BACKGROUND

Computerized operator support systems have been the subject
to extensive research at OECD Halden, the U.S., and other coun-
tries [1,2]. Work on Disturbance Analysis and Surveillance System
(DASS) commenced in the mid 1970's to provide automated on-line
diagnosis and assessment of plant disturbances [3,4]. This com-
puterized operator support concept proved to be impractical
because of its inherent complexity [5], large signal input
requirements, and its lack of robustness for handling unantici-
pated events. Nevertheless, DASS development efforts were impor-
tant in establishing the base computer technology from which most
of the present operator aids have developed.

The Three Mile Island accident in March 1979 also played a
significant role in the development of computerized operator aids.
The TMI-2 accident pointed out the need to develop a systematic
approach to managing plant emergency responses, to identify a
better decision-making process, and to implement real-time infor-
mation support for decision-making [6,7], The real-time system
for information support has developed into a requirement that
Safety Parameter Display Systems be installed in all U.S. nuclear
power plants and in many other countries [8,9], The SPDS is sig-
nificant in two respects. First, a computerized system with
colorgraphics display was being given a prominent operator
decision-making role in matters important to safety. Second, the
SPDS generally exceeded the capacity of existing plant computer
systems and has necessitated comprehensive plant computer systems
upgrades.

In summary, the early research in disturbance analysis sys-
tems (DASS) and the SPDS requirement have been instrumental in the
development of computerized operator support systems. The former
provided the technological base, while the latter provided the
impetus for change.
PRESENT TRENDS

An implicit part of present computerized operator support is
the notion of a hybrid control room and process manager [10]. A
hybrid control room is a blend of the conventional room arrange-
ment and modern control room technology. The current philosophy is
that traditional benchboard designs work fairly well for control
and manipulation; computerized systems do not offer an appreciable
advantage. However, computer systems are extremely useful in the
overall management of plant processes and decison-making. Com-
puterized supervisory workstations (Figure 1) are being installed
primarily as tools for process management and will facilitate pro-
cess management tasks in much the same way that control boards
have traditionally served control board operator's functions.

The development of supervisory workstations has been an evo-
lutionary process, marked by the following trends:

Increased Hardware Capability. The SPDS requirement and the
obsolescense of plant process computer systems has stimulated a
wholesale renovation of plant computer hardware [11] in the U.S.
at an average cost of about $7,000,000. A typical comparison
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Figure 1. Supervisory Workstation Prototype
(Courtesy Westinghouse Electric Company).

Table I. Hardware Comparison (Typical)

Original
Plant Process Computer

Input
Scan Rate 100 pts/sec
Analog Points 250

Digital 600
Monolithic Front End

Central Processing Unit
Random Access Memory 96 kbytes

Word Size 24 bits
Speed 5,000 flops

Max Program Size 24 kbytes

Bulk Memory

Output

Drum 1.1 mbytes

(3)Trend Recorders
Paper Tape

Low Speed Typers
17 char/sec

Digital Displays (6)

(2)

Configuration
Non-Redundant

Replacement
Plant Process Computer

Scan Rate 6,000 pts/sec
Analag Points 1000
Digital Points 2000

Distributed, Remote Mux

6 mbytes
32 bits

0.3 mflops
600 mbytes

Disik 600 mbytes

6 Full Colographic CRT's
Magnetic Tape Units (2)
High Spaed Line Printers

2,200 char/sec
4 Standard CRT's

Dual Redundant
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LPU 2
FAILED HIGH

LPU 3
FAILED LOW

2 OR 3
FAILED \

MULTIPLE
FAILURES

Figure 2. Parity Decision Space for Signal Validation.

between the original and new computer facilities in U.S. nuclear
plants is shown in Table I. Hardware consideration is important
since this will determine the framework and constraints for new
applications functions over the course of the next decade.

Attention to Signal Quality. The reliability of input data
is of increasing concern to utilities as the sophistication of
computerized operator support functions becomes greater, with con-
commitant operator dependence upon them. High level computer man-
ipulations can mask low level data errors or sensor failures with
very serious consequences.

On-line signal validation using the parity space technique
[12] is being employed to detect input data errors and malfunc-
tions. This methodology exploits difference in dimensionality
between measured and error parameter spaces; a decision space can
be constructed to discriminate errors and accommodate both analyt-
ical and true redundancy. Analytical treatment is expressed in
terms of physical models of "least plant units", or LCU's. The
parity space algorithm also provides quality stamps and a weighted
best-estimate value. An example decision space for three input
signals is shown in Figure 2.

This signal validation technique has been available for
several years. What is significant is the growing number of util-
ities that are beginning to apply the concept in-plant.
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TRADITIONAL PROCEDURES SYMPTOM-BASED PROCEDURES

OPERATOR HYPOTHESES

FOLLOW-UP
ACTION

RECOVERY NO

Figure 3. Comparison of Traditional and
Event-Independent Procedures Topologies

Event-Independence. Since the TMI-2 accident considerable
work has been devoted to developing event-independent emergency
operating procedures [13], These symptom and function-based pro-
cedures stress transient management, as opposed to malfunction
detection. Ultimately, these new procedures must dictate the com-
puterized operator support that is needed for emergency responses.
A major casualty of this is DASS, which is largely event-based and
concerned with malfunction detection.

The structure of the new procedures, however., offers greater
opportunities for computer applications. As shown in Figure 3,
the event-indepent procedures are contiguous, rule-based, and
require no hypothesis. These characteristics are particularly
favorable to computerized procedures support.

Display/Procedures Integration. One of the shortcomings of
the SPDS is the fact that it provides a concise display of the
plant safety status, but does not link to specific: operator
actions to be undertaken. Therefore, major efforts are underway
to combine the SPDS with computerized procedures support [14].

The process of encoding event-indepent procedures is fairly
simple, owing to their rule-based structures. An example [13]:

"RC/P-4 If [Reactor Pressure Vessel] cooldown :.s required, but
cannot be accomplished, and all control rods are inserted
beyond the [maximum subcritical banked withdrawal position],
then alternate shutdown cooling is required; enter ... Contin-
gency 5."
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Figure 4. Coreplot in Power Shape Monitoring System.

Figure 4 shows a CRT display of a system that features auto-
mated, on-line tracking procedures tracking for BWR plant emer-
gency responses [15],

r * *

Improved Design Methodologies. Operator support systems have
heretofore developed in an ad hoc manner. However, a fairly com-
prehensive set of design methodologies have been developed which
now permit computerized operator aids derived from "first prin-
ciples" [16], Disciplined approaches for real time computer sys-
tem design have been introduced over the past several years [17],
Also, major advances in human factors methods have provided
greater assurance that operator support functions are useful (are
used). The key methodologies are a form of cognitive task anal-
ysis and functional decomposition [14].

The task analysis is a structured procedure for categorizing
and ranking information requirements, decisions, and actions using
Rasmussan's model [19]. A functional decomposition can be used to
link information requirements to fundamental process control func-
tions. When applied to the BWR Emergency Procedure Guidelines
[13] the functional decomposition leads to the mapping shown in
Figure 5. The results are passed to a formal display design pro-
cedure [20],

On-Line Analysis Capability. In parallel with computerized
support for plant emergency operations is the development and use
of advanced process management functions for normal operations.
Chief among these is on-line software for core monitoring and
power distribution control. A typical display for BWR applica-
tions is shown in Figure 6. These core monitoring systems couple
plant data data streams to multi-dimensional nodal analysis
routines and provide: power distribution and prediction,
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Figure 5. Top-Level Display with BWR
Emergency Procedures Cues.

Figure 6. Functional Decomposition af BWR
Emergency Operating Procedures
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exposure, isotopics, core limits, trending, data archiving,
statistics, anomaly detection, and control rod position search
logic [21].

Advanced power distribution systems are displacing conven-
tional process computer functions in many U.S. nuclear power
plants, and often run on the same computer systems supporting the
SPDS. This on-line capability is consistent with the utility
trend towards greater analysis capability on-site, as opposed to
1 downtown'.

Standardization. Increasing attention is being given to
standardization and portability of software. The costs associated
with software development far outweigh computer hardware; further-
more, utilities are endeavoring to: free themselves from depen-
dency on a single supplier; cross compare different software rou-
tine; and finesse the problem of computer hardware obsolescence.

A major development is the Advanced Core Monitoring Framework
(ACMF) project being sponsored by EPRI on behalf of U.S. utilities
[2], A sketch of the ACMF software structure is shown in Fig-
ure 7. Basically, ACMF is superimposed on the computer operating
system (DEC/VAX or Prime computers), with standard interfaces to
standard and applications modules which vendors supply or util-
ities develop themselves for power distribution control. The
project is presently receiving direct participation from General
Electric and EXXON Nuclear.

—• USER CRT*

PCRDDC
joe
CONTROLLER

AMIOKSTRATORQWUTER
REQUEST

STANDARD &
APPLICATIONS
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OPOtATMG
STATE Fl£
LBRARY

BTAT TU MANAGEMENT IBRARY

wmm/r///?//////?/////?/^^^
HOST _ _ _ _ _ _
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Figure 7. Advanced Core Monitoring Framework Configuration.
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Office Automation. The control room is in many respects an
office. The revolution in office automation can be adapted use-
fully to enhance control room productivity. Systems for record
keeping, communications, and reducing paperwork are beginning to
find their way into nuclear power plants.

Special office automation tools are being developed. Systems
for managing technical specification compliance are being imple-
mented [23], Reactor trip analysis routines are being considered
to expedite plant recovery and return to power.

FUTURE TRENDS

The foregoing discussion touched upon the computerized oper-
ator support functions which have been or are now being imple-
mented in power plants in the U.S. and in many other countries.
It is important to note that the concept of a monolithic computer
system comprised of highly integrated computer software supporting
all operator needs is not manifest. This is a major departure
from the popular notions of a few years ago. Instead, a supervi-
sory workstation arrangement is evolving which supports powerful,
modular applications routines that can run as concurrent, inter-
active processes.

The present trends will lead to a powerful Ciilculational cap-
ability which acts essentially as a preprocessor -to the basic con-
trol room data set. Coupled with improvements to supervisory
staffing, training and procedures the computerized operator sup-
port systems should have major and very positive impacts on plant
performance both in terms of safety and productivity.

Technological forecasing is always a risky business. But,
there are areas of research which may have major significance per-
haps over the next decade. The field of artificial intelligence
appears promising in this regard [24].

Artifical intelligence in the form of expert systems is being
considered for a variety of operator support functions; however,
the technology is new and somewhat fragile. The expert systems
concept supports novel techniques for capturing and representing
human knowledge. This knowledge base can freely combined with
decision rules to provide powerful problem-solving capability [24-
26]. Figure 8a illustrates a portion of a knowledge base for
analyzing reactor shutdown; Figure 8b shows a computer-generated
logic tree

A number of important problems need to be solved before art-
ificial intelligence can be used in on-line plant operations.
But, its successful development will have an impact on applica-
tions, software, and even hardware in the future.
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CONCLUSION

The trends in computerized operator support in nuclear plants
suggest opportunity and dynamism. The opportunity stems from the
fact that the current generation of plant designs are reaching the
limit insofar as changing pumps and valves, etc./ to achieve
better performance are concerned. Dynamism is a result of the
tremendous innovation in computer technology which will continue
to spin-off applications for nuclear power.
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Abstract
A computerized operator support system for 3K3 power plant

has been developed since 1980 supported by Japanese
government. The main functions of the system are post trip
operational guidance, disturbance analysis, standby system
management, operational margin monitoring and control roc
operational guidance. The former two functions aim at
protection against incidents during operation of nuclear
power plants and the latter three functions aim at their
prevention. As the final stage of the development, these
functions are combined with the plant supervision function
and are organized as an advanced man-machine interface for
HWR power plant.
Curing the above process, operator tasi-: analyses are

performed to enable synthesis of these support functions for
right fit to operator tasks and to realise & hierarchical
structure for G?T displays for right fit to operators
cognitive needs.

1.Introduction •
A computerized operator support system for H'N"? power plane

has been developed since 19S0 supported by Japanese govemmen- .
The conceptual design of the system is based en the role of

operators and has already been reported [1],[2].
However , for the sake of this presentation on the enduring

development of the system , the summary of the conceptual design
is described here . Table-I shows the relation between the
operator's role proposed by Corcoran [3] and the five functions
developed for our operator support system ..

According to him, the first role is to keep the plant set
up so that it will respond properly to disturbances. It is
clear, needless to take an example from TMI, that
functionability of standby safety systems is mandatory and
computer monitoring of its functionability is expected to be a
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valuable support for this role coupled with the computerized
support for surveillance tests. The standby system management
system performs these functions .

The second role is to minimize the frequencies and severity
of adverse event. In order to minimize ' the frequencies of
adverse events, manual operations which need complex procedures
and long time to perform are better to be supported by computers
to reduce operational errors. The control rod operational
guidance system has-been developed for this purpose .

In order to minimize the severity of adverse events, a
possibility is to maximize the plant operational margin during
normal operation. The operational margin monitoring system has
been developed for this purpose .

The disturbance analysis systems"have been developed by GRS
and Halden project and others for German and U.S. F/vRs [4].
These systems are intended to detect disturbances occurred in
nuclear power plants at their early stages and inform the plant
operators about disturbances, e.g.,cause of disturbances, plant
status and possible propagations so as to operators to take
corrective actions. This disturbance analysis technique has been
applied to BWR power plant to support operators in their second
role .

The third role is to assist the installed plant equipment
in the accomplishment of safety function during the event. There
are three prerequisites to the fulfillment of this role:

(1) Information that identifies the plant state,
(2) Procedures that cover the situation encountered during

events,
(3) Comprehensive training to use the information and

procedures to best advantage in responding to events.
The post trip operational guidance system is to support the

third role of operators by supporting the fulfillment of the
three prerequisites. That is, the functions of this system are
to monitor the performance of the engineered safety feature, to
identify the plant status and to guide the appropriate
corrective action for plant operators to achieve the safe plant
shutdown. The extension and revision of emergency operating
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procedures after TMI-2 incident are- useful to develop these
operational guides due to their symptom based nature .
2. System Integration as a Man-Machine Interface

One of the most effective way of utilizing above support
functions for the operators task such as controlling and problem
solving is to develop a new man-machine interface which fully
integrates these functions with more fundamental plant
supervision and control functions in a recent color CRT based
man-machine interface [5].

In this interface,information on plant behavior is given to
operators through color CRTs to support their decision and
control . The necessary information must be identified by
operator task analysis and the necessary information processing,
to generate the necessary CRT pictures must be chosen among the
available functions including the above five support functions .

Furthermore , the information thus identified generally
needs plural CRT pictures . So the organization of information
in each CRT picture and a hierarchical structure for the plural
CRT pictures are very important for effective information
transfer .

From the above consideration, system integration as a man-
machine interface is first performed for normal plant operation
and for abnormal plant operation respectively. Secondary, the
results of the above sub-integration are to ba combined for a
total man-machine interface.

For the system integration for normal plant operation, task
analyses for the plant power maneuvering during control rod
pattern changes or load following operations are performed. The
operator tasks during this period include a sequence of
procedures, each of which contains plan, do, and see and a sort
of problem solving , an alternative path search. To perform
these tasks efficiently, current capability of on-line
simulation of detailed reactor core performance offers valuable
support to the operator. The details of this integration is
described in the next chapter. System integration for the
abnormal plant operation is then discussed in chapter-4.
3. Organized Support Functions for Normal Plant Operation

The LHGR (Linear Heat Generation Ratio ) and the MCPR
(Minimum Critical Power Ratio ) in the BWR core are surveyed
periodically by the process computer. In addition to these
items,to enlarge the operable region , the operational margin
monitoring system evaluates the core stability , the channel
stability and the CPR change due to occurrence of abnormal
transients.

The control rod operational guidance system supports the
plant operator for the control rod and the recirculation flow
manipulation to perform the planned power change . For providing
the operation guidance , the system predicts the core states
after operation , and confirms that the LHGR and the MCPR of the
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core do not exceed the limit due to the planned operation. After
the operation , the system evaluates the power distribution in
the core using in-core neutron detector readings , and confirms
an operation margin in the core state . When the core state is
not found within the limit in an evaluation or a prediction mode,
the system guides the operator to revise the core state.

For synthesis of these two systems , the core and channel
stability are taken as core performance indexes of the control
rod operation guidance system. These are evaluated by using the
power distribution calculated in the evaluation or the
prediction mode of the system .

This combined system supports the operator in various core
states . At the control rod or recirculation flow control , as
the operator mainly concerns the generator output , a plant
engineer usually checks the core states by the process computer
output . When the engineer finds that the core state probably
exceeds the constraints , he should direct the operator a
properly modified control rod or recirculation flow control .

This system aims to support the operator to manipulate the
control red or the recirculation flow without a plant engineer.

Simulation tests are planned to confirm the validity of the
combined system . For this purpose , such a simulator is
developed in which the three-dimensional core state is simulated
in real time with high accuracy . The simulator consists of two
CPUs where a static three dimensional nuclear thermo-hydraulic
core model is periodically calculated in one CPU and in the
other CPU, a plant model is simultaneously calculated in real
time by taking account of the static core calculation result .\

A simulation test is performed at a control rod withdrawal
operation during a control red pattern change where the system
supports the operator most prominently.

During the control rod pattern change operation in Fig-
1, the all control rods in the existing pattern A are fully
withdrawn and the all control rods in the target pattern C are
inserted from the full out position. To keep the plant
availability as much as possible,the plant engineer determines
such a sequence of these control rod operations that makes the
power level during the sequence as much as high within the
constraint for the core state.

A simulation test result is explained in detail where the
power level is 50 % rated and the core flow level is 40 % rated
at the pattern B,that is a transient one during the sequence,in
Fig-1. The following calculation sequence of the system is
summarized in Fig-2. The initial plan is to withdraw the a
marked four control rods in pattern B for 12 notchs from 36 to
48 . The prediction result of this initial operation is that the
core stability ,the channel stability , the LHGR and the MCPR is
within the limits . Based on this prediction results , the
planned control operation guide is presented . The operator
withdraws the control rods according to the guide . After
confirming the operation , the core state after control rod
withdrawal is surveyed and the margin to the limit is confirmed.
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Fig. I THE CONTROL ROD PATTERNS
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PRETATION

DISPLAY
CONTROL

CONFIRMATION

PROCESS
SURVEILLANCE

Fig. 2 Calculation Sequence of Control Rod Operation
Guidance System

The next operation is the ^y marked four control rod
withdrawal in the pattern B. The same process is performed as
above. However,it is found in the prediction results that the
LHGR exceeds the limit value , but the core stability,the
channel stability and the MCPR margins are sufficiently large.
A scheme to avoid the LHGR excess is searched, and the operation
to insert the Q marked control rods of the pattern B is found.
After a model prediction of the control rod insertion, the

control rods insertion guide is presented instead of the control
rod withdrawal . Confirming the operation , the system surveys
the core state after the control rod insertion and predicts the
core state after the "\7 racked control rod withdrawal.

r

As the prediction result being within the limits , the
system presents the guide of the four control rods withdrawn for
14 notches from 10 to 24.
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As shown in the above simulation/when the planned sequence
possibly rrakes the core state exceed the limits,the system
presents an alternative operation. The system searches various
alternative operations according to the plant operation mode and
the operational restriction as shown in Fig-3.

From the simulation result , it is found that by using the
system the control rod can be operated in the above situation
without a plant engineer. It is necessary,that the system is
tested in various core states.

4. Hierarchical Structure of CRT Pictures
For the system integration for abnormal plant operation,

the remaining three support functions explained in chapter-1 ara
utilized. Fig-4 shows the relation between the support functions
and the plant status. As shown in this figure, the disturbance
analysis system covers the plant transients until they do exceed
the reactor scram limit, while after the reactor scram , the
post trip operational guidance system supports the operator.

This share of the responsibility mainly due to the nature
of the plant transient and the associated goal of plant
operation,i.e,the continuation of production and the protection
of plant, which affect the methodology for plant diagnosis and
operator guidance. However, from operators point of view, the
format of the information given to them should not unduly be
different due to the information processing methodology et
cetera. Thus the system integration for abnormal plant operation
is mainly performed from the point of view of information
content and structure which assure reliable information transfer
during a relatively rare and unfamiliar event for the operator.

To right fit to the operators cognitive needs , the plant
supervisory data and the diagnosis results are provided to the
plant operators through the 3-levels hierarchically structured
CRT pictures .

The top level display is an overview display which is
designed to insure proper activation of the operator when
anormaly occurs. As the resident display, this display gives the
most important information for the present mode of operation
such as the status of the critical safety function during the
post trip operational mode as well as the permanent display of
the key information on the plant status as the overview. It
consists of,
- status of major plant sub-systems
Reactor,Main Steam Isolation Valve,Main Turbine,Main
Generator

- values of eight key plant parameters
- balance indication of six key plant parameters in hexagonal
form

- plant operating mode and major message output of diagnosis
and operational guidance

- in the lower left side , power-flow control map,major alarms
and status of plant safety functions are presented
depending on plant operating modes
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Fig. 4 Relation b«ev««a Support function* and Plane Status
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and is intended to be the consistent display format during
normal and abnormal plant conditions to avoid the confusion.

The second level display provides summarized information of
the diagnosis functions and plant supervisory functions . Tr.c
information of this level mainly concerns the current operator
tasks so that the information should be organized to enable the
operators adequate conscious actions. One of the second level
display consists of ,
- major plant events and status
- train operational guidance message
- trends of key plant parameters
-main results of diagnosis

As this picture presents the summarized information which is
necessary to the operator to recognize the plant situation, such
as states of critical variables and sub-system states and
conditions, the operator can smoothly accept the operational
guidance provided by the system and ensure the effect of his
operation immediately.

Another type of the secondary level display includes
summarized displays of various plant sub-systems status in the
form of mimic diagram. These sub-systems are coolant supply
system , emergency core cooling system, main turbine, main
generator etc.

The third level displays present the operators detailed
information if needed for individual operation and its
confirmation . These are,
- detailed diagnosis result and operational guidance
- individual plant subsystem status in the form of mimic
diagram

- trends of plant parameters
With top and second level displays , the plant operator can

easily understand the overall plant status and operate the
plant according to the operational guidances . If there is any
differences between the operator's intention and the operational
guidance , the operator can easily access to the third level
display and investigate the differences based on the detailed
information .

Fig-5 shows typical pictures of each level after a reactor
scram due to the condensate pump trip has occurred, and the
simultaneous failure of High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) and
Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) which caused rapid
decreasing of reactor water level. In this case, the status of
the plant safety functions and corresponding plant sub-systems
are provided at top level display. The detailed status of HPCS
is provided at third level display. At the second level, the
system function provides the operational guidances for
restoration of plant according to the plant state. The
restoration of the water level is the most important operation
in this situation. The operator can control the water level
referring the operational guidances with the trend of key plant
parameters.
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Fig. 5 Example of Hierarchically Structured CRT Pictures
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At present, there are about a hundred pictures and these
are color ceded consistently .

5. conclusion
The computerized operator support system is implemented

using a newly designed CRT based operator console [6].
Various transients and power maneuvers are simulated by a

full scale specially developed plant simulator. The signals from
the simulator are then supplied to system and the processed
information is presented to the operators through the new
operator console.

From these experiments, various system improvements have
already been accomplished and as the final experiments,
verification tests by utility operators will be performed in the
near future.
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Abstract

In this paper a decentralized hierarchical informational a/stem (.HIS) is
presented which has been developed for monitoring and control of the Rossen-
dorf Research Reactor RFR, but which may also be considered to be the proto-
type of a digital automation system to be used in power stations. The follow-
ing functions are integrated in the HIS: process monitoring, on-line disturb-
ance analysis, process control, and use of a specialized industrial robot for
control of charging and discharging of the materials to be irradiated. The AS
is realized on the basis of a process computer system. It includes the com-
puter £ 1630 and the intelligent process terminals ursadat 5000 connected by
a fast serial interface.

1. Introduction
The use of process computers in control and instrumentation systems of

Nuclear Power Plants (NPP) has been standard sinoe laat years. This develop-
ment were possible by enhancement of availability and reliability of computer
systems.

The new quality of control and instrumentation systems enables a better
management of the technological process*. In the present time decentralized
computer systems define the state of the art of process computer systems.

Nevertheless further investigations in using and handling of such
systems are necessary.

Therefore a decentralized hierarchical informational s_ystem (HIS) has
been designed for the Roasendorf Research. Reactor [1]. The design of the HIS
must be considered to meet the requirements of baokfitting in Rossendorf
Research Reaotor control and instrumentation system [2]. But it may also be
regarded as a prototype of a digital automation system to be used in power
stations.

First experiences obtained by HIS have been presented in [2,3,4].

2. Structure of the system HIS
The scheme of the system HIS is shown in figure J. It shows a two level

system, which consists of various basic units situated nearby the technologi-
cal process and a main computer on the upper level, .ill units are linked by
a serial bus, the so-called IFLS interface [5].

Data transmission works on master-slave-prinoiple. The basic units
(ursadat 5000) are connected to the technological process. Each unit consists
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of a microcomputer robotron K 1520 and several I/O modules. They are primarily
used for data acquisition and preprocessing procedures [6], but furthermore
other tasks can be performed too. A special example therefore is the problem
of noise analysis [7] for surveillance of critical equipments of the RFR.

The main computer (robotron K 1600) generally has two functions
- operating management problems in the system including man-maohine-communioa-
tion

- solving of real-time tasks with high demands in processing time and memory.
There are some differences between control and instrumentation systems•

used in NFF and the HIS. They depend on the lower number of process inputs
and outputs, the short distance between process and computer system and the
limitation to the nuclear part of the reaotor.

But nevertheless the HIS enables reaotor staff to get experiences with
such a system. Methods and algorithmswhich should be later used in NFF may
be developed and tested.

3. Operator aids for diagnosis of abnormal ocourenoes
One of the most important aims for using new computerized instrumenta-

tion systems in NFF is enhancement of general view of the technological
process. Growing safety demands in connection with steadily increasing in-
formation about the technological and physical process require a new quality
in surveillance and control of NPP too.

The new quality in instrumentation is marked by
- using decentralized process computer systems
- using colour cathode ray tubes (.CRT) for information presentation
- compressing of information by changing from parallel to sequential informa-
tion presentation

_- adding of hints for the operator what to do in special situations.
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Important suppositions to make oorreot decisions by the operator are
knowledge about
- the state of the process
- abnormal events ocourlng in the technological process
- causes and consequences of abnormal events.

All these tasks are performed by process monitoring, alarm announcement
and disturbance analysis In the system HIS.

3.1. Process monitoring
Process monitoring is a general problem of the system HIS. It includes

data acquisition, preprocessing and monitoring. The tasks of data acquisi-
tion and preprocessing are executed by the basic units.

Standardized software is used for these purposes [6] as well as special
software (e.g. for noise analysis). The main computer schedules data for
monitoring by colour displays. Information presentation on the CRT screen Is
carried out in so-called "menu-techniques'*. That means that each picture
includes Information about pictures which can be selected in a following
step. A cursor is put to these information and the new picture is called up
by jumping to the next level.

All pictures are arranged in pages. The pages form a graph, which is
shown in figure 2. The nodes of the graph represent the pages and the arcs
possible transitions. When the operator moves through the graph the path is
stored In the computer and the operator can return OIL the stored path.

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2 LSAAP-2 J

•̂

ALARMS

LEVEL 3

7\ 7\
LEVEL 4

Pig. 2

Generally can be said that a higher number of level means informa-
tion in more detail.

Process Information can be displayed in form of alpha-numerical signs,
graphics and curves. A special part of process monitoring is the alarm
announcement.
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3.2. Alarm announcement
Anormalous events like limit violations or direct measured binary in-

formation form alarm messages. The alarm messages are transmitted via the
IFLS interface to the main computer. A special sign is shown on the screen
of the colour display simultaneously.

All alarm messages are written in an alarm list, which can be shown on
the display screen. The operator must acknowledge the alarm messages by
using a special key of the function keyboard. Then the alarm messages are
stored in a file on the magnetic disc of the main computer. This is neces-
sary for off-line post mortem analysis and for enhancement of the disturbance
model.

3.3. Disturbance analysis
The disturbance analysis system SAAP-2 has been presented in [3] and

[4]. SAAP-2 is based on a discrete model, an event graph. Well known forms
of realization of event graphs are fault trees or cause-consequence diagrams.
The scan strategie used in SAAP-2 can handle universal graphs.

SAAP-2 has been designed to meet the following requirements
- running in a real-time environment
- clear presentation of results
- finding out causes and predicting consequences of a disturbance
- working with a universal event graph.

Figure 3 shows the functional scheme of the disturbance analysis system
SAAP-2. The discrete model is stored in the model data base. The model data
base is overlaid by actual plant data available from the dynamical data base.
The dynamical data base is updated by the data acquisition and preprocessing
programm running at the basic units 'of the system HIS.

DATA ACQUISITION AND

PRePROCESStC

Pig. 3
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In the case of abnormal events SAAP-2 shows the operator the causes and
the possible consequences of disturbances in the technological process. It
is necessary to remark that disturbance analysis can only be as good as the
discrete model of the disturbances in the technological process.

The procedure of finding out possible consequences of a disturbance,
which is used in SAAP-2, works very fast. Calculation of causes takes some
more time. For a relatively small process, e.g. a research reactor, time
problems of analysis are not important, but they increase in large systems
like NPP. .

4. Conolusions
The presented decentralized hierarchical compute:: system for the Rossen-

dorf Research Reactor has been designed with a view to
- get experiences in using and handling of suoh systems in nuclear equip-
ments,

- backfitting in Rossendorf Research Reactor control and instrumentation
system.

Main tasks of the system are aiding the operator during normal and especially
during abnormal conditions. Therefore process monitoring, alarm announcement
and disturbance analysis is performed by the computer system. Methods and
algorithm which should be used in NPP are investigated.
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DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTERIZED OPERATOR SUPPORT SYSTEMS
FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
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Abstract
In course of the development of nuclear power plants the

instrumentation and control systems and the information in the
control room have been increasing substantially. In order not
to overcharge the shift personnel the degree of automation
has been increased. This holds specifically for German nu-
clear power plants. Nevertheless, an improved information pro-
cessing and information presentation to the operator has to be
generally achieved.

The paper describes the development of some compu-
terized operator support systems in the Federal Republic of
Germany with the main emphasis on safety aspects. The tasks
of the systems are:

- to log and record disturbances and accidents (beyond the
present status)

- to reduce the information load and to present the essential
alarms and messages only

- to improve signal supervision and verification
- to enable a fast survey of the> plant status (especially in

case of accidents) and of the character and location of a
disturbance

- to carry out automatic diagnosis of disturbances
- to compute process parameters which cannot be measured

directly
- to support the operators in following the procedures of the

operating manual.

A task analysis of the operators tasks is the basis for
developement and implementation of such computerized opera-
tor support systems. Therefore, a short description of ope-
rator's task will be given with regard to the automatic pro-
tection and limitation systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

The scope of instrumentation and control equipment and
in this connection the information displays and actuation tiles
increased substantially in the course of development of nu-
clear power plants and the increase of unit power. There are
about 7500 control interface modules, 12000 binary indications
or displays, 1400 measured value indications, 170 measured
value recorders, 10 CRT displays and 8 logging devices in
the control room and the local control stations of a modern
1300 MW PWR plant in the Federal Republic of Germany. Also,
the degree of automation has increased essentially to assist
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the personnel during unit coordination control as well as at
incidents and accidents. The degree of automation in German
NPPs is higher compared with NPPs in the English-speaking
world /I/. Nevertheless, the exigency to develop further ope-
rator support systems for information processing, compression
and presentation is generally recognized. The development of
such systems can be ascertained world-wide /2/.

This paper describes the development of some compute-
rized operator support systems in the Federal Republic of Ger-
many with the main emphasis on safety aspects.

2. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE TASK OF THE SHIFT
PERSONNEL IN THE CONTROL ROOM
The minimum size of the control crew depends on the plant

organisation and management. But consists normally of one
shift leader, two reactor operators whereof one has the shift
leader qualification and is the shift leader substitute, two
shift electricians and shift mechanics. In practice there is
more shift personnel in modern NPP's, e.g. instead of two
reactor operators there are three or four and in addition to
them one or two control board operators and four electrical
charge hands. The reason is that the shift personnel is occu-
pied by a lot of organizational and administrative tasks (e.g.
to define work permit sheets for maintenance and the discon-
nections necessary) or by performing functional tests or re-
tests.

The shift personnel has to operate the plant during po-
wer operation, start-up and shut down operation and down-
time and is responsible for coordinating all operational ac-
tivities of the power station unit including the associated
auxiliary installations, under both, normal and accident con-
ditions. In case of incidents and accidents they have

to prevent undue disturbance consequences during a
short-time period
to bring the plant into long-termed guaranteed safe
and stable conditions
to limit disturbance consequences and to master com-
plex disturbance situations.

According to the German KTA-Rule 3501 manual actions
of the operators shall be an exception and must not be ne-
cessary in the first 30 minutes during an accident. This is to
keep them free for recognizing the plant state (knowledge-
based behaviour). During the short-time period the operators
should analyse the causes of an accident, supervise the safe-
ty actions automatically started and prepare actions necessary
to bring the plant into safe and stable conditions. However,
the shift is subjected to further actions like

releasing alarms (e.g. fire alarm for buidings affected)
controlling whether persons stay within the danger
zone (e.g. to control the airlock book by accidents
within the containment)
initiating first aid or rescue operations if necessary
informing the emergency service on call and the plant
management if necessary
logging the events (e.g. within the shift log book or
switching log book)
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3. COMPUTERIZED OPERATOR SUPPORT SYSTEMS
In the course of this paper only computerized operator

support systems will be described which concern safety re-
lated aspects. Some of the systems may be useful for both
normal and disturbance or accident conditions. In this case
the aid functions for normal operation modes remain unmen-
tioned. All systems described are under development or test;
systems installed or integrated into existing control rooms will
be taken for granted.

3.1 Log and record systems for disturbances and accidents

Switching and alarm logs and incident reviews available
in present plants are more useful for later disturbance ana-
lysis and clearing up as well asfor continuous observation of
incidents and accidents. By using more typewriters, the swit-
ching and alarm logs can be split up into e.g. a separate log
for all messages of electrical and control facilities (about 50%
of the messages in present switching and alarm logs) or else
it might be possible to call up separate logs for alarms and
messages of subsystems (via the system identification num-
ber). A second idea is to plot trendcurves of important pro-
cess variables (at most 160 for every incident review) for
each of the about 60 incident reviews instead of tabulated
lists only. Such intentions can be realized within short time
and without great expense. But ideal conditions for such pro-
jects are an own software development and maintenance group
within the utility.

3.2 Reduction of information load

In present NPPs almost each event, independent of its
importance, is announced to the operators and has to be eva-
luated and classified by them. It is left to the skill, know-
ledge and flexibility of the operators to pick the really im-
portant ones out of the flood of messages. In particular, the
information load will increase very much in case of incidents.
This situation is considered as unsatisfactory. Therefore, a
filtering method is under development to limit the number of
messages and alarms issued by the process computer /3/. It
must be assured that the presentation of messages remains
feasible and makes sense even if major or unexpected distur-
bances affect the plant.

The reduction of information load will be realized by
suppression of consequential alarms. This means alarms
which will necessarily and unavoidably follow an event
already announced;
suppression of superfluous alarms. This means alarms
from subsystems not available for further actions with-
in the present plant operation mode or from subsys-
tems not or no longer required.

Both procedures are used in combination. The finally remai-
ning alarms are then displayed. This suppression will not af-
fect the alarm record.
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3.3 Signal supervision and verification and computation
of process parameters

It is required that all information displayed via advanced
operator support systems must be safe and trustworthy. There-
fore, new methods will be adapted for signal supervision and
verification. Research for application of such methods in NPPs
is in an early stage, but three methods seem to be promising.
The first method is to supervise sensors or measuring chains
by means of rough plausibility investigation and noise analysis
methods. The second one is to compare the statistical infor-
mation of redundant (and sometimes also diverse) measuring
signals or channels and finally to compute process parameters
or values which can not be measured directly (analytical or
functional redundancy).

3.4 Plant overview

Different efforts are proposed to enable the operators to
get a quick overview of the plant status. There is also a
close connection to the projects for alarm reduction (see cap.
3.2) and alarm analysis (see cap. 3.5).

Kraftwerk Union (KWU) has a new process information
system PRINS under design for the three German KONVOI-
Reactors /4/. The PRINS is an integrated system providing
information for all modes of plant status. It includes the
functions of Safety Parameter Display Systems as well as Dis-
turbance Analysis Systems and Operation Monitoring Systems.

For information display there will be available up to 32
colour VDUs; the scope of display formats includes mainly sys-
tem overviews and diagrams but also trend logs, bargraphs,
alphanumerics, a'larms and logics. The objectives for infor-
mation display are

to make possible qualified manual operations to bring
the plant in a safe status in case of accidents,
to uphold the plant in a safe status,
to confine the consequences of an accident or incident,
to make transparent the plant behaviour (particulary
for the limitation system),
to facilitate assure operation, e.g. for retests or
start-up and shut down procedures,
to enable an easy post mortem analysis.

Annother pilot project has been started with the aim of quick
plant overview and is under test. In case of demand of a safe-
ty system it should not be necessary to check all the swit-
ching messages and process variables to assure the regular
operation of the system. This check will therefore be done
automatically and a message will be given at inadequate re-
sults only. The same goes for shutdown procedures, too.
E.g. in case of a turbin trip many messages have to come with-
in a fixed sequence. To check this manually is very time-con-
suming, so it will be done automatically.

3.5 Disturbance analysis

A second pilot project has been started for testing the
disturbance analysis system STAR /5/. Many publications
have been issued on disturbance analysis and the STAR-sys-
tem, so it will be outlined onnly briefly. To detect distur-
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bances, so-called disturbance models, represented by cause^
consequence diagrams are used. The models contain the antici-
pated appearance of events during disturbances and are star-
ted in a background data base. These models are overlaid by
the actual plant data. The disturbance analysis routine scans
the models and detects disturbances, if there are any. The
main objectives of the STAR-system are

to recognize plant disturbances as early as possible,
determine the prime causes and possible propagation
and to provide information about the process status.
The best or suitable recovery action to master the dis-
turbance will be announced if it is unamb guously pos-
sible. These hints should not force operator actions.
The operator should be able to supply information to
the disturbance analysis system.
The models should be flexible so that they can be ex-
tended or modified easily, which may be necessary due
to experiences gained.

3.6 Support of procedures by following the operating ma-
nual

Many procedures described in the operating manual con-
sist of checking the value or status of specific plant variables
only, combining them in a logical way and performing actions
required by the results of the check. For such procedures an
opportunity presents itself for application of computerized aid
systems. Preparatory research for pilot application was done
for the supervision of safety systems (BWR and PWR) /6/.
The main objectives for such a system are:

The reactor safety systems together with their power
supply and auxiliary systems will be sjpervised so
that in cases of component failures or unavailabilities a
check will be performed whether the remaining systems
fulfill the safety requirements of the operating manuals
or not.
counter-actions or preventive necessary measures
should be announced if safety requirements are viola-
ted (e.g. admissible repair time, shortening of retest
intervals of redundant systems).
A supervision of remaining repair time should be per-
formed .
The operator will be supported by drawing up working
or disconnection sheets for maintenance procedures and
by the documentation of retests or functional test re-
sults (e.g. according the German KTA-rule 1202 and
3506).

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The reasons for all activities in the field of computerized
operator support system are

the substantial increased instrumentation and control
equipment;
the necessity to unburden the operator:* of routine
tasks and to leave them to the intrinsic tasks of plant
control and supervision;
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the requirement to reduce and to compose the infor-
mation quantity;
the intention to support the operators in case of inci-
dents and accidents by diagnosis and supervision.

Most of the tasks can not be solved by means of conventional
equipment. The new systems, however, must be consistent
with the conventional control room design, information display
and the operating manual procedures. It must be guaranteed
that all the systems, the old ones as well as the new ones,
act together and are fitted in an overall conception. To over-
come the difficulty that the advanced systems should act to-
gether but will be developed individually for reasons of qua-
lity assurance, documentation, test or expert opinion a test
phase on a plant simulator should complete the pilot applica-
tion and the shift operators should be extensively in the de-
velopment. A further necessary condition for successful de-
velopment is a detailed operators task analysis and a clear
definition of the systems tasks. The support systems have to
give the operators new facilities. Aids are not needed where
there are systems or procedures already available and handy.
The systems should not give orders to the operator but
should advice them. Attention to ergonomical aspects must be
given, e.g. there is a need for more parallel information by
many of present VDU based presentations.
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Abstract

Development of a man-machine communication system in
a nuclear power plant has been performed, utilizing
the new communication technologies and an advanced
diagnosis system. In the course of elaborating the
communication concept, selection and rearrangement of
communication functions in a control room were made
based on the human factors engineering. Guidelines
and criteria for information display system and
operational equipments were also studied and
evaluated. The outline of the communication
concept and some evaluation test results are
described.

1. INTRODUCTION

The man-machine interface is a common field where man
and machine communicate with each other. The
integrated man-manchine interface performance plays
an important role in enhancing operational safety in
a nuclear power plant. High performance
man-manchine interface development is a major item in
a Computerized Operator Support System, and has been
extensively carried out during the past several years
[1].
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Man-machine interface in the Computerized Operator
Support System

(1) informs the plant status,
(2) diagnoses the plant status,
(3) recommends corrective actions,
(4) performs corrective actions,
(5) confirms plant status recovery.

These functions are supported by close communication
between the operator and machine. On the basis of
the analysis and evaluation of the operator's role,
the communication concept has been developed in the
following.

(1) Establishing guidelines and criteria for
information
display and control equipment arrangement

(2) Planning the communication function layout
(3) Hierarchical CRT information display

evaluation

2. ESTABLISHING GUIDELINES AND CRITERIA
Much work has been carried out concerning guidelines
and criteria with which the control room design
should be accomplished in a systematic and consistent
way. It is important that the work is based on
human factors engineering and anthropometric data
requirements. Another important item is to take
into consideration distinctive features of the users,
which means, for example, their style of thinking.
Since the human cognitive process is organized by
language he normally uses, it is essential for
Japanese personnel, to use Chinese ideographs and
Japanese syllabary for messages.
2.1 Ordinary Human Senses Application
Design on the basis of ordinary human senses should
be applied to the symbols and color codes on the CRT
display, consistantly using lamp-colors indicating
switch positions on the operation panels. The use
of proper color codes results in recognizability
improvement under abnormal conditions. The color
convention is summarized in Table 1, and proposed
symbols are shown in Fig.l in relation to color
codes. The main features of these symbols and color
codes are as follows.

(1) Ordinary human senses, where red is for
danger, yellow is for caution and green is for
safe, are applied.

(2) CRT display color should be green and
non-attractive during the normal situation,
but emphasized with red and yellow colors at
the occurence of an anomaly. '

(3) The new symbols clearly indicate the status of
pumps, valves and pipings, since the symbols
correspond to their physical status.
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Table 1 Color Conventions

Color Use
Red
Yellow
Green
Cyan
Magenta
White

Danger, immediate attention required
Caution, attention required
Normal, Trend curve
Information bearing data, Trend curve
Trend curve
Trend curve

ITEMS

Pumps

Valves

Pipings

Unit

Digital Value
Graph

Letters

Equipments

Color and Notation

Cyan Red Cyan Red

Operation
Operation(Normal)(Abnormal ) Stop(Normal ) Step (Abnormal )

Cyan Red Cyan Red

Closed Closed
Open (Normal) Open(Abnormal) (Normal) (Abnormal)

pyon

Water exists

pyan

No water

Normal—- Green, Caution— Yellow . Abnormal ---Red

Normal ••-• Cyan , Caution ••••Yellow . Abnormal • • • • Red

Screen Title —Green, Name of Equipment-— Green,
Date •••• Green

Green Green Green

n/ i
RPV PCV SP

Green Green

* CST "" /*

CST HX

Fig.l Symbols and Color Codes

2.2 Information Summarization and Hierarchical
Arrangement

Information must be classified and rearranged in a
hierarchical way, from a summary to detailed
information. The information in this hierarchical
structure is easily accessible and displayed on color
CRTs. Several displays, which contain essential
information for operations under abnormal and
accident conditions, are automatically triggered at
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the onset of an anomaly. According to the
information displayed, the operator selects the
related information with this hierarchy.
The equipment installed on the operation panels
should be classified according to type, function and
importance. They should also be related to each
other in a mimic form in order to prevent
misoperation and erroneous judgement.
2.3 Mode-Oriented Functional Layout
Incorporating the result of task analysis, functions
in a control room should be arranged to minimize the
operator's movement in each operation mode. The
result suggested the separation of main control panel
from sub-operation panel. This separation makes
each operator's role clear and prevents operator's
mutual interference.
2.4 Display Format
Information required are presented as a trend graph,
mimic, bar chart, table, message or their composite
format. The display format should be carefully
selected in accordance with the operator's cognitive
process, that is, the ways of qualitative or
quantitative understanding. Important parameters,
frequently refered to by the operator, should be
represented in a digital form.

3. FUNCTIONS OF NEW COMMUNICATION TOOL
In the course of the conceptual design for a future
control room, it was revealed that high performance
communication functions must be embodied in the
interfacing tools in order to improve the total
operation panel performance. The following
sub-sections describe the experimental result for new
man-machine communication tools.
3.1 Voice Communication
Two-way verbal communication has inherent advantages
over conventional communication ways through buttons,
switches or light penss.
3.1.1 Voice Recognition
Voice recognition allows the operator to select CRT
display and also to operate equipment using the human
voice, while simultaneously monitoring the situation
and operating with the hands. Disruptions in an
operator's actions are largely reduced by such
utilization.
Preliminary test results show sufficiently good
performance for CRT screen selection.
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3.1.2 Vocal Announcement
Vocal announcement is an effective means to call all
the operators' attention at the same time. However,
it is not so effective while the operator is
concentrating on imminent operations. Therefore,
the information should not be provided through vocal
announcement only, but also through other media.
3.2 Operation with a Touch Sensitive Screen
Reduction in human movement is the most effective way
to improve operationability in man-machine operation.
A touch sensitive screen is considered to be very

effective to reduce required operator's movement.
As the operator is able to perform both an operation
and its confirmation on the same display by means of
the touch sensitive screen and a suitable display
format, he dose not need to avert his eyes from the
display, or move about in a control room. Though the
touch sensitive screen has such a promising feature,
it is necessary to evaluate whether or not it is
applicable as a man-machine interface in a nuclear
power plant.
The application criteria have been established
through evaluation tests concerning operation speed,
accuracy, reliability and operationabilLty. From
these test results, the dimensions of a touch
sensitive area and the distance between touch symbols
were derived.
3.3 Operation Panel Arrangement
Layout of the operation- panels should" be designed in
accordance with the results of operators' task
analysis under various conditions. Improvements of
the panel design are carried out in many aspects, and
mainly made by introducing new man-machine
communication tools. The panel size is reduced by
the extended use of color CRTs and touch sensitive
screen instead of conventional indicators and
switches. Cosequently, it contributes to the
reduction of human movement.
As a part of the detailed design, relief maps,
sketches, scale models and full scale plywood mockups
have been made and used to evaluate their
performances. Fig.2 shows a layout plan, where new
man-machine communication tools are fully employed.
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Large
Size
Screen

(Operator) (Supervisor)

Fig.2 Functional Layout Plan

4. CRT DISPLAYS AND THEIR HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE
CRT displays with hierarchical structure have been
developed to realize a high performance information
display system, keeping step with diagnosis software
development and new communication technologies.
4.1 Color Code
Color codes and symbols are proposed as shown in
Fig.l. Meanings of color and shape are clearly
separated in this notation, that is, color represents
diagnosis information, and shape means equipment
status. Advantages of this notation is already
noted in section 2.1.
4.2 Display information integration
Related informations in the different systems should
be integrated into a single dislay according to the
task analsis result. Since the display integration
allows the operator to concentrate on a single
display, the operator's monitoring load is reduced.
Fig. 3 shows an example of the display integration.
Important parameter trend curves, alarms and guide
summary are integrated.
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(Trend Graph)+(Alarm/Guide)

Fig.3 CRT Information Display Integration

4.3 Display Hierarchy and Access Methods
Display information hierarchy is evaluated and
constructed in account of information increase
resulted from diagnosis functional reinforcement. The-
top level(summary) consists of plant overall
informations, and the lowest level(detail) consists
of detailed and miscellaneous informations. This
level structure depends on the total plant system and
on the monitoring and diagnosis scope.
Fig.4 shows an example of CRT display hierarchical
structures.
CRT picture access method is as follows.

(1) The top and second level displays are
automatically triggered.

(2) The third and above level pictures are
selected with one-push key buttons.

(3) All the displays are selected with numeric key
buttons.
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5. EVALUATION TESTS AND RESULTS
Dynamic evaluation tests of the communica.tion systems
have been performed combined with the plant diagnosis
system/ using a real time BWR plant simulator. As a
result of the test/ the information display
capability, CRT picture selection efficiency and the
recognizability performance have been evaluated to be
highly improved for the operation during abnormal
conditions.
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Abstract

In early 1982 a large sec of signals from the nuclear reactor of
Borssele (PWR -450 MW electric) has been linked through a special
telephone line of 200 km to a minicomputer in the laboratory of
the Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (ECN) at Petten, in
order to follow these signals and to identify changes in the sig-
nals (mean values or noise components).
It has been shown that such a system allows an easy diagnosis of a
nuclear power plant from far distance and that a system of this
design also might serve as an emergency diagnostic system in case
of an unforseen event.
The experience of an almost two years continued operation indicates
that the system is reliable for detailed physical measurements and
inspection purposes [!].
In ttve paper the monitoring system is described shortly and most
emphasis is given to experiences obtained during the two years of
operation, such as:
- on-line display of main plant signals and their noise rms values,
- on-line monitoring of vibration of the main coolant pumps,
- a further analysis using advanced methods such as uni- and multi-
variate autoregression techniques of several on-line recorded
signals, for system dynamics identification.

Cl] E. Turkcan and R. Oguraa. Improved Noise Analysis Methods for
On-Line Testing of In-Core Instrumentations and the Deter-
mination of Power Reactor Parameters.
ECN-148, January 1984.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In early 1982 a large set of signals from the nuclear
reactor of Borssele (PWR-450 MW electric) has been linked through
a special telephone line of 200 km to a mini-computer in the
laboratory of the Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (ECN)
at Petten, in order to follow these signals and to identify
changes in the signals (mean values or noise components) [1].

It has been shown that such a system allows an easy diagno-
sis of a nuclear power plant from far distance and that a sys-
tem of this design also might serve as an emergency diagnostic
system in case of an unforeseen event.

The experience of an almost two years continued operation
indicates that the system is reliable for detailed physical
measurements and inspection purposes [2].

In the paper the monitoring system is described and empha-
sis is given to experiences obtained during the operation, such
as:
- on-line display of main plant signals and their noise rms
values,

- on-line monitoring of several signals,
- a further analysis using advanced methods such as uni- and
multi-variate autoregression techniques of several on-line
recorded signals, for system dynamics identification.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The on-line monitoring system is used to observe the reac-
tor signals of Nuclear Power Plant located in Borssele at a
distance of about 200 km from the analysing station in the ECN
laboratories at Petten. The system consists of:
- Remote data-acquisition system. This remote processor-con-

troled data acquisition system provides for programmable
signal conditioning and conversion. The converted data are .
transmitted to the host computer via a dedicated telephone
line.

- Transmission System; A special high quality leased telephone
line is used for downloading and data transmission at a speed
of approximately 550 samples/seconds.
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- Local PDF 11/24 host computer with AP-120 B Array Processor;
A local POP 11/24 computer is used for downloading and con-
trol of the remote data-acquisition system and for the re-
ception and registration of the continuous dat.i stream.
On-line multi-channel signal analysis is performed by means
of an extensive set of signal analysis programs using the
AP-120 B array processor.

2.1. Remote data-acquisition system

A patch panel allows for a selection of 32 out of the 90
available isolated reactor signals. The signal conditioning part
consists of an Euro-rack containing 32 programmable signal con-
ditioning channels. Each channel provides for one input and two
output signals, a DC-signal (gain lx) and an AC noise signal
(gain 1-2000 x). The AC-chain contains a high pass filter, pre-
amplifier, a low-pass filter and a final amplifier. A build-in
test feature enables checking of the data channels. The program-
mable test signal is either a DC-voltage or noise. The signal
conditioning unit is controlled by the control processor via
16-bits parallel I/O bus.

The specifications.of the signal conditioning channel
are:

+/- 5 volt
+/- 5 volt

Input
DC-output
Gain de-branch
AC-output
Gain
High-pass filter
Roll-off
Low-pass filter
Roll-off
Operation mode
Test signals

1 x
+/- 5 volt
1,2,5,10,20,50,100,200,500,1000,2000 x
DC, 0.01, 0.1, 1 Hz
12 dB/oct.
10,20,30,40,,,130,140,150 Hz
24 dB/oct.
normal, test-dc, test-noise
DC-voltage: +/- 5 volt, 10-bits resolution
noise : pseudorandom 1 volt rms
test signals can be attenuated available
settings : 1, 0,1, 0.01, 0.001 x
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Data conversion system is built conform the CAMAC specifi-
cations. The analog signals, divided into two groups (AC and DC)
are converted by CAMAC modules using individual voltage-to-fre-
quency converters (VFC) for each input signal. The groups are
permitted to run at different scan rates. Each double-width
CAMAC-module contains 16 VFC's of 1 MHz. The resolution is
programmable between 8-14 bits. The scan rate is controlled by
a CAMAC housed timer module allowing for programmable scan rates
between 1/8 - 1024 Hz.

The CAMAC crate with the different converter and I/O modules
is controlled by a MIK-11/2 micro-computer which runs a downloader
MACRO program controlling the signal conditioning part, the con-
verters and the transmission to the host computer. The data-
acquisition system is configurated by parameter files send from
the host computer. The parameter files describe:
- gain and filter settings of each channel;
- operation mode;
- type and magnitude of test signal;
- number of channels in each group;
- a bit map indicating the channels to be transmitted;
- scan rate code / group;
- resolution / group;
- data block length / group.
The data/block length depends on the configuration and it is
chosen between 1-2 k bytes in such a way that the data block
contains a whole number of completed scans for each group.

2.2. Transmission System

Transmissions originate from a synchronous serial part
housed in a CAMAC module (SSP 11). The link between remote sta-
tion and host computer is a didicated leased high-quality tele-
phone line. CODEX LSI/V.29 data modems permit reliable full-
duplex operation at 9600 band. A simple protocol with just a
check sum, no transmissions in case of error, 8-bits data and
no parity bit provides for a transmission rate of about 550
samples/seconds. An average of 30 checksum errors on a total
week's transmission of 300.000 data blocks results in a prac-
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tical bit-error-rate of 10~°. All errors are generated in day
time, during the nights the transmissions are almost free of errors.

2.3. Local PDF 11/24 host computer with AP/20B Array Processor
and Software

An hardware overview of the system is given in Fig. 1. Data
are coupled from the modem to the unibus of the PEP 11/24 via arDU 11
communication interface card. The software can be divided in
software for:
- control and data-acquisition system;
- data registration;
- data display;
- data analysis.

2.3.1. Control of data-aaquisition system

Data read task:
A data read task using the standard DU 11 driver reads and
checks the incoming data and puts it alternately in one of two
data buffers in a COMMON region. The mean and variance values
of all channels are computed and made available via the same
COMMON region. Synchronization flags are used to inform other
programs of the arrival of new valid data.

Error logger:
An error logger scheduled on fixed 15 minutes intervals logs the
errors accumulated by the data read task. Once a week the log
file is closed, renamed and transferred to a large data disc
and a new log file is opened.

Parameter file editor:
A parameter file editor enables the creation and editing of
disc-stored parameter file. The parameter file contains all
information necessary to control the data-acquisition system.

Program and parameter downloader:
Program and parameter file downloader checks the running of the
remote processor and transfers the parameter files.

Data registration:
The received data can be registrated on tape in the DCS format,
an internal ECN format for high density data tapes. For check
purposes selection of the tapes can be printed or-plotted.
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FIG. 1. Boissele Power Reactor and Hardware Configuration for
On-Line, Real-Time Reactor Noise Monitoring System.
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2.3.2. Data Display

Display tasks offer the possibility to display the received
data in volts, in engineering units or as a graph plotted on
the screen. Displays of data require the use of signal descrip-
tion files where the information is stored about the signal names,
used units, conversion factors, base values. A signal descrip-
tion file editor facilitates the creation and editing of signal
description files.

A normal dial-up telephone line can be used for observation
of nuclear reactor from the reactor site, where ir. multi-user
operating system it is possible to follow on one monitor the
signal changes and in an other monitor to follow the calcula-
tional results or displays. Part of Fig. 1 gives the on-line
observation in one mo'nitor (left): the in-situ test of measuring
channels, and in the other monitor (right), colour display, the
system lay-out and the mean and rms values (see also Fig. 2a).

(a) display of total system
together with important
signals mean and rms values.

(a)

FIG. 2. Photographs taken from the colour monitor of the
display system.
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(b) (d)

FIG. 2. Photographs taken from the colour monitor of the display
system.

(b) display of the signal list with mean and rms values,
updated each A s.

(c) histogram view of the selected signals together with
its variances, exceeding of set values indicated as
colour change to red and sound.

(d) display of in-core instrumentation signals and their
position at the core cross section.

(c)



Fig. 2b gives in table form signal listings of mean and varian-
ces updated each 4 s. Fig. 2c indicates a display of a histogram
of signatures in vector form for dc and ac, in ca.se signal rms
values passes the set point, the vector colour is changed red by
a sound and typing this overflow is indicated.

Another interesting feature is given in Fig. 2d, where the sta-
tus of the in-core instrumentation as well as the position of the
sensors are presented. The colour display monitor with selection pos-
ibilities for colour gives more dimension to the data display
system.

3. OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCES

After installation of the on-line monitoring system at the
beginning of 1982 the continuous observation has been started.
In course of 1983 the operating system of the on-line computer
has been changed from the single user system (RT 11) to the multi-user
system (RSX-11M) while at the beginning of 1984 the processor
PDF 11/34 (128 k memory) has been exchanged with i:he processor
POP 11/24 with 512 k words memory.

In the course of development the running programs are ex-
tended. Besides the monitoring software, rigid data analysis
programs have been developed and implemented to produce func-
tions in time and frequency domain. Examples are:
- Main running program FASTAP, multi-channel FFT calculations in
the array processor [3];

- Spectrum decomposition; decomposition of 'measured spectra of
ex-core neutron detectors into core barrel motion - and
reactivity - spectra [1,4];

- Partial and multiple coherence calculations using multi-chan-
nel FFT calculations [5];

- Univariate (UAR) and multivariate (MAR) autoregression analy-
sis [2] for estimating sensor and system response time;

- Short time data analysis using the method of least squares
autoregressive (LSAR) modelling [6],
During the last two years of on-line monitoring period twice

the reactor start-up and shut-down for refueling period has been
completely followed from distance by the monitoring system.
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Several interesting reactor operation conditions were observed
from the start-up to full reactor power. In those conditions
temperature and pressure change according to the state of
the power plant. Fig. 3a shows the APSD's of primary loop pres-
sure signals (YAO.l. P063) at the time of start-up of 10th core..
Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c are indicating the coherence function versus
operating conditions, in (b) coherence between the two
pressure sensor signals of same loop, and"in (c) the coherence of
two different loops. Obvious changes in pressure spectra as well
as the coherence functions (depending on primary system temper-
ature and pressure) are observable [1].
Part of the shifts in the spectra is due to the standing waves
(e.g. frequency of the spectrum peaks are proportional to the
sound velocity in the water).

At the time of nuclear start-up, one has to be sure that
all neutron detectors of the safety channels are in order (de-
tector, cabling and electronics). In-situe tests of these chan-
nels are necessary in time of the start-up. There is no
possibility to check these detectors without nuclear power.
During the start-up, the gamma radiation of the used-fuel ele-
ments gives sufficient noise in the safety channel detectors
which enables us to test those detectors in-situ. At any power
level above 20 Hz one always finds a white noise in the APSD,
which is due to the statistics of neutron detection.
Fig. 4 shows the" APSD functions multiplied with mean current
detector signal for four ex-core neutron detectors placed in
the same string. We use the amount of this white noise as a
check on the instrumentation and its calibration.

Several spectrum patterns were compared for different reac-
tor power conditions [7] for different signals. The PSD and co-
rence pattern of noise signals for ex-core neutron, primary
loop pressure, pump vibrations are not changing considerable.
Most changes are in the spectral and coherence pattern according
to the reactor power change. Fig. 5 shows the ex-core neutron de-
tector PSD function for different power levels. For long term
behaviour of therms value is linear proportional to the boron

• concentration.
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FIG. 3a.
Multiple Plot APSD for
Primary Loop Pressure
(YA01.P063) during the
Start-Up of 10th Core.

YA01-P002/P063

FIG. 3b.
Multiple Plot of Coherence
Function between two
Primary Loop Pressures
in the Same Loop.
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FIG. 3c.

Multiple Plot of Coherence
Function between two Primary
Loop Pressures located in
two Different Loops.
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' FIG. 4.
<i>APSD Functions of Four
Ex-Core Neutron Detectors
(D81/D82/D83/D84), above
20 Hz Spectrum is Constant.

Average charge collected per detec-
ted neutron: q2/q =3.3x10~15 C.
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FIG. 5.
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APSD function of ex-core neutron
detector (D72) at different reactor
power. At very low power (CSB) motion
peaks are hurried in background noise.
At 2.0 Hz amplitude of the noise is
proportional with square of reactor .
power level.
FIG. 6.
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neutron signals (min. 4, max. 6 ex-core neutron detectors at the same height around the
vessel). The figure gives the comparison for 3 different fuel cycles (core 8, 9, 10 and
11 at about the same core life). The reactivity spectra (upper figure left scale), core
motion amplitude (upper figure right scale), and direction of motion (lower figure) are shown.



The Borssele reactor at full power is continuously
monitored. One of the continous investigations is the motion
of core support barrel (CSB). The effects in the measured noise
spectrum were investigated from two not directly measurable
noise sources such as reactivity and core support barrel motion.
These two effects are separated completely with the method out-
lined [2,4]. This analysis has been regularly applied. The ampli-
tude of the CSB motion and direction together with reactivity
spectrum for four different cores at about the same boron
concentration is given in Fig. 6. The CSB motion amplitudes
and the derived direction of the motion did not change in the
coarse of this four years of measuring period.

The reactivity peak at 9.2 Hz confirms the early findings.
The combined analysis'of in/ex-core neutron detector sig-

nals and.the core-exit thermocouple signals has shown that the
phase relationship between these two signals has a linear be-
haviour in the frequency range 0.1 - 2.0 Hz, as well as the
determined delay time from the step response analysis of in-
core neutron detectors, the average coolant velocity through
the core can be obtained [2]. The same type of studies con-
firm these findings?[8].

The vibrations of the in-core instrument guide tube are
determined from the "in—phase" or "out-of-phase" relations of
the six in-core neutron detector signals (self powered cobalt
emitter) (see Fig. 7). The nature of the guide tube vibrations
can be characterized in terms of the axial position of the
vibration node. Different node of motion was found at different
fuel cycles [2]. Application of partial and multiple coherence
analysis [2,5] to those in-core signals yields more detailed
information on the identification of the vibration nodes.
Fig. 8 gives coherence and partial coherence functions for two
pairs of detectors.

Under in-situ conditions the response time of the thermo-
couples of the primary loop and core exit responses are deter-
mined extensively through the 10th fuel cycle. Univariate auto-
regressive (UAR) modelling technique has been used to evaluate
the time constant of the thermocouple [2]. The validity of
the identified UAR model is checked by comparing the spectrum
derived from the AR model, and that from a FFT calculation.
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An example is given in Fig. 9. An overview for the measured
response time of the thermocouples are given in table 1. Inlet
and outlet thermocouples have different time constants than
the core exit thermocouples, where also central position ther-
mocouples (position H7 and F7) have clearly a fast response
compared to the others. These differences are due to the
thickness of the thermocouples, the centre position thermo-
couples have a diameter of 1.6 mm, other exit thermocouples
a diameter of 3.2 mm and the core exit thermocouples have an
extra protective sheath.

E-2

-3

-L,

-5

-6

-7

BY AR MODEL:
BY FFT

(°C2/Hz)

0.01 0.1 1.0
FREQUENCY (Hz)

10

FIG. 9.
Power Spectra of Temperature measured
on the outlet thermocouple (YA02.T098),
derived from AE Model (M=128) and FFT.

TABLE 1.: Response Time of Core Exit Thermocouples of Borssele Reactor
during fuel cycle 10 at full power operation (Apr. - Oct.1983)

TMEHMOCOU^L
7 4«n«,

YO31-TO1
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YCI31-TO3
YO31— TO4
YO31— TOS
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YO32-TO2
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YQ32-TO4
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YIJ33-T02
YO33-TO4
YQ33-T03
YO33-TO*
YO34-TO1
YO34-TO2
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+ 0.029
+ 0.120
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LI ,1.2 : Primary coolant loop I and 2.
1,0 : Inlet and Outlet of primary coolant loop.
H7.F7 etc.: position of Exit(£) Thermocouples on Core.
Diameter of core exit thermocouples are 3.2 at,
except,thermocouples of positions H? and F7 (1.6 so).
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A stochastic model of core heat transfer (two lumps in fuel
and four lumps in coolant) model for the Borssele reactor has
indicated that the dominant source effecting the coolant tem-
perature fluctuations is the random heat flux perturbations
in the fuel [9]. The contribution of these heat flux pertur-
bations are extended to higher frequencies than the. measured
temperature spectra.

For identification of the noise sources the newly developed
signal transmission path (STP) analysis [10] is performed
with a set of noise signals measured at the full reactor power
[11]. The procedure for this analysis is first fo fit the MAR model
for the given data set,the next step is to check that the
noise source for each variable is mutually independent. Third
step is the calculation of noise power contribution to identify
the variable of which noise sources contributes the most to
the power spectrum. Fourth step is calculate the partial co-
herence (PCH) and partial noise power contributions (PNPC).
Example of such analysis is given in Figs. 10, 11 and 12, for
pressure and vibration signals. Indicated NPC ratio to pres-
sure (YAO.l. P002) in loop 1 and NPC ratio to main coolant
pump, 1 radial vibration (YD01.V003). Fig. 12 gives the PCH-
PNPC (dotted) comparison between pressures in loop 1 and
loop 2. There are strong mutual interactions between the two
pressures in the frequency range of 3.0 Hz to 10.0 Hz.

At the time of normal power operation several interesting
events are happening. Besides the small changes in signal
pattern due to the physical process (e.g. boron concentra-
tion) small events may pass in relatively
short time. For detection of such events a new method of iden-
tification is necessary. A method called least squares auto-
regressive (LSAR) modelling [12,13] seems more applicable
to short time series of data even in case of ongoing tran-
sient events. In one case, a sudden load change occured at
the electric network. This sudden load change has been fol-
lowed (about'300 s) by the on-line monitoring system. Fig. 13a
shows the transient signals (dc) of the secondary system
such as steam pressure, steam flow and generator output. As
an example of short time data analysis we have taken the
steam pressure noise to illustrate the observation.
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FIG. 10. NPC Ratio to Pressure in
Loop 1 (YA01.P002).
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The noise data (ac-part of the signal) where the changes oc-
curred are divided to NC (=20) segments each containing N (=
256) samples. By the segmentation, the stationarity of the
data is improved. For each segment (CASE) of data the variance
(Fig. 13b) and AR model coefficients are determined.
Once the mode is determined, the estimation of PSD is easily
performed through the Fourier transformation of the AR coef-
ficients. In this analysis for each segment of data PSD pat-
terns are obtained (Fig. 13c, comparison to FFT is included).
The method has the possibility to study the secondary signa-
tures such as:
- variance;
- variance of residuals;
- resonance frequencies of peaks in the PSD (see Fig. 13d, for
first peak in the PSD);

- amplitude of peaks.
The method of analysis gives a possibility to analyse non-sta-
tionary data.

Several operational experiences were obtained during the
last two years. The system is in operation on-line for more
than two years, there have been several modifications in this
time such as system software as well as the programs on data
analysis. Data display and identification programs have been
improved in coarse of time.

Informations obtained from the on-line monitoring system
have been discussed with the reactor instrumentation- and
operating staff of the power plant. The system is still lear-
ning and in a period of being improved.

4. CLOSING REMARKS

The development of on-line monitoring and diagnostic capa-
bilities based upon the noise analysis is the mai:i goal of the
work.

In the last two years more attention has been given to
the observation of physical changes, interpretation of obser-
ved phenomena, better display of physical quantities. On the
reliability of the system electronics and software/hardware
good experiences are obtained.
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The on-line monitoring system through the telephone line
gives a very good possibility to on-line information retrieval.
The computing system has a faster data analysis capacity than
the data transfer through the telephone line. In the future
one should extend the system software into an automatic diag-
nostic system. The experience that we have obtained on relia-
bility and maintainability is sufficient for on-line surveil-
lance and diagnostic systems.
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TRENDS IN EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF FAILURE
IN REACTOR INTERNALS AND PRIMARY CIRCUIT COMPONENTS

D. WACH
Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsicherheit mbH,
Garching, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract
The great number of relevant international meetings in the recent
past (e.g. /1/- /11/} impressively reflects the hign world-wide
interest in the development of early failure diagnosis techniques
which can be applied to primary circuit components of nuclear
power plants. On-line monitoring and diagnosis systems have been
developed and are installed in many countries. Operational
experiencies are available for different plant types.

The intention of this paper is to give an introduction and a survey
of the aims and main tasks of early failure diagnosis. Taking the
status in Fed. Rep. of Germany as an example, the measuring and
signal analysis methods are discussed; example!! of recent
successful diagnoses are given.

As measuring signals the fluctuations (noise) of normal plant
instrumentation are used (ex-core and in-core neutron flux,
coolant pressure) as well as signals of additional instrumentation
measuring sound and vibration of primary circuit components, i.e.
all original data (source signals) are of stochastic nature. Due to
safety reasons it was a basic requirement that no additional
sensors should be brought into the pressure-retaining boundary.
Therefore, indirect measuring methods have to be applied;
multidimensional measurement and correlation techniques are
needed.

The trends in diagnosis techniques and its applications are
discussed in view of national and international activities. Present
West-German R-t-D-programmes are directed to more automation of
the surveillance procedures and to improvement of the dialog
facilities and diagnosis software. Pattern recognition techniques'
based on a multi-(micro-)processor system will be -used for 'the
detection process. In addition to that operational experiences will
be gathered systematically and prepared for the improved operator
use.

1. INTRODUCTION

For large-scaled industrial plants at all times great efforts have
been made in providing surveillance systems, in order to avoid
undue strains to particular systems and to protect them against
damages. In this "classical" case physical measures (e.g.:
pressure, temperature as system loadings or: vibration, strains as
system response) are monitored with regard to critical values. An
exceeding of these values more or less immediately would lead to
damages: a deterministic methodology with precalculated sequences
of cause/consequences.

Practical experiencies have shown that it would be very useful to
take care also for unforeseen events. In this cases the monitoring
has to be overall covering the whole plant, machine, component or
whatever. In addition, the system and methods applied should
enable early failure detection (if possible: in the "status
nascendi") and provide on-line diagnosis capabilities, since
consequent failures have to be avoided and repair i:imes have to be
minimized. In nuclear power plants additionally to these economic
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aspects the safety aspect plays an important role. Therefore, the
great demands on both, reactor safety and availability, make
immediately clear that early failure diagnosis methods and systems
found high interest firstly in nuclear power plants. Here especially
the - during operation - non-accessible parts, the reactor vessel
internals and the primary circuit components were objects of
interest (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Primary system of a 3-loop
pressurized water reactor
(KWU-type)

Research and development work in this field has been started more
than ten years ago in several countries. Due to operational and
safety reasons it was a basic requirement to bring - as far as
possible - no additional sensors into the pressure-retaining
boundary, but to use noise signals of already available
instrumentation and other indirect measuring signals (like sound
and vibrations).

First research projects were concerned with the investigation of
the fluctuations of the normal plant instrumentation, especially of
neutron sensors. The results were encouraging (core barrel
vibration measurement by excore neutron noise analysis and steam
void velocity measurement by incore neutron noise analysis), so
that the activities have been enlarged and concepts for an overall
diagnosis of reactor systems including additional sensors were
developed.

As an introduction to session 111 of this IAEA-seminar in Dresden
the paper intends to give a survey on the measurement and
analysis principles, on the present aims and the main tasks of
early failure diagnosis and on the general trends in applying these
techniques in different countries. In chapt. 2 firstly the aims and
tasks of early failure diagnosis in nuclear plants are discussed.
Taking the situation of West-German plants as an example chapt. 3
and 4 give a survey about the status of application and successful
use of sound monitoring and vibration monitoring systems in the
primary circuit of PWRs. The national and the international trends
of early diagnosis development and application are briefly outlined
in chapt. 5.
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2. AIMS AND TASKS OF EARLY DIAGNOSIS

Whereas the first investigations of noise signals in nuclear power
plants were performed more for the phsysical understanding of
different noise sources and the verification of theoretical models
extrapolated from small research reactors, soon the efforts were
directed to the detection of defects or malfunctions of safety
relevant components in NPPs. The mechanical structures of the
primary circuit were of specific interest, but also the detection
and the diagnosis of anomalies in the thermo-hydraulic process and
in the measuring channels (including the sensors), since it was
obvious that the same measurement and analysis principles can be
used for that purpose. The aims of early failure diagnosis
techniques can be divided in three objectives (see Fig. 2):

a) structure integrity of primary system components
b) sensor/signal channel functioning
c) anomalies in the thermo-hydraulic process

vibration monitoring
I«OM parts monitoring
ttafcooo monitoring
(crack growth attictwnl

sinior mrvwttanct
tlKtronic taikn Mttctan

tictssiv* boiling atltcnon
coolant blockagt rftttctionf BWRI
gas voturmna indication (PWR1

Fig. 2: Objectives of new surveillance/
diagnostic systems

To a'); The assessment of the structure integrity normally is done
by inservice inspections and non-destructive testings during shut-
down of the plant, i.e. only in greater time intervalls. During
power operation very useful additional information with respect to
structural integrity can be gained on-line by

vibration monitoring
loose parts monitoring
leakage monitoring
crack growth detection

Neutron noise signals of incore and ex-vessel detectors, signals of
external vibration gauges and coolant pressure fluctuations have
been found to be appropriate for on-line monitoring/diagnosis of
the vibrations of reactor internals and of primary system
components. Applying cross-correlation techniques spatial and time
dependent effects could be used for identification and separation of
particular signal sources in the stochastic measures. Incore
neutron noise signals allow the detection of unusual fuel assembly
vibrations as well as the monitoring of the thermo-hydraulic
process wirthin the core with respect to anomaly detection (local
unusual boiling, flow irregularities). Acoustical methods using the
audible and the higher frequency range were found to be suited
for loose parts detection and sensitive leakage detection.
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Vibration monitoring and loose parts monitoring will be discussed
in more detail in chapt. 3 and 4 taking the situation in Fed. Rep.'
of Germany as an example. Work is still going on in sensitive
leakage monitoring and with respect to on-line (continuous) crack
growth monitoring. For leakage detection also non-acoustic methods
are under development. The crack growth monitoring, which is
based on acoustic emission, shall use similar techniques as
successfully tested during pressurizing tests.

To b]: For high safety relevant instrumentation -"especially, when
no diversitory measures exist - it might be very important to have
self-checking sensors and signal channels. This can be obtained
by using the inherent components of the (dynamic) process, the
noise of the measuring signal. When the signature of this noise is
known, it can be monitored and by that the functionality of the
whole signal channel. In normal tests only the electrical part, i.e.
from the preamplifier, but without the sensor, can be proved.
Further it might be very useful to have an early indication for the
incipient malfunctioning of a sensor: e.g., when the power is
controlled by this sensor or all important sensors after an
accident. For instance, after the TMI accident noise analysis has
been successfully applied for predictions of failing sensors /1 / .

To c): Anomalies, which can be detected by noise-signals are for
instance: excessive boiling, i.e. superheating of a fuel bundle (by
incore neutron noise monitoring), coolant blockage in the core
region, if the fuel assemblies have housings like in BWRs (by
monitoring of steam void velocities derived from incore neutron
noise correlations) and gas/steam volumina in the primary circuit
of PVVRs (by pressure noise analysis). The indication of gas
volumina in the pressure noise for example was successfully used
for the degasification process during the post-accident operation of
TMI / ! / .

Although, the dividing of the early failure diagnosis methods
according to the different aims is very helpful for clarifying and
describing these methods, the tasks to be solved eventually are
very similar resulting from the fact that all methods are based on
stochastic signals and very often the same signals are used for
different aims (e.g. incore neutron noise).

The basic difference of the monitoring/diagnosis systems compared
to normal plant surveillance systems lies in the stochastic nature of
the used information sources; instead of DC-signals statistical
quantities and functions of stochastic signals are used. The
monitoring and diagnostic principle is based on the comparison of
actual patterns with baseline-signatures. The interpretation of
these patterns has to be gained by correlation analysis of
measured signals, theoretical models and direct measurements
during preoperational tests.

Noise diagnostic systems as described above are parts of a new
control room concept (see Fig. 3) which is characterized by
extensive use of dedicated computer systems and the principle of
"Defense in Depth". Disturbance analysis and core surveillance are
examples for other new operator assisting systems, which will be
available in the near future.
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Control

Fig. 3: Noise diagnostic systems as
part of a new control room
concept

3. LOOSE PARTS MONITORING

3.1 System Design

In West-German LWRs accelerometer systems working in the
acoustic frequency range are used for loose parts monitoring. The
standard sensor configuration is shown in Fig. i\ for BWRs- and
PWRs. Six sensors are at the reactor pressure vessel in two levels
and - in PWRs - two sensors at each steam generator (bottom and
top near the feedwater entrance). In a few BWR<> additional four
sensors are installed near the internal axial pumps. The tem-
perature- and radiation-resistant accelerometers are mounted as
near as possible to the surface of the structure being monitored.
Up to now in the most cases magnet-adaption is used (see Fig. 5).

PWR

Fig. 4: Sensor positions of loose part
monitoring systems (LPMS)

Fig. 5: Mounted sensor of a LPMS

3.2 Examples of Diagnosis

Fig. 6 gives an example for a successful identification of a loose
part in the hot chamber of a steam generator. By analysis of the
shape of the "bursf'-signals (caused by metal-impacts) and of the
frequency distribution of the bursts an exact prediction could be
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PWR

1 loos* part m th« hot chamber
of st*am generator

Fig. 6: Identification of a loose part
in the hot chamber of a steam
generator

given for the loose part: an about 50 g heavy part of a file lost
during the last maintenance was found after shut-down.

Location of an impacting part in larger components (like vessels)
can be performed by means of "burst patterns" as shown in Fig. 7
for a test impact. Since structure-born sound propagation is
rather complex, the use of such reference impact patterns is very
helpful. Practical experiences showed that a digital data collection
and analysis system is advantageous for burst pattern analysis.
The system shown in Fig. 8 is based on a transient recorder and a
PC (personnel computer) with dialog facilities and mass memories.
It can be used on-site, but also in the laboratory for off-line
analysis of tape-recorded signals.

^Impact
I .Position

13 [ml

Fig. 7: Burst pattern of an impact Fig. 8: Digital data collection and
analysis system for loose parts
monitoring
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4. VIBRATION AND ANOMALY MONITORING

4.1 System Design and Signature Analysis

In all newer West-German PV/Rs vibration monitoring systems (VMS)
are installed at the primary circuits. Fig. 9 shows the outline and
sensor configuration: 4 absolute displacement gauges at the reactor
top, 6 relative displacement gauges at the loops, 3 excore neutron
chambers and 4 dynamic pressure gauges are the standard in-
strumentation in a 3-loop-PWR. In addition to these sensors in
some plants also the incore neutron noise signals are included in
the repetitive reference measurements. It should be mentioned that
with this instrumentation (all together) of course not only
vibration monitoring, but also anomaly detection as discussed in
chapt. 2 is possible. An example for a VMS-sensor is given in
Fig. 10 (absolute displacement gauge). It can be calibrated
remotely and is a new development of Kraftwerk Union (KWU).

Fig. 9: Sensor positions of a vibration
monitoring system (VMS)

Fig. 10: Absolute displacement gauge
mourted at the reactor vessel
flange

To demonstrate the stochastic nature of the used measuring
signals, in Fig. 11 strip-chart records of the different measuring
signals of the VMS are shown. The corresponding power spectra
densities (APSDs) are plotted in Fig. 12.

The monitoring principles are to compare characteristic functions
(signatures) of the vibro-acoustic and noise signals; with reference
functions gained from a known "healthy" status of the plant. Not
only spectra, but also correlation functions (e.g, coherences as
shown in Fig. 13 between a vibration and an excore neutron noise
signal) are used for the monitoring. Deviations from the reference
signatures are indicators for a beginning anormality. In order to
be able to diagnose the cause of the deviation, a well-founded
interpretation of the used signatures and the knowledge on trends
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absolute displacement signal relative displacement signal
X31 APStT

•icor*
neutron noise

pressve noise

seel

Fig. 11: Strip-chart records of the
signals of a VMS

Fig. 12: Power spectral densities of the
signals of a VMS

CCHAPSD

Q50-

O1-

Fig. 13: Correlation analysis: power spectral Fig. 14: Interpretation of spectra
densities and coherence between of the VMS
absolute displacement and neutron
noise signals

of peak-shifting (derived from sensitivity studtes with theoretical
models) are needed. Fig. 14 shows the detailed interpretation of a
reactor vessel vibration signal as an example. In the upper part
the results of model calculations, preoperational measurements and
correlation analysis are indicated: natural frequencies of primary
circuit components and reactor internals as well as fluid re-
sonancies.
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U.2 Examples of Diagnosis

To show, how signature monitoring can be used for early failure
detection and prediction (diagnosis) two examples of recent
successful analysis shall be given.

The spectrum of the reactor vessel vibrations showed deviations as
displayed in Fig. 15. Based on the theoretical background this
deviation could be interpreted with a relaxed clamping force
between internals and the reactor flange. It was assumed that the
hold-down springs between the lid of the reactor and the internals
have been failed - at least partially. Spare springs were ordered.
The positions of the vibration gauge and the hold-down springs
can be seen from Fig. 16. During the inservice inspection phase, 8
months after the first diagnosis, the forces of the hold-down
springs were checked. The measurement results eire displayed as
bars in Fig. 17: more than 60 % of the spring forces are out of
the admissable range. After exchange of the springs the spectra
showed the same behaviour as the former reference spectra
(Fig. 18).

APSD

Fig. 15: PSDs of an absolute displacement Fig.
signal: abnormal vibration behaviour
of vessel/internals

16: Positions of the hold-down
springs and the absolute
displacement sensor

Fig. Force measurements of hold-down
springs during maintenance check
(built-in conditions)

Fig. IS: Reference patterns (PSDs) after
substitution of defective hold-
down springs
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The next example is dealing with relative displacement measure-
ments at the shaft of the main coolant pumps (Fig. 19). One of the
3 pumps had characteristic deviations in the spectrum especially at
the "subharmonic" of the revolution frequency (Fig. 20). The
existence of the subharmonic (and upper harmonics) indicates a
greater clearance of the shaft bearings. By investigations of the
temperature-dependency (Fig. 21) the effect could be localized to
the lower hydrodynamic bearing, since the subharmonic was im-
mediately influenced by the coolant temperature.

wso

Fig. 19: Sensor position for monitoring the Fig. 20: Vibration characteristics of
shaft vibration of the main coolant pump-shafts
pumps

Fig. 21: Temperatur dependency of pump-
shaft vibration characteristics

5. SUMMARY OF FUTURE TRENDS

5.1 Trends in Fed. Rep, of Germany

All LWRs are equipped with Loose Parts Monitoring Systems, all
new PV/Rs (and some older plants) with Vibration Monitoring
Systems. In the RSK-Guidelines (RSK = German Reactor Safety
Commission) requirements for both monitoring systems are in-
cluded. A DIN standard exists for loose parts detection 1121, in
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the nuclear standard KTA 3204 (KTA = Nuclear Safety Standard
Commission) also both systems are required. Repetitive
measurements and analyses with VMS shall be performed three
times per fuel cycle.

Current R+D-projects are concerned with alarm criteria for early
failure detection with VMS, structure model development for
U-loop-1300 MW-PWR, experimental analysis with incore neutron and
pressure noise, expanding of noise diagnostic techniques to other
nuclear power plants systems, improvement of the dialog capa-
bilities of the monitoring systems, collection of operational ex-
periences, design and installation of a signature data bank,
automation of the failure monitoring and diagnosis procedure. Since
some of the signatures of the VMS signals have characteristic
long-term variations (see Fig. 22) automized signature monitoring
systems have to consider these effects by adaptive properties
(learning capability). A modular multi-(micro-) processor system is
being developed. Monitoring and classification are realized v/ith
pattern recognition techniques (see Fig. 23).

reactor/plant

normal plant
instrumentation

instrumentation at
surveillance system

A/0 lA/Cl

actions

[memory) [memory} [memory}

" I* I "I
9 « ID » t *,

deviations of reference patterns due to
9 plant conditions
O modes of operation
• mechanical alterations

Pig. 22: Long-term behaviour of reference
patterns of the VMS

mom processor
eoordinc lion .diognosis .communicotion

periphery

interactions ,i

prmter
piott«

data program
I operator 3,51, aisk

Fig. 23: Pattern recognition based on a
hierarchically structured multi-
(micro--) processor system

5.2 International Trends

The interest on early failure diagnosis is increasing world-wide.
Especially in consequence of the successful use of noise diagnostic
techniques during the post-accident operation of Three Mile Island
/ I / , but also due to reliable diagnoses of failures-during normal
power operation the development of diagnosis methods and systems
got further impacts. The great demand for information exchange in
this field is reflected by the numerous specialists meetings like the
SMORN-Meetings (Rome, Gatlinburg, Tokyo, Dijon), the Informal
Noise Meetings (last in Petten, Budapest, Karlsruhe) and IAEA-
Meetings/Sessions (e.g. Prague, Stockholm, Marseille) /2 / - /11/ ;
last not least this Dresden IAEA-seminar again gives proof of the
broad interest in both - east and west-hemisphares.
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The trends in the different countries surely will be more clear
after the SMORN IV-Symposium in Dijon, France, in autumn of this
year, however, from the meetings m.a. it is known that emphasis
is placed for instance from France on sensor monitoring, LPMS and
VMS operational experiences; from Netherlands on a remote con-
trolled monitoring system; from DDR, Hungary, CSSR on incore in-
vestigation and vibration monitoring; from Japan on operator
supporting systems; from USA on LPMS, neutron and pressure
noise analysis, sensor monitoring and diagnosis systems; - just to
name only some important objectives. Many countries are trying to
apply pattern recognition techniques for monitoring and data
acquisition, to implement more computerized data processing and
display systems and to improve the knowledge on signatures of
anormal plant conditions. Considerations are made with respect to
use of diagnosis techniques for aging problems in MPPs.
Common international activities are restricted to two benchmark
tests organized in connection with the last SMORN-meetings and to
the start of work on standardizing loose parts monitoring within
IEC.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Corresponding to the increasing knowledge on noise and vibro-
acoustic signal sources and to the availability of modern data
reduction and display systems the use of early failure diagnosis
methods will increase in nuclear power plants all over the world.
Meanwhile, the advantages of these techniques are generally
acknowledged:

- detection and diagnosis of failures already before critical
situations (limitation of damages, avoiding of consequent
damages.)

- detection of material fatigue in component bearings and
clampings, especially near the end of the prospective operation
time (aging problems)

- reduction of radiation loads to the personell by pre-known
inspections

- support of operation allowances for plants with potential defects
(problems in other same-typed plants, necessary postponement
of repairs)

- integrity proof of internal and primary circuit components after
unusual loadings.

Although the different diagnosis techniques have different speci-
fications (frequency range, time/frequency domain), in principle
they are based on the same concept: comparison of actual with
reference patterns (signatures). Therefore, a common centralized
diagnosis system as shown in Fig. 24 should be possible and useful
delivering information for early failure detection during normal
operation as well as information for accident assessment and
control.
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CENTRAL
DATA ACQUISITION
• data itl*ction
• Signal conditioning
• data control

ACCIDENT OPERATION
INFORMATION TO
ACCIOCMT CONfRCH.

NORMAL OPERATION
INF04MAIION TO
EARlY FAILURE OCTECTOll

Fig. 24: Basic configuration of a central
diagnosis system
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Abstract

The Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT) has
since 1979 performed the inservice inspections of the
primary circuits, steam generators and other ASME XI
safety class 1 components of the Loviisa reactors
(VVER440). A presentation of the performance of the
inservice inspections is given in this paper.

The main volumetric examination method used in the
inservice inspection is the ultrasonic examination. The
primary piping of Loviisa reactors is made of
austenitic steel and the conventional ultrasonic
technique cannot be applied due to the strong
attenuation of ultrasonic waves. The special technique
developed for the ultrasonic inspection of the welds in
the primary piping as well as for the welds of main
gate valves will be presented. As these inspections
especially in older reactors have to be carried out in
a radioactive environment mechanized inspection
equipment has been constructed to perform the work. An
inspection manipulator is also used to inspect the base
metal of the primary circuit in areas where mixing up
of hot and cool water can cause thermal shocks and
consequently lead to cracking. Because the ultrasonic
inspection of main gate valves is strongly restricted
by the valve geometry and material properties, an
acoustic emission technique has been developed to
improve the reliability of the inservice inspections.

For steam generator tubing the eddy current
inspection technique has been applied. Due to the
different design of steam generators in VVER440
reactors the performance of the inspection differs from
the practice normally applied in U-tube steam
generators.

For the inspection of studs in primary circuit
components both ultrasonic and eddy current techniques
have been developed. A mechanized inspection equipment
has been constructed to perform both ultrasonic and
eddy current inspectios simultaneously for large studs.
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For smaller studs and for threads in stud holes e.g. in
steam generators mechanized eddy current inspection
technique has been developed.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Technical Research Centre of Finland
(VTT) has performed the preservice and inservice
inspection of the primary circuits, steam
generators and other ASME XI safety class 1
components of the Loviisa nuclear power plants
(WER440). These power plants are designed by
Atomenergoexport (USSR) and the first unit was
taken into operation in 1978. Since 1979 VTT has
performed the inservice inspections of both two
units. The techniques applied in the inspections
of various components will be described in this
paper.

2 INSERVICE INSPECTION PROGRAMME

The overall planning of the inservice
inspection programme is based on the rules given
in the ASME Code Section XI. The inspection
programme A as specified in the ASME Code is
followed and thus the first inspection period is
3 years /!/. Some additional inspections are
required by the Finnish authority, Finnish Center
for Radiation and Nuclear Safety. The inservice
inspection programme for safety class 1 includes
the following components: reactor pressure
vessel, primary piping, main gate valves, steam
generator tubing, primary circulating pumps and
welds in emergency cooling, purification and
pressurizing systems. The main volumetric
inspection method is ultrasonic testing.
Radiography is very seldom used. The material of
the most components in safety class 1 is
austenitic steel and therefore liquid penetrant
method is used for surface examination.
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3 INSERVICE INSPECTION TECHNIQUES FOR COMPONENTS
IN PRIMARY PIPING

3.1 Primary piping welds

The primary circuit of Loviisa nuclear power plant
has 6 similar loops, each including 15 welds. The
material is rolled 18/12 -type austenitic steel and the
wall thickness of the pipe is 35 inn /2/. The angle beam
examination is performed with 2 MHz inclined
longitudinal transmitter-receiver probes, which are
focussed at distances 45 mm and 110 mm. For
calibration, a reference block corresponding to the
actual pipe to be inspected is used. The reference
reflectors are cylindrical holes as required in the
ASME Code. The disadvantages of using longitudinal
waves have been realized but due to the strong
attenuation of ultrasonic waves in weld material shear
waves cannot be applied. The outside surface of the
pipe is inspected by penetrant method in order to
detect possible surface defects. In areas where hot and
cool water mix thermal shocks may occur. Possible
cracks are searched for with ultrasonic technique. For
this purpose shear wave probes (2MHz, 45 ) are used
for scanning in 2 directions, axially and radially. The
calibration of the inspection sensitivity is based on
the depth of a notch which is 5 % of the wall thickness
of the pipe. The shape of the DAC-curve is determined
from cylindrical holes located at various depths in the
reference block. Because of the time consuming manual
scanning in all four directions an inspection
manipulator has been constructed to perform the
scanning. The probe holder of this manipulator can
carry 4 probes simultaneously and thus only one
scanning pass is necessary. The same equipment can also
be applied to primary piping welds and other
components.
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3.2 Main gate valves

The inspection of the body welds in the main gate
valves of the primary circuit is restricted by the weld
geometry and by the material properties. Furthermore,
as the plant has been in operation, the radiation level
limits the time available for inspection. Therefore a
mechanical rail guided scanner has been constructed to
perform the ultrasonic inspection. Due to the geometry,
the welds in the valve body can only be completely
inspected when a full V-path is used. Several probes
have been tested and the best results were achieved
with 1 MHz shear wave probes having angles of incidence
o o36 and 45 . Even with these probes the S/N-ratio is

not favourable. To improve the inspection reliability
the outside surface of the welds is inspected with
liquid penetrant testing. An acoustic emission
technique has also been developed to complete the
volumetric examination of welds.

3.3 Primary circulating pumps

The materia.1 of the. primary circulating pumps is
cast austenitic steel and the wall thickness exceeds 90
mm. The conditions for a successfull ultrasonic testing
are by no means favourable. The only method that can be
applied is the use of longitudinal waves and focussed
transmitter-receiver probes. Unfortunately this
technique is not effective if crack-like defects are to
be detected in the weld root area. However, no better
solution to perform the inspection has been found.

3.4 Studs and threads

For large studs both ultrasonic and eddy current
techniques are applied. In the ultrasonic inspection of
reactor pressure vessel studs the center hole is used
for scanning with angle probe. With this technique
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possible cracks starting from the thread root will be
better detected than by straight-beam scanning from the
ends of the stud. A mechanized equipment (Fig. 1.)
rotates the stud so that the position of the probe in
relation to the thread is constant during the
inspection. Thus all the echoes caused by defects can
be identified on the CRT-screen. Simultaneously the
outside surface of the stud is inspected with an eddy
current coil. /

PROBE HOLDER •EDDY CURRENT PROBE
ROTATING ROLLS

Fig. 1. Mechanized equipment for inspection of studs

For smaller studs and for threads in the stud holes
of the flange ultrasonic technique is not applied but
the threads are inspected by eddy current techniques. A
small eddy current coil is placed on the thread of a
plastic stud which during inspection is screwed in the
stud hole. This can be done either manually or with a
portable drilling machine.

4 EDDY CURRENT INSPECTION OF STEAM GENERATOR TUBING

The design of the steam generators of the VVER
plant is different from the generally used U-tube
design. Consequently the inspection coil is fed into
the tubes from the steam collectors, which are locating
in the middle of the steam generator. The coil
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push-pull device is mounted on the tube plugging
equipment and the movements can be followed through a
TV-camera. The curvature of tubes greatly varies
depending on the location in the tube bundle. Some of
the tubes cannot be inspected with the present coil
design due to the tube geometry. Normally 3 % of the
tubes are inspected in every inservice inspection.

5 INSPECTION EXPERIENCE

Since 1979 VTT has performed the inservice
inspections of Loviisa PWR unit 1 and since 1981 also
of unit 2. Every year 20U - 250 inspection items are
dealt with in each unit according to the ASME
requirements. When the time available for inspections
is 3 - 4 weeks a personnel of 10 - 15 inspectors is
used. If planning and reporting of inspections are
included the total amount of work is approximately 250
mandays.

>
The total radiation dose of the inspection

personnel in one inservice inspection has been about
2,5 manRem. Personal doses are typically between 50 and
300 mRem and personal doses exeeding 1 Rem have not
been measured.

In average 20 - 50 indications are recorded in a
normal inservice inspection. Over 90 % of the
indications detected in ultrasonic inspections are
caused by the weld yeometry and have been analyzed
already during the preservice inspection. With surface
methods some minor indications have been detected and
repaired by grinding every year. They have not been
service induced defects, but due to the different
reporting level they were not reported in the
preservice inspection. No other repair actions have
been carried out for primary circuit components.
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LOAD AND ACOUSTIC EMISSION ANALYSES
FOR MONITORING PRESSURIZED COMPONENTS

M. LEISTNER, D. ALBRECHT
Ingenieurhochschule Zittau,
Zittau, German Democratic Republic

Abstract

On using theoretical damage models and hypothetical
load-time characteristics load analysis determines
weak points of installations. The actual load can
be obtained by monitoring the acoustic emission
in there weak point regions.
Aaimultaneous acquisition of load and acoustic
emission parameters permits an improvement of
determining the conditions and the technical
diagnostics. On applying simple hypotheses a
rough graduation of the acoustic emission displays
for monitoring pressurized components under service
conditions is presented.

Using the acoustic emission for monitoring power
plants under service conditions results in a great
number of measuring points, although afllobal
acquisition of larger regions can be practised.

Load analysis allows the weak point determination
of the plant with great damage probability for a
defined selection (Fig.l).
Monitoring load and acoustic emission parameters
enables a better aproximation of the theoretical

r

models to real behaviour as well as an improvement
of state determination, technical diagnostics and
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Normal Operation
Normaibetneb

Fig.l, Reference tensions at the external (
and internal reactor vessel walls
at stationary rating,

residual service life. Load analysis alone is
unable to sufficiently detect the real plant
response and emerging damages cannot be signalized
in due time.
Acoustic emission monitoring informs about the
real weak point reaction. A noise level suitably
selected does not exceed limiting values to be
determined with no difficulty in case of normal
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production processes. By means of noise level
variations operating performance without: stress
can be distinguished from operating performance
with sjress. Acoustic emission gives statements
about process proceeding and early responses
to normal active events; hence control can be
performed .
Monitoring load and acoustic emission parameters
contributes to plant reliability and availability
and has a considerable economic importance.
Under operating conditions internal friction/

turbulences, cavitation, phase transformations,
structural changes, loose particles etc. produce
noise sources. All these processes have in common
that part of the process energy is transformed into
mechanical energy and can be transmitted to the
plant material. Highly sensitive measurement
arrangements ara capable of detecting these noise
sources and obtaining statements about the process
through the intensities and activities determined.
Fig. 2 shows an acoustic emission monitoring

detail of five pressure vessels of the same kind
under service conditions. Short intensive load
peaks can be observed being unable to cause two
signal barriers to operate permanently. Operating
performance without stress can be easily distin -
guished from operating performance with stress
just permissibleo Normal operating performance
deviations produce an abnormally high noise level.
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Fig. 2, Acoustic emission monitoring of five
pressure vessels under service conditions
with and without stress.

Due to the Kaiser effect the material gives rise
to a higher acoustic emission activity in case
of overloading long before the operating performance
can be influenced or a mechanical failure of structu-
ral components takes place. The signal barriers
respond and the operator can be take action.
Working noise can be suppressed by the measuring
device and the measuring arrangement only records

noise owing to material processes. Fig. 3
shows acoustic emission details of the same
five pressure vessels under operating conditions,
this time the working noise being suppressed.
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Fig,3. Acoustic emission monitoring of five
pressure vessels without working noise
Vessel at channel 2 with a new weld
( first order acoustic emission image)
a) temporarily without channel 2
b) experiments
c) without vessel 2g

Temporary shut-down of vessel 2 demonstrates
that only in this vessel material processes
take place (Fig.3c). Testing a brittle steel
specimen with burst emissions proves the
sufficient sensitivity of all channels. The
pressure test with acoustic emission (Fig.4)
exhibited acoustic emission events only at
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Figc4. Pressure test with acoustic emission
and experiment.

vessel 2. Apart from the test pulses no
acoustic emission activities could be observed
at the remaining vessels. Vessel 2 had
a new weld showing no defects during the

ultrasonic and radiographic material
testing. Because these acoustic emissions
decreased in the course of operating time
and gradually disappeared the conclusion can
be drawn that they were developing due to the
weld hardening.
Fig. 5 shows acoustic emission rates dependent
on the time orignating from acoustic emission
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Fig. 5, Acoustic emission of a main-steam pipe

with (b) and without (a) working noise*

monitoring of a main-steam pipe of a conventional
Power plant. In Pig. 5a the working noise is
eliminated and a test source in a distance
of 4 metres is identified. The aco'ustic
emission image in Fig. 5b with working noise
shows a distinct difference between operating
with and without stress. Acoustic emissions
are caused by local dynamic changes of the
internal material structure. The acoust.is

•emission power PS= W originating from such
material processes will be determined by the
following factors
1 The dimensions of the excitation region (G/m )
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2 The process rate (U/s~ )
3 A potential acoustic emission power transmission

density being dependent on material, process
_2and conditions. (3/Jm )

The energy flow generated due to a material
process is given by

P = G U S = W.
w

This energy flow is diverted from the process
energy in form of mechanical oscillations.

»On using acoustic emission the following
attenuations have to be taken into consideration:
1 Attenuation due to spatial propagation
2 Attenuation due to leakage (through

supports, insulation, media)
3 Attenuation due to internal changes (^adsorption J
The power transmission factor Bp describing power
transport from the primary emission source to the
receiver constantly assumes different values
owing to great differences of the acoustic
emission source sites» Only in case of specific
material specimen arrangements a nearly constant
value can be expected and a quantitative
determination will be possible.
Structurization, fatigue, embrittlement and
aging of the material constitute processes
in microscopically small reaction regions
(G/m3<^l) and at high rates (U/s~̂  1} .
At first these processes give rise to solely
microscopically small changes of the material
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conditions and do not excert any influence on
the integrity of the pressurized component
for a long time. Conventional non-destructive
te-st procedures do not show any macroscopic
material changes. But by means of high process
rates a high burst emission will be generated
in microscopically small regions locally
distributed(fluctuating power transmission
factor) . These emission images are characterized
by small frequencies~of the acoustic emission
events, great intensity differences as well as
acoustic emission and intensity levels of nearly
(L~0). A further differentiation between the
material processes occuring can be expected
in case of considering the loading parameters.

« •
Additional statements can be anticipated provided
the rise time tA for loading and their comparison
with the emission times tp of the acoustic emission
will be considered (cf. Fig. 6).
The beginning of the macroscopic manifestation

of such material processes is characterised by the
local concentration as well as the number and inten-
sity of these processes. The entire excitation
region will increase and will be established
by a large number of small regions closely

\
packed with time correlation , the energy
transmission factor of this region fluctuating
less. The second order acoustic emission
images obtained on monitoring under service
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Fig, 6. Energy output dependent on loading time
and differing embrittlement of a steel
specimen .
a) 2Q°C, b) -100°C W = energy totally
emitted, Wn= energy emitted until the
time t with 0 — t ^ t. «

conditions produce acoustic emission events
with high frequencies, and intensities , groups
of similar amplitudes, sporadically distributed
burst emissions as well as temporarily increased
emission levels (L = 0). Loading parameter-
reduction results in a rapid decay of activity
and intensity. Provided such decays of acoustic
parameters can be detected through the loading
parameters it can be expected that material
condition changes can be detected by
conventional non-destructive test procedures (Fig .7)
Active macroscopic material condition changes are
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Fig, 7. Second order acoustic emission image
obtainedvon monitoring under service
conditions and crack propagation.

characterized by a continuous crack propagation,
increasing reaction regions G, and enlargement of
the number and intensity of the individual processes.
New damaging processes emerge. Due to the local
concentration the acoustic emission parameters
can be quantified. The hereby produced third
order acoustic emission images show permanently
increasing activities and intensities regarding
the acoustic emission parameters while monitoring
under service conditions, a high level and changing
growth rates as well as a slow decay in case of
constant and decreasing loading parameters,
respectively. A steady observation is called
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for and an interference to the function is
possible .
The acoustic emission images presented here
have been derived from first simple hypotheses
on material processes and the measuring
arrangement behaviour. Further modifications
are possible.
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IN-CORE NEUTRON SPECTROMETRY AT REACTORS OF
WWER TYPES

U. HAGEMANN, H.-C. MEHNER
Central Institute for Nuclear Research Rossendorf,
Academy of Sciences,
Dresden, German Democratic Republic

Abstract

A multicomponent wire activation detector measuring system has been ap-
plied for neutron spectrometry inside an experimental fuel assembly at re-
duced coolant flow. The experimentally determined ratio of epithermal to
thermal neutron flux in dependence on void fraction of coolant can be used
for verifying neutronics codes used for calculating inadequate cooling
states.

T. INTRODUCTION
Some of reactors of WWER types are equipped with in-core instrumenta-

tion systems based on rhodium self-powered neutron detectors to supervise
on-line the reactor core [1]. For calibrating these in-core detectors we
have developed a spcial technique, which allows to measure the neutron spec-
trum on the basis of a multicomponent wire activation detector (MWAD) [2,3l.
Within this work we have investigated the possibility to apply this HWAD for
diagnosis of abnormal occurences like boiling of coolant in PWR by measuring
the neutron spectrum.
The flux of thermal and epithermal neutrons as a function of the void frac-
tion of coolant calculated with the GRUPA code [4] ia given in table I.
Table I: Neutron spectrum in dependence on void fraction of coolant [5]. Inthe calculation, the values of 100 eV and 0.32 eV were chosen forepithermal and thermal energy groups, respectively.

Temperature [Kj
Void fraction x [#]
0f (100 eV - 107 eV)
0Q (0.32 eV - 100 eV)
0t (0 - 0.32 eV)
0_/ln(B a/Ef)9 c i

Otj/o^ (529 K)

529
0

0.779
0.120
0.101

0.204

1.00

553
0

0.784
0.119
0.097

0.210

1.03

583
0

0.793
0.117
0.090

O OOT»£•<-.>

1.09

583
35

0.839
0.110
0.051

0.374

1.83

583
50

0.864
0.103
0.032

0.547

2.68

A remarkable change of the spectrum hardness ot (ratio of epithermal flux per
lethargy unit to thermal flux) in dependence on coolant density is observable
and should be measurable with an MWAD.
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Experiments discussed in the given paper have alao been undertaken to verif.v
neutronica software uaed for core calculations in support of reactor operation
and during accidents.
The measurements at reduced coolant flow have been carried out in an experi-
mental fuel assembly [6] located in the core of the Rheinsberg WWER-70 reac-
tor.
For indicating abnormal states an on-line measuring system is desirable.
Therefore, the foil technique conventionally used in neutron spectrometry at
WWER [7] is not applicable, because the foil manipulation technique cannot
meet the requirements to an on-line method. On the other hand, the measuring
procedure with a manganese-steel wire sometimes used in WYffiR [8] contains to
little information to indicate changes of neutron spectrum caused by reduced
coolant flow.

2. MULTI-COMPONENT WIRE ACTIVATION DETECTOR SYSTEM
By combining the foil technique with the activation wire method a new

system was developed to make in-core neutron spectrometry at reactors of
TA7ER types simpler and faster. The measuring system consists of the MWAD, the
mechanical apparatus, the control unit, and the Ge(Li) detector connected
with a multi-channel analyser and a minicomputer which controls the irradia-
tion and measuring procedures. For measurements the wire of 0.9 mm diameter
is driven into the core within a small guide tube installed in a dry channel.
After irradiation of some minutes the activated wire is moved continuously or
preferably stepwise in front of the collimator. The Ge(Li) spectrometer re-
gisters the gamma-ray spectrum directly on-top of the reactor shielding thus
avoiding additional transport of highly activated material. The evaluation

*of the measured gamma-ray spectrum as well as the calculation of reaction
rates and neutron fluxes is done by the minicomputer. The total scheme of
the neutron spectrometry equipment at WWER-440 is shown in fig. 1.
The material components of the MAD (gold, manganese, molybdenum, nickel, and
tungsten) are responsible to different neutron energies. Ey using a simple
3-group evaluation model based on the reaction rates measured [9] the mini-
computer iscapable to calculate the thermal and fast neutron flux and the neu-
tron spectrum hardness at- . Due to the automation of the measuring and evalua-
tion procedure the results are available immediately after the experiment.

3. APPLICATION FOR WWER
The MWAD measuring system has been used at the Greifswald WWER-440 unit

4 for monthly measurements of the neutron spectrum in a standard fuel as-
sembly of 3.6 % initial enrichment [10]. During these measurements changes in
the axial neutron flux distribution and an expected enlargement of the spec-
trum hardness in the first month could be observed* As an example axial dis-
tributions of neutron spectra experimentally determined are given in fig. 2.

However, during normal operation as well as part-load operation at re-
duced recirculation flow no abnormal occurences have been observed which
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1. reactor shielding
Z pressure vessel
1 core
L mechanical .measurement equipment
SiGeii)- detector withOewar vessel
5 control unit,multichannelanalyzer, minicomputerand data output
7. dry tube

Pig. 1: Neutron spectrometr.y equipment for VA7ER-440,

MM. LAYER NUMBER

Pig. 2: Axial diatribution of neutron spectra in dependence on reactor opera-tion time.
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could be caused by inadequate core cooling. Therefore, for investigation ab-
normal occurences we mounted the neutron spectrum measuring system at the
Rheinsberg KPP and measured within the experimental fuel assembly the neutron
spectrum at different coolant flow states.
In figi 3 the axial distribution of the power rate and the void fraction cal-
culated [11] using the boiling model of Molotschnikov [12] is given to charac-
terize the MWAD-instrumented in-core channel during minimum coolant flow of
5.4 kg/s through the experimental fuel assembly.

UJ

cr

£

10

VOID FRACTION IN COOLANT

•50

5-25

0,
50 100. ISO 200

HEIGHT Ccm]
250

Pig. 3: Calculated [11] vertical distribution of power rate and void fractionat reduced coolant flow in the MWAD-instrumented channel of theRheinaberg experimental fuel assembly .

Calculation indicates that the void fraction in the channel distributes from
0 to 58 % in the vertical direction. Comparing with table I at the top of
the fuel assembly a remarkable hardness of the neutron spectrum is to be ex-
pected. Above 180 cm fuel height the neutron flux ratio 0a/0.». computed in-
creases with void fraction from 1.2 to more than 3.
During a stable boiling state the MWAD has been inserted 6 min for irradia-.
tion inside the experimental fuel assembly. The evaluation of reaction rates
of the indicator elements of the MWAD at different axial positions were im-
mediately started after reloading the wire. The experimental results are
shown in figs. 4 to 6.
Reaction rates of manganese and gold are given in fig. 4 characterizing the
axial thermal and epithermal neutron flux distribution inside the assembly at
reduced coolant flow.
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Pig. 4: Experimental reaction rates of manganese and gold components of theHVYAD responsible to thermal and epithermal neutron energies, respec-tively.
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Pig. 5: Axial distribution of the ratio of the epithermal neutron flux perlethar&v to thermal flux at reduced coolant flow. Positions of thedistance grids of the fuel assembly are marked (see also fig. 4).
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Pig. 6: Axial distribution of the ratio of epithermal to thermal neutron fluxat reduced coolant flow relative to normal coolant flow condition.

Evaluating these data we get the spectrum hardness given in fig. 5.
At the top of the fuel assembly where boiling with a remarkable void frac-
tion of coolant is expected (see fig. 3) no essential higher hardness of the
neutron spectrum is experimentally observed in comparison to the spectrum
hardness under normal coolant flow conditions without boiling. In fig. 6 the
spectrum hardness at these two conditions is compared.
However, it ia shown, that the ratio of epithermal to thermal neutron flux
increases with the increase of the void fraction in the cooling channel.
The quantitative description of the neutronics at the abnormal conditions of
reduced coolant flow has, however, to qualify by taking into account coolant
channel parameters more in detail in order to interpret the disagreement be-
tween experiment and theory observed.
Though, the experimental results from the MWAD measurements inside the ex-
perimental fuel assembly has revealed the possibility of obtaining informa-
tion on neutron spectrum variation in dependence of void distribution at re-
duced coolant flow in a fuel assembly. The MIVAD measuring system can be used,
as an instrumentation for measurement of inadequate core cooling conditions.
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MONITORS FOR THE SURVEILLANCE OF NPP COMPONENTS
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P. LIEWERS, P. SCHUMANN, F.-P. WEISS
Central Institute for Nuclear Research Rossendorf,
Academy of Sciences,
Dresden

U. KUNZE, G. PFEIFFER
Nuclear Power Plant "Bruno Leuschner",
Greifswald

German Democratic Republic

Abstract

Noise diagnostics have reached a level where it is possible and effi-
cient to integrate this method as far as possible into the control and safe-
ty system of the NPP. The communication between the noise diagnostic system
and the plant operator is the main problem of integration. It is necessary
to refine the diagnostic results in such a manner that the operator can use
them without being skilled in noise analysis respectively without contacting
a noise specialist. Moreover in this way the noise specialist can be releas-
ed from routine surveillance. For selected processes which have already in-
tensively been investigated because of their inherent risk this can be a-
chieved by means of autonomously working monitors. Independently the monitors
perform signal processing and diagnosis. In general this means that they
classify the technical condition of the monitored component into one of the
two categories "normal" or "anomalous". The result will be annunciated to
the plant operator who will in the first step of the development contact the
noise specialist only if anomalies have occured in order to clarify the
cause.

At the NPP "Bruno Leuschner" Greifswald three hardware monitors for
loose parts detection, control rod surveillance and main, coolant pump- dia-
gnosis are being tested. Additionally a so-called software monitor for dia-
gnosing the pressure vessel vibrations is in preparation. The techniques and
the hardware used for the monitors as well as planned further improvements of
the integration of noise diagnostics into the control and safety system are
discussed in this paper.

1. Introduction
Today for specialists it is no question that technical diagnostics are

a useful tool for the improvement of safety and availability of NPPs. Among
others noise diagnostic methods have proved successful. One should only re-
mind of the diagnosis of vibrations of the core barrel and its internals
[1,2], the surveillance of control rod impacting C3»4], the detection of
loose parts in the primary circuit C5,6], the detection of leakages in the
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pressure system [?], and last but not least the surveillance of sensors [3]
stimulated b.y the experience of post-accident investigations at Three Miles
Iland C9].

But there is no blinking the fact that operators, equipment engineers
and also the authorities are only hesitatingly accepting first elements of
the method, e.g. the surveillance concerning loose parts. Certainly one rea-
son for that is that the method is not sufficiently prepared for practical
use. Up to now essentially it has been handled by specialists who have per-
formed all parts of the diagnostic process - measurement, evaluation of
characteristic functions and classification. The operator and the equipment
engineer have no direct relation to the method and in general they are dis-
trustful of the results because of their probabilistic character and of the
succeeding problem how to react on such uncertain results. In the authors'
opinion it is one of the most important next steps in the development of the
method to make it applicable for plant engineers at the power station espe-
cially for the operator and to demonstrate the usefulness by suited proto-
type ay stems. This task is not simple and it can only be solved in small
steps.

At the NPP "Bruno Leuschner" Greifswald the noise diagnostic system at
the fourth reactor block is extended as such a prototype system, at present
it is being supplemented by some monitors for the objective surveillance of
some well-known processes in the primary circuit of the 440 MW(e)-PVi/R. The
terra "objective" ia to indicate that the result of the surveillance.procedure
is independent on the person operating the noise diagnostic system. This can
be achieved either by a hardware version - a hardware unit which autonomously
performs the whole diagnostic process - or by a software version - a soft-
ware package at a process computer which performs the computer control of the
diagnosis. The selection of one of the two solutions depends mainly on the
time constant of the process to be diagnosed. If the time constant is small
the hardware monitor is better suited because it allows a more or less con—
tinuous surveillance. If the process has a great time constant the software
version has normally advantages concerning the costs on condition that a
suited computer is available*

At present the monitors at the fourth block are being tested by spe-
cialists. In the next step the communication with the operator will be start-
ed on the lowest level. That means that the operator will be informed about
the classification result and he will have to contact the noise specialist
in case of anomalies. In further steps the operator will be charged with more
responsibility.

2, The monitor system
The monitor system represents an attempt to close the gap between the

successfully tested method and the operational personal. That means the in-
tegration of noise diagnostics into the control system is the main inten-
tion, the improvement of the sensitivity of the method by particularly adapt-
ed diagnostic procedures is a by-product. The basic idea is to develop the
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monitor system in such a manner that the operator will find no difference in
comparison to the methods he is familiar with. That means the monitor has to
present the results in the same manner as e.g. the dosimetric surveillance
s.ystem. This demands (1) objective results independent on the person perform-
ing the diagnosis, (2) clear instructions for the operator concerning the
necessary actions, and (3) reliable operation of the monitor to avoid addi-
tional false alarms due to insufficiencies of the method or of the device.

For the monitor system 4 different problems were selected which are
sufficiently investigated and therefore suited for the prototype s.ystem.
Three of these problems are treated by hardware monitors. A software monitor
being based on a small process computer (KRS 4201) which is included in the
noise diagnostic system for signal analysis was chosen for the remaining
problem.

2.1. Loose parts monitor
The surveillance of the primary circuit concerning the appearance of

loose parts is as usual based on the measurement of the body sound signal
generated by the loose part impacting walls or internal structures. The body
sound is measured by means of acceleration detectors on the outer surface at
27 selected points of the primary circuit (fig. 1), at the pressure vessel
wall (9), at the steam generators (6), at the housings of the main circulat-
ing pumps (6) and at the main valves (6). The optimal frequency range for
detecting impacts depends on the measuring position, it is about 4-6 kHz.
In preliminary investigations this frequency range ie determined for every
detector and will automatically be selected by the monitor if the concerned
signal is called up.

main circulating
pump

detector V —

steam
generator

Fig. /. Detector arrangement
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The block scheme of the monitor is shown in fig. 2. The multiplexer selects
always one of the 28 signals (1 test signal) which is first conditioned-that
means insulated from earth potential, suitedly amplified, high- and low-pass
filtered. The further analysis is mostly performed in the operation mode I
which is to detect impact pulses b.y means of a statistical analysis. The
numbers of signal amplitudes crossing over two different thresholds (3d and
16) depending on the rms-value (6 ) of the signal are counted for time in-
tervals of about 10 seconds. In a learning period (without loose parts') the
counting rate distribution is determined on the basis of which the alarm
threshold is calculated for a given false alarm rate of 1 per month.
If loose parts do exist the monitor can determine in the operation mode II
the characteristic mean parameters of the impact pulses as the amplitude and
the area below the pulse. This is realized by an event induced signal acquisi-
tion, the event being the impact pulse detected b.y an analog pulse form dis-
criminator.

MUX

32/1 — conditioner

I
MP-txa

rfemn i A tt**i**m

rms(e)

•̂ M

—

thnshold
circuit (36)

threshold
circuitfTo")

1— 1

L_
I-'

l_.

counfer

counter

modi I
puts* form
discriminator

J.
I
I

-I

-J.

Mf>-
bus

Fig.2. Loose Parts Monitor

2.2, Control element monitor
There are 37 control elements in a WWER-440 type reactor vibrating under

the influence of the flowing coolant medium. If the vibration is too strong
it means a danger as well for the control element as for its surroundings.
Therefore the vibration should be supervised. This can be done using the in-
formation involved in the impacts of the elements upon neighbouring struc-
tures of the core* These impacts can also be measured as body sound at the
standpipes of the control rod drives above the pressure vessel (fig. 1). The
standpipes act as wave guides. The body sound at a standpipe is highly cor-
related with the vibration process of the one control element belonging to
it [3]. The analysis of amplitudes and time interval distributions of the
impact pulses renders it possible to draw conclusions as well about the
momentary condition of the control element, that means about its free and un-
disturbed movability, as about the long time load of the element due to the
vibration process. The latter information is used to prepare condition based
maintenance of the control elements.
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Fig. 5: Micro-Processor Part of the Monitors

The block scheme of the monitor is shown in fig. 3. In each supervision cycle
4 of the 41 pre-amplified signals (37 vibrations and 4 test signals) are
selected by the multiplexer and analysed in the parallel mode. First they are
conditioned in the same manner as in the loose parts monitor, then, their1
envelopes are determined b.y demodulation. (These envelopes are digitized and
analysed in the microprocessor (fig. 5), that means 4 .amplitude probability
distributions and 4 time interval histograms are calculated from which 4 sets
of suited features are determined characterizing the condition of the ele-
ments [10], In a training phase the monitor learns the normal condition of
the vibration process. During surveillance it compares the topical feature
vector with the normal state feature vector and performs the classification
into one of the two categories "normal" and "anomalous1".

2.3. Main circulating pump monitor
The reliable operation of the 6 main circulating pimps has a direct in-

fluence on availability and safety of the reactor block. Therefore a further
monitor was developed to diagnose pump operation. The surveillance is based
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on the acceleration signal - in this case not on the body sound - of the
housing of the pump. Additionally the coolant pressure signal at the outlet
of the punp is used. The APSDs of these two signals are the basis of the
diagnosis. Different features are determined by integrating the APSDs in
selected frequency ranges around the fundamental rotating frequency, ita
higher harmonics and the half fundamental frequency. The same learning and
classification procedures as in the control element monitor are applied.

Both signals measured at each pump are analysed in parallel (fig. 4).
After insulating the acceleration signal is splitted into 3 channels for

4*Vidifferent analysis. In the first channel the 15 harmonic is separated to
determine the fundamental frequency [11]. By comparing the fundamental fre-
quency with the supply frequency the slip angle is calculated which has proved to
be a characteristic parameter of each pump. In the second channel the rma-
value is determined and in the third one the signal is bandpass filtered from
3 to 250 Hz in a similar wa.y as the pressure signal for evaluating the APSD.

2.4. Pressure vessel vibration monitor
Mechanical vibrations of a pressure vessel with amplitudes in the order

of magnitude of some /urn are not a dangerous process but it is thought use-
ful to supervise the development of this process during the life-time of the
reactor. This vibration process will hardly suddenly change. Therefore it is
suited for surveillance by a software monitor. The vibrations are measured b.y
means of the 4 acceleration detectors at the vessel flange (fig. 1) which are
well suited to detect the beam mode vibration. The monitor only supervises
the beam mode [12]. Using simple model assumptions some characteristic para-
meters of this vibration process can be determined from the measurement of
the APSDs and CPSDs of the 4 detectors. Such -parameters are the amplitudes;
the position and the orientation of the main axis of the mean movement. These
parameters are periodically taken and classified using the results of former
measurements.

In the software monitor 3 tasks have to be distinguished,
(1) preparation of the measurement (selection of the signals by means of the

computer controlled multiplexer of the noise diagnostic system, test
whether the signals are reasonable, selection of a suited amplification),

(2) performance of the measurement, signal analysis and determination of cha-
racteristic parameters, and

(3) classification by comparison with the results of earlier measurements.
The software monitor operates in dialogue with the computer operator. He must
possess only the basic knowledge about operating the computer and the noise
diagnostic system. All essential decisions are made by the computer itself.
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3. Communication between monitor system and operator
The operator will get the informations from the aonitor system via two

tableaus in the control room. In the main tableau he will get the current re-
sults, especially the alarm signals in form of optical and acoustic signals.
The alarm signals must be registered and receipted b.y pressing a button. In
a side tableau all results are represented to give a survey of the present
and of the long-time classification results. This side tableau should be
used if anomalies have occured.
The information offered in the tableaus is refined by a so-called master mo-
nitor which also performs all other central tasks of the monitor system as
e.g. the tracking of the operating conditions of the primary circuit (number
of operating main coolant pumps, position of control elements, real time
clock etc.) for labelling the monitor results, the medium-time storage of
the results, and the communication with the central process computer which
takes over the long-time storage of the results and the calculation of the
trend. The master monitor also gives the possibility of searching e.g. for the
cause of an alarm and of testing the proper functioning of the subordinate
monitors. Concerning the communication with the operator the master monitor
will not only inform the operator but also check his actions e.g. it will
wait for the operators receipt for an alarm signal and will register the re-
ceipt together with the clock time.
As already pointed out this communication system will be developed step by
step. The first simple system will carry-over to the operator only the task
to inform the noise specialist in case of an anomaly. In the next step it is
intended that the operator himself will perform some clearly fixed investiga-
tions essentially by using the master monitor for a rough specification of
the cause of the alarm as e.g. the exclusion of a monitor failure. But before
that a lot of' experience with the monitors in their daily application must be
gathered.

4. Some aspects of the future development
Comparing the 3 different hardware monitors mans similarities in hard-

end software can be found. Therefore the idea of some standardization, ia ob-
vious. It is planned to develop a kit of hard- and software modules for the
construction of monitors. On this basis the monitor system for the 5 reac-
tor block is in preparation.
For that block also some additional monitors are being developed, e.g. for
leakage surveillance in the primary circuit, for coolant boiling detection
in the core and for the surveillance of the turbine operation. As an addi-
tional software monitor the surveillance of the vibrations of the piping in
the primary circuit is planned.
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IIPHMEHEHHE CHCTEM HIYMOBOH flHArHOCTHKH H
BHyTPHPEAKTOPHOrO KOHTPOJIfl HA ATOMHtlX
3JTEKTPOCTAHUHJK B FflP

ft. XEHEP, P. HHKE, K.-X. HOT, P. PHXTEP

HE KoMSHHai Kpa(|)TBepKcaHJiareH6ay,
BepJiHH,
FepMancKaa fleMOKpaTHHecKan PecnySjnnca

B aneprodJiOKax A3C "Epyno JleflmHep" rpafi<pcBajn>fl
c caworo Ha^aaa CHCTGMH myMosoft .naar-

HOCTHKH 33 BHyrpZpeaKTOpHOrO KOHTpOJIH paSHOft KOH(!)H-

rypamiz. B TecnoM coTpysHinecTBe Mesay Hccjie^oBa-
TeJEBCKHMH KHCTZTyTaMH H HE KoMdnHaT Kpa$TBepcaHJia-
reH(5ay dtura cos^aHH CTSiHBapTHHe czcTewH iipommjies.-
Horo npoHSBo^GTBa. HajioxeHH npuHmrmajiLHoe npndop-
Hoe ocHamenze STEX CHCTCM, B Taicae HX MaieMaTsreec-
Koe odecne^eHae is. jyia A3C c peaKTOpaMH Tsraa
BB3P-440 a.flna A3C c peaKTOpatm Tuna BB3P-IOOO.

HpHMeHeHHe HaasaHHHX cucTeM JWH 3Kcii;ryaTa]5H2
BOSMOXHOCTL 3Kcn!iyaTaiiHOHHOMy nepconajiy

peampoBaTB na Ha^Hanmiecfl aBapMHHe CH-
, TaK2M odpaaoM STH cHCTewH cos^aioT Heo<Jxo-
npenociiJiKH jyia ^ajrbHeftuiero noBHmeHiui xHsy-
3HeprodJioKOB npn HOJIHOM odecne^emii: BHCOKOH

desonacHOCTH.

I.

Ha paanosHOBaime H noBeaeime
nepconajia B aTOMHHX ajieKTpocTaHi^HX /A3C/ B sna-

Mepe BJIHHIOT Te BOSMO^CHOCTH,
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nepconaji, ^Todn asapHtHHe cHTyamra pasnos-
eme B na^ajiLHot cTamra HX pasBHTza, a

T6 HH(£OpMaiIHH H BHfl MX HSOdpa^eHHfl, KOTOpbie

nojiHyi-o KapiHHy o jjaHHOM COCTOHHHH odopyaoBaHza.
iiejin GJiysaT TaKxe cacTeMH ^narHocTiiKE odopy-

nepsoro KOHTypa n cacTeMH KOHTPOJIH COCTOH
HHfl aKTHBHOS 30HH C HOMOmLHD BHyTpHpeaKTOpHHX

HHKOB Z BH^ffiCJIZTeJILHOa CHCT6MH flJIH

B TecHOM coTpy^HHHecTBe Meamy nayqmiMH oprarai
, KOMdHHaTOM HO CTpOHTeJILCTBy 3JieKTpOCTaH-

H sKCiuiyaTaiqjeg A3C Tarae cncTeMH
onpodoBajiHCL H npHMeHHKTCH B
coopy^eraie A3C c sHeprodJioKawH 1000 IvteT B PJIP
pyKOBOjicTBOM HH KoMdHHaT Kpa$TBepKcaHjiareHday,
CHCT6MH paSBHBaiOTCH K3K GTaH^apTHHe CHCTeMH

MHIIIJieHHOrO

2. CHCT6MH fflyMOBOH

OnHT ZSnOJEBSOBaHHH CHCTeM JIHarHOCTHKH B A3C "

I n II" noKasHBaeT, ^rro ^JIH BKjno^eHHH STOH
B MTaTHjno H3MepzTejn>Hyro Texnincy HeodxojmMH cjiejiyio-
mne marn:

I. Codjno^emie sKcmiyTaiiHOHHHX ycjioBHt eme B
cbase paspadoTKe TexHH^ecKoro npoeKTa npH
- paspadoTKe CTpoKTejn>Horo npoeKTa c yqe'TOM pasno-

annapaTypHOM dasbi cucTeMH z noTpednocTii B
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- paspadoTKe TpedoBaHHt jyin pasBHTiw cHCTewH z ee
odopynoBaHHH B cooTBeTCTBZH c ycjioBiLHMH
cpejm na A3C,
- KJiacciicpHKanjra no sHeprocHadxeHHB z no
B CHCTewe aBTOMaTKsamiH A3C,

Heodxo#ZMHX HHtpopwamioHHiax CBHsea c
aneprodJioKa.

2. ABTOMaTMSailHH KOHTpOJIH BHdpaHHHX qaCTCH OdO-

BO speMH HopMajiLHot sKcnjiyaTaDHu, BKjno^an
KHTepnpHTamco pesyjiLTaTOB HSMepemiJi H BHflaHa HH$op-

3KcnjiyaTaiiHOHHOMy nepcoHajry od

3. Bmno^eHHe y^e'Ta BHXO.HHHX CHTHajios 'cucTeM
HOCTHKE B HHCTpyKHHH HO SKCnJiyaTaTW

nepconajiy.
B COOTBeTCTBHH ^C BHDieH3JI03CeHHOH U6JILK)

CHCT6MH OTarHOCTHKH MIX aTOMHHX SJieKTpOCTaHIIHt "

c 4 peaKTopaMH Tana BB3P 440 z '"CreHHajiB" c peaKTOpa
MH Tuna BB3P 1000 JUDI BHnojiHeHHa GJie4iyBuiHx saaan:
- KOHTPOJIL nepsoro KOHTypa na najnraie cBodo^HHx Jindo

- KOHTPOJIB padoTii rJiasHHx n^pKyjmmioHHHx Hacocos

COCTOHHHH BHdpaECH Kopnyca peiSKTOpa z ero

- KOHTPOJIB nepeMemeHHH opraHOB peryjrapoBamiH B
HOt 30H6 H COCTOHH2H HX HpHBO^OB.

- KOHTPOJIL cocTOHHaa BHdpaimfi BHdpaHHBix TpydonposoflOB
z odopynoBaHEH / rJiaBHHe aaraipaffiimie
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naporeHepaTopH/Dr, npe^oxpaniiTejEbHHe KJianaHH KowneH-
caTopa od-teMa, nacocH IIOOTHTKH/
- AKycTH^ecKHfi KOHTDOJIL noMemeHKH na najiH^me Te^en z
Ha COCTOHHEe OdOpyflOBaHHfl
- KOHTpOJIL aKTHBHOft 30HH / B OCOdeHHOCTH peaKTOpa

33SP - IOOO/ na najiiraie rarneHiui.
Kpowe Toro, npeaycMOTpeHo BKjno^effiie odopyaoBamui BTO-
poro KOHTypa / Typdnna, nacocti IIHPKBOJIH z T.£./ B
ciicTewy jmarHocTHKH.

Ha DHC. I noKasana cTpyKTypa cHCTewH myMOBOii
rHOCTZKH. BBDCOJOCHHe CHTHaJIH ^aTHHKOB - yCKOpeHHH,

jieHHH, ssyKa, HefiTpoHHoro noTOKa - jiaiQTCfl na npejiy-
CKJIHTCJIH, KOTopHe noMemeHH B Henocpeji;cTBeHHo2 djin-
30CTH flaT^HKOE. KoHTpojrapyeffflfi joianasoH qacTOTH OT
0,5 ]?a RO 20 KTa B saBzcHMoc-ni OT Bima HSMepemiHi

Cdop #aHHHX ynpaB^neTCH MHKpo-3BM. OdpadoTKa
npOZSBOJUITCH OflHOg CHCT6MOt nXR KS,yX 3H6prodJIOKOB C

peaKTOpawH Tuna BB3P - 44D a JIJIH o^Horo sneprodJiOKa
c peaKTOpOM Tuna BB3P - IOOO.

OdpadoTKa ssMepHTejrbHHX aaHHtcc BOSMoxna napaji-
JI6JILHO TpeMH nyTHMHI

AnajroroBHe curHajm MOSHO npocjiyniaTL c noMomBB
jnido paccMaTpHBaTL 6-KaHajiLHHM ocmuuior-

, HX MOXHO 3anZGaTL MHOrOKaHaJILHHM MaTHHTO$OHOM
jiiido saaaTL rpa$ocTpoHTej[eM.

CnemiajiiHHe MOHETODH na dase cucTeM KI520 MHKPO- ~
3BM SHDMH PodoTpon aaioT BOSMOXHOCTL HenpepHBHoro KOH-
TDOJIH COCTOflHHH OdOpy^OBaHHH B p6JO!Me B HCTHHHOM Mac-

iiiTade BpeMenn. IIpeaycMaTpHEaiDTca MOHHTOPH jyra KOHTPO-
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Ha 33M
any

aHanorosafl MBTHHT-HEH Jieara

(§)——nepeMemeHza
PHC. I CrpyKrypa CHCTeua

na Hajm^He cBodo^nnx nacTeft, JLHH KOHTPOJDI padoTH
TJiaBHHX IIHpKyJIHiaiOHHHX HaCOCOB, JiyLff KOHTpOJW padOTH

opraHOB peryjiHposaHUH H HX npnBojioB, jyui
KOrO KOHTpOJIH HOMemeHHfl H JVIH KOHTpOJLS Ha

KHneHiifi B aKTHBHofl 30H6. HpejiycMOTpeH Taicse is. MOHHTOP
EO KOHTpOJDO COCTOHHHH TypdHHH. fvfoHHTOpH MOiyP padOTaTB

fljiHTejiLHoe speMH / dojrbine o^Hoa Heaejra/ H dea
JILH02 3BM CHCT6MH OTaTHOCTHKH.

BO3MOXHOCTB OdpadOTKZ COCTOHT B

jioroBo^ odpadOTKe / $anLTpamf,g BHCOKHX Jffldo
HHSKHX ^acTOT, ycKJieHKe/, B anajioroBo-HHopoBOM npeod—
paaoBamra H ncnojiL30EaHiin Myjn>TnnjieKcepa B 3BM cHCTe-
MH jmarHOCTsiKir /npHMeHHeTCH MHKpo-3BM THiia K 1630 /.

STOT KOMHJieKC ocHame'H pasHoodpasHHMH nepa(pepH&-
HHMH yCTpOHCTBaMH / MaTHHTO$OHHaH SaHHCB„ SHCKOBHe 3a-
nowHHaiomHe ycTpoKcTsa, ^cKpeTHHt rpa$ocTpoHreja>, ne-
naTaiomee ycTponcTBo, rpa$H^ecKHH .rczcnjiet / H MET ana-
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odecne^eaaeM nmpOKoro npo^HJLff, ^rro jjacT BOS-
MOJKHQCTB pasHoodpasHoro ncnojr&30BaHZH.

MaTeMaTH^ecKoe odecne^eHze COCTOHT us mecTH OJIOKOB:
- Cdop H saniicL HSMepHTejiBHHx flaHHHx / HenocpejicTBeH-
HO jratfo qepea aHajiorosyio warHHTHyBD jieHTy/
- pac^eT cneKTpajiBHHX njroTHOCTeii /aBTO - 2 BsanMHLie
cneKTpti E T. E./

BT KOppeJlJHIHOHHHX CneKTpOB /aBTO-H B3aHMHHe

ycpejiHeHHHX
rucTorpaMM HHTepBanoB speweHH

8 noDoroB/ H
pacnpe^ejieHHH no awumTjze, no CBHS^M, no

SHa^eHHHM H T. 5.

C HCnOJEBSOBaHHeM MOHHTOpOB flJM fleTaJIBHEIX HCCJie-

ueHTpajiBHan 3BM CHCTewH jmarHOCTHKZ
COCTOHBSH Kopnyca peaKTopa z ero

sa ^JizTejiBHHS: npoMeacyTOK BpeMens, aanacHBaH pas
B Mec^ HHjopMaiciOHHHe ^aHHHe OT MOHHTOpoB H
napajvieTpH OT I flo 3 KaMnaHet jyis zccJieflOBaHzs
COCTOHHHS, y^mTHBaff npn STOM Taicxe napaweTpH Texnojio-
rireecKoro pesHMa peaKTopnoJt ycTanoBKZ OT mraTHot
(pOpMailHOHHOfi CHCT6MH.

Ha pnc. 2 HsodpaxeHH MecTa pacnojiojKeHHH
y o<3opysoBaHHfl nepsoro Konrypa,

3. CacTeMa BHyTpzpeaKTopnoro KOHTPOJIH

C Koena cewzsecHTHX ro^os Ha aTOMHot 3JieKTpocTaHmi2
"Bpyno JlefeiiHep" padoTaeT cncTeMa KOHTPOJIH HJIOTHOCTH
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a <5ap<5oTaxHHfl iax

O JlaTTHK 3KyKa
® laTcre yoKOpemw
© .HHHaMHiecxaa aaiTOx jaaaemifl

aoHH3anHOHHan Kauepa

PHC. 2 I^mnnnTiTaThHag cxeMa aztipo-
axycTiriecxHZ aauepeBHfl 3 aepsoM
KOHrype HB3P-IOOO

3Hepropacnpe^ejieHHH B aKTHBHofi sone peaKTopa Tana
BB3P - 440. CacTeMa ocHameHa BH^HCJEHTejiLH
Ona paspadoTana z asroTOBJieHa UQR PTKOBOECTBOM HE

Kpa$TBepKcaanareHday. 3a sees nepzoz padoTH .
BHyTpnpeaKTOpHoro KOHTPOJIS noOTBepOTJia xopo-

mze noKaaaTejra padoTocnocodHocTH. CymecTByromaa
Ma noBHmaeT cTeneHB m^opuamm o COCTOHBHH
30HH JUISL peaKTopHoro onepaTopa H aaeT eMjr COBBTH no
desonacHofl sKciuiyaTaccHz.

BHyTpnpeaKTopnoro KOHTPOJDI ncnojn»3yeT

- TeMnepaiypH BHyrpH z BHB peaKTopa
HOTOK BHyrpH peaicropa

sap^micz /JUI3/ c
o COCTOHHHH nepsoro KOHTypa /aHsuioroBHe



saHHHe odpadaTHsaioTCH BirmcjniTejn>Hot
$HPMH HE KbMdHHaT PodoTpon /I/.
odpadoTKH flaHHHX c uejTBio KOHTPOJIH aKTHBHOft 30-

HH paspadoTana B HE KoMdnnaT Kpa^TBepKcaHJiarenday BBrqH-
nporpaMMa JLE2QL Tadjnma I noKasHBaeT odteM
noJiHflioimix nporpaMMo2 J[SHM B A3C "Epyno

JlefiniHep" B HacToamee speMH z B dynymeM.
pac^eTa TpexMepnoro sHepropacnpejiejieHHH zcno-

c uejEbio jrynmeft HHTepnojmnjra sapaHHee c no-
nporpaMMH DLITHA. /2/ onpe^ejieHHHe ^aHHHe o sne-

propacnpejiejieHim, KOTOptie B nporpawMe JLEUiH HOOTOHJUOT
na ^aHHoe cocTOHHae peaKTOpa, TaKHM odpasoM sceraa

HOJIHOCTBIO pacc^HTaHHoe sHepropacnpeaejieHHe.
OnzcaHHaa cncTeMa aBTOMaTH^ecKH KOMneHcapyeT

H3 CTpOH OT^eJEbHHX ^aT^IffiKOB, JIZdO OflHOH H3 flByX

CHCT6M HSMepemm /TeMnepaTypHofl jmdo netopoHHolt/, HO
c yxyjmeHHeM TOTOOCTH BHXO^HHX napaMeTpos.

BHyTpHpeaKTOpHOrO KOHTpOJIS CJiyXHT TOJILKO

HH$opMamiH z He HMeeT HHKaKOH CBHSH c
MOH saiHHTK peaKTOpa. DbaroTOBJieHHHH KJIX
sneprodJiOKOB sapnaHT cacTeMH npe^cTaBJiHeT onepaTopy
BHdop KOMmieKCHHx ^aHHHx c dojrbmHM coaepxaHHeM

KOTOPHX ocymecTBJiHeTCJi B
na iiBeTHOH .nacnjieH /3/»

I^)OMe aaHHHX od sHepropacnpeflejieHHH B
30H6 peaKTopHOMy onepaTopy saeTCH coseT o cynjecTBy-

sanace no MOIUHOCTZ peaKTOpa, i.e. y^HTKBas pac- .
TemioHoczTejifl z npeaejm no desonacHOCTH, nporpa-

JT"RTTW onpe^ejiHeT BosMoanoe yBejnreeHHe MOUIHOCTH
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TAEJIMuA I
Od-beM onepamieft nporpaMMii JI3J1H

BapaaHT jyiH KOHTpojifl dJionoB B A3C "EH" JlonojiHenHfl B ycoBepuiencTBOBaHHOM BapHam-e

HSMepHTeJILHUX .UaHHHX,
3HaH6HHH

TecT #aTMHKOK na BUiuejuuiHe HS cTpon
cnrHajioB OT HcnopneHHux

sapanee onpe^ejieHHux saBHCHMOCTeft
HyBCTBHTeJIBHOCTH .BJI3 OT BHTOpaHMfl

oceBoro pacnpe^ejieHiw nefiTpoHHoro
nOTOKa H 3HeprOBH£6JieHHfl B TOIIJIHBHHX KaCCBT

TeiuioBott MomHocTM peaKTOpa H pacxo^a
sonycTHMofi MOIUHOCTH 'peaKTOpa,

TadJio, npoTOKOJiH, Ta6wm

ycoBepmeHCTBOBaHHuft

HenpepHBHuW pac^eT aKTyanBHofi
JIII3 OT HefiTpoHHHX H apyrHX napaweTpoB,
OT $H3MHeCKHX CBOfiCTB

3KCTpanojiHUHH Ann pacneTa aKTyaiiBHoro
3Hepropacnpefl.ejieHHfl H BHropaHiw

HSMepaewoe aKTyajiBHoe snepropacnpeflejieHne H

UseTHofi AHCimefi, rpa$ocTpoHTejiB ,
ycTpoftcTpo
3anncB pesyjiBTaTOB B naMHTB

CHTyaimeft H Ann
H aBapHfinaH

anajiHsoB asa-



cdop .naHHHX odpadoTKa

TepwonapH

J3Q O---O
"oH-JiaaH"-o(3pa(3oTKa aswepHTejE&HHX xaaiaa. npejtcraBJieHae a aanaci

PHC. 3 EnoK-cxejia OHCTCMH BHyrpapeaicropHoro KOHTPOJW

PSAKTOPHMl! OHEPAIO? PEAKTOPHBttl 3M2W CnSuJIAJIilCT HOA HO SH3K«fflC-
PACTETOa_

rpapnecxoe
reMnepaTyp Ha auxoae 33

xaccer
asodpazesae

xaccer
asodp&iceHHe peaxropa
c noKaaaazeM H3Mene-

napawerpoa
asodpa-

zenze COCTOAHZH
KaCCCT

asodpa-
xeHBe napaMerpoa no
paonpeaeJieHHD HJIOT-
Hocra

no pafloie
CHTHaJtOa peaKTopa

£03
COCTOHHHH

napawerpoB peaxropa
jia?- .saHHue no

<aocoB no Teune— BHropaHHH
paiype

?'AC. 4 ifcnaaaoBaaae pesyjttTaTOB
BHyrpapeaicropHoro KOHTPOJH

jrzdo CHHacetffle pacxo^a ,no npe^ejra. STOT pac^eT
saeT TaKze npe^ejiH cTam*OHapHo2 sKcnjiyaTaiiHii, KSK z
orpamraemw, BHTeKammne HS HeodxoflHMoro y^eTa neiuia-
HOBHX HSMeneHHt pesHwa padOTH dJioKa /pnc*4/.

KpOMe HHcbopMaiiHfi nepe^Hero miaHa o sanacax no 23-
M8HeHmo peaKTHBHOGTH jnido MonmocTH onepaTopy z jDcana
B03M03CHOCTB HOJiy^HTL HO BHSOBy EOHOJIHHTeJE&HHe HH$Op-

aasHero EJiaHa B
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KHX HSOdpazeHH: HJIH ladJOIH H npOTOKOJIOB

nepeflHero miana cymecTsyioT Bcersa HE siicnjiee 2
HHKTCH asTOMaTH^ecKH npeEynpejDCHTejE&Hofi Jiado
CHrHajrasamieH, HanpHMep, npz npeBHiiieHHH
MOUIHOCTH, npn ycTaHOBJieHim He^onycTZMO dncTpHX H3Me-
HeHHfi xapaKTepHHX napaweTpos sHepropacnpe^ejieHHH EJISL
npz ycTaHOBJiemffl ne^oiiycTHMo dojibnioro

H3 CTpOH /pHC.5/.

JICXOiKHE BHXOflHHe aaHHHe pac^eTOB jamme o<3 fl<uome
JIAHHLS no HJTIIH o<3opyflosaH2H

EO 3HepropacnpeflejteinnD

jaHHHe nepBinHHe
nACI!PSnE- pac^sT nparoHKH anepro- packer paflHaasHoro pjicieir paaaaJtBHoro a oce-
* ILIOT- pacnpeaejieHiui no DbfTM aHepropacnpeflejreiow aoro aHepropacnpeaaneHaa

no TeMnepatTpau aa no czrBaoau H3 JHI3
3H3PTOas- Bfflcofle a3 KacceT

KCiMneaaaozfl smesmx.xa
CTpOH flaTTH

cpaBHeaze

packer Tenjiosoa oiipeaoieHze
MOIHHOCTH peaxropa a&CTa JHQ

PESHLTATU ocesoe H paunajiSHoe DacnpeaejieHne rnioTHocra aHeproBim&aeHza
aaHHiie no auropaHEB,"onpeaejieH2e ropa^zx KananoB, aaa^eeaa iHB, aanaca no
MOOtHOCTH,

PMC. 5 npHHnmmajn>Hafl cxeMa
nporpawMH JI3.2Z

3a nocjieamie ro^H npoBoazjmcL odumpHiie padoTH no
KOM(5HHamtH JiaT^HKOB Z HO TmTepnpfiTflmriT Z3MepHTeJIBHHX

^aHHHX. HpIT 3TOM yCTaHOBJI6HO :

I. PcmneBHe JUB EO.IIXO.IIHT OTH KOHTPOTH H orpaHzne
HZH GTaimoHapHoro a KBaancTamioHapHoro 3Hepropacnpe-
aejieHZH. C HHMH BOSMOXHO onpeaejniTB adcojnoTHoe 3Hep-
ropacnpe^ejieHne B aKTHBHoft sone c TO^HOCTLB 8^ a
OTHOCHTeJILHOe C TOHHOCTLH)
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tzz

2nd zraran HOiaawE waiOEO XEHBJ, aoiHBEdBe XHH
-HBaoai.oHanidaaoo.£ FirE1 clGSH Birai aodoiHBad zznBiB^irn
-0X6 EOHOBnOBap E HOHKaffBH FHH9h9n09pO Klfff BTTOdlHOH

ojOHdoiHB9dzdj,^Ha Hwaiozo wamreaoegironon o woffKd
•y^g-odHHW XHH

-nawadaoo gaouoo PH '•BHOFpojdaHe zmresEiBwoiaB
A^iaioEo a ojaaHffoxa 'KirAVow ojoHwonoiaB 9lTEa a

BTTOdlHOH OJOHdOIHB9dEdj,A^a HW9J.OEO 9EH90diOOII -

•HdiawBdBn aHHsrea opooo -BH wwed
-jodn xHH«nraj,EiroEiiHa BUEodioadan *EEHBiBA^no3ie

E EiooHSBdpoooaFan woieK^ o HHaodioon
'aairaoEff BH EimasrBdposE XHHiaaH W9HH

-BaoegironoE o cmHBKdairoo E .iwaipo on
-HE £doo,Bdano A>io2doi3iB9d XHHHBima

••BJIH&.I.'eff OJOHJ-H8HOIIWOHOJOHW K<3lnOW

-on o HEHBdoona io snlT EiooHaifaj,Haj,oa^ix naioow
KHH9HaBdo KoiKffoaodn *OSV s EEHadawsE

cs^owon o aoHEhiB
FOics^podno E KOicsBaHiBpBdeBd OJOJG

'smr XHHHBaos^ironoE (u,ooH«nraiEai,oaA^ H
:aooodnoa XEtootoairo aEHamad BH HHatoioffedooo BirodiHon

ojOHdoiHBadEdiA^ia 9W9iOHO on HiopBd dm^BEiirB^
•EEHHH^ 9HHIiOIBff

-adan annodaaHE lOEirBaoeiironoE oj9h KITE 'ndawBJi EOHHO
-KlIBSEHOE £. &TBHJEO HHHpOffOn BIT5HJEO OOaGOdn EHHffOXad

-an qj.EhAiron IOOITBIT^ oH<nrBi,HawHd9nojie 'EEnBiB^iraoHe
HOHIBJ-m KFH' HadiOWOAYadn 9H E EHdOlOH *9HOS EOH3E.L

-are a aooognodn XEtncffBH9J,odnodj,OHp qafodiHOH H9KOweoaaH
BITBHJEO ojoHHBaodEixaiaff FEHainrawBE aEaioirairog •%



odJiacTeft npHMeHeHZH, HanpzMep,
npaBJieHHoro aHepronepepacnpejtazieHHfl B aKTZBHoii sone,

aanacos peaKTopnoS ycTOHOBKZ npz
z nacTZHHOH HarpysKe A3C, KJIX onTHMajiL-

Horo HcnojEBSOsaffiLH ToruiHBa.
TexHsnecKoe pemeHae, noKasaHHoe Ha pzc. 3,4,5 MOXHO
B Mojtz$ZKanzHX Hcnoji&soBaTi) z fljifl peaKTopoB Tzna
BB3P-440 Z'RJIX. peaKTopoB Tzna BB3P-IOOO.

4. BHBO^H

CzcTeMa myMOBoa OTarHOCTZKH KaK z cacTeMa BHyTpa-
peaKTOpnoro KOHTPOJIH npoiimz ycnemHO $asn TBCTOB z on-
podoBaHza na A3C "Bpyno JlezmHep" y peaKTopoB Tzna
BB3P-440. Hap^my c odnsaTe^LHoa MOflzcpzKanzez CZCTBM
jyiH dy,n7mzx aneprodJioKos co CTOPOHH npzdopHot daati z
MaTeMaTz^ecKoro odecneneHZH B HE KoMdanaT Kpa$TBepKC-
aanarenday coBMecTHO c nay^HHMZ opraHzsanzHMZ nposo-

aajrbHeznize paspadoTKZ no cjie^yiomzM
azMHHX CBH3e2 zsMeHeHZs mji'MOBoro

Tpa z zsMeneHZH COCTOHHZE odopy^oBanzH jyts. aadJia-
rospeMeHHoro pasnosHOBaHZH pasBHBaromnxcji asapzH—
HHX nponeccoB.

zH$opMauzz B saszczMocTz OT MecTa BLwa-
mzT ynpaB^eHZH, mzT BirnicaiaTanLHDft Tex-

HZKZ, mZT CZCT6MH JCZaTHOCTZKZ Z T.^./.

- OrpaHZHenze KOHcepBaTZBHHx sanacos no desonacnocTZ
ycoBepmeHCTBOBaHzeM KOHTPOJIS Has cocTo^HzeM peaKTO-
pa z .npyroro odopy^osaHZH c n.ejn>x) noBHmeHafl
TZ npz oEHOBpeMeimoM KOMmieKCHOM odecneHeHzz deao—
nacHocTZ A3C.
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RESEARCH REACTOR AS A TOOL FOR DEVELOPMENT
OF CORE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

A.T. MIKULSKI
Institute of Atomic Energy,
Otwock-Swierk, Poland

Abstract

The paper presents a full description of informa-tional system prepared for a research reactor of 10 ilY/
thermal power. The system consists of bloks which are
under development stage for surveillance system for po-
wer reactor. The special stress was put onr
/!/ elaboration of procedures for presentation of re-

ports to reactor operator,/2/ early diagnosis of failures by noise methods,
/3/ special functions during abnormal situations.
The system is in operation since June 19&3 a^ the ob-tained experience will be also presented.

Introduction
The development of surveillance systems for nuclear-power plants is at present- one of the main tasks of re-

actor physics and computer knowledge. These systems,at different levels of complexity, are installed at
every power plant* In most cases they are developed by
an owner of power plant /rarely by a producer/ and re-
flect their attitude toward reliable and safe operation.
Having this in mind, we have already started the prenara-
tions of such system for nuclear power plant in Poland,
which is at present in second year of construction. The
systems should be very carefully checked both from hard-
ware and software side prior to their instalation. In
order to do this, beside special simulators, we have
chosen a research reactor /two of them, E'V/A and KArtIA,are located at r-wierk/ as a tool for development of sur-
veillance system for reactor core, only. The generalphilosophy of this work was already presented at the si-milar IAEA seminar held in Frag in 1982. In this paper
more details will be given together with up to now ob-
tained experience from its operation*The system is called EHIS as an acronym of Experi-
mental lieactor Informational system*

Function of the system
The general functions of the informational systemfor power reactors are:

/!/ systematic surveillance of analogue /neutron, tem-
perature, pressure/ and binary /open-close/ signals,
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/2/ preparation of performance reports,
/3/ collection of data for noise measurements,
/4/ nupport in physical measurements performed in areactor.
All the analogue signals, which may be voltage, cur—
rent or pulses /after current or voltage-to-frequency
conversion/ are obligatory checked for lower and upper
limits of reliability and warning level and the follow-
ing steps are performed on the individually specified
basis:
/i/ check of value between two adjacent measurements,

/ii/ calculation of mean value,
/iii/ calculation of linear trend,
/iv/ check of lower and upper limits of linear trend,
/v/ special procedures as calculation of thermal po-

wer, produced energy, integration of signal in
respect bo time, global reactivity, etc.'i'he mean values and trends are calculated over short

/seconds/, medium /minutes/ or long /hours/ time periods,
i'he sampling intervals are individually chosen but can-
not be shorter than Is.

Jhe binary signals are compared after filtration
/if necessary/ with normal state and in case of differ—1
ence a message to the operator is given, The sampling-
interval is fixed and equal to 1 s.

Generally, all messages are repeated at specified
intervals and after to values within limits or return
normal state a total time of abnormal state is given.The informations about all signals and calculated
quantities are 'collected for preparations of reports.
They are printed on regular basis /every two hours/ or
upon request. They are divided into three groups:
/a/ report about all analogue signals,
/b/ report about chosen analogue signal containing

primary measure^ or elaborated values,
/c/ report about chosen binary signal.

The system serves as an operator assisting- systemnot coupled with the reactor control system*

Configuration of the system
The system was prepared in 7AMAC standard usingmostly bloks which are commercially available. The

arrangement of bloks in a crate is shown in Fig.l.
j?heir functions are as follows:/!/ autonomous processor /131/ together with interrupt

unit /151/ for logical, mathematical and control
of CAMAC dataway operations /maximal speed about
450 000 instructions per second/,

/2/ EPLlOK/.iAM memory /203/ v/ith capacity of 8 k wordsof 24 bits length,
/3/ interfaces for teletype /500A/, lineprinter /534/,

digital display /610A/, paper tape reader /526B/
and puncher- /520/,

/4/ relay multiplexer /750/ and integrating analogue—to-digital converter /700/ with capacity of 32 sig-
nals measured with minimal interval of 30 mst
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BINARY PULSES VOLTASS

READER

PUNCHER

to

CAMAC CRATE

1 2 3 4 5 4 7 9 10 12 <3 /4

I

21 22. 15

. ERlSCtt<J/3 con-figuration.

/5/ input gate for binary signals /320/ up to 48 indi-
vidual signals /at present limited to l-'4 signals/

/o/ counter of pulreti /400/ up to ^ channels,/?/ real time clock /732/ with display in hours, mi-
nutes and seconds.The signals connected to the system are:

/A/ analogue:
— water level in reactor tank /accurate and rough/,
— outlet temperature,— temperature increase in reactor core,— flow rate of coolant,— positions of three control rods,

- one ex-core neutron chamber,
— two in-core SPN detectors,
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/B/ binary signals:
- limits of thermal power /three ranges of measure-
ments/,- fully inserted automatic control rod,

- lack of emergency electric supply,
- minimal value of pressure, flowrate or \vater le-
vel in reactor tank,

- maximum of outlet temperature,
- safety rods mechanism out of order,
- nower limits indicators out of order.

Operation of the system
The operation of the system is very simple, once

the mains is switched on, the program in EPrtGIJ memory
is started and after reading a paper tape with descrip-
tion of all signals the system is ready to work. The
operator has the following directives for controlingthe systems/!/ start and stop of sampling of all or specified

signal,
/2/ blockade of information about specified signal,
/V presentation of informations about specified signal

on digital display, lineprinter or puncher,
/4/ printing limits or its modification for a specified

signal,/5/ printing of reports on request for all signals,
/5/ printing of working informations about specified

signal,.The typical example of printout is shown in Pig.2.

Experience with the system operation
The first concept of the informational system for

research reactor at~ Swierk was ready at the beginning
of 1982 following long discusions with operating perso-nel. After it the hardware configuration based on avail-
able CAJ.IAC bloks was fixed. Then the- programming work"
was started from the very beginning. It included the
concept of special operating system with interrupt capa-
bility and^ its service, drivers for output devices and
many users1 input/outnut procedures. At the same time
the connecting cables between signals in control room
and the E'ill system were designed and «.ccompisiied.
After checking the system on simulated signals, the
first version was put into operation in June 19̂ 3.
Hx months later the second version, containing many
special procedures, was put into operation. At present
the third version is almost ready and after summer revi-
sion period will be put into operation.

The obtained up to now experience has shown:-
/!/ the system was accepted by operating personal and

after learning period they suggested few changes
in the system, eg. on request only part of a report
should be printed,
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06/12/83
POZIOM WQDY nOKLADNY

ZGRUBNY
TCMFERATURA WYLOTOWA
PRZYROCT TEMPERATURY
PRZEPLYW I OPIEG
PRETY KONTROLNE

KOMORA ROZRUCliOWA
HOC CIEPLNA
PRQDUKCJA ENERGII

RAPORT
IIWD
MUZ
TWY
PTI
Q-I
AR
RR1
RR2
KJR
9.
42.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
3
9
92
14

DWUGOPZINNY
-3.5
6?4.8
40.7
8.3'
1026
43.7
25.9
26.2
6.57

MW
MWH

CM
CM
'C
'C
M3H
CM
CM
CM
V

TREND
TREND
TREND
TREND
TREND
0.56 $
1.80 *
2.03 $

08:00:00
0.0 CM/S
0.0 CM/S
0.0 'C/S
0.0 'C/S
0 M3II/S

DTI
09:44:46 DTI

4 MOD 7 77744412/ 77744400
4 AN 00000031 000 8.3 21502 00045707 0.0

RAPORT DWUGODZINNY
06/12/93
POZIOM WODY POKLADNY

ZGRUBNY
TEMPERATURA WYLOTOWA
PRZYROST TEMPERATURY
PRZEPLYW I OBIEG
PRETY KONTROLNE

KOMORA ROZRUCHQWA
MOC CIEPLNA
PRODUKCJA ENERGII
10:10:24 AR 6 SKOR WRT 37.3./ 36.5 CM

IIWD
HWZ
TWY
DTI
Q-I
AR
RR1
RR2
KJR
9
61

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

.95

.99

-3
625
41
8
10
34
25
26
5.'

MW
MUH

.6

.4

.1

.3
28
.3
.9
.2
08

CM
CM
'C
»C
M3H
CM
CM
CM
V

TREND
TREND
TREND
TREND
TREND
0.39 $
1.80 *
2.03 $

10:00 ::00
0.0 CM/C
0.0 CM/S
0.0 'C/S
0.0 'C/S
0 M3H/S

RAPORT DWUGODZINNY
06/12/83
POZIOM WODY DOKLADNY

ZGRUBNY
TEMPERATURA WYLOTOWA
PRZYROST TEMPERATURY
PRZEPLYW I OBIEG
PRETY KONTROLNE

KOMORA ROZRUCHOUA
HOC CIEPLNA
PRODUKCJA ENERGII

IIWD 1 -3.4 CM
HWZ 2 625.2 CM
TWY 3 41.7 'C
DTI 4 8.3 'C
Q-I 5 1022 M3H
AR 6 34.5 CM
RR1 7 25.2 CM
RR2 8 25.4 CM
KJR 9 5.21 V
9.89 MU
81.81 MWH

=
TREND
TREND
TREND
TREND
TREND
0.39 $
1.72 t
1.92 $

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0

12:00:00
CM/S
CM/S
'C/S
'C/S
M3H/S

12:31:41 AR
12:31:41 RR1

6 SKOK WRT
7 SKOK WRT

39.2 /
24.5 /

36.1 CM
25.1 CM

Pig.2. Example of printout.
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/2/ some warning limits may not be fixed but adjusted
to other actually measured values, eg. due to sligh-
ly reduced flow the limits of temperature increasemay be more relaxed,

/3/ new directives were introduced, eg. modified descrip-
tion tape should be punched by the system,

/4/ the buffers of analogue signals should have different
length, defending- on importance of the signal and
sampling rate,

/5/ in abnormal situation few very important signals
should be automaticaly recorded,

/6/ in case of quickly decreasing water level in reac-
tor tank the system should calculate time to uncover
fuel rods,

/?/ during one year operation there were practically
no problems with equipment except a multipexer at
the begining and three times the printer was outof order.
Further development of the system
The system is wtill under development stage and

the following rather hardware steps are foreseen /inorder of importance/:
/a/ connection of CRT display located before an opera-

tor v.-ith pu&hbutton panel,/b/ application of neutron noise analysis system using-
the same detectors periodically disconected fromthe ','11^ system,

/c/ increase the number of analogue signals u.iing
"parallely operating multiplexers surd converters,

/d/ connection to other computer for documentation
of reactor performance over long periods and appli-cation of more sophisticated software.
• The development of software in order to- make it

more suitable for power plant should include:
/i/ analysis of vertical neutron flux,

/ii/ calculation of burn-up for specified fuel assembly,
/iii/prediction of changes in neutron flux after con-trol rod movement.

Conclusions
i'he presented material has described the functionsof informational system for research reactor which maybe directly transfered to power reactor. It was found

to be very useful, when the new system can be checked
by the personnel working&vith this reactor since manyyears.
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APPLICATIONS OF NEUTRON NOISE ANALYSIS
FOR SURVEILLANCE OF PWRs VVER

R. BARTHEL, K. MEYER
Ingenieurhochschule Zittau,
Zittau, German Democratic Republic

Abstract

For a PY/R of the TVER-440 type Jesuits of model-ba-
sed analysis of incore neutron, noise measurements
with respect to control element vibrations and coo-
lant temperature f luctuat ions are summarized. Noise
components corresponding to the determinist part of
the pendulum vibrations of a single control element
are used to reconstruct the motion trajectories at
different axial levels within a short time interval
around the control element impacts at the channel
wall. The derived trajectories reveal the impact lo-
cus and enable the assessment of the mechanical
stress resulting from the vibrations. According to
data redundancy gained by utilizing three SPrlD's
for each axial level, consistency of . the applied
transfer model with measurements is verified.
Applicability of Weak Absorber Approximation is due
to suitable selected radial detector positions.
Both theoretical and experimental investigation of
the long term behaviour of the neutron noise indu-
ced by fuel assembly vibrations indicate a linear-
increase of the scaling factor with decreasing bo-
ron concentration of the coolant. This effect must
be considered in. order to supervise correctly the
absolute values of control element vibrations du-
ring a fuel cycle. A new method of the measurement
of the prompt neutron life time during power opera-
tion is proposed due to transfer retardation of neu-
tron noise exited by a vibrating control element*
This effect is grasped in the frame of Plateau Ap-
proximation by separating the point-kinetic noise
component. Though in PWH's propagating noise sour-
ces are not so strong as in BWR's, coolant flow ve-
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locicity has been measured during normal power
operation by ref ined analysis of incore neutron
noise induced by propagating coolant temperature
fluctuations. The described and successfully app-
lied techniques of incore neutron noise analysis
may contr ibute to improved supervision of the actual
core state of PWR's , especially to early detection
of anotnal processes.

1. In t roduct ion

Noise analysis techniques have proved to be success-
ful in solving surveillance, diagnostic, and safety-
related problems of nuclear power plants / 1 /.
In the GDR experiences have been gained especially
in the application of these methods to the primary
circuit of pressurized water reactors of the VVER-
440 type /2,3/. By means of extensive noise measu-
rements and processing of a variety of plant signals
in several ways the main noise sources of the avai-
lable neutron, acceleration and pressure signals
have been identified /4 - 3/.

This report presents results of model-based ana-
lysis of ineore neutron noise measurements which
reveal both mechanical and therraohydraulic phenome-
na inside the reactor core. Especially it deals with
control element vibrations and coolant temperature
fluctuations. The advantage of close connection bet-
ween experimental research, and theoretical investi.
gations of the transfer of noise sources into the
observed noise signals is illustrated.

The enhanced reliance in the pertinence of in-
core neutron noise analysis to the reconstruction
of control element trajectories and to the measure-
ment of coolant velocity is assumed to push forward
the application of these techniques to the estima-
tion of mechanical stress caused by core internal
vibrations and to incipient failure detection as
well as -co the measurement of reactor physical and
operational parameters.
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2. Surveillance of control element vibrations

WER-440 reactors contain 37 control elements
which consist of upper absorber and lower fue l com-
ponents executing due to the turbulent collant flow
r andom pendulum vibrations. As experimental explo-
rations and theoretical investigations have shown,
the vibrations patterns depend strongly on the coo-
lant flow rate /9,10/. They may change drastically,
if faults like control element jamming appear /11/
which may be caused for instance by loose parts
/12/.

In pursuit of supervising the vibration charac-
teristics the accelerometers mounted at the out-
vessel parts of all control element standpipes,
the excore ionization chambers and SPKD's situated
in 12 incore lances can be used. A schema of the
core indicating a control element and selected de-
tectors is shown in Pig. 1. In. the frame of early
malfunct ion detection the utilization of pattern
recognition methods based on stochastic features
of the control element impacts at the chsannel walls
which may be gathered f rom the accelerometer sig-
nals is promising /11/. On the other hand the control
element vibrations act as strong neutron noise sour-
ces in the frequency range from 1 to 3 Ha /13/»
Prom theoretical investigations it is well-known
/14,15/ that in virtue of space-dependeat transfer
properties the control element vibrations may be,
in principle, reconstructed from the exited neutron
flux fluctuations* Using numerically simulated data

•localization methods also have been developed
/16-13/.

Under real conditions, however, the neutron
noise signals are in addition to the background
composed of contributions from all vibrating control
elements, Therefore, the mentioned localization me-
thods would fail, excepted the case of only one ex-
cessively vibrating control element* In WER-440
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reactors, of course, this first diagnostic task, may
be solved completely by the accelerometers. Moreover,
the body sound signals can be utilized to separate
an essential part of the neutron noise contributions
excited by a single control element. Assuming that
the control elements vibrate mutually uncorrelated
and represent random processes with hidden periodi-
city, after performing a signal-averaging procedure
triggered by the sound events of the considered con-
trol element, only such noise components remain
which are images of the determinist part of the con-
trol element motion within short time intervals
around the impacts /19/. In Pig. 2 results of this
averaging procedure applied to the body sound signal
itself and to the normalized noiae of SPED's indica-
ted in Fig* 1 are drawn. The gathered neutron flux
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2 Results of signal-aTeraging procedure applied to9 different neutron signals and 1 body sound signal.T • 0.704 s.

fluctuations are suitable for detailed analysis of
the averaged control element motion trajectory and
of.the transfer behaviour of the core with respect
to this neutron noise source as well.

2«1« Reconatruction of the control element trajectory
In order to perform the reconstruction of the

control element motion with permissible effort we
provide a linear, 2-dimensional mapping of the tra-
jectory £(-t) of the lateral control element motion
around its mean position • r into the neutron flux
for each axial level. Neglecting, furthermore, the
prompt neutron life time and decay constants of the
delayed neutron precursors (Prompt Response Approxi-
mation) the normalized signal fluctuations of neu-
tron detectors at radial positions r". may be repre-
sented by inner products

(T)
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where ^=. |"( if , rfc ) denote transfer vectors to be de
fined by an appropriate reactor physical model. For
two detectors situated at r. and r^ Eqs. (1) can be
written in condensed form:

?i ,K(t)= V t l K?(t) (2)

with notations

where the subscripts x and y indicate the correspon-
ding vector components in the co-ordinate system of
Fig. 1. Provided that det ?t(K =f 0 Eq.(2) may be in-
verted to yield the searched trajectory £( t) ,

As in water-moderated reactors the diffusion
length for thermal neutrons is only a couple of cen-
timeters and, therefore, the neutron, energy spectrum
is disturbed owing to control element vibrations on-
ly in their immediate vicinity, the required trans-
fer vectors can be calculated in the frame of modi-
fied one group diffusion theory /20, 21/. The eva.
luation of the forcing function for the exited neu-
tron flux fluctuations, however, must generally be
performed at least in two group theory as has been
ascertained both for the absorber part of a WER-
440 control element /22/ and for a fuel assembly /23A
On the other hand one is tempted to apply the Weak
Absorber Approximation /24/ in view of its simpli-
city. Here, the vibrations are treated as fluctua-
ting neutron sources SCP.t) generated by the sta-
tic neutron flux acting on a dipole-like fluctuating
cross section at the mean control element position,
i.e.

S(r.t) - fo(r) C lit) 7£(r-7 c ) . (3)

The actual static flux is replaced by the solution
of the homogeneous HEIMHOLTZ equation. The constant
c depends on the neutron-physical properties of the
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Compulsion of transfer rectors g(r,rQ) In dependence on
detector position r » (r,f).
———. Weak Absorber Approximation*
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control element part and appears in the transfer
vectors ^ of Eq.(1) aa a common scaling factor*
Refering with regard to detailed explanations to
papers /25-27/ a comparision of transfer vectors
g(F,Frt) calculated in the frame of Y/eak Absorber

G

Approximation and of the two group model of the ab-
sorber part of a WER-440 control element respecti-
vely is shown in Pig.3. The value c » 1.27 has
been used to provide the same point-kinetic effects
for both models. Excluding a small area around and
behind the control element a sufficient coincidence
has been established.
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a) (259,234) (258,233)

Pig. 4
Reconstruction of control
element motion trajectories
from neutron signals at
different axial levels."
.—.—. 1. harmonic,
* • • • • 2. harmonic,
•————• 1. +• 2. harmonics,
x x x exact measurement s . •
Intervals between points
or crosses correspond to
At a 0.016 s.

c) (255,230)

Returning now to the arrangement of Pig* 1 the
control element motion may be observed by means of
the selected SHTD's at three axial levels: the ab-
sorber part near to the top of the core, the connec-
ting piece of the control element components at
about 7/10 of the core height, and the fuel part
near to the core bottom. The radial positions of
the considered control element and incore detectors
suggest the applicability of the V/eak Absorber App-
roximation. Utilizing the signal fluctuations of
the detectors of lances L 11 and L 2 the calculated
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trajectories are shown in Pig, 4a-4c. Here a scaling
factor of c = 1 has been used. The period is
T = 0,704 s, two consecutive data points correspond
to time intervals of At =-0,016 s. The trajecto-
ries allow to recognize the impact locus and show
that the control element is decelerated previous to
the touch event. They may be approximated with suf-
ficient accuracy by superposing the ellipses of the
first and second harmonics what serves for interpre-
tation and data reduction. The knowledge of the mo-
tion trajectories can be utilized for an estimation
of the mechnical stress resulting from the control
element vibrations as well as for incipient failure
detection. Comparision of Pig. 4a-4c reveals that
the fundamental harmonic ellipses taper ;?rom the bot-
tom to the top of the core keeping approximately con-
stant the ratio of the half axises, the direction and
the phase. Thus, we conclude that they correspond
to a rigid pendulum oscillation mode. Th« second
harmonic ellipses are related to the characteristics
of a double pendulum mode associated with the con-
trol element impacts at the channel wall,,

In order to gain confidence into the presented
trajectories it is necessary to analyse niore then
two detector signals for each axial level to have
some redundancy in the data wich allows to verify-
the consistency of the applied transfer model with
the measurements. Consistency requires that trajec-
tories reconstructed by means of different detec-
tor pairs of the same axial level agree. Taking into
account three detectors at radial positions F^ , r^
and r this condition can be written as

Thus, in case of ideal consistency the signal vector
F(t) = ( f . j ( t ) , f 2 ( t ) » f o C t ) tnoves in a 3-dimensional
vector space at the plane generated by the vectors
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Denoting by

the direction vector of this plane and by n^ that
of a plane defined by a least squares fitting to
the curve of the measured signal vector f ( t ) , the
occuring violations of the consistency condition (4)
may be specified and quantified /25/:

I. Supposed that the transfer of control element vi-
brations into the neutron flux may actually be des-
cribed by Eq.(1), but that the reactor physical mo-
del used for the evaluation of the transfer vectors
"g. is unsuitable, the function

would deviate clearly from zero, while

would vanish* The angle

A « cxrccos (n° j - rTf)

serves as a measure of the applicability of the
assumed -transfer model.

II, Violations of condition (4) due to effects dis-
regarded by Eq» (1) may be perceived by means of the
funct ion s^(t) deviating from zero in this case,
Such violations can arise
a) if too large distances between, incore detectors
and the control element are incompatible with 2-di-
tnensional analysis,
b) if retardation of the perturbation transfer due
to the prompt neutron life time must be taken into
account /28/.
c) if nonlinear transfer effects generate contri-
butions to the higher harmonics of the neutron flux
fluctuations /18,29,30/.
d) if the vibrations of different control elements
are partly correlated /13,31/ and, therefore, the
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usual signal-averaging procedure doesn ' t separate
only the contributions exited by a single control
element.
In order to find out wether these effects play an
essential part, one can look at the ras of the
angle

/ujlt) = urcsin (S< It)/|f It) I)

enclosed by f (t) and the "n^-plaae.
For the measured neutron flux fluctuations shown.

in Pig. 2 good agreement has been established with
the calculated weak absorber transfer vectors, For
the three considered axial levels the corresponding
values ̂  and rms ( ̂  ) written, in the order from
ÑÎÃÐ +«- to core bottom are 3$ : 2.3° 3.0Q, 5.9°
and rms Ö ) : 2.3°, 2.1°, 5.3° indicating that
the consistency condition is fulfilled best for the.
upper core part. The good consistency of the weak
absorber model with the measured neutron flux fluc-
tuations is illustrated in Pig. 5 for the upper de~
tectors. Prom similarity-of functions Sg(t) and
s (t) drawn in Fig. 6 for the upper detector level
we 'conclude that the. occuring small deviations from
Eq.(4) are mainly due to the disregarded by Eq.(1)
effects II.a - II.d.

Tig. 5
Reconstruction of control «lament motion
trajectory at upper detector level using
different detector pair»,:
————(B59.B34),———— (359,349).
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2.2. Long term behaviour of the a call rig factor

Since SMORH II it is common knowledge that low fre~
quency neutron noise of PWR'a increase with core
cycle time /32-35/. In view of neutron noise indu-
ced by coolant temperature fluctuations this change
is due to the increasing amount of the temperature
reactivity coefficient with, decreasing boron con-
tent of the coolant /36/, The increase of neutron
noise exited by fuel assembly vibrations may be ori-

4ginated both from alterations of motion patterns
with- operating time /34/ and from changes of the
transfer behaviour due to boron concentration de-
crease /37,33/. According to Eq.(3) the neutron
noise induced by control element vibrations is pro-
portional to the amplitude of the motion trajectory

(t) and to the scaling factor ñ as well. There-
fore, in order to supervise absolute values of rod
vibrations from the measured neutron flux fluctua-
tions during core life the influence of boron con-
centration on ñ must be taken into account.

Experimental simulation of reactivity related
effects at the assembly ZLFR by tilting fuel assem-
blies at the edge of the core (Pig. 7) led to data
which could be interpreted well by means of a sim-
ple two group diffusion model* in which the dipole
characteristics of the tilting effect was calculated
/39/. Calculation of the dipole characteristics was
performed considering the displacement of water by
fuel in the direction of assembly movement and vice
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,g. 7 Cros section of reactor Zb?H, -tilted fuel
assembly (?) indicated .

Jig- 3 Comparison of experimental results —
<?§ versus tilting ó ~ 3nd calculated

dependence (strigat line), x-diraction Æ,
o-diraction A ' B ' .

versa at the opposite side. As showa in Pig*. 8 ex-
perimental and calculated data agree well» For thia
reason application of the model to the case of flow-
induced vibrations of the fuel parts of the TVER-440
control elements has been proposed /40/.

Using reactor parameters of a homogeneous enri-
ched core (enrichment 2«4 % U-235) calculations per-
formed in the frame of the time-dependent two group
model reveal that the scaling factor ñ varies II-
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nearly with boron concentration due to

ñ = - c.

where ñ- ÿ* 0,1, if boron concentration is expressed
in. g HUBCL/kg HpO. Consequently the normalized neu-
tron noise rms in the 1 - 3 Hz range which is gover-
ned by the resonances of the control element vibra-
tions should vary as

çí?

if the vibration patterns remain unchanged. This
dependence has been tested at a VVER-440 during a
fuel cycle using two'SPND's at different radial po-
sitions. Due to the similar results for both detec-
tors shown in Pig. 9 we can conclude that the am-
plitudes of fuel assembly motion derived from mea-
sured neutron noise as presented in section 2.1 have
to be corrected by a factor which equals approxima-

—1tely O~C-JC;Q) in order to get results comparable
during the whole fuel cycle. Experimental and theo-

f-0.1...0,7H*

Å4Ý

3 •/«, 4

Ý •

. 9

3 V«

63
Dependence of normalized nean square root •

_, (NHIuS) on the concentration of soluble boron
4 acid in the moderator during a fuel cycle

for two SPIID's .
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retical results presented in Ref . /50/ confirm the
view adopted here. A similar dependence of the sca<-
ling factor during boron acid solution controlled
Xenon transients has been reported in /32/, and it
is obvious f rom theory /40/ that this effect can be
used for an experimental estimate of c^,

2.3. Measurement of prompt neutron life time

A simple but in the low frequency range sufficient
accurate method to consider the noise transfer retar-
dat ion due to reactor kinetic effects consists in
the application of the Plateau Approximation /41/.
There, the usual frequency dependence of the point-
kinetic transfer component is retained while in the
space-dependent components the frequency dependence
is omitted by neglecting in these parts both the
prompt neutron life time IM and the decay: constants

Ëå of the precursors of delayed neutrons. In view of
the frequency range of 1 - 3 Hz of the considered
control element vibrations the decay constants Ae can"
be neglected, also -in the point-kinetic component.
Splitting now in the sense of Plateau Approximation.
the normalized neutron- flux fluctuations f j ( t ) into
the space-dependent and the point -kinetic components,-

<+) » i-l.Z,-, (5)

the latter is independent of detector position and
satifies the equation

Here, p denotes the point-kinetic transfer function
for control element vibrations in the frame of Prompt
Response Approximation which according to the intro-
duced in Pig. 1 co-ordinates contributes only to the
x-components of the transfer, vectors g^. p ia the
delayed neutron, fraction»
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Disposing of three ore more incore detectors at the
same axial level the point-kinetic component f (t)
can be eliminated due to Eq.(5) by subtracting the
noise signals f^(t) of different detectors. The re-
construction of the motion trajectory from two re-
sulting linear independent equations, f.e«,

may then be performed without difficulties. Knowing
Ñ It) the point-kinetic component »(*) øàó be eva-
luated by means of Eq.(5) and the values of I* and
p may be obtained according to Eq,(6) by least squa-
res fitting. Consistency of the transfer model with
the measurements will be due to the agreement of the
fitted and the calculated values of p. It is note-
worthy that detailed investigations with numerically
simulated data /28/clearly indicate the potential of
measuring the prompt neutron life time during power
operation by utilizing the retardation of neutron
noise transfer. The results of the application of
this method to the presented in Fig» 2 noise sig-
nals are not completely conclusive due to limited
accuracy,

3. , Measurement^ of coolant flow velocity
Application of correlation techniques for measure-
ment of steam bubble flow in boiling water reactors
is well known /42-44/, Pressurized water reactors
have, however, much weaker propagating noise sour-
ces, for instant temperature fluctuations propaga-
ting with the coolant flow. The origin of these
fluctuations is very complex, inlet temperature fluc-
tuations are possibly generated by the strong tur-
bulences in the lower part of the pressure vessel
where coolant streams from the different loops are
mixed. They are damped during transit of the coolant
through the core, but new fluctuations are genera-
ted in the core which may stem from the vibrations
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of fuel or control assemblies. 'Whereas details are
not yet clear the autospectrum of the temperature
fluctuations contains a strong low frequency part
and a weaker part at higher frequencies above 1 Hz
/45/. Temperature fluctuations are transferred to
the neutron flux by means of the temperature depen-
dence of reactor parameters. These neutron flux f luc -
tuations may be separated from the neutron flux f luc-
tuations due to control rod vibrations by high pass
filtering at about 3 Hz. High pass filtered cross
spectral densities have been calculated from the
fluctuations of the responses f rom different incore
neutron detectors positioned in the flow direction
which were used to get correlation functions and
rehocences. For the calculation of the correlation
functions the imaginary part of the cross spectral
densities were used according to a proposal of Crowe
/46/. Both functions should exhibit maxima at the
transit time of the flow between the mid-points of
the detectors at z and 21 <• 2

where ëã means the'water flow- velocity /47,48/*
Pig. 10 and Pig.11 show the results of measurements
at a YVER-440 reactor which have been performed in
1982 /49/. Velocities of water derived from the
measured data agree well with those given by the
reactor designer. Maxima of both functions are smea
red out due to the transit time of the perturbation
along the detector (length 1 = 20 cm). Theoretical
investigations have indicated that rehocence is
much less sensitive to the smearing effect due to
the detector length, but it is easy to show that
the length 1 of the incore detectors leads to a low
pass filtering of the cross spectraldensity at' an
effective cut off-frequency

f.-
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One may conclude that short iricore detectors are '
to be preferred for water flow velocity measure-
seats but the lower limit of detector length is li-
mited by the detector sensitivity» Estimation, of
accuracy of derived water flow velocity leads to
an error of about 10 % at v = 4 ms and 1 s 20 cm,
which is reflected in the results for flow distri-
bution. across the core section, Further development
may lead to a reliable method for measurement of
water flow distribution.

4» Concluding remarks

Examples presented here show that application of
neutron noise surveillance to PWR's has a broad po-
tential for operational diagnostics as well as for
measurement of reactor parameters presupposed sui-
table detectors and data processing systems are avai-
lable. Theories of such measurements, have been wor-
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ked out , however, up to now only for simplified ho-
mogeneous cores. Consideration, of the main pecula-
rities of power reactors leads to complicated models
demanding high computational effor t for evaluation.
It seems to be useful to study selected problems by
means of theoretical and experimental investigations
to get more experience about the necessities and
possibilities of more intricate models and evalua-
tion schemes. This situation has arised due to the
development of advanced experimental techniques and
indicates a new stage of power reactor noise analy-
sis.
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INSTRUMENTATION FOR IDENTIFICATION AND DIAGNOSIS
OF UNUSUAL EVENTS IN INDIAN PHWRS

S.P. MITTAL
Safety Review Committee,
Department of Atomic Energy,
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Bombay, India

Abstract

Early sensing and identification of unusual events
are important for a timely response to the events. In
addition, features such as critical information display,
quick diagnosis of the event by on-line processing of
relevant parameters and other such aids ensure correct
response to cope with such events.

In the area of information display, analysis and
reactor controls, there has been a graded increase in the
instrumentation provided in the Indian nuclear power stations.
These include provision of disturbance analysers for important
system parameters, sequence-of-event recorders with larger
number of inputs and computer driven colour graphic CRT
displays. These features provide status of the plant during
normal operation "on-demand" and are triggered automatically
as programmed on sensing an unusual event. These features '
have built-in provision to display/print out programmed
instructions to the operator as an aid to decide on the course
of action in-response to an unusual event.

Special design features incorporated to. ensure-reliable
operation of all instrumentation under seismic conditions are
described.

This paper also discusses the evolution of systems and
methods incorporated in the Indian nuclear power plants to
identify and diagnose unusual events.

INTRODUCTION

In the area of information display, analysis and controls,
there has been a progressive improvement in the instrumentation
provided in the Indian PHWRs. These include provision of
disturbance recorder, event sequence recorder with larger number
of inputs, computer driven colour graphic CRT displays, emergency
control centre and instrumentation for monitoring and recording
seismic events.

INITIAL DESIGN FEATURES OF RAJASTHAN ATOMIC POWER STATION
The lay-out on control panels ensures that most of the

information is displayed on the vertical portion of the panel
with majority of the switches located on the sloping portion.
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An attempt has been made to display the most critical information
near eye level. The need to give the operator a view of a large
fraction of the plant control parameters at a glance has made
the layout of equipment on the panels rather dense. However,
care has been taken to provide enough space to avoid risk of
accidentally operating the wrong switch. A total of about 600
audiovisual annunciators are provided at the top of the panel.
Red, amber, green and white colours are used for the windows
to discriminate the importance of the alarms.

In addition, a hard-wired data logger and an Event Sequence
Recorder (ESR), both with printer outputs, are also provided.
Approximately 450 analog inputs representing assorted plant
variables, which are relatively less important are connected to
the Data Logger. The Data Logger scans inputs at the rate of
twenty inputs/sec, for limit checking and logging. It also logs
routinely or on demand some preselected points as well as trend
log of any ten (selectable) points. Input to the ESR are contacts
representing status of certain very important plant variables and
devices such as status of containment isolation device's. The
ESR prints the change of status of its inputs (total 60 nos.)
with a time resolution of 2 milliseconds. The above design was
finalised in nineteen sixties.

These maty displays, annunciations etc. provide information
in the control room, but not in a form, very convenient to
enable quick analysis of the unusual occurrences.

f

IMPROVEMENTS IN RAPS
Units I and II of RAPS became operational in 1972 and .

1980 respectively. Years of operating experience with
these two plants surfaced the need for better plant
operator communications. Accordingly, some new informa-
tion systems were designed, fabricated and retrofitted
into these operating plants. Salient features of some
of these are described here.
REACTOR PROCESS DISTURBANCE RECORDER

Following an upset condition such as power setback or
reactor trip, the operator had to correlate the information
recorded on several strip-chart recorders to analyse the
incident. Poor time resolution of strip chart recorders was
a major hurdle in incident analysis. The light water dousing
(provided to mitigate the consequences of LQCA) incident,
which took place in RAPS in 1980, required approximately two
hours to analyse the cause and establish its spurious nature.
The cause of some reactor trips on high neutron power,
low/high primary heat transport system pressure and high
boiler differential temperature could not be established.
Also some safety related parameters like boiler differential
temperature and reactor building pressure were not being
recorded.

A micro processor based disturbance recorder has been
developed and installed in RAPS which provides the record
of twenty important plant variables like boiler level,
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PHT pressure etc. The record duration is five minutes
prior to and five minutes following the upset condition at a
sampling interval of one sec. The record, available after
the occurrence of an upset condition,is expected to be
very useful for post-incident analysis purposes.
WINDOW ANNUNCIATOR LOGGER

The occurrence of alarm events is presently logged
manually by the operator. However, during certain distur-
bances, large number of events happen in a short span of
time. Some of these alarms and their sequence are apt to
be missed by the operator. A micro processor based Window
Annunciator Logger is being installed which will log all
alarm events chronologically with a resolution of one second.

COMPUTERISED NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SIMULATOR

Whereas necessary information is required in proper
form for quick diagnosis and action, it is equally necessary
to train the operators for proper response to an event.

A simulator at RAPS is in advanced stage of construction
for training the plant operators in coping up with the normal
anticipated occurrences and unusual events.

NARORA ATOMIC POWER STATION
Despite all the improvements retrofitted in RAPS,

attending to so many analog meters, recorders'etc. was still
burdensome for the operator. An improved information display/
print out system was developed for the Narora Atomic Power
Station (NAPS).

A computer based operator information system, apart
from carrying out the functions of data logger, event
sequence recorder, window annunciator logger, process distur-
bance recorder etc., will also provide extensive colour graphic
CRT displays, annunciations"and hard copy outputs in NAPS-

. A number of computer driven colour CRTs will be mounted
on the vertical portions of the control panels. Two CRTs,, in
a central location, will serve the purpose of displaying
alarm messages.. Another five CRTs strategically located on
other panels, will display plant status in the form of bar
charts, trend curves and information tables on operator demand
or automatically depending on system status. The CRTs have
been located near eye level. Associated with each CRT will be
a function key board located on the horizontal portion of the
panel. The system will provide hard copies of logs of alarms,
routine summaries as well as hisotry plots of certain varia-
bles. Critical parameters important to plant safety will be
continuously monitored. This system will result in the reduc-
tion of continuously displayed data and improvement in the
operator coordination on various panels, say during start up
or an upset condition.
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EMERGENCY CONTROL CENTRE
In case the main control room becomes uninhabitable as

a result of an unusual event like fire or radioactive conta-
mination etc., an emergency control centre has been planned
in NAPS and all future nuclear power plants.

Emergency control centre will help to monitor the
reactor status, shutdown the reactor when necessary and
maintain it in safe shutdown condition.

Figure 1 sho\i/s the location of emergency control
centre in NAPS. The emergency control centre has been
designed for the Safe Shutdown Earthquake condition compared
to the main control room which is designed for Operating
Basis Earthquake condition. The emergency control centre
is reasonably isolated from the main control room as well as
has easy access from the main control room. The emergency
control room will have sufficient safety related data
display, and controls of critical reactor systems and
equipment such as reactor building ventilation and emergency
core cooling systems.

CONOENSATE STORAGE
TANK

COMPENSATE STORAGE
TANK . rr

LOCATION OF EMERGENCY CONTROL ROOM (ECR) FOR NAPP
FIG.-1

SEISMIC INSTRUMENTATION (4)

Our approach to the seismic instrumentation in Indian
Nuclear Ðîì/åã Plants is illustrated by what is being done for
NAPS, The free field ground motion corresponding to the
safe shutdown earthquake at NAPS has a peak acceleration of
0.3 g in the horizontal axis and about 0.2 g in the vertical
axis.
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Strong motion seismic instrumentation for nuclear
power plants is required to obtain information regarding the
input vibratory ground motion and the resultant vibratory
response of important equipment and structures in the event
of occurrence of a strong motion earthquake at the plant site.
Such information is expected to help evaluation of the follow-
ing:
(a) whether the input design response spectra have been

exceeded;
(b) whether the calculated resultant vibratory responses

used in the design of structures and equipment have
been exceeded;

(c) the degree of applicability of mathematical models
used in the seismic analysis of the structures and
equipment.

The following types of instruments are proposed to be
provided in Narora Plant:
1. Peak accelerographs
2. Response spectrum recorders
3. Seismic switches
4. Central multichannel acceleration sensing and recording

system.

A facility to playback these signals, recorded
on magnetic casettes, will also be provided.

The instruments are located- at the free field,
containment foundation, reactor equipment and other
critical equipment/locations in the plant.

As most of the instruments, excluding the central
recording system, are passive, their availability during
an earthquake is expected to be good.

A procedure for processing this information during
the post-earthquake period, containing a list of specific
steps to be taken in this regard, will be available to
the operation and maintenance personnel.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

Efforts are made to provide better instrumentation
for identification and diagnosis of unusual events and
improved plant performance. A progressive improvement
in this direction is obvious. Simplification of the system
leading to better understanding of events with minimal
stress on the operator, is the key to the instrumentation
systems to be provided in the future nuclear power plants.
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Abstract

The report describes the dynamic characteristic of in-core
thermic detectors with fissile material as a sensor. The trans-
fer function and spectral characteristics for this type of the
detector are theoretically derived and experimentally determi-
ned . The analysis of results of measurements made in nuclear
power plant Rheinsberg within the framework of instrumented
fuel assembly program from the point of view of possible utili-
sation of in-core thermic detectors for feedback effects identi-
fication is presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The in-core fission thermic detectors, so-called re act or fission
calorimeters, represents one of possible solutions of miniature
sensors of the in-core instrumentation. They have much shorter
time constants than classical SPND's and in addition, they are
practically point sensors with only a small deformation of the
own sensor. They require no feeding voltage and, at present
level of technology, they can be produced with outer diameters
practically comparable with those of SPND s. The operational
signal of thermocouples is as a rule, within the range from 10
to 30 mV, the operational range covers practically whole range
of neutron flux densities.

The development of fission thermic detectors led to material and
geometric standardisation of the sensor sensible parts. The de-
tection bodies are cylinders (diam. 2x4-mm) of uranium dioxide,
whose isotope composition is usually the same as that of sur-
rounding fuel. Material of detector structure as well as cladding
(thickness of 0.3mm) is either nickel or steinless steel. Quantity
of heat released in detection body is determined from tempera-
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tare difference, measured with two sheat thermocouples (diam.
of 0.5 mm) located at a distance of 5 mm on the detector neck.
For the determination of the gamma radiation the so -called com-
pensation calorimeters are used. The last one has the same ge-
ometric a material composition, but-instead of uranium body use
the wolfram body of the same dimensions.

Measurement of heat released by fission can be executed in two
ways. The first one consists in inserting the detector into the
dry channel of the core, in the second one, the, detector is
in-built into a probe, substituting one fuel element of fuel as -
sembly. The successful results of intercomparison measurement
with SPND s carried out in nuclear power plant NORD in GDR
/I/and Rheinsberg in GDR. /2/ , /3/, /4/, as well as many years
utilisation in experimental reactors /5/, /6/ led to studies of
using fission calorimeters to diagnostic aims.

2. DETERMINATION OF FISSION THERMIC DETECTOR
TRANSFER FUNCTION .

The solution of the detector dynamic problem is in the first
approximation the solution, of heat transfer in the neck of detec-
tor, in which the thermocouples are in -built. Neglecting the heat
generation in the neck, the heat1 transfer equation:

•-\ _, — ̂ \ 2— ã •

can be solved for boundary conditions : '

x = 0: --- . - » k (T -t ) (2)-3-õ eq- u

x = l: ~ ;=;—< = > A « s i n o ; 6 +q (3)
\j Ë* ^*-

. and inition condition:

T"--0: 'T = Tv (4)

where

1 - length of the neck Cm3
f\ r* *? 1! (~ 5 i7
/t [W«m -K J, k [}^*ni~ »K" J-thermal conductivity

_ . coefficient
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Ò - coolant temperature

CO - angular frequency j~rad«s J
q - stacionary part of thermal flux from fission body ! W«m J

Transfer function of the detector H ( f ) can be written in the
form:

where

H ( f ) -/H0/ (5)

b} k ÷ , ,[2ø , Ä CJ k v /20/— + -~-) cosh/ —— õ- + (-ã- — --o-Jcosi/ —— x. -à ß f a 1 k a r i P a l

k k

(á)

in the amplitude of heat transfer function in the detector neck
and (f ) is the phase shift of heat transfer function: '

where x. and x_ are coordinates of thermocouples in the neck

Transfer function of fission thermic detector calculated using
derived expressions can be seen in Fig. 1. The transfer function
demonstrate the possible application for the detection of effects
up to 1 Hz.
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3. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The amplitude of APSD of noise signal of thermocouple near the
cooler ÊÑ and near the detection body KU is in the Fig. 2. Use-
ful parts of noise signal appears in the frequency range to the
0.5 Hz. The same conclusion is confirmed in the Fig. 3, where
the transfer function and coherence between thermocouples sig-
nals KU and ÊÑ is illustrated.

In the Fig. 4- is CPSD of fission detector thermocouple signal
ÊÑ and that of compensation detector KW. The high coherence
in the range of 4-0 mHz to 200 mHz is evident. In this frequency
range is evidently gamma heating dominant. This conclusion is
confirmed in the Fig. 5, where coherence output power COP of
common noise power in signals ÊÑ and KW is demonstrated.
CPSD and phase of compensation and fission detectors thermo-
couples signals can be seen in the Fig. 6, the amplitudes of
APSD s of both types of detectors is in the Fig. 7. Compensa-
tion detector was situated approximately in the middle of the
core, the fission one in the high part of the core.

In the Fig. 8 are APSD s of fission detector thermocouple signal
ÊÑ and coolant temperature thermocouple signal. The identifi-
cation of feedback effects is aggravated by non linear parame-
tric fluctuation in the core. The Fig. 9 of coherence shows, that
coolant temperature fluctuations influence very little the noise
signal of fission detector thermocouple.

Fig. 10 shows the APSD of-SPND's signal. SPND is located in
the same vertical position as fission detector. For comparison
of neutron signal and heat removal from fission the amplitude of
spectral density of difference signal between both thermocouple
of fission detector is represented. This difference is propor-
tional to heat removal from the fission body.

Figs 11 to 14 show the coupling between neutron flux density in
the core and heat released in the fission body. There is a rela-
tively low coherent (Fig. 13) between both quantities, but co-
herence output power (Fig. 140 shows the portion of noise of
heat generation fluctuations and neutron flux fluctuations.
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Ä. CONCLUSIONS

This report shows the preliminary results of noise investigation
of thermic detector signals. It may be concluded that fission de-
tectors could be useful not only for fission heat removal and ne-
utron flux density determinations but also for feedback effects
evaluations, which occurs in low frequency range.
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Abstract

From the view-point of safety, the reactor core and the steam generator
of an LMFBR power plant are generally acknowledged to be the most critical
components» Therefore, particular attention has been paid to ensuring high
plant reliability by monitoring these components* Because of their potential
for a fast incipient failure detection acoustic methods became of growing
interest.

This paper summarizes our efforts to establish acoustic monitors for
boiling and leak detection purposes-, respectively. Sensitive acoustic trans-
ducers as nell as matched signal conditioning chains are prerequisites to
investigations of signal properties and derivation of suitable detection
algorithms.

Acoustic signals of phenomena to be detected have been analysed in fre-
quency as well as in time domain. Concerning boiling detection in the reactor
core the combination of neutronic/acoustic monitoring is considered to be an
optimal method. On the other hand, leaks in sodium-heated steam generators
have been found to be detectable by generating and monitoring certain signal
characteristics derived from signal analysis in time domain*

The conception for acoustic detection of water leaks in sodium-heated
steam generators was confirmed at a Czechoslovak modular steam generator of

jthe Soviet BOR-60 power station, A yuP-controlled prototype monitoring system
meeting the requirements of this conception «till be introduced.

The after-failure-inspection effort can be considerably reduced if the
failure position is known. Therefore-, we are also dealing with location prob-
lems. A novel location method is briefly discussed.

At present acoustic monitors have not been generally established at com-
ponents of LMFBR power plants', but recent experiences validated the advantages
of introducing this technique into surveillance systems.

i. INTRODUCTION
In the last decades all of the technological and safety-related problems

with LMFBR's caused by use of the unconventional sodium coolant have been
satisfactory solved. The collection of operating experience with LMFBR power
plants should provide encouragement for continuous improvements. Thus we can
look optimistic to the future commercial use of this reactor type.

The reactor itself and the steam generators are components at which
certain improvements with respect to a more effective surveillance are de-
sirable and possible e.g. by use of methodically diverse surveillance methods,
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Our activities in this field are directed to the integration of acoustic
methods into established surveillance systems. For this purpose one has to
accomplish the following tasks:
(i) development of acoustic transducers and measuring chains
(ii) experimental investigations of corresponding acoustic effects
(iii) theoretical and methodical derivation and experimental confirmation of

a monitoring conception
(iv) construction and test of a prototype system»

Furthermore, there is a need for locating the fault position because
this knowledge can reduce expenses and increase the plant availability, too.

By such means the propagation of minor faults like sodium boiling in a
fuel subassembly or a small «ater-to-sodium leak in a steam generator is ex-
pected to become more unlikely.

2. ACOUSTIC TRANSDUCERS AND MEASURING CHAINS
The high temperature liquid metal conditions in the reactor plenum as

«ell as in the steam generators prevent common microphones to be inserted
directly in such a hostile environment,, Therefore, sodium-i'mmersible piezo-
electric transducers have been developed [l]. Because of its high Curie-
point lithium niobato is used as sensitive element. Fig. 1 shows such trans-

FIG. 1: Sodium-immersible pressure transducers
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ducers in several realizations:
- with screw connection (LND 1)
- to be welded (LND 2)
- with integrated metal-sheated cable for long distance insertion, e.g. in

the upper reactor plenum (LND 30).
The LNO 30-type had been mounted in an assembly tube (Fig. 2) during joint
boiling experiments at the Soviet BOR-60 reactor [2]0

On the other hand-, good experience has been gained in utilizing wave
guides to transmit the sound from the component under surveillance to a com-
mon accelerometer working under more convenient umbient conditions. The re-
quirement of saving the steam generator integrity, that is no holes for
transducer installation- in the steam generator ehell,can be met by such
waveguide-transducer assemblies.

The measuring chains usually consists of charge-sensitive preamplifiers
installed in a short distance to the transducer and main amplifiers in the
control or measuring room.

2: Acoustic transducer assembly

3. BOILING MONITORING OF THE REACTOR CORE
It is generally acknowledged that the main part of sound energy released

during the boiling process originates from bubble collapsing [3-,4,5]. There-
fore, it is useful to arrange acoustic transducers in the region of the upper
reactor plenum where the bubbles become surrounded by subcooled sodium and
are forced to collapse.
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The acoustic signals íå experienced during Joint boiling experiments at
the BOR-60 power station are characterized by superposition of a random se-
quence of burst-like pulses and a background noise. The spectrum analysis of
these signals did not provide any suitable boiling detection method. On the
other hand', a signal preprocessing into a short-time RMS-signal enables a
successful use of spectrum analysis» The pouter spectrum density of the
short-time RMS-signal shows a resonance in the low frequency region caused
by the boiling process. Because neutron noise spectrum at the boiling phase
is characterized by a similar resonance, a combined neutron/acoustic noise
analysis can be applied for detection purposes. In the case of the 80R-60
experiment (Fig. 3) the Cross Power Spectral Density - function of the
RMS-signal of an acoustic channel and the neutron noise signal clearly indi-
cates the onset of boiling by a growing*' low-frequency peak*

Another method used in acoustic boiling monitoring takes advantage of
the burst-like character of the acoustic signals [6]* These signals are dis-
criminated against a properly choosen threshold and the number of threshold
crossings is counted (Fig. 4). This method may be affected by acoustic bursts
originating from other than boiling sources. Here', more sophisticated methods
of signal processing like e.g. spatial filtering are able to overcome these
difficulties.

0 2 4 6 0 2 4 6 0 2 4 6

FIG. 3: Principle of acoustic/neu-
tronic boiling monitoring
by CPSD-analysis

UOS-

~ P 2 - -
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©

- 0 1

- W 3

64 128 192 256 320s

FIG. 4: Count rate response
at several acoustic
transducers duringtwo different boil-
ing experiments
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4. LEAK MONITORING OF SODIUM-HEATED STEAM GENERATORS
Today the steam generators of LMFBR power plants are successfully sur-

veillanced by advanced chemical methods* All the water-to-sodium leaks so
far reported «ere detected by them, but only after a certain time delay
determined by the transport time of the reaction products from the leak to
the detector and the comparatively long response time of the detector. Owing
to the self-enlarging and material-destroying character of such leaks this
time delay has to be shortened so far as possible.

Acoustic methods can contribute to solve this task-, because the sound
transmission time is practically negligible.

Acoustic signals x(t) emitted by small nater-to-sodium leaks (Fig. 5)
are similar to that of coolant boiling in the reactor: a random sequence of
bursts more or less masked by background noise. Such signals have been ana-
lysed in detail [7,8] and the short-time RMS-signal r(t) has been found
suitable for deriving leak detection characteristics.

FIG. 5: Acoustic signal x(t) and corresponding
RMS-signal r(t) measured during a smallnater-to-sodium leak

The experience gained during leak simulation experiments at sodium loops
and a full scale steam generator as well as signal-theoretical and methodi-
cal analyses enabled an acoustic surveillance concept [9] to be worked out.
This concept involves different kinds of signal processing for detecting small
and large leaks', respectively.

Small leaks are characterized by appearance of acoustic pulses, l«e« the
RMS-eignal's mean value and dispersion are changing. The extend of this changes
is monitored by measurement of
(i) the signal characteristic.-#. (1)

a dimensionless measure of the signal roughness (IF being the mean of
the RMS-signal and <ç its variance)1, and
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(ii) the pulse rate Z generated by discriminating the RMS-signal against a
sliding threshold»
As can be seen from Fig. 6 these signal characteristics are well-suited

for detecting small leaks î
The acoustic consequence of a large leak is a sudden considerable

increase in RMS-signal level".
A very fast detection of such incidents is provided by a special kind

of level monitoring (Fig. 7). From the RMS-signal two kinds of mean are form-
ed by use of different integrators: a short-time mean 7^ and a long-time
mean 7i . The later one is multiplied by an experimentally determined factor g,
and an alarm (A a i) is released if the condition

~k > g • rj (2)
is fulfilled.

This acoustic monitoring concept has been confirmed by Joint leak simu-
lation experiments at steam generators of the soviet BOR-60 station [10]. On
the other hand, the feasibility of the concept has initiated the construction
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FIG, 6: Signal characteristics duringonset of a nater-to-sodium leak
FIG. 7: Alarm generation prin-

ciple at the onset ofa large leak
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FIG. 8: The prototype acoustic leak detection system
ALOES

of a prototype Acoustic Leak Detection System (ALOES) shown in Fig. 8. ALDES
consists of transducers-, preamplifiers and a JJP -controlled signal processing
unit. This unit is responsible for formation and computing the detection
characteristics r, K, and Z; generating alarms1, storage of relevant data,
periodic selfn^ecking of the system', and communication with a central comput-
er» ALDES can work autonomously and as a subsystem nithin a methodically
diverse steam generator surveillance system, too.

5. LOCATION EFFORTS
Acoustic methods involve even the potential to locate the sound source

e.g. the fault in a structure. A novel method now under development at our
laboratory uses explicitly the information on the source position hidden in
the sound field inside the enclosure under surveillance [11]:0

If the sound propagation principles in the considered system are known
then the fault position can be deduced from measured sound field quantities.
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It could be shown that a frequency range the wavelength A. of which is of
the same order of magnitude as characteristic dimensions L of the monitored
unit is particularly suited for sound field calculation purposes.

With the aid of calculated and measured sound field quantities the loca-
tion can be carried out in the following steps:
(1) Calculation of a catalogue of APSO's belonging to possible source posi-

tions for fixed transducer position»
(2) Experimental determination of the Auto Power Spectrum Density (APSD)

belonging to the acoustic sourceV i.e. leak or boiling region at the
unknown position»

(3) Comparison of the APSO measured during the surveillance of steam genera-
tor or reactor core with the catalogue of calculated ones»

(4) The APSD which yields best the measured one corresponds to the wanted
source position*
The advantages of the proposed method are as follows:

(1) The location accuracy of about Ë/4 is optimum in the mentioned frequency
range»

(2) Within this resolution limit a unique location is possible with one detec-
tor only,

(3) The background noise level is Ion in this range. Therefore', signal pro-
cessing effort is relatively small.
The APSO is a sensitive function of the source position. Thus'» the loca-

tion should be carried out studying the APSO changes due to changes in the
fault position in the frequency range A~L«

Up to now, the usefulness of the suggested method has been demonstrated
only in simple model systems» In Fig» 9 the catalogue of 15 calculated APSD's
belonging to possible source positions in a hexagonal air-filled flat enclo-
sure is shown» Moreover; the experimentally determined APSD of the source to
be located is presented» Investigations at more realistic systems supported
by corresponding calculations are in progress.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In an LMFBR power plant the acoustic surveillance of the reactor and the

steam generators becomes more and more important for economical reasons.
The acoustic signals emitted by the boiling/condensation process in the

reactor and by the water-to-sodium leaks in steam generators have similar
statistic properties» Therefore; it seems to be useful to aspire to unifica-
tion of signal processing procedures and the corresponding hardware modules,
too» The prototype system ALOES enables such unifications.

Traditional surveillance requirements like redundancy have to be expand-
ed by providing diversity of methods. This has been realized in the neutronic/
acoustic boiling detection method as well as in the chemical/acoustic leak
detection method»

Simple and reliable fault location methods are necessary and have to be
validated under industrial conditions»
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EVALUATION OF RECENT UPGRADES IN US RESPONSE CAPABILITY
THROUGH A FEDERAL FIELD EXERCISE

E.L.JORDAN
Office of Inspection and Enforcement,
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D.C.,
United States of America

Abstract

A full field exercise was conducted at the St. Lucie
reactor facility in Florida on March 6-8, 1984. Approxi-
mately 1000 persons participated in the exercise including
the utility, 12 Federal agencies, contractors, the State of
Florida, Martin County and St. Lucie County. Extensive
planning for the exercise was found to have been extremely
beneficial to fully implement an overall Federal response
plan in conjunction with detailed utility, State and local
plans which had previously been developed. The preparation
for the exercise included special training for the partici-
pants, a table top exercise and a one day walk-thru exercise.
A great deal of effort was expended in developing a realistic
scenario. The full exercise demonstrated the ability of
the utility, State, local and Federal organizations to
function in a highly coordinated fashion. The exercise
identified improvements which will be made in the Federal
coordination plan, especially in delineating responsibility
among the Federal agencies during reentry and recovery
phases. The participants in the exercise have concluded
that periodic Federal exercises should be held. Discussions
with utility representatives and State and local personnel
have indicated a need to further communicate the Federal
response capability to all emergency responders. As a
result, a Federal Radiological Response Conference is being
held in Las Vegas, Nevada on June 12-13, 1984 to review theresults of the exercise with industry and government
representatives and to demonstrate the Federal resources
and capabilities and organizations which are mobilized
following an accident. The clearest message from the
exercise is that the value of detailed realistic drills
cannot be overestimated. The overall emergency response
upgrades instituted in the US after the 1979 Three Mile
Island accident are substantial and reduce the health and
safety risk due to a severe accident for persons living and
working in the vicinity of nuclear power reactors.

The US has had three major tests of emergency response
capability for nuclear power plants. The first two unplanned
tests, the Browns Ferry fire in March 1975 and the TMI loss
of coolant accident in March 1979, each identified major
deficiencies in emergency preparedness in addition to the
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causative personnel errors and design deficiencies. Thethird test, which has been characterized as "successful,"
was a carefully planned full field exercise which was
conducted in the vicinity of the St. Lucie pressurized
water reactor in Florida, March 1984. Although the primary
purpose of my discussion is to summarize the results of
this planned exercise, my secondary goals are to acquaint
you with the scope and extent of US programs for response
to power reactor events of various levels of safety
significance.

Until the Three Mile Island (TMI) Accident in March
1979, the US regulatory agencies did not require develop-
ment of detailed plans for offsite radiological emergency
response. This was due, in part, to the belief that severe
accidents were highly unlikely. This approach led to
application of most regulatory and industry resources to
accident prevention and relatively few resources were
applied to consequence mitigation. The accidents which
were provided for were the so called "Design Basis Accidents"
which did not include severe accidents involving substantial
fuel cladding/water interactions or fuel melt. Although
the Browns Ferry fire identified serious deficiencies in
susceptibility of electrical systems to fire damage and
inadequacies in onsite emergency preparedness it didn't
abruptly change views about the likelihood of severe
accidents since no fuel damage resulted and hence no actual
or threatened radioactive release occurred.

Shortly before TMI, there was a growing awareness of
the need for improved offsite preparedness due to increasing
numbers of operating reactors in the United States and
better risk analysis methods. This awareness in 1976 led
to a report by a special Federal task force entitled
"Planning Basis for the Development of State and Local
Government Radiological Response Plans in Support of Light
Water Reactors."1 The major recommendation of the report
was that two Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) should be
established around light water reactor nuclear power
plants. The EPZ for airborne exposure should have a radius
of about 10 miles. The EPZ for contaminated food should
have a radius of about 50 miles. Predetermined protective
action plans should be provided for the EPZs. The exact
size and shape of each EPZ should be decided by emergency
planning officials after they consider the specific condi-
tions at each site. This report, which was published in
November 1978, before the TMI Accident, became the basis
for the emergency preparedness regulations and programs
implemented shortly after the TMI Accident.

New regulations issued by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) required the ..nuclear power plant owners to
develop offsite emergency plans in conjunction with State
and local governments in addition to significantly upgrading
their onsite plans.2,3 One of the lessons from the TMI
event was the need for close coordination between the
Federal response organizations. The Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) was assigned overall responsi-
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bility for offsite radiological emergency activities by the
President in December 1979. Initial reviews of the offsite
plans were completed in 1982.

Improvements have continued in accordance, with the TMI
Action Plan4 including the following areas: Roles and
Responsibilities, Notification of Events, Communications,
Emergency Response Facilities, Coordination Between Govern-
ment Agencies.

These actions have not been without difficulty. There
was an initial tendency by the regulators to be overly
prescriptive and inflexible in their reviews and determi-
nations. Similarly, utilities in some instances were
reluctant to do more than specifically required. Actions
by utilities in some cases didn't meet the originally
specified schedules.

Roles and Responsibilities
The substantial dialog over the implementation of

improved emergency preparedness clarified the following
roles and responsibilities:

The utility or plant owner has the immediate and
primary continuing responsibility for limiting the con-
sequences of an accident at a nuclear power reactor.

The State and local authorities have the ultimate
responsibilities for assuring the protection of the public
from offsite consequences.

The NRC monitors the utility to assure appropriate
protective action recommendations are made and to support
offsite authorities with technical advice and information.

FEMA coordinates support to State and local authorities
provided by the Federal organizations.

Other Federal organizations support offsite activities
of State and local authorities and keep FEMA informed of
their overall response.

Notification of Events
Licensees are required to promptly notify the NRC over

a dedicated telephone to a 24 hour Operations Center inWashington of certain specified plant events.5 These
events include reactor trips, safety system malfunctions
and generic problems with safety equipment, in addition to
notifications of plant emergencies. The relative safety
significance of the event is assessed and appropriate
actions are initiated. The purpose of the lowest level of
reporting is to facilitate prompt regulatory action to
minimize continued risk at that plant or other plants
potentially affected by a generic problem. The higher
level reports are intended to facilitate emergency response,
if required. For example, an emergency notification of a
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reactor trip and a stuck open steam generator safety valve
with minor complications would result in notification to
the State and local government and the NRC Operations
Center within about 15 minutes of the initiating event.
The NRC site inspector would go to the site and a team of
personnel from the nearest Regional Office would likely be
dispatched to the site as a precautionary measure. No
other Federal, State or local government personnel would be
expected to participate. More severe events with increased
potential for offsite radioactive release would require
wider response involving several government agencies, State
and local personnel.

Although issuance of the set of emergency preparedness
rules was in partial response to TMI, further improvements
and upgrades are based upon less severe events such as
steam generator tube ruptures, pump seal leaks and from
exercises between utility, State and local organizations.
Since TMI there have been three instances in which the NRC
Operations Center has been activated due to a nuclear power
plant event and 22 instances of partial activation. None
of these events has required off-site protective actions or
resulted in serious onsite radiological consequences. Each
of these events however has served as a reminder of the
need for continued improvements.

Communications
Each nuclear power plant has emergency radio communica-

tions in addition to commercial telephone service to State
and local response centers and in many cases a microwave
link to the utility headquarters. The NRC maintains two
additional dedicated telephone lines for events notifica-
tion and emergency communications direct to the NRC Opera-
tions Center in Washington, D.C. During an emergency, data
is communicated by voice over these telephone lines.
Facsimile transmission is also used to transmit information
over commercial telephone lines.

Emergency Response Facilities
The following facilities which were used during the

St. Lucie exercise are typical of those available for all
nuclear power plants:

Utility
The Technical Support Center is located near the

control room. It provides an area to house the
additional technical staff to avoid overcrowding of
the control room.

The Emergency Operations Facility is a separate
facility 10 miles from the plant site where the
utility manages the overall emergency response and
coordinates its actions and recommendations with
State, local and Federal agencies.
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The Emergency News Center was adjacent to the
Emergency Operations Facility and was the primary
center for all responders for briefing news media
representatives. Generally, these news centers are
located near the licensee EOF but not adjacent as in
this case.

Federal Agencies
The NRC Operations Center in Washington provides

initial management of the NRC response until an
adequate site team is available and briefed. Respon-
sibility for managing the NRC response is then trans-
ferred to the senior NRC official at the site.

The Regional Office provides the bulk of the
resources for a site team which provides support and
coordination of the NRC onsite response. Once the
site team is in place, the Regional Office provides
logistical support. Other NRC Regional Offices
provide backup and support to the affected region.

The Federal Radiological Monitoring and Assessment
Center is a central point within about 20 miles of the
reactor facility for collecting and evaluating all
monitoring and surveying data acquired by the State,
utility and Federal agencies. Within 24 hours, the
Department of Energy (DOE) which is responsible for
managing the initial phases of this operation plus the
Environmental Protection Agency which has long-termmonitoring responsibilities, the NRC and State agenciescan assemble an extensive- array of radiological
assistance and self-supporting capabilities. This
includes one or more of the highly instrumented DOE
fixed wing airplanes and helicopters plus the instru-
mented Radiological Assistance Teams (RAT) and EPA and
NRC mobile analytical laboratory support. Field teams
are directed by both dose projections and aerialsurveys and have the capability in addition to routinegamma detection to perform in-situ spectral measure-ments. Field samples can be brought to the FRMAC and
analyzed by the best capability available to charac-terize the particular samples. NRC and State TLDs
which are part of routine surveillance can be collected
and evaluated. Evaluation of all the data is performed
in assessment groups composed of the various partici-
pating Federal agencies and the State and local
authorities. These assessments are then provided in a
timely manner to the State and NRC at the EOF for
their consideration in protective action decisionmaking.

FEMA's Federal Response Center is generally
colocated with State Field Emergency Operations
Centers and is responsible for overall coordination of
the offsite Federal response. All Federal agenciessend a representative to the FRC to assist in the
overall Federal coordination.
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State and Local
The State of Florida Emergency Operations Center

is located at the Capital. It is a multipurpose
response office which is in charge of the State's
response until the Governor's Authorized Representative
can get to the scene of the incident.

The State of Florida Field Emergency Operations
Center is available for use in hurricanes or other
significant emergencies. It takes a few hours before
it is in operation. Once functional it became the
primary focal point for coordinating all State requests
and managing the response of the State agencies.

The Martin County Operations Center is a multi-
purpose center for response to the range of county
events and emergencies. Although the St. Lucie plant
is located outside of Martin County, the County is
within the 10 mile EPZ and was directly affected by
the effluent plume in the FFE.

The St. Lucie County Operations Center is a multi-
purpose center similar to that in Martin County.
Early in the accident, until the State is in place and
functioning, St. Lucie County receives the licensee
protective action recommendations and has the respon-sibility for taking action and implementing those
recommendations.

Five other nearby county Operations Centers which
would have received individuals evacuated from the
area or were affected by some impact on that county's
agricultural products also participated in the exercise
to some degree.
Coordination Between Government Agencies
The Federal Radiological Emergency Response Plan6 was

developed to provide an overall Federal plan for use by the
agencies involved in emergency response at nuclear power
reactor facilities. The March 1984 exercise at St. Lucie
was used to evaluate the adequacy of the plan. It was held
in conjunction with a scheduled exercise involving the
utility and State and local organizations.

The principal objectives of the Federal exercise are
summarized below:

To evaluate the adequacy, timeliness and effectiveness
of the interagency communications, including procedures and
hardware used to notify and update Federal agencies at
Headquarters, Field and the site.

To evaluate the facilities available at the site for
each Federal agency to perform its tasks.
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To evaluate the effectiveness of the interfaces and
sharing of information among the Federal agencies, offsite
authorities and utility.

To evaluate the effectiveness and contribution of
Federal response efforts in support of State and local
governments.

To evaluate the transition of the Federal agencies
from one response stage to another, i.e., initial emergency,
intermediate and long term stages of the incident, and
develop incident specific criteria.

To evaluate the accuracy, consistency, and timeliness
of the release of public information, particularly the
coordination of such information among the Federal agencies,
offsite authorities and utility and the coordination of
same between Washington, D.C., field organizations, Joint
Information Center, and any State information center.

The bounds of the exercise were that no private
citizens would be requested to participate. Sheltering,relocation, or evacuation of private citizens was generally
simulated. A few private citizens volunteered to test
decontamination facilities and shelter adequacy. Addition-
ally, Federal, State and local government participants were
advised in advance of the dates of the planned exercise but
not of the scenario. Participants from outside the State
were allowed to be prepositioned but could not participate
until appropriate notification and requests had been made
and transit time from normal locations had elapsed.
Planning among the participants included establishment of
a management group to plan the exercise and develop a
scenarig. Table top and walk-thru training exercises were
conducted in the months before the actual exercise. The
value of these planning sessions and training may actually
exceed that of the formal exercise.

The three-day exercise scenario was developed by
representatives from the participating organizations.
These scenario developers became controllers during the
exercise to assure proper pacing and balance of the
developing scenario.

The exercise began shortly after 6 a.m. on March á
with a notification of problems with certain plant monitors.
An Alert was declared by the plant operators based on
increases in plant radioactivity monitors. The reactor
tripped at 10:30 am due to a loss of condenser vacuum.
The trip was complicated by a pressurizer safety valve mal-
function leading to two pressurizer safety valves sticking
open and causing the utility to declare a Site Area
Emergency. 8y about 12:00 pm of day 1, the licensee
declared a General Emergency because of a containment leak
which was allowing radioactivity to escape offsite.
Further failures of offsite electrical power and a partial
failure of emergency electrical power caused a partial core
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uncovery and fuel damage. Shortly after declaration of the
General Emergency and after consultation by telephone
between the NRC, utility, State and local officials an
evacuation of a 5 mile radius and sheltering out to ten
miles was ordered by the Governor's Authorized Representa-
tive (GAR). The predicted releases following fuel damage
.caused the GAR to place an embargo on foodstuffs and live-
stock within a 20 mile radius of St. lucie. The core
was re-covered with water by about 12:30 pm and the contain-
ment leak was identified and secured by about 5 pm. The
reactor portion of the exercise was diminished once the
containment leak was stopped. During the first few hours
which involved transit time for offsite emergency response
personnel to the site vicinity, the exercise was no differentthan the annual exercises which are conducted with each
nuclear power reactor utility. This portion of the exercise
examines decisionmaking, principally by the utility, based
upon the deteriorating condition of the reactor. In this
case the notifications were timely and appropriate with
respect to plant conditions via the continuous telephone
links from the site to the NRC Operations Center and the
NRC Regional Office in Atlanta, Georgia. The telephone
link generally provided an acceptable understanding of the
unfolding event with few discrepancies. The NRC team
from the Regional Office in Atlanta, Georgia arrived on
site at about 12:00 pm and responsibility of managing the
NRC response was transferred from Washington to the site
team in Florida. The first day of the exercise ended at
about 7:00 pm.

The exercise resumed the second day with a potential
for an explosion in containment due to a buildup of hydrogen.
Venting of containment was required which resulted in
further radioactive releases. These further simulated
releases required State and Federal field teams'to be
deployed to different areas to monitor the controlled
purges. During day 2 a group of participants continued
their evaluations of possible contamination of agricultural
products from the radioactive releases on Days 1 and 2.
During the second day there was also a significant effort
underway to survey the affected offsite area, collect
representative samples and generally characterize the
offsite environmental impact. There was significantconcern regarding the resettlement of the previously
evacuated public and the potential need for relocation of
other members of the public.

The final day of the exercise was established by the
scenario as the fifth day after the accident in order to
test longer term recovery and re-entry activities. After
consideration of impacts to the public, the evacuation
notice was lifted by the State around mid-day. These
decisions were based on stable reactor conditions and
dissipation, decay and cleanup of radioactivity offsite.
However, concern about the food ingestions pathway
continued to the termination of the exercise at 3:00 pm.
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The scenario contained sufficient detail to be quite
realistic in most areas. As an example, after the second
day there were simulated complaints regarding overcrowding,
food shortages and inadequate bathroom facilities by the
evacuees. Also realistic, were the news media inquiries
and questions during briefings. Because one of the criti-
cisms of response to TMI was related to quality of informa-
tion provided in the early days of the accident, special
attention was given to this area during the exercise
including the use of individuals playing the role of
reporters in addition to actual news media representatives
present"during the exercise who volunteered to also play as

'well as report. The facility for the news briefings was
judged to be under sized for a real event.

Improvements in response planning and preparedness
which were indicated by the exercise include the following:
Facilities to be utilized by Federal response personnel
should be pre-designated for each reactor facility.
News centers should both be accessible to senior response
management personnel and capable of accommodating large
numbers of media representatives. Scenarios for exercises
should contain a high degree of realism and to the extent
practical should allow for interaction with the participants.

Although information and data communicated to the NRC
Operations Center was generally adequate, several deficien-
cies remained. Errors in data and in the understanding of
the time data was obtained plus the personnel resources
required to collect and communicate data during the event
has renewed efforts to improve data collection and trans-
mission. Provisions are being tested for transmitting
limited plant data via telephone lines from a computer at a
reactor facility to a computer at the Operations Center in
Washington, D.C. The implementation of the Safety Parameter
Display System at each reactor facility may facilitate this
data handling.

Periodic full field exercises involving both Federal
and State and local participants are considered to be worth
the effort and expense based upon the lessons from the St.
Lucie exercise.

The principal changes resulting from the exercise willbe incorporated in the Federal Radiological Emergency
Response Plan which is scheduled for reissuance later this
year. It is currently planned that any changes to NRC
regulatory requirements or guidance will be combined with
any changes resulting from the source term study which is
presently expected to be completed in late 1984.

Preliminary assessments of the exercise by evaluatorsand participants are consistent in judging that the exercise
met the principal objectives and was an overall success.
The capabilities of the Federal response both in equipment
and highly qualified, trained response personnel were
previously not fully appreciated. A seminar is being held
in Las Vegas, Nevada on June 12-13, 1984 as the initial
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effort to communicate these findings to all nuclear utili-
ties and to affected State and local representatives and
provide other State, local and utility planners to view and
inspect the large amount of resources which the Federal
government brought to bear in the St. Lucie exercise and
would provide to any radiological incident that could
impact the public health and safety.
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Abstract

The Three Mile Island accident has demonstrated that the guidance
provided for mitigating the consequences of design bases accidents could be
inadequate when multiple incidents, failures or errors occur during or after
the accident. In response to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Westinghouse and the Westinghouse Owners Group have developed new
Emergency Response Guidelines (E.R.G.).

The Emergency Response Guidelines are composed of two independent
sets of procedures and of a systematic tool to continuously evaluate the plant
safety throughout the response to an accident.

a) The Optimal Recovery Guidelines (O.R.Gs)

The Optimal Recovery Guidelines are entered each time the reactor is
tripped or the Emergency Core Cooling System is actuated. An immediate
verification of the automatic protective actuations is performed and the acci-
dent diagnosis process is initiated. When nature of the accident is identified,
the operator is transferred to the applicable recovery procedure and sub-
procedures.

A permanent rediagnosis is performed throughout the application of the
Optimal Recovery Guidelines and cross connections are provided to the ade-
quate procedure if an error in diagnosis is identified.

The Optimal Recovery Guidelines are «Scenario oriented»; they provide
recovery instructions for design basis accidents and their credible combinations.
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b) Critical Safety Function Monitoring

Early in the course of the accident, the operating staff intiates monitoring
of the Critical Safety Functions. These are defined as the set of functions en-
suring the integrity of the physical barriers against radioactivity release.

The review of these functions is performed continuously through a cyclic
application of the status trees.

c) The Function Restoration Guidelines (FRGs)

The Function Restoration Guidelines are entered when the Critical Safety
Function monitoring identifies a challenge to one of the functions. Depending
on the severity of the challenge, the transfer to a Function Restoration Guideline
can be immediate for a severe challenge or delayed for a minor challenge. Those
guidelines are independent of the scenario of the accident, but only based on
plant parameters and equipment availability.

1. INTRODUCTION

The overall objective of an effective and comprehensive set of
Emergency Operating Procedures is to permit the operator to make optimal
use of the Safeguard Systems to protect the general public and the plant fol-
lowing the occurrence of an accident.

Prior to the Three Mile Island (TMI) accident, emergency procedures
primarily addressed design basis accidents.

The TMI accident demonstrated that this approach was not optimal, and
that a revision to this approach was desired.

In response to the various NRC requirements (e.g. NUREG 0737, ICI)
to enhance the Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP's), Westinghouse and
the Westinghouse Owner's Group (WOG) launched in June 81 a program to
develop a new set of generic Emergency Response Guidelines (ERGs). This
package consists of integrated guidelines and background documents whe-
refrom plant specific Emergency Operating Procedures can be written.

The development phase extended over a period of approximately
two years at the end of which a complete BASIC version of Emergency Res-
ponse Guidelines was available. Following NRC review and a validation test
phase, a Revision 1 of the Emergency Response Guidelines was written. The
following sections are based on the Revision 1 Material of the Emergency Res-
ponse Guidelines.

2. GENERAL PHILOSOPHY

Following the identification of an emergency, the operator can face
two distinct types of situations: either the problem can be diagnosed properly,
or the problem is not amenable to diagnosis (see figure 1).

• For those events which can be diagnosed by an unambigous set of
symptoms, specific guidelines can be applied to optimally bring the plant to
a condition wherefrom long term recovery (evaluation, repair) is possible. These
guidelines are dependent upon the accident scenario, they are the OPTIMAL
RECOVERY GUIDELINES.
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Plant Safety

Figure 2
The Emergency Response Guidelines

Have a Twofold Structure

• For other events or malfunctions which can not be diagnosed, one must
anyway provide the operator with enough guidance so that the ultimate goal
of protecting the general public by maintaining overall plant safety can be achie-
ved (see figure 2).

The implementation of a new approach which consists in monitoring
and maintaining the plant safety for an extended spectrum of accident condi-
tions constitutes the original part of the Westinghouse Emergency Response
Guidelines.
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2.1 The Concept: How to Evaluate Plant Safety?

Public Safety is maximized if as many as possible of the radioactivity
barriers remain intact. The integrity of those barriers can be maximized if a
fixed number of functions, called the CRITICAL SAFETY FUNCTIONS are satis-
fied during and after the emergency situation.

Therefore, the required operator actions are:

• to monitor the status of the Critical Safety Functions

• to maintain a safe or at least acceptable status of the Critical Safety
Functions.

2.2 How to Implement This Concept?

The operator needs a tool that can be used for continuously
monitoring these different critical safety functions following an incident. The-
refore, one STATUS TREE similar to a decision tree has been build for each
Critical Safety Function.

By answering the symptom based questions asked at the different
branches of a tree, the operator will end up by identifying the Critical Safety
Function STATUS. The tree will also indicate if that status is acceptable or
not for the overall plant safety.

If it appears that at least one Critical Safety Function is challenged, then
the operator will proceed with an adequate guidance, the FUNCTION RESTO-
RATION GUIDELINE, in order to restore the non-satisfied Critical Safety Func-
tion to an acceptable status.

Therefore, at each end point of the different trees representing a
non-fulfilled Critical Safety Function, there is a corresponding Function Res-
toration Guideline.

These Function Restoration Guidelines are, by conception, scenario-
independent.

3. OPERATOR RESPONSE MODEL - OR - HOW TO USE THESE EMERGENCY
RESPONSE GUIDELINES?

The Emergency Response Guidelines can be used by different crew sizes,
one example consists of (4) four different operators.

• 1 Senior Reactor Operator (SRO), with overall responsibility and coor-
dination

• 1 Reactor Operator (RO), primarily in charge of the primary systems

• 1 Balance of Plant Operator (BOP), primarily in charge of the secondary
systems

• 1 Shift Technical Advisor (STA).

Upon identification of an emergency situation by a selected unambiguous
signal or symptom, such as a reactor trip or safety injection signal, the Senior
Reactor Operator will request for the application of the post-accidental pro-
cedures. All the actions or verifications asked, are done by either the Reactor
or the Balance of Plant Operator depending on the duty scope of each.
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The crew first proceeds with a diagnosis guideline. From this
guideline, if the accident is amenable to diagnosis, the Senior Reactor Operator
will be oriented to a set of scenario-related guidelines, the OPTIMAL RECOVERY
GUIDELINES.

At this time, or if the crew can not diagnose what happened on the plant,
the Shift Technical Advisor will initiate the monitoring of the Critical Safety
Functions using the Status Trees in order to evaluate the overall plant safety.
It must be clear that this task is performed concurrently with the plant dia-
gnosis or recovery process by the Optimal Recovery Guidelines.

If the Shift Technical Advisor identifies a challenge for any one
of the Critical Safety Function, he will notify the Senior Reactor Operator, who
will decide, using well defined rules of usage, whether the recovery process
by Optimal Recovery Guidelines must be interrupted to perform some other
procedures addressing a more urgent safety concern. Those procedures are
the FUNCTION RESTORATION GUIDELINES. They are event-independent, but
concern-oriented.

Once these event-dependent guidelines have been performed and the
Critical Safety Function challenge had disappeared, then the Optimal Recovery
Guideline that was in effect before interruption, can now be continued.

The important point is that whenever a Critical Safety- Function
challenge, if any, is identified by the Shift Technical Advisor, the Optimal Reco-
very Guideline in effect is stopped and the highest priority Function Restora-
tion Guideline is implemented.

The overall Operator Response Model is represented at figure 3.
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4. OPTIMAL RECOVERY GUIDELINES

4.1 Applicability of the Optimal Recovery Guidelines

As mentioned before, the Optimal Recovery Guidelines are symptoms
based and scenario oriented. They provide guidance for diagnosis and reco-
very from a broad spectrum of predefined event sequences determined to be
the significant risks contributors.

Therefore a probabilistic evaluation of pressurized water reactor plant
accident initiators (i.e., loss of reactor coolant, loss of secondary coolant, steam
generator tube rupture), and functional system failures has been performed
in order to provide the mechanism to define event sequences for which opti-
mal recovery guidance is provided. A functional failure cutoff frequency of
occurrence of 10~8 per reactor-year is used to identify event sequences that
constitute the significant contributors to the risk inherent in nuclear power
plant operations. Optimal Recovery Guidelines are provided for event sequences
with frequencies greater than 10"8 per reactor-year.

4.2 Objective of the Optimal Recovery Guidelines

The Optimal Recovery Guidelines provide guidance to stabilize the plant
parameters after or during an emergency situation and to recover the plant
to a normal operational state or a known safe state from which repair (if re-
quired) can be accomplished.

4.3 Entry Point of the Optimal Recovery Guidelines

The Optimal Recovery Guidelines are entered upon diagnosis that the
reactor protection system limits or the safeguards actuation system limits are
exceeded. In practice that means that the operator is instructed to proceed
with the Optimal Recovery Guidelines each time that, and as soon as, a manual
or automatic reactor trip or safety injection signal appears.

4.4 Organization of the Optimal Recovery Guidelines

The guidelines are organized in four basic categories, consistent with the
four categories of non-accident and accident event sequences. The basic
categories are summarized below, including a brief description of alternative
event sequences and functional failures addressed in each basic category:

* Category 0 — Non-accident

This category includes the entry point to the Emergency Response
Guidelines following a reactor trip or safety injection actuation. This category
includes verification of automatic actuations and diagnostics for both non-
accident and accident event sequences. Guidance for non-accident event se-
quences is provided in this category, including guidance for response to reac-
tor trip, loss of all ac power and natural circulation cooldown. The other
categories of emergency events (i.e., the three major PWR accident initiators)
are entered from this non-accident category.

• Category 1 — Loss of Reactor Coolant

This category addresses symptoms associated with the loss of reactor
coolant. This category includes guidance for cooldown and depressurization
following a loss of reactor coolant, reduction and termination of safety injec-
tion, switchover to long term recirculation and loss of recirculation capability.
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• Category 2 — Loss of Secondary Coolant

This category addresses symptoms associated with the loss of secondary
coolant, including loss of secondary coolant from multiple steam generators.
This category includes guidance for isolation of faulted steam generators.

• Category 3 — Steam Generator Tube Rupture

This category addresses symptoms associated with steam generator tube
ruptures, including tube ruptures in multiple steam generators and tube rup-
tures in combination with loss of reactor or secondary coolant. This category
includes guidance for cooldown and depressurization following steam generator
tube ruptures, reduction and termination of safety injection and failure of
pressurizer pressure control capability.

For each basic category of emergency events, the Optimal Recovery
Guidelines are composed of three types of guidelines:

• Guideline (E-guidelines)
• Subguideline (ES-guidelines)
• Emergency Contingency Action guidelines (EGA-guidelines)

This organization results in an entry (E-) guideline for each category
with associated subguidelines and emergency contingency action guidelines.
Subguidelines supplement the entry guidelines by providing alternative recovery
strategies for event scenarios with the event category. Emergency contingency
action guidelines supplement both the entry guidelines and subguidelines by
providing guidance for low probability or unique event scenarios.

A frequent rediagnosis is performed in most of the Optimal Recovery
Guidelines. A special procedure ES-00 is also dedicated to that action. When
a misdiagnosis or a modification of the accident characteristics is'identified,
a transition to the appropriate procedure-is provided.

Guideline E-0, REACTOR TRIP OF SAFETY INJECTION, is the entry
point to the Emergency Response Guidelines. Guideline E-0 is entered on the
symptoms of a reactor trip or safety injection being actuated or required. All
other guidelines are entered on symptom-based transitions.

The Optimal Recovery Guidelines are identified in Table I.

5. CRITICAL SAFETY FUNCTIONS AND STATUS TREES

5.1 Critical Safety Functions

A fundamental goal in nuclear safety is the prevention of uncontrolled
releases of radioactive materials from nuclear power plants. In order to accom-
plish this goal the concept of the «multiple barriers» to the releases has been
adopted in the design of the nuclear power plants.

As long as those barriers (fuel matrix and fuel clad, reactor coolant systems
pressure boundary, containment) are intact, the plant poses no threat to the
health and safety of the general public.

Therefore a predominant goal of the post accidental procedures
is the assurance that as many as possible of the radioactivity barriers remain
intact at all times during and after the emergency situation.
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TABLE I

OPTIMAL RECOVERY GUIDELINES (REVISION 1, SEPTEMBER 1983)

E-0 Reactor Trip or Safety Injection

ES-0.0 Rediagnosis
ES-0,1 Reactor Trip Response
ES-0.2 Natural Circulation Cooldown
ES-0.3 Natural Circulation Cooldown With Steam Void in Vessel

(with Reactor Vessel Level Indication System)
ES-0.4 Natural Circulation Cooldown With Steam Void in Vessel

(without Reactor Vessel Level Indication System)

E-1 Loss of Reactor or Secondary Coolant

ES-1,1 Safety Injection Termination
ES-1.2 Post Loss of Coolant Accident Cooldown and

Depressurization
ES-1.3 Transfer to Cold Leg Recirculation
ES-1.4 Transfer to Hot Leg Recirculation

E-2 Faulted Steam Generator Isolation

E-3 Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)

ES-3.1 Post-SGTR Cooldown Using Backfill
ES-3.2 Post-SGTR Cooldown Using Slowdown
ES-3.3 Post-SGTR Cooldown Using Steam Dump

ECA-0.0 Loss of All ac Power
ECA-0.1 Loss of All ac Power Recovery Without SI Required
ECA-Q.2 Loss of All ac Power Recovery With SI Required

ECA-1.1 Loss of Emergency Coolant Recirculation
ECA-1.2 Loss of Coolant Accident Outside Containment

ECA-2.1 Uncontrolled Depressurization of All Steam Generators

ECA-3.1 SGTR With Loss of Reactor Coolant-Subcooled Recovery Desired
ECA-3.2 SGTR With Loss of Reactor Coolant-Saturated Recovery Desired
ECA-3.3 SGTR Without Pressurizer Pressure Control

Such an objective can be met by maintenance of a few functions or
characteristics of the plant. Those have been called the «Critical Safety Func-
tions». They consist of:

1) to maintain Subcriticality
2) to maintain Core Cooling
3) to maintain Heat Sink
4) to maintain Primary Boundary Integrity
5) to maintain Containment Integrity
6) to maintain Reactor Coolant System Inventory.
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5.2 Status Trees

The guidance for diagnosis of potential challenge of a critical safety
function is contained in the Critical Safety Function Status Trees.

A Status Tree exists for each of the six Critical Safety Functions.
The plant parameters that define the state of each Critical Safety Function
are identified on the associated Status Tree. Typically, only a few parameters
are required to identify the status of a Critical Safety Function. This limited
set of parameters must be evaluated in a systematic manner to determine the
Critical Safety Function status. A branching structure inherent in a decision
or event tree is the logical vehicle to structure the systematic evaluation of
plant parameters that determine the status of a Critical Safety Function. Each
Status Tree has a single entry point and several exit points (termini) depen-
ding on the parameters that define the Critical Safety Function status. Each
pass through a Status Tree can produce only one exit point based on the values
of the parameters in the Status Tree.

The exit point will indicate the status of the diagnosed critical safety
function: function satisfied, function not satisfied, severe challenge, extreme
challenge. Depending on the exit point of that diagram, no action, prompt or
immediate actions will be required in order to recover the plant to a safe state.

In addition to identifying the safety state of the plant, the Status Trees
also provide an ideal vehicle to prioritize operator response to Critical Safety
Function challenges. When Critical Safety Functions are challenged, multiple
challenges may exist requiring additional guidance to structure operator
function-related restoration. This additional guidance is provided by prioritiz-
ing all potential challenges to Critical Safety Functions. This predefined
prioritization is accomplished by prioritizing the Critical Safety Functions (i.e.,
specifying the order in which the Status Trees are monitored) and prioritizing
the termini of the Status Trees.

The Emergency Response Guideline «rules of usage» require the
operator to start Status Tree monitoring when the symptoms of the emergency
transient result in transition out of guideline E-0 or when diagnosis in guideline
E-0 is not obvious. Consequently, Status Tree monitoring is started very shortly
after entering the Emergency Response Guidelines.

Once the Status Trees are being monitored, the following «rules
of usage» apply:

• Order of priority of the Critical Safety Functions starting by the highest
priority:

- Subcriticality
- Core Cooling
- Heat Sink
- Primary Boundary Integrity
- Containment Integrity
- Inventory

• The Status Trees should be continuously monitored in order of
Critical Safety Function priority.

• If an extreme challenge is diagnosed, the operator should immediately
stop optimal recovery and initiate function restoration to restore the highest
priority Critical Safety Function under extreme challenge.
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• !f a severe challenge is diagnosed, the operator should continue to check
the status of all Critical Safety Functions. The operator should then stop op-
timal recovery and initiate function restoration to restore the highest priority
Critical Safety Function under severe challenge.

• If a not satisfied condition is diagnosed, the operator should
continue monitoring the Status Trees. It is the operator's prerogative to con-
tinue optimal recovery or to initiate function restoration to restore the affected
Critical Safety Function.

• During function restoration to address an extreme or severe challenge,
if a higher priority challenge is diagnosed, the operator should terminate on-
going response and initiate function restoration to address the higher priority
Critical Safety Function challenge.

Those rules are summarized in figure 4.

Color Line Code Symbol Code Status/Response

Red

Orange

Yellow Ý

The critical safety function is
under extreme challenge;
immediate operator action a
required

The critical safety function is
under severe challenge;
prompt operator action is
required

The critical safety function
condition is off — normal.
Operator action may be taken

Green Î the critical safety function is
satisfied. No operator action is
needed

Figure 4
Status Tree Priority Identification

The Status Tree termini for each extreme challenge, severe challenge or
not satisfied condition identify the Function Restoration Guideline that pro-
vides guidance to restore the Critical Safety Function.

The status tree related to the Core Cooling Critical Safety Function
is provided at figure 5 as example. It is assumed that no reactor vessel level
indication system is available on the plant.
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FigureS
Core Cooling Status Tree (Revision 1, September 1983)

6. FUNCTION RESTORATION GUIDELINES

Guidance for restoration of the plant safety state independent of event
sequence is contained in the Function Restoration Guidelines. The guidelines
establish predefined symptom-based and function-related restoration strategies
for responding to emergency transients. The restoration strategies utilize
available plant equipment to restore Critical Safety Functions to a satisfied
condition from which Optimal Recovery can be initiated. The Function Restora-
tion Guidelines are typically entered form the Status Trees.

Function Restoration Guidelines are organized in six basic categories
consistent with the Critical Safty Functions. The number of guidelines in each
basic category is determined by the Status Tree structure. The basic categories
are summarized below including, a brief description of associated conditions
addressed in each basic category- The list of the function restoration guidelines
is provided in table II.

• Subcriticality

This category addresses symptoms associated with an anticipated
transient without scram, a return to power condition and a loss of core shut-
down condition.

• Core Cooling

This category addresses symptoms associated with inadequate,
degraded and saturated core cooling conditions resulting from depletion of
water in the reactor coolant system.

• Heat Sink

This category addresses symptoms associated with an inadequate
secondary heat sink resulting from depletion of water in all steam generators.
This category includes guidance for response to the following conditions in
any steam generator: (1) high level, (2) low level, (3) overpressure and (4)
loss of normal steam release capability.
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TABLE !l

CRITICAL SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS TREES
AND FUNCTION RESTORATION GUIDELINES

(REVISION 1. SEPTEMBER 1983)

F-0 Critical Safety Function Status Trees

F-0.1 Subcriticality
F-0.2 Core Cooling
F-0.3 Heat Sink
F-0.4 Integrity
F-0.5 Containment
F--0.6 Inventory

FR-S.1 Response to Nuclear Power Generation/ATWS
FR-S.2 Response to Loss of Core Shutdown

FR-C.1 Response to Inadequate Core Cooling
FR-C.2 Response to Degraded Core Cooling
FR-C.3 Response to Saturated Core Cooling

FR-H.1 Response to Loss of Secondary Heat Sink
FR-H.2 Response to Steam Generator Overpressure
FR-H.3 Response to Steam Generator High Level
FR-H.4 Response to Loss of Normal Steam Release Capabilities
FR-H.5 Response to Steam Generator Low Level

FR-P.1 Response to Imminent Pressurized Thermal Shock Condition
FR-P.2 Response to Anticipated Pressurized Thermal Shock Condition

FR-Z.1 Response to High Containment Pressure
FR-Z.2 Response to Containment Flooding
FR-Z.3 Response to High Containment Radiation Level

FR-L1 Response to High Pressurizer Level
FR-I.2 Response to Low Pressurizer Level
FR-I.3 Response to Voids in Reactor Vessel

« Primary Boundary Integrity

This category addresses symptoms associated with imminent and
anticipated pressurized thermal shock conditions and cold overpressure con-
ditions.

« Containment Integrity

This category addresses symptoms associated with potential
containment overpressure (including hydrogen), flooding and high radiation.

• Inventory

This category addresses symptoms associated with high pressurizer
level, low pressurizer level and voids in the reactor vessel.
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Entry into a Function Restoration Guideline is typically from the
associated Status Tree. A Function Restoration Guideline may be entered from
more than one terminus to permit prioritization of guideline entry. Following
completion of function restoration, the Function Restoration Guideline directs
the operator to the appropriate Optimal Recovery Guideline for resumption
of optimal recovery.

The Function Restoration Guidelines address a number of function
failures that have a frequency of occurrence greater than the probability cutoff
of 10"8 per reactor-year, the basis for determining which event sequences are
to be addressed by Optimal Recovery guidance. For event sequences which
include these functional failures, the Function Restoration Guidelines are
developed.

7. VALIDATION OF EMERGENCY RESPONSE GUIDELINES

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the Emergency Response Guidelines,
the guidelines were subjected to a comprehensive validation test program.

The validation was performed using a full-scale plant simulator
(SEABROOK, New Hampshire).

Two different crews of actual operators were trained for one entire
week to familiarize them with the structure and usage of Emergency Response
Guidelines, and also with the simulator control room layout.

The actual test phase took place in the second week during which
thirty-five different transients were tested. Among the simulated transients,
some were very complex such as:

• Small Loss of Coolant accident without high head safety injection

• Tube rupture and a stuck open safety valve in the same steam generator

• Secondary break - all Main steam line isolation valves fail to close.

Each test scenario performed in the control room was observed by a
specially selected and trained observation team. This team was responsible
for documenting all deviations from nominal (expected) performance.

As results of this program, are the following conclusions:

• Guidelines are effective in mitigating a broad range of complex plant
transients.

• The guidelines are not difficult to use.

• The internal consistency of the guidelines, achieved through exten-
sive review during the development phase, facilitated useability and
acted to correct operator errors.

• No major problem of Emergency Operating Procedures implementation
was encountered in any of the thirty-five test scenarios. *•
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8. CONCLUSION

The Emergency Response Guidelines provide a network of predefined
and prioritized symptom-based response strategies that guide the operator in
management of emergency transients. Event-related recovery and function-
related restoration strategies are combined to guide diagnosis and plant
recovery to the optimal end state while ensuring explicit diagnosis and restora-
tion of the plant safety state independent of event sequence.
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AUTOMATIC ANALYSIS OF MALFUNCTIONS CONSEQUENCES -
A METHOD DEVELOPED ON A NUCLEAR REACTOR SIMULATOR

R. BRUSCHI, P. DI PORTO, R. PALLOTTELLI
Simulator Service,
ENEA,
Rome, Italy

Abstract

A software package is realized, which performs two
main functions: fast detection of plant malfunction and
analysis of their consequences.

The fast detection is carried out by means of plant
identification and simulation techniques. When a malfum:
tion is detected, the analysis is performed using very
rapi'd simulation model processing a probable extrapola-
tion of the variable where the malfunction was detected.
Operator has thus a big facility in taking decisions.

The methods shown in this paper were implemented and
tested on Real Time Nuclear Plant Simulator, but they are
suitable to be used on the real plant.

Introduction

In this paper methods are proposed, to aid nuclear
reactor operators in malfunction prevention,detection and
analysis. A software package was developed to detect the
source of a malfunction and its probable evolution (fig.1),
Used techniques are deterministic and based on the follow-
ing steps:

- plant identification;
simulation model (and modules) implementation;

- malfunctions characterization;
prevision techniques realization.

These aspects are strongly interconnected.

Malfunctions

Different malfunctions can be defined as follows:
1 Spontaneous malfunctions;
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2 Generated malfunctions.
Where, the first type occurs during plant normal evolu
tion and the second depends on a wrong action of the
rator. Further division can be the following:

a) stable malfunctions;
b) unstable malfunctions.

In a stable condition the future evolution of a malfunc-
tion depends on the actual state, whereas unstable mal-
functions future states are indipendent from actual state

A simple malfunction can be both stable and unstable,
during its evolution. As we shall show in the following
the stability is an important characteristic to define
the prevision time.

By means of the simulation model, "spontaneous" mal-
functions can be fast detected, and "generated11 ones can
be avoided, as we shall see in the following.
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Diagnostic
The plant is identified by a mathematical model and a

modular numerical simulation is realized and implemented
on the on-line conuter, each module corresponding to a
phisically identifiable part of the plant. A program cal-
led DIAGNOSTIC is realized, by means of which each module
runs, following the scheme of fig.2, processing only plant
variables. Malfunction detection is carried on by compari-
ng plant variables with those computed by the model (fig.3)

Var On

Var Ci

7ar Cl
Fig.
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Fig. 3

MALFUNCTION YES
Fig. 4
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Modules and plant operate with the same input variables;
for this reason a computed variable will disagree with the
corresponding real variable, when the trarfsert-function of
the plant is modified, that is when a malfunction occurs.
The selected method to validate a malfunction is shown in
fig. 4. A malfunction is thus detected by the differences
between computed and real variables, and by the values and
the differences of their derivatives. This comparison is
carried on many times (e.g. 4 times), before validating a
malfunction detection. At this moment the PREVISIONAL pro-
gram is called (fig. 5), which provides the prevision of
the malfunction evolution and its consequences.

DIAGNOSTIC

Fig.

Previsional

In the predictive phase the same simulation modules,
as in diagnostic, are used, but they are connected as
shown in fig. 6, thus realizing a simulator, which starts
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from the initial conditions, corresponding to the instant
of the malfunction detection; a linear extrapolation of
the wrong variable is inserted. This simulation model runs
faster than real-time, to provide a forecast of the main
plant variables at a future time PT (prevision time).
When the variables a.I PT are furnished, PREVISIONAL reads
actual values from the plant, and re-start for a new
prevision.

If the plant cames back to normal condition, operator
stops PREVISIONAL and DIAGNOSTIC starts again.

The flow-chart of PREVISIONAL is shown in fig. 7.
As explaned before, a linear extrapolation of the

Fig. 6
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Flow-chart of PREVISIONAL program
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wrong variable was selected, based on the first derivatji
ve of the malfunctioning variable. This very simple choi
ce can be changed by selecting more complex extrapolation
methods; this will onlyua greater need of time to produce
the forecast.

An important parameter of the quality and usefulness
of the forecast is the prevision time PT.

It can vary from Tmax to Tmin, depending on the sta-
bility of the malfunction. When the transfert-function of
the malfunctioning variable does not change, that is when
the malfunction is stables Tmax can be selected.

Vice-versa when the malfunction is unstable, it is ne-
cessary to select Tmin.

The stability of the malfunction evolution is evalua-
ted by comparing two consecutive forecasts. If the values
are equal (in a fixed band) PT is setted to Tmax, other-
wise it remains equal Tmin. If the malfunction evolution
changes from a stable to an unstable condition, PT is
forced to decrease every cycle. It stops to decrease when
it reachs Tmin or if a new stable condition occurs (fig.
8). We note that PT provides an information on the mal-
functioning plant evolution.

DCP- Difference between two
consecutive previsions.

LVC- Logical variable of
conditioning

MPT- Maximum prevision time
PT- Prevision time

Tmax =120 sec.
DCP Tmin = 30 "
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The values of Tmax and Tmin must be selected consi-
dering that:

Tmax must be not too long:
a) to avoid the growth of the extrapolation error;
b) to aid the operator with a short-term information.

- Tmin must be not too short:
to give the operator time enough, to take right
decisions and to react against the malfunctions
consequences.

The following values were used:
Tmax = 120 seconds
Tmin = 30

Operator

As we have seen before, not only "sponteneous" mal-
functions can occur, but also "generated" malfunctions,
which are due to wrong actions of the operator, and not
to a sudden change of a transfert-function.

An interactive program called OPERATOR is proposed, by
means of which, during operation in normal condition, the
operator selects a prevision time PT. OPERATOR reads and
stores,under operator request, the initial conditions and
calls -PREVISIONAL, thus realizing a whole plant simulator,
running faster than real time. The so provided previsions
allow the operator to know, if the actual sequences can
bring the plant to a perturbated condition, and where a
perturbation can occur; so the operator can avoid this
troubles.

Application

The proposed methods were implemented and tested on a
Nuclear Reactor Simulator, instead that on a real plant;
PEC Reactor Simulator was utilized. PEC (Prova Element!
di Combustibile - Test of Fuel Elements) is a 120 Myth
experimental Fast Breeder Reactor under construction by
the Italian Atomic Organization (E.N.E.A.).
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The PEC Simulator is charaterized by:
- Principal Operator Console exact replica;
- Plant identified by a 400 differencial equations,

with 50 msec minimal integration step,mathematical
model;

- Package implemented on SEL 32/77 system;
- Multipurpose instructor desk.

Implementing and testing the proposed techniques on a
Simulator instead that on a real plant, allows us to
apply and verify them in any possible malfunction. Their
validity on the real plant must, obviously, be verified,
but it will depend essentially on reliability of the
Simulator itself.

Let us conclude by presenting an example. Fig. 10
shows the controlled variables in a steady state condi-
tion, with the following meaning (see fig. 9):

WRI1 primary inlet flow rate north
WRI2 " " " " south
V/R01 " outlet " " north

WR02 " '.' " " south

WXP1 IHX primary flow rate north .
WXP2 " ' " " " south
WEP - emergency circuit primary flow rate
AHV reactor vessel coolant level
AHCV component vessel coolant level •
AHX1 north IHX coolant level
AHX2 south " " "
VRP1 north primary pump velocity
VRP2 south " - " "
ASS1 north " " absorption
ASS2 south " " "
TCV components vessel coolant temperature
TXP01 north IHX outlet coolant temp, primary
TXP02 south " " " »
TXS01 north " " " secondary
TXS02 south " " " "
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Na/Air

Ni/Air

Fig. 9

Assume a supply fault in a primary cooling circuit
pump (see fig. 9).It will be detected by DIAGNOSTIC and
signaled both by the difference between plant and compu-
ted variable of the pump velocity, and by a colour change
in the screen. PREVISIONAL will then furnish data of
fig. 11, which can be compared with those of fig. 10 to
estimate consequences. Reliability of PREVISIONAL can be
verified by comparison with the evolution of real varia-
bles recorded in fig. 12.
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STEADY STATE VALUES

WRI1
314. 2

WRI2
314. 1

WRQ1
314, 2

WR02
314. 2

WXP1
314. 2

AHV AHCV AHX1 AHX2
-3. 224 -3. 983 -3. 566 -3, 566
VRP1
117. 0

VRP2
117. 0

ASS1
250. 0

ASS2
250. 0

TCV
399. 3

TVI1
399. 2

TV 12
399. 2.

TXPQ1
399. 3

TXP02
399. 8

WXP2
314. 2

WEP
20. 3

TXS01 TXSD2
496. 3

Fig» 10

PREVISION FOR 120 SEC.
REQUESTED BY DIAGNOSTIC

WRI1
289. 7

WRI2
327. 0

WRQ1
303. 5

WR02
308. 5

WXP1
308. 6

AHV
-3. 222

AHCV AHX1 AHX2
-3. 963 -3. 557 -3. 557

WXP2
308. 6.

WEP
20. 3

VRP1
112. 9

VRP2
116. 9

ASS1
231. 8

ASS2
250. 1

TCV
398. 5

TXP01
397. 8

TXPD2
398. 4

TXSQ1
495. 5

TXS02
495. 7

Fig. 11
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Ê ÏÎÂÅÄÅÍÈÞ ßÄÅÐÍÎÉ ÝËÅÊÒÐÎÑÒÀÍÖÈÈ Ñ ÐÅÀÊÒÎÐÎÌ
ÒÈÏÀ ÂÂÝÐ Â ÍÅÍÎÌÈÍÀËÜÍÛÕ ÝÊÑÏËÓÀÒÀÖÈÎÍÍÛÕ ÐÅÆÈÌÀÕ

Ã. ÀÊÊÅÐÌÀÍ, Ï. ÄÐÅÃÅÐ, Õ.-Ì. ÏÐÀÑÑÅÐ, Ä. ÐÀÉÕÅÍÁÀÕ

Âûñøàÿ èíæåíåðíàÿ øêîëà Öèòòàó,
Öèòòàó,
Ãåðìàíñêàÿ Äåìîêðàòè÷åñêàÿ Ðåñïóáëèêà

Àííîòàöèÿ
Íåñîâåðøåííîå ïåðåìåøèâàíèå òåïëîíîñèòåëÿ â ðåàêòî-
ðàõ òèïà ÂÂÝÐ ñïîñîáñòâóåò ïîÿâëåíèþ ïðîñòðàíñòâåí-
íûõ êñåíîíîâûõ êîëåáàíèé, âûçûâàåìûõ âîçìóùåíèÿìè
óñëîâèé òåïëîïåðåäà÷è â ïàðîãåíåðàòîðàõ. Ýòî ìîæåò
ïðèâåñòè ê ñíèæåíèþ äîïóñòèìîé ìîùíîñòè ðåàêòîðà.
Â äîêëàäå ïðåäñòàâëåíû ýêñïåðèìåíòàëüíûå è òåîðå-
òè÷åñêèå ðàáîòû ïî îïðåäåëåíèþ ðàñïðåäåëåíèÿ òåì-
ïåðàòóðû íà âõîäå àêòèâíîé çîíû ïðè íåðàâíûõ òåì-
ïåðàòóðàõ â õîëîäíûõ íèòÿõ öèðêóëÿöèîííûõ ïåòåëü è
òðåõìåðíàÿ íîäàëüíàÿ ìîäåëü àêòèâíîé çîíû äëÿ ðàñ-
÷åòà ïðîñòðàíñòâåííûõ êñåíîíîâûõ êîëåáàíèé, ñâÿçàí-
íàÿ ñ ìîäåëüþ ïåðâîãî êîíòóðà.

I-. Ââåäåíèå . -
Áîëüøèå ýíåðãåòè÷åñêèå ðåàêòîðû òèïà ÂÂÝÐ ñêëîííû
ê ïîÿâëåíèþ ïðîñòðàíñòâåííûõ êîëåáàíèé ðàñïðåäå-
ëåíèÿ ïëîòíîñòè ýíåðãîâûäåëåíèÿ, âûçâàííûõ êñåíî-
•íîâûì îòðàâëåíèåì. Îíè ìîãóò âëå÷ü çà ñîáîé ñíè-
æåíèå äîïóñòèìîé ìîùíîñòè àêòèâíîé çîíû è ñîêðà-
ùåíèå ñðîêà ðàáîòîñïîñîáíîñòè òåïëîâûäåëÿþùèõ ýëå-
ìåíòîâ. Ñ öåëüþ äîñòèæåíèÿ ìàêñèìàëüíîãî èñïîëü-
çîâàíèÿ óñòàíîâëåííîé ìîùíîñòè ÀÝÑ íåîáõîäèìî ñîç-
äàòü ñèñòåìó ðåãóëèðîâàíèÿ ðåàêòîðà, ñïîñîáíóþ ñíè-
çèòü àìïëèòóäû òàêèõ êîëåáàíèé. Îñíîâîé òàêîé ñèñ-
òåìû ÿâëÿåòñÿ íàëè÷èå âû÷èñëèòåëüíûõ ïðîãðàìì äëÿ
áûñòðîãî ïðîãíîçà âðåìåííîãî ïîâåäåíèÿ ïîëÿ ýíåðãî-
âûäåëåíèÿ â òå÷åíèè ïåðåõîäíûõ ïðîöåññîâ, âûçâàííûõ
ñàìûì ðàçëè÷íûì ñïîñîáîì. Ïðàêòèêà ïîêàçûâàåò, ÷òî
ïðîñòðàíñòâåííûå êñåíîíîâûå êîëåáàíèÿ âîçíèêàþò íå
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ïåðåìåøèâàíèå íàäàêòèâíîé çîíîé

àêòèâíàÿ çîíà

ïåðåìåøèâàíèå ïîäàêòèâíîé çîíû

Ðèñ. I Ìåõàíèçì âîçáóæäåíèÿ ïðîñòðàíñòâåííûõ
êñåíîíîâûõ êîëåáàíèé ïåðâûì êîíòóðîì

*íåñèììåòðè÷íîå ðàñ-ïðåäåëåíèå âûõîäíûõòåìïåðàòóð èç òîï-ëèâíûõ êàññåò
-Líåðàâíûå òåìïåðàòó-ðû â ãîðÿ÷èõ íèòÿõïåòåëü

i îáðàòíàÿñâÿçü
âîçìóùåíèå òåïëî-ïåðåäà÷è â ïàðîãå-íåðàòîðàõ
îòêëîíåíèå òåìïå-ðàòóðû â õîëîäíîé,íæòæ ïåòëè

JLíåðàâíîìåðíîå ðàñ-ïðåäåëåíèå òåìïå-ðàòóðû íà âõîäåàêòèâíîé çîíû____Läåôîðìàöèÿ ïîëÿíåéòðîííîãî ïîòîêàè âûçûâàíèå ïðî-ñòðàíñòâåííûõ êñå-íîíîâûõ êîëåáàíèé

òîëüêî âñëåäñòâèå ïåðåìåùåíèé ðåãóëèðóþùèõ ñòåðæíåé
ïðè èçìåíåíèè ìîùíîñòè óñòàíîâêè, íî è âñëåäñòâèå
èçìåíåíèÿ ðàñïðåäåëåíèÿ òåìïåðàòóðû òåïëîíîñèòåëÿ íà
âõîäå â àêòèâíóþ çîíó. Ìåõàíèçì ýòîãî ïðîöåññà ïîêà-
çûâàåò ðèñ. I. Âîçìóùåíèå óñëîâèé òåïëîïåðåäà÷è â
ïàðîãåíåðàòîðàõ, êàê, íàïðèìåð, çàêðûòèå ïàðîâîé çà-
äâèæêè îäíîãî ïàðîãåíåðàòîðà, âåäåò ê óñòàíîâëåíèþ
íåðàâíûõ çíà÷åíèé òåìïåðàòóðû â õîëîäíûõ íèòÿõ.
Íà ïóòè ê àêòèâíîé çîíå âñòðå÷àþùèåñÿ â ðåàêòîðå ïî-
òîêè òåïëîíîñèòåëÿ ïåðåìåøèâàþòñÿ òîëüêî íåñîâåð-
øåííî /I, 2, 3, 4/ è â ðåçóëüòàòå ïîÿâëÿåòñÿ íåðàâ-
íîìåðíîå ðàñïðåäåëåíèå òåìïåðàòóðû íà âõîäå â àê- .
òèâíóþ çîíó. Ëîêàëüíûå èçìåíåíèÿ ìàòåðèàëüíûõ ïàðà-
.ìåòðîâ àêòèâíîé çîíû âåäóò ê ïåðåðàñïðåäåëåíèþ ïîëÿ
ïëîòíîñòè íåéòðîííîãî ïîòîêà è òåì ñàìûì è ïîëÿ
ýíåðãîâûäåëåíèÿ, êîòîðîå ïðè äîñòàòî÷íî äîëãîì âîç-
äåéñòâèè ïîðîæäàåò ïðîñòðàíñòâåííûå êñåíîíîâûå êî-
ëåáàíèÿ. Äàëåå ïðîèñõîäèò èñêàæåíèå ðàñïðåäåëåíèÿ
òåìïåðàòóðû òåïëîíîñèòåëÿ, âûõîäÿùåãî èç àêòèâíîé
çîíû, èìåþùåãî â íîðìàëüíûõ óñëîâèÿõ ýêñïëóàòàöèè
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îñåñèììåòðè÷íóþ ôîðìó. Â ñèëó íåñîâåðøåííîãî ïåðå-ã
ìåøèâàíèÿ â ïðîñòðàíñòâå íàä àêòèâíîé çîíîé ïîÿâ-
"ëÿåòñÿ îòêëîíåíèå âûõîäíûõ òåìïåðàòóð ðåàêòîðà,
êîòîðîå ñîçäàåò íåîáõîäèìîñòü ó÷åñòü îáðàòíóþ ñâÿçü
÷åðåç öèðêóëÿöèîííûå ïåòëè.
Íàñòîÿùèé äîêëàä îçíàêîìëÿåò ñ ïåðâûìè ðåçóëüòàòàìè
èçó÷åíèÿ ñëåäóþùèõ äâóõ çàäà÷:
à Ðàçðàáîòêà ðàñ÷åòíîé ìåòîäèêè äëÿ îïðåäåëåíèÿ

ðàñïðåäåëåíèÿ òåìïåðàòóðû, íà âõîäå â àêòèâíóþ . .
çîíó ïðè çàäàííûõ çíà÷åíèÿõ òåìïåðàòóðû â õîëîä-
íûõ íèòÿõ öèðêóëÿöèîííûõ ïåòåëü.

á Ðàñ÷åò ïðîñòðàíñòâåííûõ êñåíîíîâûõ êîëåáàíèé ïðè
êîìáèíèðîâàííîì âîçäåéñòâèè ïåðåìåùåíèÿ ðåãóëè-
ðóþùèõ ñòåðæíåé è âîçìóùåíèÿ òåïëîïåðåäà÷è â îò-
äåëüíûõ ïàðîãåíåðàòîðàõ ñ ó÷åòîì ðåæèìà ðåãóëè-
ðîâàíèÿ ìîùíîñòè ðåàêòîðà.

Îáúåêòîì èññëåäîâàíèé ÿâèëñÿ ñîâåòñêèé ðåàêòîð ÂÂÝÐ-
440. Â äàëüíåéøåì ïëàíèðóåòñÿ ïðèìåíåíèå ðàçðàáî-
òàííûõ ìåòîäîâ ê äðóãèì òèïàì ðåàêòîðîâ.
2. Ïåðåìåøèâàíèå òåïëîíîñèòåëÿ ïåðåä âõîäîì â àê-

òèâíóþ çîíó
2.1 Ýêñïåðèìåíòàëüíûå èññëåäîâàíèÿ
Ñóùåñòâåííîå âëèÿíèå íà ñòåïåíü ïåðåìåøèâàíèÿ òåï-
ëîíîñèòåëÿ, âõîäÿùåãî â ðåàêòîð èç îòäåëüíûõ öèð-
êóëÿöèîííûõ ïåòåëü, îêàçûâàåò êîíñòðóêòèâíîå îôîðì-
ëåíèå âíóòðèêîðïóñíûõ óñòðîéñòâ ðåàêòîðà. Ðèñ. 2
ïîêàçûâàåò ðàçëè÷íûå âàðèàíòû èñïîëíåíèÿ íàïðàâ-
ëÿþùèõ óñòðîéñòâ ñîâåòñêèõ ðåàêòîðîâ òèïà ÂÂÝÐ. Äëÿ
îöåíêè âëèÿíèÿ ãåîìåòðè÷åñêîãî îôîðìëåíèÿ íèæíåé
ïîâîðîòíîé êàìåðû íà ñòåïåíü ïåðåìåøèâàíèÿ ñëóæèëà
ïëîñêàÿ ìîäåëü ðåàêòîðà ÂÂÝÐ-440, èçîáðàæåííàÿ íà
ðèñ. 3. Óñòàíîâêà ðàáîòàåò íà âîçäóõå è âêëþ÷àåò â
ñåáÿ ìîäåëè íèæíåé ïîâîðîòíîé êàìåðû è íèæíåãî áëîêà,
çàùèòíûõ òðóá â ìàñøòàáå 1:10.
Èçìåðåíèå ïîëåé ñêîðîñòè è òåìïåðàòóðû ïðîèçâåëèñü
ñ ïîìîùüþ òðóáîê Ïðàíòëÿ, ïðîâîëî÷íûìè àíåìîìåòðè-
÷åñêèìè çîíäàìè è òåðìîðåçèñòîðàìè.. Ðèñ. 4 ïîêàçû-
âàåò ïîëó÷åííûå íà ýòîé óñòàíîâêå êàðòèíû òå÷åíèÿ
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ñóñêíîé ó÷àñòîê

àêòèâíàÿ çîíà-

íèæíèé áëîê-
íèæíèé äàð÷àòûéëèñò
ïåðôîðèðîâàííîåýëëèïòè÷íîå äíèùå
íèæíÿÿ ïîâîðîòíàÿk ;åðà

ÂÂÝÐ-440, ïðîòîòèï ÂÂÇÐ-440, ñåòçèéíîå
èñïîëíåíèå

îïîðíûå ýëåìåíòû—|
ïåðôîðèðîâàííîåýëëèïòè÷íîå äíèùå
íèæíÿÿ äîâîðî1êàìåðà ÂÅÝÐ-1ÑÑÑ,èñïîëíåíèå

Ðèñ. 2 Âàðèàíòû èñïîëíåíèÿ çíóòðèêîðïóñíûõ óñòðîéñòâ
ó ðåàêòîðîâ òèïà ÂÇÇÐ

äðîññåëèðóâîèé-îðãàí

ê âñàñó âåíòèëÿòîðà

•âõîä âîçäóõà
íàãðåâàòåëü

äûð÷àòûé ëèñò äëÿñèìóëÿöèè àêòèâíîéçîíû
íèæíèé áëîê
íèçøèé äûð÷àòûF ëèñò
ïåðôîðèðîâàííîå ýëëèï-
òè÷åñêîå äíèùå

Ãèñ. 3 Âèä ïëîñêîé âîçäóøíîé ìîäåëè ÂÇÏÐ-440
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õîë

õîë

õîë

Ðèñ. 4 Ïîëÿ òåìïåðàòóðû è ñêîðîñòè â íéõíåé ïîâîðîòíîé
êàìåðå ÂÂÝÐ-440 /óïðîùåíî/
à âàðèàíò áåç ïåðôîðèðîâàííîãî ýëëèïòè÷åñêîãî

äíèøà øàõòû
á âàðèàíò ñ ïåðôîðèðîâàííûì ýëëèïòè÷åñêèì äíèùåì

è ïîëÿ òåìïåðàòóðû â íèæíåé ïîâîðîòíîé êàìåðå. Â
ñëó÷àå îòñóòñòâèÿ ïåðôîðèðîâàííîãî ýëëèïòè÷åñêîãî
äíèùà ó íèæíåé êðîìêè øàõòû ðåàêòîðà íàáëþäàåòñÿ
îòðûâ òå÷åíèÿ ñ îáðàçîâàíèåì êðóïíîìàñøòàáíîãî ñòà-
öèîíàðíîãî âèõðÿ, ñïîñîáñòâóþùåãî îòíîñèòåëüíî ..
õîðîøåìó ïåðåìåøèâàíèþ òåïëîíîñèòåëÿ. Óæå ó âõîäà
â íèæíèé áëîê íåðàâíîìåðíîñòü òåìïåðàòóðû ñîñòàâ- . ..
ëÿåò òîëüêî 30 - 40 % îò èñõîäíîé âåëè÷èíû /ðèñ.. 4à/,
Ïåðôîðèðîâàííîå ýëëèïòè÷åñêîå äíèùå, ïðåäóñìîòðåííîå
â ñåðèéíûõ èñïîëíåíèÿõ ðåàêòîðîâ ÂÂÝÐ-440 è ÂÂÝÐ-
1000., ïðåïÿòñòâóåò âîçíèêíîâåíèþ âèõðÿ â ïîâîðîòíîé
êàìåðå /ðèñ. 46/. Òåì.ñàìûì ðåàëèçóþòñÿ ñòðåìëåíèÿ
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èçãîòîâèòåëÿ ðåàêòîðà, ñíèçèòü óðîâåíü ãèäðîýëàñ-
òè÷íûõ âèáðàöèé êîíñòðóêòèâíûõ ýëåìåíòîâ, â îñî-
áåííîñòè òåïëîâûäåëÿþùèõ ýëåìåíòîâ. Â òî æå âðåìÿ
ñòåïåíü ïåðåìåøèâàíèÿ òåïëîíîñèòåëÿ ñóùåñòâåííî
óìåíüøàåòñÿ. Íåðàâíîìåðíîñòü òåìïåðàòóðû ó âõîäà â
àêòèâíóþ çîíó â ýòîì ñëó÷àå ñîñòàâëàåò îêîëî 80 -
90 % èñõîäíîé âåëè÷èíû. Ïðè îöåíêå ýòèõ ðåçóëüòàòîâ
ñëåäóåò èìåòü â âèäó îòñóòñòâèå ñòðîãîãî ãåîìåòðè-
÷åñêîãî ïîäîáèÿ ïëîñêîé ìîäåëè è îðèãèíàëüíîé óñòà-
íîâêè. Äëÿ ïîëó÷åíèÿ áîëåå òî÷íûõ ðåçóëüòàòîâ áûëà
ñîîðóæåíà èçîáðàæåííàÿ íà ðèñ. 5 ïðîñòðàíñòâåííàÿ
âîçäóøíàÿ ìîäåëü ÂÂÝÐ-440 â ìàñøòàáå 1:5, ïîçâîë-
ÿþùàÿ èññëåäîâàòü ðàçëè÷íûå âàðèàíòû ãåîìåòðè÷åñ-
êîãî îôîðìëåíèÿ âíóòðèêîðïóñíûõ óñòðîéñòâ ðåàêòîðà.

ïåðôîðàöèÿ øàõòûðåàêòîðà J-âûõîäîé ïàòðóáîê

:îäíîé ïàòðóáîê

ìîäåëü àêòèâíîéçîíû

íèæíèé áëîê
ïåðåìåùàåìàÿ ñåòêàñ òåðìîñ ñîïðîòèâ-ëåíèÿìèíèæíèé äûð÷àòûéëèñò
ïåðôîðèðîâàííîåýëëèïòè÷íîå äíèùå

èçìåðèòåëüíûå
'ïàòðóáêè

Ðèñ. 5 Ïðîñòðàíñòâåííàÿ âîçäóøíàÿ ìîäåëü ÂÂÝÐ-44Ñ

Èçìåðåíèå òåìïåðàòóðû ïðîèçâîäèòñÿ 255 òåðìîðåçèñ-
òîðàìè, ðàñïðåäåëåííûìè ïî âñåé ìîäåëè è ñîåäèíåí-
íûìè ñ ìèêðî-ÝÂÌ. Èìååòñÿ ìíîæåñòâî ïàòðóáêîâ äëÿ
ââåäåíèÿ äîïîëíèòåëüíûõ äàò÷èêîâ ñêîðîñòè è òåìïå-
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ðàòóðû. Óñòàíîâëåíèåì íàãðåâàòåëåé íà âõîäíûå ïà-
òðóáêè ìîäåëè ìîæíî ñîçäàòü ïîâûøåííóþ òåìïåðàòóðó
âîçäóõà â äâóõ èç øåñòè ïàòðóáêàõ.

<L

à. Çàêðóãëåííûå êðîìêè /À/ è ïëàâíûå ïåðåõîäû /Á/
. 1,0

X

á. Îñòðûå ïåðåõîäû /À,Á/
Ðèñ. 6 Âëèÿíèå êîíñòðóêòèâíûõ äåòàëåé â êîëüöåâîé

îïóñêíîì ó÷àñòêå íà òåìïåðàòóðíîå ðàñïðåäåëåíèå
ó âõîäà â àêòèâíóþ çîíó

Ïåðâûå èçìåðåíèÿ â ðàéîíå îïóñêíîãî ó÷àñòêà ïîêà-
çàëè, ÷òî ñòåïåíü ïåðåìåøèâàíèÿ íà ýòîì ó÷àñòêå
òàêæå ñèëüíî çàâèñèò îò ïðèñóòñòâèÿ êîíñòðóêòèâíûõ
äåòàëåé, ñïîñîáñòâóþùèõ îòðûâó òå÷åíèÿ. Ðèñ. 6 ïî-
êàçûâàåò ðàñ÷åòíûå ðàñïðåäåëåíèÿ òåìïåðàòóðû ó
âõîäà â àêòèâíóþ çîíó, êîòîðûå áûëè ïîëó÷åíû íèæå
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èçëîæåííîé ìåòîäèêîé íà îñíîâå ýêñïåðèìåíòàëüíûõ
ðåçóëüòàòîâ ïî ïåðåìåøèâàíèþ â îïóñêíîì ó÷àñòêå.
Âèäíî, ÷òî ïðèñóòñòâèå îñòðûõ êðîìîê ó âõîäíûõ ïà-
òðóáêîâ /À/ è â ìåñòå ðàñøèðåíèÿ îïóñêíîãî ó÷àñòêà
/Á/ ïðèâîäèò ê ãîðàçäî áîëåå âûðàâíåííîìó ðàñïðå-
äåëåíèþ òåìïåðàòóðû /ðèñâ 6à/, ÷åì íàëè÷èå ñêðóã-
ëåííûõ êðîìîê è ïëàâíûõ ïåðåõîäîâ /ðèñ. 66/. Îáå
êàðòèíû õîðîøî ñîãëàñóþòñÿ ñ ýêñïåðèìåíòàëüíûìè ðå-
çóëüòàòàìè /2/ è /3/. Íàëè÷èå âûøåóêàçàííûõ îñòðûõ
êðîìîê â ìîäåëè Øèêëîøè /2/ ïðèâåëî ê èçìåðåííîìó
ðàñïðåäåëåíèþ, ïîäîáíîìó ðèñ. 6à, â òî âðåìÿ, êàê
Öèìáàëîâ íà ðåàëüíîé óñòàíîâêå ÀÝÑ Ëîâèèçû ïîëó÷èë
ðàñïðåäåëåíèÿ ñ íåðàâíîìåðíîñòüþ ñîãëàñíî ðèñ. 66.
2.2 Ðàñ÷åò ðàñïðåäåëåíèÿ òåìïåðàòóðû ó âõîäà â

àêòèâíóþ çîíó
Ñ öåëüþ ðàçðàáîòêè ðàñ÷åòíîé ìåòîäèêè, òðåáóþùåé
íàèìåíüøèõ ðàñ÷åòíûõ çàòðàò, áûëà ïîñòàâëåíà ñèëüíî
óïðîùåííàÿ ìàòåìàòè÷åñêàÿ ìîäåëü ïåðåìåøèâàíèÿ
òåïëîíîñèòåëÿ, ïîçâîëÿþùàÿ- ïîëó÷èòü ÿâíîå àíàëèòè-
÷åñêîå âûðàæåíèå äëÿ ïîëÿ òåìïåðàòóðû ïðè çàäàííûõ
çíà÷åíèé òåìïåðàòóðû âî âñåõ øåñòè âõîäíûõ ïàòðóá-
êàõ ðåàêòîðà. Ýòî áûëî äîñòèãíóòî ââåäåíèåì ñëåäó-
þùèõ óïðîùàþùèõ äîïóùåíèé:
- Â îïóñêíîì ó÷àñòêå ðåàêòîðà ïðèíèìàåòñÿ ïîòåí-

öèàëüíîå òå÷åíèå. Ðàäèàëüíîé ñîñòàâëÿþùåé ñêî-
ðîñòè ìîæíî ïðåíåáðå÷ü. Âõîä òåïëîíîñèòåëÿ
ìîäåëèðóåòñÿ òî÷å÷íûìè èñòî÷íèêàìè ìàññû, ðàñïî-
ëîæåííûìè â öåíòðàõ ïàòðóáêîâ. Äëÿ âñåãî îïóñê-
íîãî ó÷àñòêà ïðèíèìàåòñÿ ïîñòîÿííûé ñêàëÿðíûé
ïàðàìåòð ïåðåìåøèâàíèÿ â âèäå ÷èñëà òóðáóëåíò-
íîé òåìïåðàòóðîïðîâîäíîñòè àô ï _ .-1- >è« ó •

- Â íèæíåì áëîêå øàõòû ïðèíèìàåòñÿ ðàâíîìåðíîå
ïàðàëëåëüíîå òå÷åíèå è òàêæå ïîñòîÿííîå ÷èñëî
òóðáóëåíòíîé òåìïåðàòóðîïðîâîäíîñòè à_ „ ë .1 , È . U .

- Ïåðåìåøèâàíèåì â íèæíåé ïîâîðîòíîé êàìåðå ïðåíå-
áðåãàåòñÿ. Ýòî èñêëþ÷àåò ïðèìåíåíèå äàííîé ìî-
äåëè íà ðàñìîòðåíèå ðåàêòîðîâ, íå èìåþùèõ ïåð-
ôîðèðîâàííîãî ýëëèïòè÷åñêîãî äíèùà.
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Óðàâíåíèå ñîõðàíåíèÿ ýíåðãèè ïðèç òèõ äîïóùåíèÿõ
ïðèíèìàåò ñëåäóþùèé âèä:
Äëÿ îïóñêíîãî ó÷àñòêà:

\ Ý1Ò\ , ÝÒh?aFj" Wz'°^-3z +
Äëÿ íèæíåãî áëîêà:

ðàäèóñ
âûñîòà
óãîë ïîâîðîòà

y/z 0 àêñèàëüíàÿ ñêîðîñòü â îïóñêíîì ó÷àñòêå ïî
ïîòåíöèàëüíîé òåîðèè

Óó 0 Y àçèìóòàëüíàÿ ñêîðîñòü â îïóñêíîì ó÷àñòêå
ïî ïîòåíöèàëüíîé òåîðèè

wy „ õ ñêîðîñòü â íèæíåì áëîêå^* 9 è « VJ «
Ò Òåìïåðàòóðà
Íèæíÿÿ ïîâîðîòíàÿ êàìåðà ó÷èòûâàåòñÿ êðàåâûì óñëî-
âèåì, êîòîðîå ïðèðàâíèâàåò òåìïåðàòóðå íà äèôôåðåí-
öèàëüíîì ñåêòîðå íèæíåé ïëîñêîñòè íèæíåãî áëîêà
çíà÷åíèå òåìïåðàòóðû íà ñîîòâåòñòâóþùåì äèôôåðåí-
öèàëüíîì îòðåçêå êîíöà îïóñêíîãî ó÷àñòêà.
Ðåøåíèå ñèñòåìû óðàâíåíèé I è 2 ïðåäñòàâëÿåòñÿ â
âèäå äâîéíîãî ôóíêöèîíàëüíîãî ðÿäà, ëåãêî ïîääàþ-
ùåãîñÿ ÷èñëåííîé îáðàáîòêå.
Ïåðâûå ðåçóëüòàòû áûëè ïîëó÷åíû ñî çíà÷åíèåì êîýô-
ôèöèåíòà à

ò í è t îïðåäåëÿåìûì ñïîñîáîì îáðàáîòêè
ðåçóëüòàòîâ èçìåðåíèé íà ïëîñêîé ìîäåëè ðåàêòîðà è
ñî çíà÷åíèåì êîýôôèöèåíòà àò , îïðåäåëÿåìûì
îöåíî÷íî ïî êîýôôèöèåíòó ãèäðàâëè÷åñêîãî ñîïðîòèâ-
ëåíèÿ îïóñêíîãî ó÷àñòêà. Îíè îòíîñèòåëüíî õîðîøî
ñîîòâåòñòâþóò äàííûì Öèìáàëîâà /3/, ïîëó÷åííûì íà
ðåàëüíîé óñòàíîâêå /ðèñ. 7/. Íàáëþäàåìûé â ýêñïåðè-
ìåíòå óãëîâîé ñäâèã ìàêñèìóìà òåìïåðàòóðû ïî îòíî-
øåíèþ ê ïîëîæåíèþ ïàòðóáêà ñ òåïëîíîñèòåëåì ñ ïî-
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ðàñïîëîæåíèå âõîäíîãî ïàòðóáêà ñ òåìïåðà-
òóðîé òåïëîíîñèòåëÿ Tro I

ó Öèìáàëîâà÷

9 « ÎÄ

Fxc. 7 Ñðàâíåíèå ðàñ÷åòíîãî ðàñïðåäåäåíàä òåìïåðàòóðû
íà âõîäå â àêòèâíóþ çîíó ÂÂÝÐ-440, èìåùåãî
ïåðôîðèðîâàííîå ýëëèïòè÷åñêîå äíèùå øàõòû
å îïûòíûìè äàíííûæ Ùøáàäîâà /3/

- ðàñ÷åò
——— ýêñïåðèìåíòò òà _ i " *õîä

'õîë

âûøåííîé òåìïåðàòóðîé ïðèìåðíî íà 30 , âåðîÿòíî,
îáúÿñíÿåòñÿ çàêðóòêîé ïîòîêà â îïóñêíîì ó÷àñòêå.
3. Ðàñ÷åò ïðîñòðàíñòâåííûõ êñåíîíîâûõ êîëåáàíèé
Äëÿ ðàñ÷åòà ïðîñòðàíñòâåííûõ êñåíîíîâûõ êîëåáàíèé,
âûçûâàåìûõ òåìïåðàòóðíûì âîçìóùåíèåì ó âõîäà â àê-
òèâíóþ çîíó áûëà ðàçðàáîòàíà ïðîãðàììà ÎÌÓÕ, îõâà-
òûâàþùàÿ
- òðåõìåðíóþ íîäàëüíóþ ìîäåëü àêòèâíîé çîíû,
- ìîäåëè ïåðåìåøèâàíèÿ ïåðåä âõîäîì è çà âûõîäîì

àêòèâíîé çîíû è
- ïðîñòóþ ìîäåëü öèðêóëÿöèîííûõ ïåòåëü ñ ïàðîãåíå-

ðàòîðàìè.
Ïóòåì ïðèìåíåíèÿ íîäàëüíîãî ïðèáëèæåíèÿ óäàåòñÿ
çíà÷èòåëüíî ñîêðàòèòü çàòðàòû íà ðàñ÷åòíîå âðåìÿ
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ïî ñðàâíåíèþ ñ ìåòîäîì êîíå÷íûõ ðàçíîñòåé. Òàêæå
óìåíüøàåòñÿ íåîáõîäèìûé îáúåì ïàìÿòè ÝÂÌ. Ýòî äàåò
âîçìîæíîñòü ïðîâåäåíèÿ îïåðàòèâíûõ ðàñ÷åòîâ, ÷òî
èñêëþ÷àåòñÿ ïðè ïðèìåíåíèè ìåòîäà êîíå÷íûõ ðàçíîñòåé,
Â êà÷åñòâå îïòèìàëüíîãî ðàçáèåíèÿ àêòèâíîé çîíû
áûëî íàéäåíî ÷èñëî ïîäçîí, ðàâíîå 52 /ðèñ. 8/.
Îáúåìû ïîäçîí ðàâíû ìåæäó ñîáîé. Êàæäàÿ èç íèõ ïîë-
íîñòüþ îõàðàêòåðèçîâàíà åå ïðîñòðàíñòâåííûì ïîëîæå-
íèåì è åå ðàçìíîæàþùèìè ñâîéñòâàìè. Íà êîýôôèöèåíò
ðàçìíîæåíèÿ ê^ âëèÿþò èçìåíåíèÿ òåìïåðàòóð òîï-
ëèâà è çàìåäëèòåëÿ, êîíöåíòðàöèè êñåíîíà è ïîëî-
æåíèÿ îðãàíîâ ðåãóëèðîâàíèÿ. Íåéòðîííîôèçè÷åñêàÿ
ñâÿçü ìåæäó ïîäçîíàìè óñòàíàâëèâàåòñÿ êîýôôèöèåí-
òàìè ñâÿçè Ãñ ö , êîòîðûå ñîîòâåòñâóþò ïîòîêó
íåéòðîíîâ, ïåðåòåêàþùåãî èç i-òîé â j. -òóþ ïîäçîíó
â åäèíèöå âðåìåíè è ïðè åäèíè÷íîé ðàçíîñòè ñðåäíèõ
ïëîòíîñòåé íåéòðîííîãî ïîòîêà â ýòèõ ïîäçîíàõ.

Ðèñ. 8 Ïîäðàçäåëåíèå àêòèâíîé çîíû íà
ïîäçîíû íîäàëüíîé ìîäåëè

Ïëîòíîñòü íåéòðîííîãî ïîòîêà è êîåôôèöèåíò ðàçìíî-
æåíèÿ â êàæäîé ïîäçîíå ðàçëàãàåòñÿ íà íåâîçìóùåí-

Ô7íûå âåëè÷èíû Ô- è üñ̂ -̂  è îòêëîíåíèÿ äÔ^ è
&KQQ;, . Ïîñëå îòáðàñûâàíèÿ ÷ëåíîâ, ñîäåðæàùèõ ïðî-
èçâåäåíèþ âåëè÷èí Ô|_ è ßê^ , îäíîãðóïïîâîå
óðàâíåíèå äèôôóçèè ïðèìåíèòåëüíî ê ïîäçîíàì ïåðå-
õîäèò â ñèñòåìó ëèíåéíûõ óðàâíåíèé îòíîñèòåëüíî
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îòêëîíåíèé ïëîòíîñòè íåéòðîííîãî ïîòîêà «Ô-ü:

. *0 Î)
ãäå êîýôôèöèåíòû ñâÿçè âûðàæàþòñÿ êàê

à îòêëîíåíèå êîýôôèöèåíòà ðàçìíîæåíèÿ êàê

Çäåñü
5" îáùàÿ ïîâåðõíîñòü ïîäçîí I è j.
V îáúåì îäíîé ïîäçîíû
2̂ 4> ýôôåêòèâíîå ðàññòîÿíèå ìåæäó ïîäçîíàìè
_ L z j- . .
Õ^ êîíöåíòðàöèÿ êñåíîíà â l-òîé ïîäçîíå
TM -u ñðåäíÿÿ .òåìïåðàòóðà çàìåäëèòåëÿ /òåïëî-

íîñèòåëÿ/â i -òîé ïîäçîíå
Íåâîçìóùåííûå çíà÷åíèÿ êîýôôèöèåíòà ðàçìíîæåíèÿ è
ïëîòíîñòåé íåéòðîííîãî ïîòîêà, òàêæå êàê è âñå ÷àñò-
íûå ïðîèçâîäíûå êîýôôèöèåíòà ðàçìíîæåíèÿ â 'óðàâíåíèè
5 îäíîêðàòíî áåðóòñÿ èç ðåçóëüòàòîâ ðàñ÷åòà àêòèâ-
íîé çîíû ñ áîëåå òî÷íûìè òðåõìåðíûìè ïðîãðàììàìè,
êàê íàïðèìåð ÐÓÒÊÅÀ /5/, èëè èç èçìåðèòåëüíûõ äàí-
íûõ, ïîëó÷åííûõ âíóòðèêîðïóñíûìè äà÷èêàìè ïëîòíîñòè
íåéòðîííîãî ïîòîêà. Ýòèì îáðàçîì óäàñòüñÿ ñíèçèòü
îòíîñèòåëüíî áîëüøóþ ïîãðåøíîñòü ìåòîäà, âûòåêà-
þùóþ èç ìàëîãî ÷èñëà ïîäçîí.
Äëÿ ó÷åòà ïîâåäåíèÿ êîíöåíòðàöèè êñåíîíà ñèñòåìà
óðàâíåíèé 3 äîïîëíÿåòñÿ äèôôåðåíöèàëüíûìè óðàâíåíè-
ÿìè äëÿ êîíöåíòðàöèé êñåíîíà è èîäà äëÿ êàæäîé ïîä-
çîíû.
Òåìïåðàòóðà òåïëîíîñèòåëÿ, ïîñòóïàþùåãî â ïîäçîíû
íèæíåé ïëîñêîñòè,ðàññ÷èòûâàåòñÿ èñõîäÿ èç ïðåäïî-
ëîæåíèÿ, ÷òî ê êàæäîìó âõîäíîìó ïàòðóáêó ðåàêòîðà
îòíîñèòñÿ îäèí èç øåñòè ñåãìåíòîâ àêòèâíîé çîíû,
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÷åðåç êîòîðûé òå÷åò îñíîâíàÿ ÷àñòü òåïëîíîñèòåëÿ
äàííîé ïåòëè. Ïåðåìåøèâàíèå ó÷èòûâàåòñÿ òîëüêî
ìåæäó ïîòîêàìè òåïëîíîñèòåëÿ ñîñåäíèõ ïåòåëü. Èí-
òåíñèâíîñòü ïåðåìåøèâàíèÿ õàðàêòåðèçóåòñÿ ýìïèðè-
÷åñêîé ñòåïåíüþ ïåðåìåøèâàíèÿ îÑ^ . Òåìïåðàòóðà
âõîäà â l-òîé ñåêòîð, TL ñ -ö *è , îïðåäåëÿåòñÿ èç.
òåìïåðàòóð òåïëîíîñèòåëÿ,, ïîñòóïàþùåãî èç ñîîòçåò-
ñòâóþùåé ïåòëè /Òä •/ è èç ñîñåäíèõ ïåòåëü /Òä 'L_-
1 -ò/ êàêÏ,1

/
(b)

Àíàëîãè÷íûì îáðàçîì ðàññ÷èòûâàþòñÿ òåìïåðàòóðû âû-
õîäà èç ðåàêòîðà. Ïðè ýòîì ââåäåòñÿ ñòåïåíü ïåðå-
ìåøèâàíèÿ <? ä.
Òåìïåðàòóðû òåïëîíîñèòåëÿ íà âõîäå â ðåàêòîð .
îïðåäåëÿþòñÿ èç òåìïåðàòóð íà âûõîäå ñ ïîìîùüþ ..
óïðîùåííûõ êâàçèñòàöèîíàðíûõ ìîäåëåé ïàðîãåíåðà-
òîðîâ, ó÷èòûâàþùèõ êîíêðåòíûé ðåæèì ðåãóëèðîâàíèÿ
ìîùíîñòè.
Ïðîãðàììà ÎÍÓÕ áûëà ðåàëèçîâàíà íà ÿçûêå ÔÎÐÒÐÀÍ
äëÿ ÝÂÌ ÅÑ-1022. Ïðåèìóùåñòâî ïðîãðàììû ñîñòîèò â
â ìàëûõ çàòðàòàõ íà ìàøèííîå âðåìÿ ïðè îäíîâðåìåí-
íîì äîñòèæåíèè óäîâëåòâîðÿþùåé òî÷íîñòè.
Ñðàâíèòåëüíûå ðàñ÷åòû ñ äâóìåðíîé ðàäèàëüíî-àçè-
ìóòàëüíîé ïðîãðàììîé, äåéñòâóþùåé ïî ìåòîäå êîíå÷-
íûõ ðàçíîñòåé ïîêàçàëè ðàáîòîñïîñîáíîñòü ïðîãðàììû
ÎÛÓÕ. Ïðè ýòîì îêàçàëîñü, ÷òî ñ÷åòíîå âðåìÿ ñðàâ-
íèòåëüíîé ïðîãðàììû ïðåâûñèëî çàòðàòû íà ìàøèííîå
âðåìÿ ïðîãðàììû ÎÍÓÕ ïðèìåðíî â 400 ðàç.

Â êà÷åñòâå ïðèìåðà â äàëüíåéøåì áóäåò ðàññìîòðåí
ñëó÷àé çàêðûòèÿ ïàðîâîé çàäâèæêè îäíîãî èç øåñòè
ïàðîãåíåðàòîðîâ ñ ïîñëåäóþùèì ñíèæåíèåì ìîùíîñòè
ðåàêòîðà äî 80 % íîìèíàëüíîé /ðèñ. 9 - II/. Ðåãó-
ëèðîâàíèå ðåàêòîðà ïðîèçâîäèòñÿ ñèììåòðè÷íîé ãðóï-
ïîé ðåãóëèðóþùèõ ñòåðæíåé. Ñòåïåíè ïåðåìåøèâàíèÿ
<* è . ̂  â ðàñ÷åòå ïðèíèìàëèñü ðàâíûìè 0,4.
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Ðèñ. 9 Àçèìóòàëüíîå îòíîøåíèå îô$ñåòà ïîñëå çàêðûòèÿ
ïàðîâîé çàäâèæêè îäíîãî ïàðîãåíåðàòîðà è
ñíèæåíèÿ ìîùíîñòè ðåàêòîðà äî 80 % íîìèíàëüíîé
î . fit-T** ?Ë
Ð^ „ Ð^ ìîùíîñòè ëåâîé /íà ñòîðîíå îòêëþ÷åííîãî

ïàðîãåíåðàòîðà/ ê ïðàâîé ïîëîâèíû
àêòèâíîé çîíû

120

100

80

60
10 20 ÝÑ 40

Ðèñ. 10

Ïîâåäåíèå ìîùíîñòè ïàðîãåíåðàòîðîâ ïîñëå
çàêðûòèÿ ïàðîâîé çàäâèæêè îäíîãî ïàðî-
ãåíåðàòîðà è ñíèæåíèÿ ìîùíîñòè ðåàêòîðà
äî 80 % íîìèíàëüíîé
1 Ìîùíîñòü ñîñåäíåãî ïàðîãåíåðàòîðà
2 Ìîùíîñòü ïðîòèâîïîëîæíîãî ïàðîãåíåðàòîðà
3 Ìîùíîñòü ïàðîãåíåðàòîðà ìåæäó ñîñåäíèì

è ïðîòèâîïîëîæíûì ïàðîãåíåðàòîðàìè
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50

25

-10

-0,5

10 20 30 40
Ðÿñ. II Àêñèàëüíîå îòíîøåíèå îôôñåòà è ðåàêòèâíîñòü

óïðàâëÿþùèõ ñòåðæíåé ïîñëå çàêðûòèÿ ïàðîâîé
çàäâèæêè îäíîãî ïàðîãåíåðàòîðà
1 àêñèàëüíîå îòíîøåíèå îô$ñåòà. Îì
2 ðåàêòèâíîñòü óïðàâëÿþùèõ ñòåðæíåé, ä§ÿ
Î » ***• "" ****** ë«ë Vÿ» ,ð • 1W Ë

ÐË • ÐÓ» ìîùíîñòü íèæíåé è âåðõíåé ïîëîâèí
àêòèâíîé çîíû

Ïîðîæäàþòñÿ ñèëüíî çàòóõàþùèå êñåíîíîâûå êîëåáà-
íèÿ àçèìóòàëüíîãî îòíîøåíèÿ îôôñåòà, âûçûâàåìûå
âîçìóùåíèåì ðàñïðåäåëåíèÿ òåìïåðàòóðû ó âõîäà â ..
àêòèâíóþ çîíó /ðèñ. 9/. Êðèâûå ìîùíîñòè ïàðîãåíå-..
ðàòîðîâ â ñîîòâåòñòâèè ñ ýòèì îáëàäàþò ïåðèîäè÷åñ-
êèì è çàòóõàþùèì õàðàêòåðîì /ðèñ. 10/. Íåñìîòðÿ íà
ñíèæåíèå ìîùíîñòè ðåàêòîðà, ìîùíîñòü ñîñåäíèõ ê
îòêëþ÷åííîìó ïàðîãåíåðàòîðîâ ïîäíèìàåòñÿ äî 109 %..
èõ íîìèíàëüíîé ìîùíîñòè. Ïåðåìåùåíèå îðãàíîâ ðåãó-
ëèðîâàíèÿ îäíîâðåìåííî âûçûâàåò àêñèàëüíûå.êñåíî- ...
íîâûå êîëåáàíèÿ /ðèñ. II/. Åñëè íèæíÿÿ ïîëîâèíà àê-
òèâíîé, çîíû â èñõîäíîì ñîñòîÿíèè âûðàáàòûâàåò îêîëî
58 % ñóììàðíîé ìîùíîñòè /0^ = 16 %/, òî ÷åðåç 20
÷àñîâ, ïîñëå îòêëþ÷åíèÿ ïàðîãåíåðàòîðà åå âêàä ñî-
ñòàâëÿåò 71 %, ÷òî ñîîòâåòñòâóåò 57 %. îò íîìèíàëü-
íîé ìîùíîñòè /Îä^ = 42 %/, íåñìîòðÿ íà ñíèæåííóþ
ìîùíîñòü ðåàêòîðà.
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4. Çàêëþ÷åíèå
Â èòîãå, ìîæíî óñòàíîâèòü, ÷òî íåñîâåðøåííîå ïåðå-
ìåøèâàíèå îòäåëüíûõ ïîòîêîâ òåïëîíîñèòåëÿ â ðåàê-
òîðå, ñïîñîáñòâóåò âîçíèêíîâåíèþ ïðîñòðàíñòâåííûõ
êñåíîíîâûõ êîëåáàíèé, åñëè èìåþòñÿ âîçìóùåíèÿ óñëî-
âèé òåïëîïåðåäà÷èè â ïàðîãåíåðàòîðàõ. Ïðåäëàãàåìàÿ
ìåòîäèêà ðàñ÷åòà ãîäíà äëÿ ïðîâåäåíèÿ ïðîãíîçíûõ
ðàñ÷åòîâ ñ èñïîëüçîâàíèåì ÝÂÌ áëî÷íîãî ùèòà óïðà-
âëåíèÿ. Âåäóòñÿ ðàáîòû ïî óñîâåðøåíñòâîâàíèþ äàííîé
ìåòîäèêè ñ öåëüþ åå ïðèìåíåíèÿ â ïðîöåññå óïðàâëåíèÿ
áëîêîì ÀÝÑî
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EMERGENCY PLANNING AND PREPAREDNESS
AT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS -
THE ROLE OF THE IAEA

B.W. EMMERSON
Division of Nuclear Safety,
International Atomic Energy Agency,
Vienna

Abstract
The high standard of safety demonstrated over the first quarter century

of nuclear power generation does not preclude the need to maintain adequate
emergency planning and preparedness arrangements to serve as the secondary
level of protection against plant accident consequences. The International
Atomic Energy Agency has provided active support in this field and since
1981 has pursued an expanded four-part programme of activities in emergency
planning and preparedness covering the development of new technical
guidance, implementation of training, provision of special assistance
missions to Member States, and upgrading the Agency's capability to respond,
along with its Member States, to a request for assistance in the event of a
severe nuclear accident or radiological emergency. In support of this
expanded programme, several Agency Safety Series documents giving guidance
and recommendations have been published and a number of others covering
emergency exercises, off-site assessment procedures, emergency control
centre provisions and safe habitability of crucial site areas are in course
of development. Formal training courses are being conducted, assistance has
been provided to several Member States in the development and exercising of
their emergency planning arrangements, and guidelines have been published as
part of an important initiative to encourage a programme of mutual emergency
assistance between countries.

1. INTRODUCTION

For over a quarter of a century nuclear power generation has set a
standard of safety that many other high technology industries have yet to
achieve. Fundamental to the nuclear industry's approach to safety is the
recognition that no human enterprise can be entirely risk-free, and that in
the development of any high technology industry employing hazardous
materials, it is only prudent to recognize that, however remote the
possibility of a failure leading to a significant accident condition might
be, it can never be entirely eliminated. Nuclear power development has been
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accompanied, therefore, by a parallel awareness of the need for strict
standards and regulations governing those aspects of design, construction,
operation and maintenance pertinent to ensuring the continued health and
safety of plant workers and the general public. These requirements provide
the primary level of protection against the consequences of a plant accident.

In the field of radiation protection, an important step towards
reducing the risks from the use of ionizing radiation has been the
introduction of the revised Basle Safety Standards for Radiation Protection
(BSS), jointly sponsored by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),
International Labour Organisation (ILO), the World Health Organization (WHO)
and the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA/OECD), and issued by the Agency as Safety
Series No. 9, 1982 Edition. These reflect the recommendations of the
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) as contained in
its Publication No. 26. [Refs, 1,23.

The objectives of the BSS are to provide an internationally acceptable
foundation for harmonized and up-to-date radiation protection standards,
based on a formalized dose limitation system and intended to apply wherever
the source of radiation exposure is under control. However, both ICRP and
the BSS recognize that a nuclear accident or radiation emergency might
result in a loss of such control - albeit temporarily - and that it may no
longer be possible to fully apply the«principles of the dose limitation
system in controlling the exposure of workers or of the general public. For
such accident situations, it may only be possible to limit exposure by
intervention action, the extent, nature and timing of which will depend upon
the prevailing circumstances, including the hazard potential.

There is a need, therefore, to develop formal emergency plans for
ensuring that remedial actions appropriate to the nature of the accident
situation can be implemented within the requisite time in order to prevent
or mitigate any adverse affects. Their provisions, and the arrangements for
their implementation, must encompass both the on-site and off-site actions,
and together they constitute the secondary level of protection required to
mitigate the possible consequences of a nuclear accident or radiological
emergency.
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2. EMERGENCY PLANNING AND PREPAREDNESS

The need for formal pre-planning to limit the immediate dose associated
with the passage of a radioactive plume and the longer-term ingestion dose
via the agricultural and water pathways in the event of an accidental
release of radioactive materials to the environment, was well recognized in
the early stages of development of the nuclear power industry. The accident
to Unit 2 at the Three Mile Island (TMI) Nuclear Power Plant, although of
minimal environmental and public health consequence, has highlighted the
need for adequate emergency planning and preparedness arrangements. These
should include emergency plans that specify precise and consistent response
actions; review, approval and testing of such plans by the regulatory
authorities; close co-ordination between nuclear power plant operators and
public authorities; off-site emergency plans based upon a technical
assessment of the various categories of accident that could occur; and
establishment of Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) based on realistic dose
projections, for implementing the appropriate off-site protective measures.
[Refs. 4,5]. Many of these requirements were being addressed by a number of
plant operators prior to the TMI accident; all of them contribute to our
present concept of what an effective response procedure for dealing with
major nuclear accidents or radiological emergencies should comprise.

Emergency planning and preparedness spans a somewhat uncharted period
and sequence of events between the point of departure from normal operation
and the subsequent return to controlled conditions. Because compliance with
normal rules might no longer be achievable, it may be necessary to make
decisions in which the risks taken to avoid a particular adverse consequence
(through the introduction of protective measures) must be balanced against
those that might prevail if avoiding action were not taken. The two main
aspects of emergency planning and preparedness are:

Radiological Emergency Planning, which is concerned with the
development and preparation of emergency plans to mitigate the
consequences to public health and safety, or the environment, and

Radiological Emergency Preparedness, which encompasses the training of
all persons who will be involved in implementing the emergency plans,
the acquisition of resources and facilities, and the testing of
emergency plans and procedures by means of drills and exercises to
ensure that an effective response will be available at all times.
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In its Publication No. 26, the ICRP sets out three clearly
distinguished objectives for emergency plans. The first is to restrict
exposures as far as is reasonably achievable and, in particular, to attempt
to avoid exposures above the dose-equivalent limits. The second is to bring
the situation back under control, and the third is to obtain information for
assessing the causes and consequences of the event. These objectives should
be taken into account by the competent national authorities when determining
the scope of the emergency planning arrangements associated with any
particular nuclear plant and by the plant operator (licensee) whe'n drawing
up details of the site emergency plan.

Emergency plans should be designed to take specific account of the type
of facility and to deal with a wide spectrum of possible accidents rather
than a single reference accident. This is implicit in the IAEA Basic Safety
Standards, in which it is stated that "The emergency plan should be based on
a study of the radiological consequences of the radioactive releases
following a reference accident. The plan should, however, be sufficiently
flexible to allow its adaptation to the real situation, since this will
generally differ from the reference accident."

Because each accident is likely to result in a different sequence of
events and nature and severity of consequences, it would not be prudent to
select a single accident and event sequence as the basis for the nuclear
power plant site emergency plan. The accident sequences considered for
planning purposes should range from those which are unlikely to require
off-site action (or for which off-site consequences are expected to be
minimal) to those having significant consequences off-site, even though they
may have an extremely low probability of occurrence. The emergency plan
should also take into account the most likely radionuclide composition that
might be associated with any accidental release from the plant. However, it
is important to recognize that the degree of detail in any particular site
emergency plan will decrease as the probability of a particular accident
sequence decreases. The essential feature of any emergency plan is that it
should present a., flexible framework for actions and enable the details of
such actions to be made specific to the particular accident event sequence.
This philosophy has attracted a general consensus at the national and
international emergency planning level. [Refs. 1,2,3,4].
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For many nuclear plants, the emergency planning arrangements will
present a complex structure, designed to integrate a wide range of
inter-organizational disciplines and levels of skill into co-ordinated,
pre-determined lines of action on a rapid response basis, including
provisions for the implementation of off-site protective measures should the
severity of the accident so warrant. It should be the responsibility of the
plant operator to prepare the site emergency plan and to develop the
relevant site procedures for its implementation. This task should be
completed sufficiently in advance of plant commissioning (and preferably
before commencing fuel loading) as to allow adequate training and exercising
of personnel in their emergency duties.

Similarly, and in consultation with the operator's organization, those
sectors of the public authorities at local, regional and national level that
may need to respond in the event of an accident must ensure that they
produce emergency plans and preparedness arrangements appropriate to their
own response commitments. The input from all of the participating
organizations should be integrated into an overall national emergency plan
and response infrastructure. This is an essential prerequisite for ensuring
that co-ordinated remedial actions can' be taken in the unlikely event of an
accident involving potential off-site radiological consequences. The
effectiveness of the overall emergency arrangements should be assessed by
means of a full-scale emergency exercise. This should enable any
shortcomings to be corrected and any necessary amendments of the emergency
planning arrangements to be implemented before the plant commences operation.

3. THE ROLE OF THE IAEA

The work of the International Atomic Energy Agency in the field of
emergency planning and preparedness is founded on Article III/A/6 of its
Statute which authorizes the Agency "to establish or adopt ...standards...
for protection of health and minimization of danger to life... (including
such standards for labour conditions), and to provide for the application of
these standards to its own operations as well as ..., at the request of a
State, to any of that State's activities in the field of atomic energy".
In particular, the Agency's Basic Safety Standards for Radiation Protection
recognize the need to make provisions against accidental and emergency
exposure and for the preparation of emergency plans where members of the
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public may be subject to accidental exposure exceeding the relevant dose
limits specified by the appropriate competent authority.

In 1981 the IAEA commenced work on the development and implementation
of an expanded programme in emergency planning and preparedness in support
of nuclear facilities and the transportation of radioactive materials. The
goal of this programme is to provide comprehensive advice to Member States
on emergency planning and preparedness, with particular regard to potential
radiological emergencies and, at the request of Member States, to assist, in
the event of such emergencies. The Agency implements this programme by:

Promoting a common basis of understanding among Member States for
the provision of emergency planning and preparedness procedures,
including the establishment of internationally acceptable
intervention levels based upon the requirement of the dose
limitation system, for installations which have the potential to
cause exposure of the general public.

(ii) Advising on the adequacy of emergency planning and preparedness,
including the off-site response capability of the operator's
organization and the public authorities.

(iii) Assisting Member States in the preparation and implementation of
emergency response procedures and guidance.

(iv) Providing assistance to Member States for the assessment of
emergency preparedness arrangements, including the assessment of
exercises to test emergency response plans,

(v) Being prepared to acts upon request, as an intermediary for
transmitting requests for and offers.of assistance and to send
staff members or consultants to the site of a radiological
emergency to help in emergency operations or to act on behalf of
the IAEA as observers.

The programme includes four major areas of activity, namely: the
development of additional technical guidance needed to complement existing
published Agency technical guidance; the establishment and implementation
of training programmes; the provision of Special Assistance Missions to
requesting Member States to assist in the development and evaluation of
emergency plans, including the evaluation of exercises to test these plans;
and the upgrading of the Agency's capability to respond, along with its
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Member States, to a request for assistance in the event of a serious nuclear
accident or radiological emergency.

3.1 Technical Guidance

The development and publication of Safety Series documents providing:
Safety Standards, supporting Safety Guides, Recommendations, Procedures and
Data, is fundamental to the Agency's programmes in nuclear safety and
radiation protection. Together with other Technical Documents and
Information Circulars, these publications constitute the basis for guidance
in emergency preparedness by the Agency to its Member States. Since 1981
the Agency has published three Safety Series documents dealing with
emergency planning and preparedness (including the role of the public
authorities and of the facility operator) and one Technical Document dealing
with emergency planning for accidents involving the transport of radioactive
materials. [Refs. 5,6,7,8]. To supplement these publications, the Agency
is currently developing two new documents for publication in 1984. The
first provides recommendations for the "Preparation, Conduct and Evaluation
of Emergency Preparedness Exercises in Support of Nuclear Facilities", and
the second provides a compendium of procedures and data for the "Assessment
of Off-Site Consequences of an Accident in a Nuclear Facility - Techniques
and Decision-Making".

The need for additional technical guidance to deal with particular
areas of emergency planning and preparedness has been identified by Agency
staff and consultants and it is planned to develop this guidance over the
next several years. These areas encompass the requirements relating to the
long-term post-accident assessment and recovery operations in a radiation
environment, the requirements for the provision and equipping of emergency
response facilities, the problems of maintaining on-site habitability in
order to retain control of the accident situation in a radiation
environment, recommendations on the setting of intervention levels for the
introduction of countermeasures for.controlling radiation doses to the
public in the event of a nuclear accident or radiological emergency, and the
monitoring of the accident release source.

3.2 Training

It is not sufficient that the Agency develop and publish useful
technical guidance; it is essential that this is implemented "in the field"
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- that is, at the nuclear facilities and within the involved Governmental
organizations - through suitably trained personnel who can effectively
interpret and apply this guidance to their specific conditions and needs.
Although this objective can be partially achieved through Agency sponsored
special assistance missions, it is also necessary to meet the needs of
Member States for the provision of formal training of those persons who will
have responsibility at nuclear facilities and in governmental organizations
for developing and implementing the various aspects of emergency planning
and preparedness. The Agency has therefore established a four-weeic
"Interregional Training Course in Planning, Preparedness and Response to
Radiological Emergencies", open to some 30 participants from a wide range of
Member States, and held every one or two years, depending upon demand. In
1982 and 1984 these courses were conducted, in co-operation with the United
States Government, at the Argonne National Laboratory; future courses will
also be conducted in other Member States. The syllabus for a typical course
is shown in Appendix.1.

3.3 Special Assistance Missions

In 1981, the Agency notified its Member States that it could provide
Special Assistance Missions consisting of one to four experts for a period
of about one week, which would visit Member States on request, to advise on
emergency planning and preparedness. [Ref. 9]. Several of these missions,
have since taken place, and others are being planned.

The main functions of the missions are to assist in developing and
evaluating emergency plans and preparedness for a nuclear power plant or
other nuclear facility, to provide help in interpreting and applying Agency
recommendations and technical guidance documents, and to observe and
evaluate exercises to test emergency plans. On completion of each mission a
formal report containing findings, evaluations and recommendations is sent
to the authorities in the requesting Member State.

3.4 Mutual Emergency Assistance Programme

Since 1959 the Agency has maintained its own Radiation Emergency
Assistance Plan through which it can arrange to provide assistance at the
request of a Member State in which an accident involving exposure to
ionizing radiation has occurred. These arrangements are oriented towards
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accidental radiation exposure of individuals or small groups, rather than to
the radiological consequences of a major accident at a nuclear facility.

A nuclear accident having serious radiological consequences, would
require a substantial response effort to mitigate them and to effect the
recovery of both the plant and the off-site situation. This effort could
tax the resources of a country experiencing such an accident, and might well
be beyond the capabilities of many countries. Even highly developed
countries, with many nuclear power facilities and a large technical
supporting infrastructure, could find themselves hard-pressed to cope
effectively with such an accident, especially if it involved serious
off-site radiological consequences. Some kind of external assistance to
enhance the response capability appears, therefore, to be desirable.

Recommendations of a group of experts on the need for external
assistance were adopted by the IAEA Board of Governors in September 1982.
The two primary recommendations were: (1) prompt development of an
IAEA/INFCIRC document setting forth terms and conditions that could be
applied to emergency assistance; and (2) determination of the special
planning considerations applicable to cases where a nuclear accident in one
State might have a significant radiological impact on other States. In
response, the Agency has recently published as an Information Circular
(INFCIRC/310) its "Guidelines for Mutual Emergency Assistance Arrangements
•in Connection with a Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency". [Ref. 10]
The second of these recommendations has recently been addressed by an expert
group with a view towards publishing an INFCIRC on this matter..

Additional recommendations relating to other aspects of mutual
emergency assistance made by the group of experts in 1982, are already being
addressed or planned for completion within the next two years. These
include extending the current Agency Radiation Emergency Assistance Plan
into a more comprehensive Nuclear Accident Assistance Plan which, in
conjunction with the various guidelines on mutual emergency assistance, will
enable the Agency to channel requests for, and offers of, assistance to a
Member State in the event of a serious nuclear accident. It must be
recognized, however, that requests for external assistance could probably
not be met within the first few days of the occurrence of an accident; it is
important, therefore, that countries ensure, to as great an extent as
possible, that they and their nuclear facility operators have their own
capability to respond during this early post-accident phase.
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4. APPLICATION TO NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS OF IAEA EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
ACTIVITIES

Some examples of the activities of the Agency under its emergency
planning and preparedness programme and their application to nuclear power
plants are discussed in the following sections.

4.1 Intervention Levels

As part of its radiation protection programme, the Agency is proceeding
with development work towards defining radiation protection principles upon
which to base its policy on emergency planning and preparedness, including
recommendations for establishing and implementing "intervention levels"
(also called, inter alia, emergency reference levels, action levels or
protective action guides) for application in the event of a nuclear accident
having potential off-site radiological consequences. This policy will
provide the foundation for future technical guidance and recommendations of
the Agency in this field. Intervention levels are pre-established dose
values at which responsible authorities should judge whether steps have to
be taken to depart from normal operating procedures or life style in order
to restrict the exposure of individuals and, where exposure is unavoidable,
to minimize its consequences by the introduction of protective measures (or
countermeasures) including sheltering, use of radioprotective prophylactics
(e.g., administration of stable potassium iodide to block the uptake of
radioiodine by the thyroid}, evacuation and other measures aimed at reducing
the radiological exposure of the public. Figure 1 shows potential hazards
that may be associated with each accident response phase, and lists typical
countermeasures that may need to be implemented to protect the public. An
Agency sponsored Advisory Group will meet in October 1984 to consider these
matters' and to make recommendations on the relevant radiation protection
principles that should provide the basis of the Agency's emergency planning
and preparedness policy, and on the development of a supporting Agency
Safety Series document setting out these principles and intervention levels,
and giving recommendations for their implementation in practice.

4.2 Accident Assessment

The collective process of determining the nature and severity of an
accident, the prediction and determination of its consequences, and the
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FIGURE 1: TYPICAL COUNTERMEASURES TO PROTECT THE GENERAL PUBLIC PROM HAZARDS
RESULTING FROM SERIOUS NUCLEAR EMERGENCIES HAVING OFF-SITE
CONSEQUENCES
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making of decisions concerning the corrective and protective measures that
should be implemented to mitigate its effects, constitute "accident
assessment". It is one of the most important aspects of an emergency
preparedness programme supportive of a nuclear facility. Because, at the
time of an accident, those operating the plant will be in the best position
to observe and make an initial assessment of the plant conditions (including
any engineered safety features which may have been activated or may have
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failed to function) and to predict the immediate potential consequences, it
follows that the unequivocal responsibility for initial assessment of the
accident situation at the plant must rest with the operator. [Ref. 5].
Moreover, to ensure the timely implementation of any necessary off-site
protective measures, the operator must also be responsible for the initial
prediction of any potential consequences extending beyond the plant
boundary, since this too must be based upon the initial plant assessment.
This prediction must, subsequently, be confirmed and supplemented by actual
field observations and measurements, to enable the plant operator to provide
continuously updated off-site consequence forecasts.

Although the establishment of an effective accident assessment
capability has long been recognized as a key factor in mounting an effective
and proper emergency response, until recently this aspect of emergency
preparedness suffered from a rather archaic, unimaginative "paper and
pencil" approach which, in many instances, did not take full advantage of
existing and potentially helpful state-of-the-art technology. Moreover,
these manual methods of conducting accident assessment did not always
recognize the necessity for operators to make quick and correct decisions
while operating in a' highly stressful situation. New technology in the form
of computerized accident assessment systems is now emerging and these are
being installed at some facilities in some countries. However, there is a
lack of standardization of these new systems and of the companion
methodologies which make up their software. Some degree of standardization,
not necessarily in the actual equipment itself but in what the overall '
systems should be able to do, is required.

A useful task of the Agency in the area of accident assessment is to
investigate and determine the relative merits of the various methodologies
and systems currently being established and to provide this information to
Member States in the form of published technical guidance. In this way, the
Agency can hope to influence the development of "performance standards" for
accident assessment. The Agency expects to complete a compendium of
technical guidance, in the form of data and procedure, in this area in 1984.

4.3 Emergency Control Centres

Provision must be made on the site for an Emergency Control Centre
from which the overall on-site, and local off-site, emergency procedures can
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be directed and co-ordinated. It is essential that the directing of
emergency activities be transferred from the plant control room to the
Emergency Control Centre as soon as possible after the onset of a plant
emergency in order that those concerned with plant system operations and
attempting to restore the plant to normal operation can work without
unnecessary distraction. The Emergency Control Centre should, therefore, be
separate from the plant control room and can be either a facility especially
built for that purpose or a ðãå-designated room (such as a conference room)
which can be rapidly transformed into a control centre in the event of an
emergency. Where it cannot be shown that the Emergency Control Centre will
remain tenable under all potential emergency conditions, an alternative,
duplicate facility should be provided.

The equipment of a typical Emergency Control Centre should include
adequate on-site and off-site communication facilities such as telephones
(including dedicated lines to key points within the emergency organization),
radio facilities for communicating with on-site and off-site radiological
hazard assessment teams, maps and site layouts of increasing scale upon
which to plot the results of radiological surveys and indicate the current
hazard status and remedial actions taken or necessary, an accident
assessment system, and emergency status boards upon which the essential
aspects of the-accident, including any release of radioactive material,
meteorological conditions and remedial actions taken, are summarized.

A number of Emergency Control Centres are now equiped with micro-
computer-aided accident assessment and consequence-prediction systems which
have greatly reduced the time taken for determining the radiological
consequences and appropriate remedial actions following receipt of the
initial plant system status and accident data. Additionally, data
processing related to decision-making is being incorporated into many of
these systems. This application of purpose designed computerized aids for
use in emergency preparedness, and particularly as an integral part of the
Emergency Control Centre assessment and decision-making process, is
expanding very rapidly, both in utilization and sophistication, and it is
expected to have a major impact on the design and operation of Emergency
Control Centres over the next several years.

A useful task of the Agency in this area is to develop and publish
technical guidance on the desired features of, and provisions for, Emergency
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Control Centres. By seeking out the best features in the design and
operations of these Centres, the Agency can assist its Member States to
upgrade their capability to respond to radiological emergencies.

4.4 On-Site Habitability

A number of nuclear plants currently in operation have been in
service for over two decades. Although these were originally designed and
constructed to.very high standards, more recent developments in safety
assessment principles and design criteria relating to plant accident
assessment and control indicate that some of these earlier plants may not
offer the same level of protection for plant personnel who may need to
remain in crucial plant areas during the course of an accident as is
provided in more recent plant designs. Areas of concern include the plant
control room, key plant control areas and, in some instances, the Emergency
Control Centre itself. Plant personnel in these areas may be potentially at
risk - not only from conventional hazards such as flying glass, high-
temperature steam, asphyxiating fumes or gases - but also because of
unacceptably high radiation dose rates. Under severe accident conditions it
is possible that, for a number of plants, the prevailing radiological •
conditions could make certain of these crucial areas uninhabitable.

The problem of ensuring habitability of crucial on-site areas during
an emergency has received little attention to date, and the Agency has been
requested to examine the subject with a view to producing guidance for
designers and operators. This guidance will aim to eliminate the problem at
the design stage for new plants and to assess the.need for plant modifica-
tions, or backfitting, for those operating plants where the habitability may
be in doubt. A consultancy group is being set up by the Agency to examine
this problem.

4.5 Emergency Preparedness Exercises

An actual emergency situation involving off-site consequences, at any
particular nuclear facility will be a very rare event. The only realistic
opportunity to test, maintain, and improve the effectiveness of the
emergency response capability is therefore by means of skill-developing
drills and comprehensive emergency exercises. These are essentially
learning processes aimed at identifying any weakness in training of
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personnel, procedures, equipment, communication, and facilities; providing
experience in collaboration between groups who may not normally work,
together; and working under conditions similar to those that might prevail
in the event of an accident. The most demanding and exhaustive test of
emergency response capability is an integrated exercise involving full
participation by all on-site and off-site organizations, and requiring the
complete functioning of all major organizational interfaces.

An example of the Agency's role in this area occurred in 1981 when,
at the request of the Government of Yugoslavia, an Agency Special Assistance\̂Mission team reviewed the emergency planning arrangements for the KRSKO
Nuclear Power Plant. A number of recommendations were made by the Agency,
and in February 1982, the Government of Yugoslavia sent five persons to the
Agency's "Interregional Training Course on Planning, Preparedness and
Response to Radiological Emergencies". This group then provided the trained
nucleus of people that, in conjunction with other Yugoslavian national,
republic and local governmental organizations, carried out the further
development of emergency plans and preparedness in support of the KR&KO
Nuclear Power Plant. In November 1982, at the end of a 16-month period of
concentrated effort, the Yugoslavian Government requested that the Agency
send a second Special Assistance Mission comprising a small, team of experts
to observe and evaluate a 2-day comprehensive emergency preparedness
exercise for the KR&KO plant.

By any standard this was a large scale exercise involving some 70,000
people to varying degrees, including some 180 separate on-site and off-site
response groups. A comprehensive report assessing each aspect of the
exercise was provided by the Agency to the Yugoslavian Government. Because
of the scale of the exercise and the very competent manner in which it was
carried out, the Yugoslavian Government has agreed that, although such
reports are confidential to the government of the Member State, the KRS*KO
Report may be made available to interested parties. It is planned,
therefore, to publish this Report in 1984, in the form of an Agency TECDOC
to serve as a guide for other Member States.

4.6 Provision of Public Information

The Agency encourages those Member States having nuclear power
facilities to publicize their emergency planning and preparedness
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arrangements for the protection of the public health and safety. A number
of Member States have done this by preparing and distributing, to those who
might be affected, explanatory brochures outlining what the public should do
upon receiving notification of a plant emergency involving off-site
consequences. These brochures contain easily understood 'emergency
instructions, often reinforced by means of simple illustrative drawings, to
ensure that all concerned will be aware of any protective actions they may
be called upon to carry out and of the protective measures that may have to
be implemented by the appropriate authorities to ensure their safety.
Contrary to what might have been expected, Member States who have published
such brochures have reported a very positive and favourable public reaction.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The Agency believes that in addition to maintaining high standards in
the design, construction, testing and operation of nuclear power plants, the
provision of comprehensive emergency planning and preparedness programmes,
together with adequate arrangements for their effective implementation by
trained and competent personnel, can play an important role in alleviating
much of the public concern still associated with the generation of nuclear
power. Such programmes provide a secondary level of protection and
contribute to the overall safety of a high technology industry at the local,
national and international level. Although their proper implementation
calls for a somewhat augmented commitment in terms of dedicated and
competent people, the funds and resources for their accomplishment are not
unduly large in relation to the overall financial and manpower commitments
for operating and maintaining a nuclear power plant.
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OPERATOR INFORMATION DISPLAYS
FOR NORMAL OPERATION AND FAULT MANAGEMENT
OF AN ADVANCED GAS-COOLED REACTOR
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Central Electricity Generating Board,
Barnwood, Gloucester,
United Kingdom

Abstract

The paper describes the design intent, organisation
and implementation of operator displays for a 1300 MWe Advanced
Gas-Cooled Reactor employing a high level of automation,
computer based displays and discrete devices incorporated
into a structured information system. A description of the
main plant and post-cooling system is given and the provisions
for automatic initiation of the post-trip systems are related
to claims made on operator action. A statement on control
room staffing and task allocation is included in order to
identify the roles of the various display systems.

The structure of the Operator and Supervisor information
system is described and the hierarchy of data and alarm
displays is discussed. The role of discrete displays is
discussed bo'th in relation to the computer based displays
and as a stand-alone set of essential information providing
for safe operation in the rare event of total loss of computer
based displays. The extent and organisation of the computer
based displays is described with emphasis on the allocation
of data to functional "groups in order to aid fault diagnosis and
management. The 'role and implementation of overview displays
is described.

An important part of the overall information system
is the reactor post trip cooling system display. Taking
the form of a functional mimic, the display provides a
comprehensive summary of post trip reactivity, primary circuit
integrity, reactor heat removal and cooling system status
and security. 'The display is used to monitor the effectiveness
and adequacy of the post-trip functions and provides an
overview of plant abnormalities which are then investigated
using the systems described above.

The paper concludes with a review of areas of current
and future development.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the design intent, organisation
and implementation of a set of operational displays for a
1300 MWe Advanced Gas Cooled reactor, (AGR) power station.

The displays are designed to enable normal and fault
operation to be safely carried out and in order to describe
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the displays it is necessary to relate them to both the
operational staffing structure and the role of those staff
in the maintenance of safety and effective operation.

The plant is provided with an automatic protection
system and a safety features actuation system which limit
the claims made on operator action. These provisions also
play a major part in the design of the information
displays.

2. PLANT DESCRIPTION

Heysham II Power Station comprises two 1550 MWt
Advanced Gas Cooled reactors feeding two 660 MWe
turbo-generators. • The reactors are based on the design of
those operating at Hinkley Point fB* and Hunterston Power
Stations since 1976. Design changes have been incorporated
to meet enhanced safety targets and as a result of
commissioning and operational experience. Commissioning
is scheduled for 1987/1988.

The reactor core, support structure, boilers and gas
circulators are contained within a single cavity
pre-stressed concrete pressure vessel» The graphite block
core is located within a steel gas baffle which provides
re-entrant gas flow cooling. See Figure 1. The plant
main parameters are shown in Table I.

The main reactor plant is segregated into four
quadrants by radial walls which prevent the spread of fire
or other hazards from one quadrant to another.

The reactor heat input is 1550 MW to which must be
„added 42.6 MW of circulator power. Residual heat is
normally removed at shut-down and at initial start-up by 12
Decay Heat Boilers (DHB) which are located beneath the main
boilers. The Main Boilers (MB) are used during the remainder
of the start-up phase and at power for heat removal. Heat
is transferred by 8 Gas Circulators (GC) which provide some
4.27 tonnes/s of gas flow at full load.

3. AUTOMATIC PROTECTION AND CONTROL

The reactor is provided with a fully automatic
protection system which prevents the occurrence of
unacceptable operating conditions. The role played by
the protection system in terms of safety may be illustrated
by Figure 2 which shows a series of circumscribing circles
representing the various design features which contribute to
a strategy of "defence in depth". The plant, which is of
established design, has inbuilt conservatisms and margins.

The protection system is provided to prevent design
margins being encroached upon. This acts to limit the
effects of faults, whether induced by plant conditions or
operator action, and prevent unacceptable conditions. The
parameters which are monitored by the protection system are
given in Table II. The extent to which the operator can
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affect the operation of the protection system is limited by
design and any such intervention tends to put the reactor in
a more safe state.

Within the envelope of the protection system automatic
controls are provided to constrain plant operations within
desired limits. These controls include modulating loops,
interlocks, sequence control and most importantly the
provisions for post trip cooling described below. A list of
automatic features is given in Table III.
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Table I
Heysham II Power Station - Main Parameters

Reactor Power
Electrical Power (net)
Thermal Efficiency (net)

Fuel Channels
Control Rods
Coolant
Channel Gas Outlet Temperature
Channel Gas Inlet Temperature
Gas Circulators, centrifugal
Gas Pressure
Gas Flow (Total)
Gas Circulator Power Input
Boilers, once through
Feed Temperature
Steam Temperature
Steam Pressure
Steam Flow
Primary Shut-down

Secondary Shut-down
Tertiary Hold-down

2 3c 1550 MWt
2 x 620 MWe
402
332
89
CO,635°c
299°C
8
4306 bar
4*27 tonnes/s
42.6 ÌÈ
12
156°C
538°C
160 bar
500 kg/s

44 "black" rods
+• 24 "grey" margin rods

N2 injection
Boron beads

Qesige L imi t s

P r e t e e t S e e
L i m i t s

Gentre!
L i m i t s

Ante Centre!
.̂___̂

Aute Proteetiee

Fig 2 Contro l -Protect ion Map
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Table II
Protection System Parameters

Trip Parameter

1 Pulse count
2 Flux period (Log)
3 Excess flux (Log)
4 Excess flux (Linear)

'
5 Reactor pressure low
6 Reactor pressure low

(diverse)
7 Reactor pressure high
3 Reactor pressure high

(diverse)
9 Channel gas outlet

temperature
10 Circulator outlet gas

temperature

11 Circulator outlet gas
temperature extra high

12 Circulator undervoltage
1

|13 IGV Position
1
[14 Loss of quadrant
1
|15 Safety room temperature
1
|16 Impact vibration
1
|17 Fuelling machine grab
I load

Trip Setting

Level

Level

High rate -
(rising & falling)
High rate -
minute (rising and
falling) .
Quiescent margin
High level
Level

Input falling below
of nominal for

a period 200 ms

'
High level

I
Guardline

P
P
P
PSD

P

P

P

P

PSD

P

P
_

P :

P

P

P

P

P

P • Primary Guardline System
0 - Diverse Guardline System

Table III
Heysham II Power Station - Auto Control Loops

Reactor Gas Outlet Temperature
Boiler Feed Flow

Boiler Outlet Steam Temperature
Boiler Outlet Steam Pressure
Turbo-Generator Load
Channel Gag Interlocks

- Control Rods
- Pump Speed
- Control Valves
- Governor Valve
- Gas Flow
- Gas Drives
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Operator access to automatic controls is provided to
enable adjustment of operating levels and to provide
flexibility for operating under a range of modes. An
exception to the normal means of operator access is made in
the case of the automatic post-trip cooling sequence.
For every reactor trip, whether automatically or manually
initiated, the sequence disconnects the manual control
facilities and allows re-connection only after a pre-defined
code is entered into the system and. then only on a
proportion of the plant at a time.
POST-TRIP COOLING

The amount of shut-down power due to fission product
heating cannot be controlled by the operator and the plant
is therefore provided with post-trip cooling systems which
can achieve a high level of reliability. The station
design basis requires that for any individual fault sequence
there should be no unacceptable failure of the post trip
cooling function at a frequency greater than once in 10
reactor years.
Certain items of plant together with their associated
electrical supplies are uniquely identified with a quadrant.
The plant and its associated power supplies for each
quadrant is termed a "train". To achieve the necessary
reliability certain items of diverse plant are provided,
also on a quadrant basis. These trains are designated X &
Y respectively» Either set operating independently will
provide adequate cooling.

The primary means of post-trip cooling is'by gas
circulators transferring heat to the decay heat boiler
system. The system embodies redundancy such that two out
of the four trains can achieve adequate cooling. In the
unlikely event of a total loss of all forced gas
circulation, heat would be removed by natural gas
circulation (NC) provided that the reactor is pressurised.
In these circumstances heat is removed by the main boilers.
For faults where the reactor vesel is depressurised the
reduced gas density requires the main boilers to be used for
post-trip cooling. Gas circulation rate is increased and
both the decay heat, and main boilers are used for heat
removal. Additional coolant is added via a pressure
support system (PS). The predicted frequency of this fault
is sufficiently low to enable the reliability requirements
to be met by the redundancy of the four boiler/circulator
quadrants.

The post-trip cooling systems are illustrated in
Figure3. The minimum system quadrant functional
requirements are summarised thus;

Pressurised Reactor DHB + GC 2004
or MB + GC 1004
or MB + NC 3004

Large De-Pressurisation MB + GC + PS 2004
Small De-Pressurisation MB + GC + PS 1003
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5. OPERATION

5.1 Operational Staffing
Control of the plant is focussed on a Central Control
Room (CCR) which is the point of control for normal and
fault operations. The CCR is supported by certain
on-plant operational facilties but these are
managed from the CCR.

Following established proven practice on other
CEGB nuclear power stations the staffing of the CCR is
based on a hierarchy of professional engineers with a
Control Room Supervisor in charge of overall operations
and conduct within the CCR and a single Unit Operator
for each Reactor/Turbo-Generator Unit. The CCR
Supervisor is available to monitor the activities of
the Unit Operator and to support him as necessary. The
allocation of tasks within the CCR allows the
Supervisor to provide additional objectivity in
decision making, particularly during fault situations.

5.2 Safety Role of the Operator

The safety role of the operator is influenced to a
large extent by the inherent characteristics of the AGR
plant and systems. The large thermal capacity of the
reactor components ensures that for pressurised faults,
even if cooling is sub-optimal immediately following a
reactor trip, temperatures change slowly and a
considerable time will elapse before unacceptable
conditions are reached, thus some delay in establishing
forced cooling could be tolerated. Under no
circumstances are prompt actions claimed from the
operator in order to avoid an unacceptable release of
radioactivity. In the longer term for both pressurised
and depressurising faults the response of the plant to
failures in the cooling systems, whether caused by
plant failures or operator action, is slow enough to
allow remedial or corrective action to be taken.

The Operator's overall objective is to ensure that
safety criteria are met at all times. During normal
plant operations including start-up, shut-down and
re-fuelling the Operator ensures that the plant is
operated within the design envelope and that the
protection and automatic features are maintained at a
satisfactory state of availability and integrity. This
involves compliance with a defined set of procedures.
There are a certain number of slow-acting faults which,
although infrequent, are unacceptable and the operator
is required to take corrective action or to manually
trip the reactor. These are listed in Table IV.

The CEGB Design Safety Requirements and Criteria
limit claims on the actions of operators in support of
the safety case in the period immediately post-trip.
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Table IV

Slow-Acting Faults Requiring Operator Action

IV.I Failure of Pressure Vessel Cooling System.
IV.II Hoc Gas Release on the Pile Cap.
IV.Ill Chloride/Caustic Ingress Into Boiler Feed Water.
IV.IV Very Slow Primary Circuit Depressurisation.
IV.V Breach in Reactor Sea Water System.
IV.VI Main Boiler Leaks.

For actions from the CCR the period is taken to be 30
minutes and the fully automatic provisions are designed
to meet this requirement. Where control is from a
point other than the CCR the period is extended to 60
minutes. During the period immediately following
a trip the Operator is required to monitor the status
of the reactor and the performance of the post-trip
cooling systems. In addition he must commence a
systematic assessment of any faults which are-present.
Operator intervention in support of automatic
provisions is permitted in a limited number of events
which could lead to severe economic damage to the plant
or in certain defined circumstances to increased safety
margins. In the longer.term the Operator is required
to secure stable conditions, investigation and
correction of faults and preparation for a return to
power. A single post-trip procedure is envisaged.
The role of the CCR Supervisor and Operator is
summarised in Figure 4.

CCR Supervisor
Monitors Operator actions and
Performance. Provides support
and additional objectivity In
decision making.

Figure 4
Safety Role of the CCR Staff

Unit 7 Operator

Normal Operations
- Compliance with Operating
Rules

- Monitors Integrity and
Availability of Essential
Protection and Cooling
Systems

- Ensures Routine Tasting
and Maintenance of Plant

- Operation within Safe
Limits

- Action during defined
fault conditions |

I 0-30 mln Post-trip

- Monitor Post-trip Cooling
Sequence

- Act to protect plant from
economic damage

- Increase Safety Margins
Is necessary

30 aiin + Post-trip

Regain Control from
Automatic System
Secure Long-term
Stable conditions
Action to support
safety during
I) Depressurisation

faults
II) Breach of Reactor

Sea Water System
iiDLoss of CCR

Unit 8 Operator

(As Unit 7)
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6. DISPLAYS

6.1 CCR Display Organistion
The displays within the Central Control Room are

organised into a structure which reflects the division
of responsibilities within the room between Supervisor
and Operators. The primary means of information
display is via a comprehensive Data Processing System
(DPS) associated with each Reactor/Turbo-Generator
Unit. Station information is assigned to both Data
Processing Systems. The DPS is designed to achieve a
high availability (circa 99.98%). In order to provide
total availability of essential information needs the
DPS displays are augmented by discrete displays on
various desks and panels. Displays are also provided
to support manual control actions and to permit an
overview of unit status and conditions. Discrete
displays are provided to meet four requirements:

- Safe Shut-down
- Safe Short-term operation without DPS
- Diversity of information
- Task performance
The arrangement of CCR desks and panels is shown

in Figure 6. It can be seen that the structures are
organised into three clearly definable workspaces.
Similarly, the arrangement of the DPS is complementary
to that division. This arrangement aids the
performance of tasks and obviates the need for shared
access to displays. A fundamental consideration in
thedesign of the displays is thus that of relevance to
recipient. Within a particular workspace the displays

. are organised on a functional basis. The allocation of
tasks within the CCR, based on proven practice and
known operating staff capabilities, results in the
Supervisor being responsible for a number of areas,
namely:

Supervision of Unit 7.
Supervision of Unit 8.
Off-site electrical power supply supervision

(400kV and 132kV)
On-site electrical power supply control and

supervision
On-site services control and supervision
Off-site telecommunications

These task needs are met by the functional areas
shown in Figure 7A. The tasks allocated to each Unit
Operator relate only to Unit operations and the
relevant displays are concentrated on a single
polygonic desk, supported by a back panel which
provides a post-trip overview display. The
fundamental arrangement of devices on each Unit desk is
shown in Figure 7B. The arrangement described provides
strong location coding and facilitates operation,
particularly during faults.
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Within each major functional area devices are
arranged in sub-groups and identified in a hierarchical
manner. Each sub-group, which includes displays and
controls forms a fully integrated area. In addition,
each area embodies the necessary discrete alarm
annunciators as part of the displays. The
organisation and identification of displays and
controls is facilitated by, but not dependent on, the
use of a modular system based on DIN 43700. Additional
features are embodied in the CEGB design which are not
always available on proprietary systems, namely an
integral label system and the ability to withdraw units
from the desk front. Examples of the layout and
labelling of controls and displays are shown in Figure
8. It may be seen that displays and controls are
closely integrated into functional groups and
sub-groups. A number of control functions are
achieved using backlit pushbuttons in order to achieve
the required information presentation density and these
form operational displays. Changes of plant state due
to automatic or remote actions are annunicated via an
audible tone, a beacon and the use of flashing signals
in the associated control device. Such changes do not
appear in the alarm system unless the change produces
an unacceptable condition.
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The alarm system comprises a distributed set of
audible tones to signal area of responsibility, a set
of annunciator beacons to define the appropriate search
task and two sets of alarm text displays. A limited
number of discrete alarms for each function or system
are presented on annunciator modules which can display
up to six messages. As far as possible the
arrangement of these alarm displays reflects the layout
of the associated controls and displays. The use of a
modular system allows alarms to be located directly
adjacent to related controls and such a technique has
been employed in a number of interface designs. In
the case of Heysham II Power Station these discrete
annunciators are intended to provide an operational
over-view of a defined sub-set of the total alarm
population and as such are collected into a small
number of groups related to each major area. These
groups are located in easily identifiable positions to
minimise search tasks.

6.2 Computer Driven Displays

Fully comprehensive information is provided by a
number of high-resolution colour monitors located
around the CCR desks and panels. These are driven
from each Unit Data Procesing System and provide
displays for normal and fault operation. The displays
include operational data and alarm information. The
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displays are organised in a similar manner to that for
the discrete displays with a primary division by area
of responsibility between Supervisor and Unit Operator.
Within each of these divisions information is arranged
in functional groups. Information is also structured
into a three-level hierarchy with varying levels of
detail/abstraction.

The organisation of the displays is shown in
Figure 9 from which it may be seen that the displays
comprise two hierarchies, one for data and one for
alarm text message handling. This arrangement is an
extension of existing operational practice at operating
stations where alarm handling is based on a sequential
alarms, list. Alarm handling facilities within the DPS
are available only through alarm text lists. These
include alarm accept, reset, repack and shelve. The
division of information, into functional areas is shown
in Table V which shows the split of information by
responsibility. There are a few areas which allow
joint access. The displays include graphics,
alpha-numerics and text in combination as required.

\ Keyboard» \

Plane Are*
Alara Text
Display

Fig 9 VDU Display Format Organisa t ion
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Table V
Plane Functional Areas

Mnemonic

AS
FR
HVcw
EM
FF
CE
RS
RP
RC
QA
•QB
QC
QDD
G
Ò
Ñ
SU
F
D
PT
UE
TD

Functional Area

Auxiliary Systems
Fuel Route
Heating & Ventilation
Cooling Water
Environmental Monitoring
Fire
Common Electrical
Reactor Safety
Reactor Plant
Reactor Core
Quadrant A
Quadrant Â
Quadrant Ñ
Quadrant D
Generator
Turbine
Condensaee
Stare-Up System
Feed Water
Data
Post Trip
•Unit Electrical
Task-Oriented Displays

Keyboard
Abbreviation

Aux. Systems
Fuel Route
H 4 V
CW
Environ
Fire
Common Elect
Reactor Safety
Reactor Plant
Reactor Core
Quad A
Quad Â
Quad Ñ
Quad D
Gen
Turbine
Condst
Start-Up
Feed
Data
Post Trip
Unit Elect
TOD

Supervisor
Responsibility

*
*
*
*
*
*

Supervisor
Access

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

1

Operator
Responsibility

*
*
*
*
*
*

•

Operator
Access

*
*
*
*
*
*

• *

*

A further category of display is provided which is
referred to as Task-oriented displays î These present
information which is directly related to the
performance of a task or set of tasks and as such they
utilise information from a number of functional areas,
as required, in order to meet the specific needs of the
task. Examples of the tasks involved are:
Reactor/Turbine start-up, achievement of criticality,
loading and run-up rate selection, shutdown monitoring,
man-access monitoring, etc.

The functional area structuring of displays is
shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that the totality
of the information presented by the DPS, which
encompasses the majority of the total CCR information
system, is split into three major areas, that for the
CCR Supervisor and that for each Unit Operator. The
system then provides some 39 functional areas. Within
each area up to three hierarchical levels exist.
Each CCR user is provided with an overview format which
represents the totality of his area of responsibility.
The overview displays provide a concise statement of
plant information and allow the user to monitor and
assess the extent and trend of changes in plant status.
The elements of the display provide indication of the
functional area and detailed formats containing the
active information.
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Supervisor

U n i t 7 Unit 8

Fig 10 O C R I n f o r m a t i o n S y s t e m - F u n c t i o n a l A r e a s

R e f e r T o T a b l e V F o r M n e m o n i c D e f i n i t i o n s

6.3 Reactor Safety System Display
The Reactor Safety System which provides the

automtic protection system for the reactor also drives
a discrete LED display on the Reactor Control Desk.
This provides an overview of the status of the Safety
System and assists in diagnosis of the cause of a
reactor trip.

The display provides light codes which are
compatible with those employed in the remainder of the
alarm system and allows the status of operational and
maintenance vetos to be monitored, partial trip
situations to be identified and provides a "first-up"
indication of reactor trip conditions. Reactor Safety
System Alarms annunciate via the normal CCR audible cue
system but in order to aid the operator search task a
separate beacon is provided. The arrangement of the
display is shown in Figure 11.
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6.4 Post Trip Cooling Display
In the event of a reactor trip the automatic

protection system initiates all necessary protective
cooling functions via the pre-defined sequence. The
operator is required to monitor the performance of the
sequence and to ensure that post-trip cooling is
adequate.

To aid the operator to perform these tasks a
dedicated, dynamic mimic diagram is provided. This is
located on the Unit Panel, directly behind the
Operator's desk and is normally not active. In the
event of a reactor trip the mimic diagram is
automatically switched on and then provides a summary
of the status of post-trip cooling functions and of
essential reactor variables. The arrangement of the
mimic is shown in Figure 12. The diagram is
structured to show the four major cooling routes
(quadrants) across the diagram. In general, the
post-trip sequence creates a left-to-right information
flow. Within each horizontal route the elements are
arranged in columns, to give a clear matrix
presentation. The diagram provides for strong pattern
recognition and the illumination states for a number of
fault situations are shown in Figure 13. Included
within the diagram are a number of important analogue
displays namely: primary circuit gas pressure, core
channel gas outlet temperature, cooling system
inventory and, for each quadrant, main boiler gas
outlet temperature. The arrangement of the latter
displays allows ready comparison of cooling and allows
asymetric cooling conditions to be monitored.

The matrix is designed to provide an overview of
post-trip cooling functions and therefore embodies a
degree of abstraction. Indications on the mimic which
suggest individual failures of functions or components
can be verified by reference to discrete indicators on
the control desk or DPS displays. It should be noted
that for a number of conditions,individual failure of
signals to the mimic do not seriously detract from its
value e.g. failure of a valve position signal can be
regarded as subsidiary to the downstream flow display.
This in turn is subsidiary to the display of quadrant
temperature. Thus a degree of redundancy is inbuilt
in the display. The display utilises fibre-optic
technology together with liquid crystal logic switching
for reliability.

A fundamental principle of the CCR design is that
the normal controls and indications are also used for
fault management. As a result the operator is fully
familiar with the behaviour and characteristics of
these devices. The post-trip mimic acts as an overview
and directs the operator to the relevant part of the
normal display system.
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The principles of the display have been verified
by a simulation exercise and the resulting feed back
from designers, operating staff and training staff has
been incorporated.

It is interesting to note that the form of
presentation used for the mimic when transposed to a
VDU format is largely ineffective. The equivalent
information will be displayed in a more abstract form
on the final format.

6.5 Information System Verification
The display provisions descibed herein have been

developed against a clearly defined set of principles
which address safety, information integrity,
information availability and user needs. The design
methodology used includes a, number of feedback loops
which ensure objectivity and quality of result. In
particular, detailed methodologies have been developed
for VDU format production and alarm signal engineering.
The adequacy of the overall provisions is being
verified by a process of task analysis covering normal
operation and some 40 fault conditions.

A full-scale simulator is being constructed at the
CEGB Nuclear Power Training Centre, Oldbury, and this
is nearing completion. This will provide a simulation
of all the CCR desk and panels and when commissioned,
will allow verification of the information system
design to be carried out.

7. LOSS OF CENTRAL CONTROL ROOM

In the rare event that the CCR facilities are rendered
unusable due to a hazard an alternative means of monitoring
reactor shut-down is provided by a diverse facility entitled
the Emergency Indications Centre. This is a room
containing basic monitoring provisions which are a sub-set
of the CCR displays. A central feature is a Post-Trip
Monitoring Mimic for each reactor, identical to those in the
CCR. Control facilities are restricted to a manual trip
device for each reactor. Any other required control
actions would be performed local-to-plant under the
direction of EIC staff. In the event of the EIC being
brought into use the period during which safety actions by
operators are not claimed is extended to 60 min. to allow
staff time to reach the EIC and to fully assess plant
conditions.

The EIC is provided with a dedicated event logger which
provides colour graphic displays as a sub-set of the main
displays in the CCR. Access is also provided to the main
DPS displays via a serial data link. No special
precautions are taken however, to ensure the availability or
integrity of this information.

The arrangement of EIC equipment is shown in Figure 14.
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8. AREAS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The provisions described in this paper form a logical
extension of those facilities which have been proven in
existing British nuclear power stations. A number of areas
of design are currently under development and for future
interface designs it is expected that improvements will be
achieved in three areas. The dual hierarchy of data and
alarm text formats necessitates the creation of two
conceptual models of the plant, that provided by the data
formats and a sub-set provided by the off-normal event
statements of the alarm text formats. Work is in hand to
develop a fully integrated set of displays as the primary
means of abnormal event annunciation and display. It is not
expected that this will totally displace alarm text displays
which have advantages in alarm management.

The size and complexity of current information systems
produces significant challenges to the interface designer.
The extent to which the use of structuring of information
can benefit the operator needs to be quantified. Analysis
of alarm event logs is being carried out and the potential
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benefits of alarm conditioning and alarm grouping are under
assessment.

The advent of the Fifth Generation Computer concept and
the expansion of work on artificial intelligence offers
attractive benefits to the interface designer. The
potential role of flat-screen display devices and
interactive panels is being examined with a view to reducing
the overall size of the operator interface. Of greater
potential impact are the argued benefits of expert systems
as an extension of human judgement. Two major areas of
importance are envisaged where expert systems could be of
benefit. These are data reduction during periods of high
activity ie. reactor trip, faults, etc. and operator
decision aids.

In this latter area the CEGB are developing a system
known as the Essential Systems Status Monitor (ESSM) to
support operator decision making in the area of essential
plant availability. Safe operation of the plant requires
that systems performing essential functions are continuously
available with sufficient integrity. The systems are
complex, inter-related and often depend upon other common
supporting systems. In deciding which plant to release for
maintenance and testing the Operator must take account of
mandatory operating rules which, by virtue of their
definitive, unambiguous nature, embody a degree of
pessimism. If a more realistic, albeit more complex set of
rules could be adopted this pessimism could be removed and
both safety and availability increased. The ESSM provides a
software simulation of the essential plant and allows the
Operator to investigate the effects of removal of a plant
item from the system and to determine the overall system
reliability under such circumstances.

As an example of the technique used Figure 15 which
shows a simple two system arrangement. Four pumps provide
cooling flow through four heat exchangers. The minimum
functional requirement is that one pump feeds one heat
exchanger and that the system can withstand a single
failure. The operating rule to the Operator would probably
be, for simplicity and unambiguity,
(i) System X: 2 pumps operational with at least one in

each half,
(ii) System Y: 2 heat exchangers operational with at least

one in each half.
These rules encompass most fault situations but they

exclude certain conditions which would be acceptable. In
this example, eight such conditions are excluded by the
rules. In a more complex system the number of excluded
combinations is increased considerably. Table VI shows the
allowable conditions and the acceptable conditions.

The monitor is based on the use of fault tree models,
the use of which are well documented.
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Pumps H e a t E x c h a n g e r s

Syst im Y

Fig 18 Typica l Trained S y s t e m

It provides:
the ability to assess the integrity of current plant
configurations

the ability to assess the effects of plant failures and
any time restrictions which occur.
the facility to plan equipment outages in an optimum
manner.

The monitor will initially be commissioned as an
off-line facility but it is envisaged that the move to
on-line data acquisition will be successfully achieved. The
extent to which the system output could be automatically
implemented remains to be examined, it is however expected
that the monitoring feature will be integrated into future
interface designs.
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Table VI
Fault Tree Cue-Set

A comparison of plant availability states which
are acceptable with those which are allowed in

operating limits

SYSTEM X
(2 Pump
Availability
States

i + ã

3 + 4

1 + 3
(or 1 + 4)

2 + 3
(or 2+4)

'

SYSTEM Y
Acceptable
Availability
States
A + Â + Ñ + D
A + Â + Ñ
A + Â + D
A + Â

A + Â + Ñ + 0
A + Ñ + D
Â + Ñ + D
Ñ + D

A + Â + Ñ + D
A + Â + Ñ
A + Â + D
A + Ñ + D
Â + Ñ + D
A + Ñ
A + D
Â + Ñ
Â + D

A + Â + Ñ + D
A + Â + Ñ + D
A + Â + D
A + Ñ + D
Â + Ñ + D
A + Ñ
A + D
Â + Ñ
Â + D

SYSTEM Y
Allowed
Availability
States
(Note 2)

A + Â + Ñ + D
A + Â + Ñ
A + Â + D
A + Ñ + D
Â + Ñ + D
A •+• Ñ
A + D
Â + Ñ
Â + D

A + Â + Ñ + D
A + Â + Ñ
A + Â + D
A + Ñ + D
Â + Ñ + D
A + Ñ
A + D
Â + Ñ
Â + D

NOTES:
1. Acceptable availability states are considered to be those

states in Y which result in single failure tolerance
conditions in systems Ê and Y in combination.

2. Allowed availability states are the bounding states
specified in operating limits.

9. CONCLUSION

The safe, effective operation of a nuclear power
station depends upon an appropriately designed effective
operational information system. The approach adopted to
the CCR information system for Heysham II Power Station is
one that addresses information availability, information
integrity, relevance to task, etc, and produces an
integrated information system. A significant
characteristic of the system is that fault conditions are
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monitored and managed by normal instrumentation and
controls. The operator is thus fully familiar with the
characteristics and behaviour of these devices by regular
involvement and interaction with them.

The use of a structured information system to cue
operators to areas of concern and subsequently to allow
investigation and correlation of relevant data allows access
to essential information and facilitates the performance of
essential tasks.

The provision of a comprehensive automatic protection
system and appropriate allocation of functions makes a major
contribution to safety by allowing the Operator time to
assimilate information and to form appropriate action
strategies. Future developments in display and information
processing technology are expected to improve the way in
which the approach described can be applied and in the
effectiveness of the resulting system.
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LE RETOUR D'EXPERIENCE

B. FOUREST
D partement d'analyse de s ret ,
CEA, Institut de protection et de s ret nucl aire,
Fontenay-aux-Roses, France

R sum

Cette • communication pr sente un certain nombre (.deconsid rations g n rales sur le retour d'exp rience en pr cisant
ses objectifs, les diff rents types d'activit s qu'il couvre et
les acteurs qu'il implique.

Elle pr sente galement quelques exemples du retour
d'exp rience en France dans diff rents domaines d'activit
(am lioration des salles de commande, organisation des pouvoirs
publics pour faire face un accident grave, am lioration de la
conception des g n rateurs de vapeur).

Si les processus de collecte et d'analyse des informationsrelatives aux incidents commencent fonctionner correctement
que ce soit dans les principaux pays ou au niveau international,
il subsiste encore certaines difficult s assurer, dans des
d lais raisonnables, les retomb es pratiques des enseignements
tir s de ces incidents.
INTRODUCTION

Le retour d'exp rience, expression souvent utilis e dans le
domaine nucl aire en France depuis quelques ann es, recouvre en
fait une notion vieille comme le monde et qui constitue un des
fondements du progr s de l'humanit . On peut le d finir comme le
processus travers lequel l'homme, partir de l'examen du
fonctionnement des outils qu'il a d j construits, apprend les
perfectionner. Autant dire que le retour d'exp rience recouvre
un grand nombre d'activit s, et que dans le domaine des
r acteurs nucl aires il ne saurait se limiter au travail de
quelques ing nieurs qui analyseraient dans des bureaux les
incidents se produisant dans les centrales nucl aires. Le retourd'exp rience doit tre un souci constant pour tous les
participants au d veloppement de l' nergie nucl aire :
concepteurs, constructeurs, architectes industriels, exploitants
des installations, organismes de s ret .

Avant de d tailler les tapes qui composent le retourd'exp rience et d'en donner des exemples concrets, pr cisons
quels en sont les objectifs : il s'agit bien s r d'am liorer la
disponibilit des centrales nucl aires mais aussi leur s ret .
Appartenant un organisme qui analyse la s ret des
installations, je ne d velopperai que ce dernier aspect.
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LES OBJECTIFS DU RETOUR D'EXPERIENCE
Le premier objectif est l'identification des incidents

pr curseurs d'accidents plus graves afin de d finir et de mettre
en application des mesures correctives avant que ces accidents
graves ne se produisent. Tout le monde se souvient que
l'accident de Three Mile Island (T.M.I.) avait eu, dans les 18
mois pr c dents, des incidents pr curseurs qui n'avaient pas t
identifi s comme tels. Certains de ces incidents avaient donnlieu des diagnostics erron s. Gr ce des conditions
favorables, faible puissance initiale, ces incidents n'avaient
eu aucune cons quence sur le coeur et n'avaient donc conduit
aucun rejet particulier ; de ce fait, ils n'avaient pas attir
l'attention, les proc dures accidentelles et la formation du
personnel qui auraient pu tre am lior es ne l'avaient pas t .
Les autres centrales n'en avaient pas t inform es.

A cet gard une des causes de l'accident de T.M.I. r sulte
donc d'un mauvais fonctionnement du retour d'exp rience.Cependant, l'un des effets les plus b n fiques de cet accident
aura t de rappeler tous les acteurs de l'industrie
nucl aire, la n cessit de cette chasse aux incidents
pr curseurs.

Le second objectif est l'homog n isation du niveau de
s ret des installations. Les r acteurs construits aujourd'huiont t con us et sont exploit s sur la base de r gles
d terministes, qui contiennent des marges de conservatisme. Mais
ces marges sont souvent mal connues. Certaines sont, sans doute,
trop importantes et il serait conomiquement justifi de les
r duire ; d'autres sont trop faibles et il est n cessaire de les
augmenter. La scrutation fine de l'exp rience d'exploitation
peut permettre de mieux cerner ces marges, d'identifier lespoints forts et les points faibles des installations. A cet
gard,- les tudes probabilistes peuvent tre tr s- utiles, mais

il est indispensable qu'elles s'appuient sur les statistiques
tir es du fonctionnement r el des mat riels et les incidentseffectivement constat s. Les tudes probabilistes ainsi men esdoivent permettre une approche plus rationnelle et donc aboutir

un niveau de s ret plus homog ne.
Le troisi me objectif d coule des deux premiers dans la

mesure o la recherche de ceux-ci conduit des modifications,
que ces modifications touchent la conception des installations
ou la fa on dont elles sont exploit es. Il est donc indis-
pensable de v rifier, a posteriori, que ces modifications
donnent bien effectivement les r sultats escompt s sans
qu'apparaissent d'effets secondaires nuisibles.
LES ETAPES DU RETOUR D'EXPERIENCE, SES DIFFICULTES DE MISE EN
OEUVRE

Le retour d'exp rience est, en g n ral, une boucle qui partde l'installation et qui y revient.
La premi re tape est constitu e par la saisie de

l'information. Elle est essentielle et ne repose que sur
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l'exploitant ; de sa qualit d pendra toute l'efficacit du
retour d'exp rience. Deux cueils, notre avis, doivent tre
vit s ce niveau :1) Ne consid rer comme importants que des v nements qui ont

des cons quences directes sur le mat riel ou sur lefonctionnement de l'installation. L'exp rience montre
clairement que les pr curseurs, qu'il s'agit pr cis ment
d'identifier, n'ont la plupart du temps aucune cons quence
directe. Pour viter cet cueil, il est donc n cessaire que
les exploitants soient particuli rement sensibilis s aux
cons quences potentielles des incidents qu'ils observent.

2) Culpabiliser le personnel qui commet des erreurs, ce qui
peut se traduire par une r tention de l'information. L'ex-
p rience montre l aussi que de tr s nombreuses erreurs
humaines ne sont pas des "fautes" mais proviennent d'insuf-
fisances dans la conception ou dans les proc dures
d'exploitation. Compte tenu du r le que peuvent tre amen s
jouer les op rateurs en cas d'accident, il est essentiel

que ces insuffisances soient corrig es et que les erreurs
sans cons quence, qui permettent de les identifier, soient
donc signal es.
La collecte et la diffusion de cette information d'unepart, l'analyse des incidents afin d'en tirer des enseignements

d'autre part, constituent les deux tapes suivantes.
De nombreuses pr sentations, dans diff rentes conf rences,

ont d taill ces deux tapes qui sont troitement d pendantes
des contextes institutionnels dans chaque pays. Nous ne ferons
ici que trois commentaires :1) L'utilisation de fichiers informatises est une aide indis-pensable pour stocker les v nements relatifs

l'exp rience d'exploitation d s qu'un pays a un programmenucl aire significatif.
2) Bien que les secrets industriels puissent pr senter une

contrainte, la diffusion de l'information doit tre aussi
large que possible, en particulier, en direction des
concepteurs et des constructeurs, compte tenu du r le
essentiel qu'ils ont jouer dans les tapes suivantes.

3) La redondance dans les analyses d'un m me incident par
diff rentes quipes n'est pas inutile et s'av re, dans biendes cas, souhaitable. L'exp rience que nous avons en France
d'analyses men es en parall le par les Services Centraux
d'Electricit de France (EdF) et par les organismes de
s ret , est tr s positive. Chaque quipe peut, en effet,
apporter ses propres perspectives et ce qui peut appara tre
comme une duplication d'efforts permet de mieux cerner les
diff rents aspects d'un incident et d'en tirer le maximumd'enseignements.
Compte tenu des moyens qui ont t mis en place,

sp cialement depuis trois ou quatre ans, il semble que ces trois
premi res tapes du retour d'exp rience fonctionnent,
maintenant, de fa on satisfaisante. C'est, en tout cas,l'opinion que nous en avons en France.
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Il n'en va pas encore tout fait de m me pour les deuxtapes suivantes : la quatri me tape consiste, en effet, une
fois d finis les objectifs des mesures correctives qui doivent
tre prises, les tudier en d tail ; la cinqui me tape est la

r alisation (s'il s'agit de mesures correctives touchant la
conception) et la mise en place effective des modifications
correspondantes sur les installations,, Les concepteurs, les
constructeurs, les architectes industriels et? in fine, les
exploitants sont les plus impliqu s dans ces tapes. Les diffi-
cult s auxquelles on se heurte, se traduisent par des d laisparfois tr s longs entre le moment o un probl me de s ret est
identifi par un incident et le moment o les mesures
correctives sont effectivement en place.

Certaines de ces difficult s ont un caract re in luctableet sont li es des d lais d' tude et de fabrication souvent
incompressibles ; elles sont li es, galement, laplanification des arr ts annuels des centrales qu'il faut laplupart du temps attendre pour r aliser les modifications. Nous
rencontrons aussi, en France, une difficult s suppl mentaire
li e, sans doute, une des caract ristiques du programme
nucl aire fran ais : la standardisation. EdF veut, en effet,
avec l'approbation totale des autorit s de s ret , conserver, au
cours de leur vie, le caract re identique de ces r acteurs ;
ceci implique que toutes les modifications, autres que mineures,
soient tudi es, d cid es et planifi es au niveau national afin
qu'elles s'appliquent l'identique sur toutes les centrales.
Ceci est une garantie d'une meilleure qualit des tudes demodifications, mais entra ne une certaine lourdeur et se traduit
par des retards dans le fonctionnement du retour d'exp rience.

C'est ainsi qu'on -a pu voir, en France, des modificationspeu consistantes dans leur co'ntenu mais importantes quant leur
impact sur la s ret , subir des d lais injustifi s. Pour
rem dier cette situation, EdF attribue, d sormais, d-es degr s
d'urgence aux enseignements qui sont tir s du retourd'exp rience ; ceux-ci permettent de fixer des ordres de
priorit pour les diff rentes quipes qui ont travailler en
aval leur mise en application.

Ces difficult s montrent aussi qu'il est n cessaire que lesresponsables de la s ret ne se limitent pas v rifier que des
enseignements sont bien tir s de l'exp rience d'exploitation
mais pr voient une organisation ad quate pour surveiller
l'avancement des tudes et des r alisations qui en d coulent.

A ces difficult s en voie de r solution, s'ajoute un autreprobl me qui a trait la transmission de l'exp rience d'une
centrale l'autre lorsqu'elle met en jeu des comportements
d'op rateurs. On a vu, en France, se r p ter des incidentssimilaires sur des sites diff rents, bien que les mesures
correctives touchant la conception et/ou l'am lioration des
proc dures de conduite aient t prises.

On pourrait penser que, lorsqu'un incident significatifsurvient quelque part et qu'il est d au moins en partie une
insuffisance dans le comportement d'un op rateur, ceux op rants
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sur les autres sites seront particuli rement sensibilis s ce
type d'erreur et pourront l' viter. Ceci devrait faire partie du
retour d'exp rience. EdF a pris des mesures dans ce sens :
bulletin p riodique diffus tout le personnel des centrales
d crivant, dans un style accessible tous, les principaux
incidents ; cr ation d'une "incidenth que" accessible partir
des postes d'enseignement assist par ordinateur install s
proximit des salles de commandes.

L'exp rience que nous avons, montre cependant qu'il est
extr mement difficile de sensibiliser les op rateurs aux erreurs
des autres.
LE RETOUR D'EXPERIENCE AU NIVEAU INTERNATIONAL

La grande majorit des pays engag s dans un programme
nucl aire a reconnu, depuis longtemps, leur interd pendance etla n cessit de partager leurs exp riences. De nombreux accords
bilat raux existent entre les principaux pays. En outre, depuis
1965, les pays de l'OCDE changent leur exp rience d'exploi-
tation au cours des r unions annuelles du Comit pour la S ret
des Installations Nucl aires (CSNI).

Depuis 1980, cet change s'est d velopp et formalis par
la cr ation de l'Incident Reporting System (1RS) qui permet la
diffusion continue, sur la base de crit res d finis en commun,
des enseignements tir s, par chaque pays membre, des incidents
les plus significatifs. Ce syst me, qui fonctionne la
satisfaction g n rale, a permis que des liens troits se nouent
entre les responsables des diff rents pays membres. Une r union
annuelle de ces responsables permet d'identifier les principaux
probl mes de s ret d'int r t .g n ral. Dans un souci
d'efficacit , cette r union est, depuis l'an dernier, organis e
conjointement avec 1'AIEA qui d veloppe, de son .c t , un syst me
1RS analogue. Une retomb e positive de ces changes peut tre
l'organisation de rencontres internationales de sp cialistes sur
un sujet bien d fini qui constitue une pr occupation de s retg n rale.

La France a toujours t favorable ces changes
internationaux, y compris avec des pays qui sont moins avanc s
dans leur programme nucl aire. Elle continuera apporter son
appui aux initiatives allant dans ce sens. Elle souhaite,cependant, une meilleure coordination entre les diff rentes
organisations internationales qui patronnent ces changes. Il
convient galement de prendre garde une trop grande multipli-
cation de ce genre de rencontres qui ne correspondent pas
toujours des besoins clairement exprim s des pays membres.

EXEMPLES DU RETOUR D'EXPERIENCE EN FRANCE
Je voudrais maintenant pr senter trois exemples concretsd'application du retour d'exp rience en France. Afin d'illustrer

mes propos du d but de cette communication, je les ai choisis
tr s vari s et touchant principalement trois acteurs
diff rents : l'exploitant, les instances gouvernementales et le
constructeur. Les deux premiers sont des retomb es de l'accident
de T.M.I., le troisi me lui est ant rieur.
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Les am nagements de salle de commande
L'accident de T.M.I. a mis en vidence l'importance de cequ'on appelle "l'interface homme-machine", c'est- -dire l'en-

semble des moyens qui sont mis la disposition des op rateurs
pour effectuer un diagnostic correct des situations anormales et
pour r agir dans des conditions optimales de s ret .

Parmi ces moyens, la conception de la salle de commande est
un l ment important. Les r flexions men es EdFs la suite de
cet accident, ont fait appara tre le besoin d'am liorer la
pr sentation des informations et l'organisation des commandes en
particulier en situation perturb e.

Ceci a conduit, d'une part, utiliser des moyens informa-
tiques pour pr senter sur cran de visualisation (t l vision)
des images regroupant les param tres caract ristiques
d'incidents jusqu'alors dispers s et, d'autre part, lancer une
tude de modification des pupitres et tableaux des salles de

commande. Cette tude avait pour but de proposer des
r am nagements des panneaux pour supprimer ou att nuer les
difficult s d'utilisation et, en particulier, faciliter
l'identification des appareils» r duire les risques deconfusion, faciliter les rapprochements et mettre en relation
les appareils, permettre l'int gration de l'ensemble par les
op rateurs.

Dans les salles de commande qui quipent les centrales de
900 MWe en fonctionnement, les moyens d'information et de
commande sont plac s sur un "pupitre avant" incurv ,
correspondant une zone de conduite normale et sur un "tableau
arri re" affect aux op rations de d marrage/arr t.

Une moiti du pupitre concerne la partie "r acteur",Vautre la partie "turbo-alternateur". -Les appareils sont
dispos s sur des platines en inox bross et sont entour s
d' tiquettes portant les l ments de rep rage.

Pour une zone fonctionnelle donn e, on trouve de bas en
haut : sur la partie horizontale : les commandes ; sur la partie
verticale : les indicateurs, les enregistreurs, les alarmes ;
sur le tableau arri re, le synoptique passif.

Les tudes de modifications ont port sur un ensemble de
28 tranches, presque toutes actuellement en service. Elles ont
consist en diverses enqu tes et interviews aupr s des
op rateurs et des instructeurs de simulateurs d'entra nement.
Celles-ci ont permis de d gager les principes g n raux de
r am nagement. Leur g n ralisation a t appliqu e l'ensemble
des panneaux et a fait l'objet d'une tude compl mentaire sur
une maquette chelle 1.

Un jeu de plans d finitifs a t ensuite labor apr s
int gration des remarques et suggestions des op rateurs et
soumis leur appr ciation.
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L' tude a proc d par recoupements, combinaisons et
synth ses permettant de d gager des solutions satisfaisant le
plus grande nombre de crit res. Men e par un psychologue du
travail et un ing nieur, elle a consist mettre en relation de
nombreux renseignements recueillis diff rents moments et en
faire une synth se coh rente, conforme aux objectifs savoir :concevoir un r am nagement compatible tant avec l'analyse
technique du syst me qu'avec les repr sentations subjectives et
les besoins courants exprim s par les utilisateurs.

Il s'agit d'un r am nagement et non d'une nouvelle
conception. Ainsi, l'am nagement g n ral de la salle a t
conserv ainsi que la forme des panneaux et la r partition des
dispositifs de commande et d'information. Les appareils
existants ont galement t conserv s et leur d placement reste
limit l'int rieur des panneaux.

Bien que chaque zone fonctionnelle ait ses propres
exigences d'am nagement, les modifications envisag es reposent
sur un ensemble de r gles g n rales (principe de coh rence).

L'ensemble des modifications pr sente les caract ristiques
et ob it aux principes suivants :. Des regroupements fonctionnels : ces regroupements ont la

forme de zones color es encadr es contenant un ensemble
d'appareils li s fonctionnellement.

. Des zones principales et des zones secondaires : les
premi res sont entour es d'un lignage pais coins cass s
et correspondant des fonctions globales ; les secondes,incluses dans les pr c dentes et relatives dessous-fonctions, sont d limit es par des traits plus fins
cr ant des angles droits.
Chaque zone comporte un titre.

. Des appareils de commande et des indicateurs encadr s dansune zone. . •

. Des liaisons entre les informations et les commandes : les
d limitations fonctionnelles de la partie horizontale se
poursuivent, autant que possible, sur la partie verticale,
par prolongation des lignages et des couleurs de zone.. Une distinction des zones fonctionnelles par le contrastedes couleurs de fond : chaque zone re oit une couleur prise
parmi dix, comportant trois nuances de bleu, trois de vert,
trois de beige et un fond g n ral "sable clair".

Ces couleurs ne sont pas un moyen de codageparticulier mais am liorent la perception des zones.
La palette de couleur pastel a t d termin e pour

satisfaire aux crit res ergonomiques g n raux suivants :
. luminances et contrastes,
. homog n it de couleur de chaque zone (utilisation de
nuances pour les sous-zones),

. diff rence de teinte entre zones adjacentes.
. La r alisation de synoptiques actifs partiels : pour
r pondre aux souhaits de la majorit des op rateurs,
quelques synoptiques ont t r alis s. Les couleurs
utilis es sont identiques celles du synoptique passif.

. Des moyens de codage compl mentaires : c'est ainsi que la
forme et la taille des tiquettes varient selon qu'il
s'agit de mat riels tournants (pompes, ventilateurs,
etc...), de commandes de vannes ou de commutateurs. D'autre
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part, les zones principales et secondaires sont rep r es
par des tailles de caract res appropri es.
Les centrales de 900 MWe qui restent d marrer, seront

quip es d s l'origine de ces am liorations.
Toutes les salles de commande des r acteurs PWR en exploi-

tation seront modifi es, l'exception des six plus anciennes
(Fessenheim et Bugey). Une premi re exp rience, de ces
modifications a d j t obtenue l'occasion de celles
effectu es Dampierre (tranche 3 en septembre 1983 et tranche 4
en mai 1984).

Ces modifications, programm es au cours d'un arr t annuelsn cessitent une pr paration et une planification m ticuleuses
ainsi qu'une organisation de la qualit rigoureuse, car prati-
quement tous les panneaux des salles de commande sont affect s.De tr s nombreux essais de requalification sont effectu s sur
tous les appareils d plac s. En plus d'une formation sp cifique
qui leur est procur e, les op rateurs suivent de pr s la
modification au cours de l'arr t, ce qui leur permet de se
familiariser, avant le red marrage, avec la nouvelle disposition
des moyens d'information et de commande.

Les op rateurs qui travaillent maintenant dans ces
nouvelles salles de commande, se d clarent tr s satisfaits. Enoutre, aucun incident n'a pu tre attribu , apr s le red marrage
de Dampierre 3 depuis l'automne 1983, aux op rations de modifi-cation.
Organisation des pouvoirs publics pour faire face un accident
nucl aire

Une des raisons pour lesquelles l'accident de T.M.I. a euun tel impact dans l'opinion publique provient, sans doute, du
fait que les Autorit s Am ricaines n'ont pas toujours donnl'impression de contr ler parfaitement la situation. Il faut
reconna tre qu'avant cet accident, peu de responsables
imaginaient s rieusement que l'on puisse tre, un jour, amen
envisager des mesures conservatoires pour le public s journant
proximit d'une centrale nucl aire.

Une des le ons de T.M.I. aura donc t de mettre clairementen vidence la n cessit , pour les pouvoirs publics, de mettre
en place une organisation bien structur e pour faire face un
accident ; cette organisation devant s'appuyer sur des moyens de
communications sp cifiques et faire l'objet d'exercices
r guliers.

En France, les principes d'une telle organisation sont
d finis depuis fort longtemps et c'est partir de 1980 qu'ils
ont t consid rablement d taill s dans leurs modalit spratiques.

L'organisation des pouvoirs publics en cas d'incident ou
d'accident concernant la s curit nucl aire est fix e par des
directives du Premier Ministre. Ces directives visent assurerla pleine efficacit des dispositions prendre, en cas
d'incident ou d'accident, par les autorit s charg es de la
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s ret nucl aire, de la radioprotection, de l'ordre public et de
la s curit civile.

1) L'organisation au niveau local et d partemental
L'exploitant, outre ses responsabilit s en mati re de

s ret et de radioprotection, a la charge d'informer et de
conseiller le commissaire de la R publique, repr sentant
local du gouvernement, d s qu'il a connaissance d'un
incident ou d'un accident int ressant son installation et
de participer la mise en oeuvre du plan particulier
d'intervention (PPI).

Le commissaire de la R publique est charg de prendretoutes mesures n cessaires pour assurer la s curit
publique et l'ordre public. En cas d'incident ou d'accident
survenant dans une installation et selon le niveau de
gravit , il veille l'action d'information des populations
et des lus ; s'il le juge n cessaire, il d clenche le planparticulier d'intervention consacr l'installation
donn e.

Les d partements minist riels concern s prennenttoutes dispositions pour permettre au commissaire de la
R publique de mener bien sa t che, notamment en lui
fournissant, comme le fait galement l'exploitant pour ce
qui le concerne, les informations et avis susceptibles delui permettre d'appr cier l' tat de l'installation,
l'importance de l'incident ou de l'accident, et les
volutions possibles, et de pr voir les mesures prendre.

En ce qui concerne l'information, des conventions
d'information pour le cas d'incident ou d'accident sont
tablies par le Ministre de l'Int rieur et, suivant le cas,

le Ministre de la D fense.ou le Ministre d l'Industrie et
de la Recherche (MIR) entre les commissaires de la
R publique et les exploitants des installations nucl aires.

Ces conventions pr cisent par avance les modalit s
suivant lesquelles se ferait l'information mutuelle des
autorit s et de l'exploitant.

2) L'organisation au niveau central
Au Minist re de l'Int rieur, la Direction de laS curit Civile anime et coordonne les services charg s de

la mise en oeuvre des mesures de pr vention et de secours,
destin es assurer la sauvegarde des personnes et desbiens, en cas d'accidents, de sinistres et de catastrophes.

Le Ministre de la D fense et le MIR, chacun dans les
installations relevant de son autorit ou de sa tutelle,
sont charg s de la s ret des installations nucl aires
d finie comme "l'ensemble des dispositions techniques
impos es au stade de la construction, puis de la mise en
exploitation, pour en assurer le fonctionnement normal,
pr venir les accidents et en limiter les effets".
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En ce qui concerne le Ministre de la Sant , le Service
Central de Protection contre les Rayonnements Ionisants
(SCPRI) est le conseiller technique des pouvoirs publics
pour les mesures de radioprotection relatives l'homme et
son environnement. Il s'appuie sur le comit national
d'experts m dicaux pour les questions relatives aux
accidents cr ant un risque pour la population.

En plus de ces missions respectives dans le domaine de
la s ret , de la radioprotection et de la s curit civile»
les d partements minist riels doivent prendre toutes
dispositions pour faciliter l'action des pouvoirs publics
par des mesures appropri es d'information et d'assistance
technique.

Le secr taire g n ral du comit interminist riel de la
s curit nucl aire est en mesure d'assurer l'information
permanente du Pr sident de la R publique et du Premier
Ministre.

3) L'organisation du Service Central de S ret des
Installations Nucl aires (SCS N)

En cas d'incident ou d'accident survenant dans une
installation nucl aire de base, le SCSIN, dans le cadre des
responsabilit s du MIR, met en place l'organisation
suivante :. un PC direction, situ au centre de crise du MIR,. une quipe de crise, situ e au centre technique de

s ret (CTS) du centre d' tudes nucl aires de Fontenay
aux Ros s, plac e sous l'autorit du Directeur de la
S ret Nucl aire de l'Institut de Protection et de
S ret Nucl aire (IPSN),. une mission locale r partie entre le site et la
pr fecture concern e', compos e d'inspecteurs et
d'ing nieurs de la Direction R gionale de l'Industrie
et de la Recherche (DRIR), du SCSIN et ventuellement
de l'IPSN. Sur le site, le r le premier des
repr sentants de cette mission est de faciliter la
bonne information de l' quipe de crise du SCSIN. Lechef de cette mission, d sign par le PC direction du
SCSIN, est en principe envoy aupr s du commissaire de
la R publique.
L' quipe de crise est charg e de faire toute analysepermettant au PC direction d'assurer ses missions de suivide l' tat de l'installation, de conseil au commissaire de

la R publique et de pr paration de l'information du public.
Les pr visions faites dans ce cadre, comme celles qui luisont directement fournies par 1'exploitant, doivent
permettre au commissaire de la R publique, apr s avis duSCPRI, de prendre les mesures n cessaires de protection des
populations.

4) Etat actuel de l'organisation
L'organisation d crite ci-dessus a n cessit la mise

en place d'importants moyens de t l communication
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- le r seau
Le r seau d'interconnexion entre les diff rents

exploitants nucl aires, les services centraux et le SCSIN
avec son appui technique l'IPSN est op rationnel :

. des lignes . t l phoniques sp cialis es relient
directement tous les principaux sites nucl aires et
tous les organismes centraux au centre de crise du MIR
(PC direction).

. les principaux sites nucl aires sont raccord s ou en
cours de raccordement au r seau CADUCEE. Ce r seaupermet notamment d' tablir des multiconf rences. Le
centre de crise du MIR poss de un studio de
multiconf rences quip d'un pilote rendant le centre
de crise compl tement ind pendant et lui permettant
d' tablir directement les liaisons demulticonf rences. Le CTS de Fontenay-aux-Roses dispose
galement d'un studio de multiconf rences.

. un certain nombre d'autres types de lignes
t l phoniques, t l graphiques ou de t l copies
permettent de relier le centre de crise du MIR et
celui de l'IPSN avec les sites nucl aires.

. la transmission des informations caract ristiques de
l' tat de l'installation vers les diff rents centres
de crise, qui permettent de contr ler l' volution des
principales fonctions de s ret , s'effectue l'heure
actuelle sous forme crite par des t l copieurs. Il
est pr vu prochainement que cette transmission soit
automatique sous forme de pr sentation analogique de
courbes d' volution sur cran.

- le syst me d'alerte
Le SCSIN a fait l'acquisition d'un mat riel permettant

un exploitant nucl aire de d clencher directement, depuisle site nucl aire, l'alerte g n rale mobilisant l'ensemble
des ing nieurs concern s.

L'alerte est donn e par le syst me de recherche depersonnes EUROSIGNAL. Un certain nombre de r pondeurs-
enregistreurs t l phoniques permettent de donner un message
et d'enregistrer une information.

- les accords entre organismes
Un protocole entre EdF, le SCSIN et TIPSN relatif

l'organisation en cas de crise a t sign le 2 mai 1983.
Ce protocole pr cise l'organisation d'EdF la fois au

niveau local et national ainsi que celle du SCSIN avec son
appui technique 1'IPSN.

Des protocoles comparables sont en cours de mise au
point avec le commissariat l' nergie atomique (CEA) et la
compagnie g n rale des mati res nucl aires (COGEMA).
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5) Exercices
Afin de mieux pr ciser, d'am liorer et de tester

l'organisation mise en place par l'exploitant et les
pouvoirs publics, un certain nombre d'exercices sont
organis s.

Ces exercices peuvent tre de deux types : certains nemettent en jeu que les exploitants et les responsables de
la s ret ; les autres font intervenirs outre l'exploitant,l'ensemble des services minist riels concern s.

Les enseignements de ces exercices ont t tir s.
D'une part, la confirmation de l'efficacit globale de
l'organisation et des moyens correspondants tant au sein
d'EdF que du SCSIN et de son appui technique l'IPSN a t
apport e. D'autre part, l'importance du traitement d'un
certain nombre de points particuliers a t clairement
montr e (relations avec la presse et partage des
responsabilit s entre les diff rents minist res, organisa-
tion interne du PC direction, modalit s de mise en alerte,
• « o J •

Evolution de la conception des g n rateurs de vapeur de 900 MVIe
Le constructeur des chaudi res PWR fran aises, Framatome,

avait acquis d s 1962 la licence de la soci t am ricaine
Westinghouse. Ces accords de licence lui ont permis de profiterpleinement de l'exp rience d'exploitation recueillie sur les
g n rateurs de vapeur des premi res centrales vendues par
Westinghouse que ce soit aux Etats-Unis ou l' tranger. '

On rappelle ci-apr s les principaux probl mes rencontr ssur ces appareils et la fa on dont il ont t pris en comptedans la conception des g n rateurs de vapeur fran ais.
1) Coup de b lier

Ce ph nom ne est li l'introduction, lors de
transitoires, d'eau plus froide dans la zone d'alimentation
des g n rateurs de vapeur (GV). Il s'est traduit surcertaines centrales par la d t rioration des tuyauteries
d'eau alimentaire et des tores d'alimentation.

Pour r soudre ce probl me, les trous d'alimentation
qui taient dispos s le long de la g n ratrice inf rieure
du tore ont t supprim s et remplac s par des trous sur la
g n ratrice sup rieure, chacun d'eux tant muni d'un tube
en forme de crosse (J tube) afin d'am liorer le m lange et
d' viter les ph nom nes de vaporisation locale lors
d'introduction d'eau froide.

Cette modification a t r alis e avant le d marrage
des deux premiers r acteurs fran ais de Fessenheim.
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2) Corrosion sous tension initi e du c t secondaire
Ce ph nom ne s'est traduit par des fissurations de

tubes et des amincissements allant jusqu'au percement. Ilest d la pr sence d'hydroxydes alcalins dans l'eau
secondaire la suite de non tanch it du condenseur, et
des concentrations locales de phosphates acides sur la
plaque tubulaire ou au niveau des cintres.

Ces probl mes ont t r solus gr ce un condi-
tionnement diff rent de l'eau du circuit secondaire etdes modifications des r partitions de vitesse d' coulement

la base du faisceau.
Le conditionnement aux phosphates qui avait t retenu

sur les premi res centrales Westinghouse a t remplac par
un conditionnement volatil (AVT) et ceci d s le d marrage
des r acteurs de Fessenheim.

En ce qui concerne les modifications du g n rateur de
vapeur, on peut citer :

- Le blocage de la rue d'eau par l'installation de blocs
d'obstruction afin d'am liorer la thermohydraulique
locale sur la plaque tubulaire en supprimant les zones
de circulation de bypass grande vitesse : cette
modification a t r alis e sur le site pour lesr acteurs de Fessenheim, en usine, mais
post rieurement au programme normal de fabrication,. pour les r acteurs de Bugey et en usine d s la
conception pour les autres r acteurs de 900 MWe
(Contrats Programmes n° 1 et 2).

- Sur les r acteurs des Contrats Programmes, l'enveloppedes faisceaux tubulaires a t allong e vers le bas
pour r duire la hauteur de l'ouverture entre la plaquetubulaire et le bas de l'enveloppe {augmentation desvitesses lat rales pour diminuer les d p ts de bouesur la plaque tubulaire). Une plaque de distribution
comportant une ouverture centrale circulaire a t
ajout e 500 mm au-dessus de la plaque tubulaire. De
plus, la forme et le nombre des tubes de purge ont t
modifi s pour am liorer l'efficacit des purges.

- Enfin, pour am liorer la r sistance des tubes lacorrosion par le c t secondaire au niveau de la
partie sup rieure du faisceau (cintre), il est proc d
sur les GV construits depuis 1977 un traitement
thermique de d tensionnement des tubes du faisceau.

3) Le denting
II s'agit d'un cas particulier de corrosion sous

tension du c t primaire. Ce ph nom ne, identifi dans le
courant de l'ann e 1975, se manifeste par une constriction
des tubes au niveau des plaques entretoises. Cetteconstriction est due une oxydation importante de l'acier
non alli des plaques entretoises, dans l'interstice entrele tube et la plaque. Le volume d'oxyde magn tique form
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tant approximativement le double de celui du m tal
consomm , la constriction observ e est donc le r sultat de
la formation rapide d'oxyde sur la plaque au voisinage des
tubes. Cette augmentation de volume de la plaque engendre
sur les ensembles tubes-plaques des contraintes extr mement
lev es, dont les cons quences peuvent se r sumer ainsi :

- Sur les plaques, des p n trations importantes d'oxyde
dans la plaque ont t observ es. Des ligaments entre
les trous de passage des tubes et les trous de
circulation de l'eau se sont fissur s ou se sont
rompus.

- Sur les tubes, des d formations diam trales pouvant
atteindre plusieurs millim tres ont t observ es.Elles se sont traduites par des fuites dues des
fissures longitudinales initi es l'int rieur destubes.
La r solution de ce probl me a t obtenue par un

changement de la nuance d'acier des plaques (acier 13 %
Cr) et par une modification de la g om trie de per age de
ces plaques : les trous de circulation ont t supprim s et
l'espace entre plaque et tube a t augment e (trous
broch s). Ces modifications ont t introduites sur les GV
construits en France partir de 1978.
D'autres modifications ont t apport es ult rieurement, en

fonction de l'exp rience d'exploitation, sur les GV des
r acteurs de 1300 MWe, mais il n'est pas possible de lesd tailler ici.

Ces quelques exemples montrent cependant bien le r le
important qu'ont -les constructeurs dans le retour d'exp rienceet les avantages que peuvent apporter des accords de licence
pour un pays qui commence un programme nucl aire.
CONCLUSIONS

On a voulu montrer dans cette pr sentation, par des
exemples concrets, l' tendue du domaine couvert par le retourd'exp rience qui doit constituer un l ment fondamental desactivit s de tous les acteurs du d veloppement d'un programme
nucl aire : concepteurs, constructeurs, exploitants, organismesde s ret .

Bien que pr sente d s l'origine, la n cessit imp rieuse dece processus du retour d'exp rience aura t magistralement
rappel e tous les esprits par l'accident de T.M.I. C'est l
sans doute la retomb e la plus b n fique de cet accident.

Depuis 1979, des organisations sp cifiques ont td velopp es ou mises en place dans la plupart des pays pour
formaliser le retour d'exp rience.

Le bilan que l'on peut en dresser aujourd'hui, notamment au
plan international, est certainement positif. Il reste
cependant, notre sens, un effort important faire pour
assurer la mise en application pratique des enseignements tir s
du retour d'exp rience dans des d lais compatibles avecl'importance pour la s ret des probl mes soulev s.
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EXPERIENCE AND LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE OPERATION
OF THE CZECHOSLOVAK INCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM

J. SUCHOMEL
Nuclear Power Research Institute,
Jaslovske Bohunice, Czechoslovakia

Abstract
Since the beginning of the operation of the fJuclear Power

Plant V-l Cohunice, operational occurences arc reported to a
performance analysis cystem. The operation is safe and reliable.
Czechoslovak national system for collection, assessment and
dissemination of information on safety-related events has been
in preparation since 19G3 on the bases of the IAEA Guide. The
objective of the system is to select from the operational
occurences the events with safety significance, to perform
additional detailed analyses/ to propose necessary corrective
measures and mainly to transfer the information by feedback
to other units, to designers and manufacturers and to research
institutes.

During the verification of this system, annual safety
reviews of the NPP V-l operation have been made. Descriptions
of failures are modified into the form understandable to non-
-sj-ccialists, with the addition of more detailed information
and separate analyses. Safety-related events are .selected
according to the criteria in the IA1EA Guide. From 153 reports
from the two units of the V-l during 1902, 25 events were
selected as less important and á events àç moderately important
to safety. From thece events, one is considered as an incident
needed to report to the IAEA-Ills system; reactor scram with
complete loss or ofP-cite power.

All reported failures are evaluated from the point
of tendencies in typical events, including comparison with
previous years, the effect of implemented measures on
preventing the reccuring events, etc. Moreover, certain
safety-significant areas of plant operation are evaluated,
such as maintenance activities during refuelling, coolant
chemistry, safety features of non-standard core configura-
tion, etc. Included in these annual safety review reports
are also the assessments of foreign NPP incidents with
lessons applicable to Czechoslovak plants.
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The national system is considered as a vital part in
the effort to continually increase the safety level of nuclear
power plant operation. The international mutual exchange of
information on incidents is important for elimination of more
serious accidents.

1. Introduction
There have been two units in operation at the Bohunice site,
first one since 1978, second one since 1980. Till the mid-
-nineties, 12 units with VVER-440 type reactors should be in
operation at Bohunice, Dukovany and Mcichovce sites, and 2 units
with WER-1000 type reactors at the Temelin site. For such a
program it is really vital to collect, evaluate and disseminate
information on safety-related events in the operation with the
aim of continual increase of general level of safety by way of
efficient feedback.

2. Event reporting
Operational occurrences have been reported at the NPP Bohunice
since the beginning of operation. The reports are written by
the operational, personnel and primarily they serve for additional
investigations by plant specialists to find the causes of techni-
cal, organizational and human factor failures, and to propose
specific corrective measures. Once a month, a plant management
committee assess all the reports from the previous month,
definitively determine their causes and approve corrective
measures. This approach from the operating organization is
really effective and most of the events have been resolved
within the licensee.

In 1980, there were 196 event reports from 2 units,
153 reports in 1981 and again in 19G2, and 174 reports in
1983. The increase in the number of reported events may be
considered positive as more failures found during maintenance
and testing were reported.

If an event occurs «hicn is above the powers of the
operating organization, a special committee is formed from
personnel from the licensee, the utility, the Ministry of Fuel
and Energy, the Atomic Energy Commission as a regulatory body
and from research institutes, to assess the situation, to decide
necessary studies and to recommend definite corrective measures.
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This coordinated approach, including tiie participation of the
AEC in the course of solving the problem and finally its
approval of the measures taken, has proved to be an effective
one.

Another goal of the event reporting is to specify
performance characteristics of the plant, e«g., production
loss caused by planned and unplanned outages, load factor,
number of failures, etc. The failures are categorized under
different headings. Reports are transferred to manufacturers
of particular components to take corrective measures from their
part.

To widen tiie scope of such reporting system and to get
more information from it for the purposes of component
reliability data acquisition, a proposal lias been prepared
requiring to report actually all failures, even small ones,
which are, however, necessary for estimation of reliability
parameters. Until now, most of the information on small
failures has been stored in different sections of the licensee
to serve for special purposes, e.g., maintenance planning
and spare parts storing, but they were lost for reliability
needs. The information on failures should be processed at each
plant and then input into a centralized databank.

The occurrences at tiie plant are, of course, reported to
all authorities, including the AEC, through different channels.
An important part of this is that ËÅÑ resident inspector is
located at the cite receiving all event reports and transferring
to the AEC headqurters only information related to safety
significant events. In this way he serves as a filter and
prevents the AEC from being overfed by information on insignifi-
cant matters.

3. Incident treating
Licensee event reports have been separately screened in

our institute to find out which of them have safety significance
from general point of view to serve as a.feedback from operating
experience to operators of other units, to designers and
manufacturers, to authorities and to research institutes.

The criteria for screening the safety significance are
similar to those presented in the IAEA Guide. These criteria
provide, however, only a general guidance concerning not only
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real consequences of events, but also potential ones. The actual
events form in fact a whole continuous spectrum of safety
significance from the least to the most significant ones, and
somev.-here in this spectrum it is necessary to cut-off the tail
of insignificant events and to mark the rest as safety
significant events.

During the selection, the licensee event reports are
re-written to a more general form to make them more readable
for technical specialists outside the operational staff. In the
course of this, necessary information from the design and
operation of the plant are added to make the report more complete
and clear. These rewritten reports are then presented in annual
safety reviews of plant operation. Even such narrative descrip-
tions of the most of the occurrences are valuable for operational
staff of other units: if they know v.hat happened at other
units, what were the causes and what corrective actions were
taken, then this facilitates the transfer of lessons learned
and helps to avoid similar problems.

For the events with particular safety significance,
Unusual Event Reports are written in accordace with the format
given by the IAEA JRS:. This reports contain characteristics
of the plant and the abstract of the event, narrative
description of the event, safety evaluation of both actual and
potential consequences of the event and finally corrective
measures written again in a general form appropriate for other
interested parties. These Unusual Event Reports are included
in the annual safety reviews of plant operation as well, but
they ãëàó be distributed to interested organizations in advance.

Up to now, three Unusual Event Reports were prepared for
the following events of particular safety significance;
1/' Complete loss of off-site power, 1982, due to two simultaneous

shorts in interconnected system of insulated conductors G !:V.
There were no actual safety consequences, the reactor was
shut-down, diesel-generators started successfully and
overtook the emergency load, the core was cooled by natural
circulation.
Lessons-learned:
- modification of the manufacturing technology of insulated

conductors,
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- modification of the Quality Assurance program to include
insulated conductors as a non-safety related components,

- serious influence of some non-safety related systems on
safety,

- common-mode failures,
- inclusion of similar events into reliability analyses.

2/ Damage of studs on steam generator headers, 19C3, during
iSG assembly or pressure test prior to reactor start-up.
There were no actual consequences, the studs were replaced
by new ones and the operation was resumed. The causes of the
problem arc being investigated, they may be of complex
nature including material, design, technological and
operational problems.
Lessons-learned:
- the event asserted high level of the WEI1-440 reactor
safety based on the first two echelons of in-depth protec-
tion, namely on the quality control and on the use of
protective systems for detection of deviations from normal
operation,

- to perform analyses of the causes of stud damage and to
propose definite corrective measures,

- to strengthen operational procedures and the Limits and
Conditions for the identification of controlled SG header
leakage and for the mode of reactor shut-down,

- reliability and tightness of the closing of main isolation
valves on primary loops is of prime importance,

- need for additional specific accident analyses of potential
small LOCAs from primary to secondary circuits.

3/ Damage of core temperature monitoring channels, 19G3, during
reactor assembly after refuelling in a revision storage area.
There were no actual consequences, the damaged parts were
repaired or replaced, the unit was started with a thorough
control of core thermal conditions, as part of thermocouples
measuring the coolant channels output temperature was
eliminated for the following fuel cycle.
Lessons-learned:
- repeated human factor failure,
- to train maintenance personnel more thorougly in reactor

assembly and disassembly,
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- to make operational procedures more precise/
- methods of more stringent control of core thermal

conditions.

The number of the events with particular safety
significance at the operation of the PJPP Oohunice two units
which should be reported to the Incident Reporting System
/IKS/ IAEA thus corresponds to the expected number 1 event
per unit per year.

After selecting the incidents with particular safety
significance, the events with moderate safety significance
are selected. In 1082, five such events v/ere selected, in 1983
there were four of them. Examples and lessons-learned from
some of them are as follows:
1/ Failure of pilot valves on pressurizer main relief valves

due to dirty magnetic switches and loosened electrical
conductors from pressure sensors.
Lessons-learned:
- maintenance and surveillance testing of pilot valves.

2, Leakages from welds on tubes protecting core temperature
monitoring channels and control rod drive mechanisms above
the reactor vessel head under reactor cover.
Lessons-learned:
- inspection of the quality of welding,
- effects of leakages on CUD - shorts from humidity,
- limits and conditions for reactor shut-down in case of

leakages under the cover.
3/ Closing of all feedwater control valves on all steam

generators from a single failure in pressure sensing
instrument lines.
Lessons-learned:
- common-mode fa i lure .

4,' Erroneous calculation of liquid absorber critical
concentration during approaching criticality.
Lessons-learned:
- more stringent administrative control.

5/ Turbine trip with complicated generator coast-down, that
is for power supply from generator tcminals vital.
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Lessons-learned:
- to improve automatic coast-down control,
- to implement transients with incorrect generator

coast-down on< simulator.
In 19S2, there were 26 events with slight safety

significance and 17 events in 1S83. Examples and lessons
learned from them nre as follows:
1. Spurious reactor trips.

Lessons-learned:
- human factor failures - training,
- precise operational procedures for tests and maintenance,
- redundant power supplies for reactor protection system.

2. Small leakages or radioactive coolant into the controlled
zone from auxilliary systems, from control and instrumenta-
tion system und from tanks.

3/ Individual control rod drops into core. Lessons learned:
- to keep stringently to operational procedures so as

to avoid uncontrolled rod withdrawal in the case of rod
drop false indication.
Remaining repeated failures without safety significance

are treated in the annual safety reviews from the point of view
of their tendencies, the need for special analyses, the necessi-
ty of corrective measures to prevent their causes arid the check
of effectiveness of the measures already realized. Ë great deal
of usefulness can be found in such tendency analyses because
small disturbances can cause initiation of more serious events.
The examples of such typical failures and lessons learned are
so follows:
1/ Failures of steam generator water level control during

transients with turbine trip. Lessons learned:
- The causes of the ineffective control are being investiga-

ted as a complex problem including the physical principles
of swelled water level measurement, reliability î Ã
instrumentation and control circuits and their optimum
setting, and operability of feedwater control valves.

2/ Turbines spurious trips from false signals of their
protection system. Lessons learned:
- to increase t!io reliability of turbine protective circuits,
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- possibility of water hammer in piping between two feedwatcr
tanks,

- possibility îÃ incorrect GG water level control."
3/ Mismatches in the interconnected functions of reactor control

and turbine control in case of severe transients.
Lessons-learned: - optimum setting of control parameters.

-f{ Line-to-ground failures in plant switching station 220 kV,
caused by conductive emissions from cooling towers in winter
during ice melting on insulators, resulting in unit trips.
Lessons learned: - water droplets collectors installed into

towers.
5/ Leakages from high-pressure feedwater heater tubes.

Lessons learned: - carbon steel tubes replaced by stainless
steel.

G/ Examples of occured common-mode failures:
- simultaneous shorts on insulated conductors,
- closing of all steam generator fecdwater control valves,
- connectors from three water level measuring installments

withdrawn by human failure,
- improper adjustment of position switches on three valves,
- dirty instrument lines on all steam pressure sensors,
- trip of two motor-generators due to increased air

temperature.

4. Lessons learned from incidents abroad
Up to now, reports on incidents at nuclear power plants

abroad iiavc come only occasionally, from publications and
reports from the IAEA Technical Committee meetings on incident
reporting held in Madrid and Paris. Even though some
interesting lessons resulted from these foreign reports, e.g.:
- a study was carried out whether steam void can be formed

in reactor vessel during rapid natural circulation cool-down
as was the case at thcSfcLucie plant in the UGA,

- the problem of pilot valve sticking on prcssurizcr main
relief valves as it occurred in the ÐÏÑ and in Finland.

However, a more systematic international mutual exchange
of information on incidents is necessary. The best base for
this is provided by the IAEA Incident Reporting Gystcm that
needs support from the Member States.
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5. Conclusions
1/ Operating events should be reported and analysed within the

licensee v.ith the aim to realize plant specific corrective
measures and to increase power generation, reliability and
safety of the operation. At the Czechoslovak Nuclear Power
Plant V-l Bohunice this has been done effectively.

2/ From these reports it is necessary to select safety
significant events, to analyse them in more details,
to assess tendencies in small failures and to recommend
generalized corrective measures. The aim of this should be
to provide a feedback from operating experience to the
licensees of other units, to designers and manufacturers,
to utilities, to authorities and to research institutes.
This effort is made in Czechoslovakia in line with the
recommendations of the IAEA Guide on National System for
Collecting, Assessing and Disseminating Information on
Safety-delated Events in Nuclear Power Plants.

3/ From occurrences in plant operation, about one event with
particular safety importance per year per unit should be
reported as an incident to the Incident Reporting System
of the IAEA to provide a mutual exchange of information as
an international feedback of lessons learned for continual
increase of general safety level of nuclear pov/.er plant
operation. In Czechoslovakia three such incident reports
v.-cre prepared for events with potential safety significance
which is a proof of the preparedness to participate in the
IHS IAEA.

4/ The effort of the IAEA to implement the 1ßÇ system needs
the stpport from the Member States by their active
participation.
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Abstract

A computerized operator support system for post-trip
transient control of BWRs is described which has the
purposes of anomaly occurrence diagnosis, reactor state
estimation and prediction in the transient, and provision
of advisable operational tactics for operator's use to
lead the reactor to safe shutdown. In order to fulfill
these purposes, the system involves the following major
functions, the -event diagnosis function, the operator
guidance function with an event based method followed by a
symptom based method for enhancing guidance reliability,
the reactor state prediction function using a BWR dynamic
simulator of faster than real time phenomenon, and the
state estimation function using a model adjustment method.
The usefulness of the system is discussed through the
simulation tests of these functions.

Introduction
There has been much effort to improve man/machine

control systems for monitoring, diagnosing and controlling
BWR nuclear power plants. The recently developed NUCAMM-
801) which is a computer aided advanced man/machine system
makes possible greater optimization of both man and
machine roles in normal and abnormal operation of such
plant. The experiences and activities which were obtained
through the development of the advanced man/machine system
have been directed toward the computerized operator
support system for emergency conditions. This system
whose outline was introduced beforehand2) is at present in
system integration and is planned to demonstrate and to
verify its performance using the full scale BWR simulator
at the end of this fiscal year. .
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The computerized operator support system is designed
as a facility to provide both information on plant states
at an abnormal or emergency occurrence and the control
tactics necessary to reach a stable plant condition. The
functions to realize these purposes are roughly classified
into two groups which are used for pre-trip and post-trip
transients of a BWR plant.

In this paper, the functions and the relevant methods
for the computerized operator support system during post-
trip transient are explained and simulation results for
their verification are discussed.

Function Description
The computerized operator support system for post-

trip transient control involves the following major
functions:
1) the event diagnosis function with its logical

discrimination of plant anomaly events and the anomaly
diagnosis function-^) using passive plant noises;

2) the operator guidance function with an event based
guidance method4) followed by a different approach
using a symptom based guidance method5) for enhancing
guidance reliability; and

3) the reactor state prediction and estimation functions
using a faster than real time simulator of a BWR and a
model adjusting method respectively.
The functional diagram of this system is shown in

Figure 1.

/———x
Operator^*"! Display

Fig. 1 Major functions of the operator support system.

^Diagnosis Functions
Diagnosis functions of the operator support system

for post trip- transient control are fulfilled by the
following two diagnosis method of deterministic and
stochastic approaches. The deterministic diagnosis is
assumed as a foregoing procedure to the event based
guidance determination. Therefore, the failure cause
events which must be identified are determined with
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respect to the event based guidance method. These cause
events, such as loss of feedwater, main steam isolation
valve (MSIV) closure, etc., can be identified by pursuing
the logic of cause consequence relations with activated
and/or unactivated alarm signals.

On the other hand, stochastic diagnosis3) is used by
the operator to know an anomaly occurrence on the initial
appearance of symptoms, before propagating to a reactor
trip. This method is especially intended for detection
and diagnosis of slight loss or leak of coolant flow. An
innovation process, statistical test of the innovation,
and pattern recognition approaches are introduced for this
diagnosis as shown by the block diagram in Figure 2.

BWR
Plant

Pre-
processing

Innovation

Measured
Time seres
Data

Fig. 2 On-line real-time plant diagnosis method
by noise signal processing.

The innovation process is obtainable in real time
calculations by a predictor having adaptive digital filter
(ADF). A plant noise signal Xt at time t which has been
adequately preprocessed by adjusting the amplitude and
eliminating the bias value is predicted using ADF as
described below.

M M• I'
is

(1)
where Xt is the predicted value of Xt/ and SLirt'
(I = 1,..., M) are parameters of the filter which are
adjusted by a self organizing procedure and A is an
arbitrary delay time. The innovation process i t> isdefined as

et = Xt - Xt (2)
Innovations of plant variables related to loss/leak

of coolant flow are extracted by the real time operation
of the predictor. Next, statistical x2 tests are applied
to each innovation for anormalous detection. When the
operator requires further information about the loss/leak,
that is pipe break area, the patterns of the X2 values or
statistical momentum of the innovations are compared with
already computed reference values. The Mahalanobis1
distance is adopted to compare similarities between two
patterns. The break area is estimated based on the
selected pattern with the least distance.
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Fig. 3 Diagnosis results for hypothetical
loss of coolant flow.

Figure 3 shows an example of simulation results for
stochastic diagnosis. Hypothetical loss of coolant flow
events were simulated using a stochastic dynamic simulator
of a BWR. At the same time, the reference patterns of the
innovations' statistical momentum related to the plant
variables such as reactor pressure, reactor water level
and drywell pressure were extracted and stored in a data
base. Figure 3(a) is an example of reactor water level
signal for the simulated pipe rupture. The statistical
pattern of a tested loss of coolant flow event was
compared with the references. As a result (Figure 3{b)),
the test event was estimated to be gas flow in a pipe with
a break area of 2.7cm2.

This diagnosis method can be adopted widely to detect
and identify anomalous events of BWRs. In particular, the
anomaly detection method, which is a part of the diagnosis
method, is a practical tool because of its self organizing
ability and high sensitivity due to adoption of the
innovation process. The effects of other parts of the
diagnosis method depend on the exactness of the reference
patterns. Therefore, the dynamic simulator which is used
to simulate the loss of coolant events must be.examined
and improved accordingly.
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Guidance Functions
The guidance function for the reactor safety shutdown

at post-trip transient control consists of two methods,
that are the event based guidance method and the symptom
based guidance method. The former provides the operator
with fundamental tactics which lead the reactor to cold
shutdown. And the latter has a complimentary role to the
former, operating during emergencies if the results by the
event based guidance are insufficient, or the diagnosis is
unsuccessful, and during a pipe rupture occurrence. These
methods can be explained as follows.

Event Based Guidance Method"*):
This guidance method is composed of the four

procedures indicated in Figure 4. First of all, the
anomalous event, identified through the diagnosis function
is classified into an. anomaly event group by the anomaly
group classification procedure. Here, anomaly events
which affect the- operability, and the capacity of the plant
cooling system are utilized. These are four events such
as loss of feedwater, MSIV closure, loss of AC power, and
safety valve open. The event groups are defined by all
combinations of the events. The operation guidance must
be prepared corresponding to the event groups.

Fig. 4 Guidance functions in the operator
support system.

Next, the most effective cooling system for the event
group is selected from the predetermined operational
priority list of the cooling systems considering the
influence, effect and operability of the system. Figure 5
shows the operational priority lists of the cooling system
for the anomaly group of loss of feedwater and MSIV
closure events. The operational priority of the cooling
systems is defined for every cold shutdown tactic.
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Fig. 5 Pre-determined operational priority list for the
anomaly group of loss of feedwater and MS1V
closure occurrences.

The operation timing of the selected cooling system
for every shutdown tactic is determined by referring to
their start and stop conditions of every shut down tactic
such as reactor level control, depressurization. After -
the operator drives the cooling systems which are
recommended for use by the guidance, the transient effects
are evaluated. If the guidance effects prove to be
insufficient, the next applicable cooling system in the
operational list is recommended.
Symptom Based Guidance Method^)

The symptom based guidance method, on the other hand,
does not need to identify any anomalous cause or anomalous
event. The cooling system operation guidance is provided
with simplified logics in response to symptoms of the
anomaly event appearing in major safety parameters as
listed in Table 1. This method can provide two kinds of
guidance.

Level 1 guidance which gives basic operating tactics
to lead the plant safely to an assumed stable plant
condition is complimentary to and follows the event based
guidance. Level 1 guidance is determined as
conservatively and has a high reliability for assuring
plant safety. The operator, however, must determine the
cooling system to be operated from the guided operating
tactics and the operational timing. This level 1 guidance
is basically designed so as to maintain the reactor water
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Table 1 Major safety parameters monitored
for evaluation of symptom changes

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Parameters

Reactor Water Level

Reactor Pressure

Drywell Pressure

Drywell Temperature

Suppression Pool Water Temperature

Suppression Chamber Temperature

Suppression Pool Water Level

Reactor
Scram
Occurrence

Containment
Parameter
Changed

Level
Control Ê Level

Restored
No

I

ß"'--
..,,. ..„„.. 'k|-

Depressurization
and Cooldown

/
_ /
Reactor /

™«wv..v,.-.,ttu. — 7 Cold /
\ / / Shutdown /

Level Restoration/
Depressurization

(No

*Accomplished\->?

No
Containment / \Yes
Control 1 Controllable H^

Fig. 6 Signa) flow for fundamental operation guidance
by the symptom based method, level 1

level and to depressurize the reactor in order to allow
operation of the cooling systems. The signal flow of the
level 1 guidance procedure is given in Figure 6.

In contrast to this guidance, level 2 guidance is
less conservative and is intended to provide the
operational priority by observing the symptoms of the
major safety parameters. The deviation of the safety
parameters from the fixed values and the derivatives of
the deviations are used to modify the fixed operational
priority and to determine the number of the operational
cooling systems.
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Guidance Simulation
Simulation tests of the guidance functions proved the

effectiveness of the method. Figure 7 shows an example of
simulation results of the symptom based guidance. The BWR
simulator which was developed to test the function of this
operation support system was used for these simulation
tests. A primary loop recirculation line break was
assumed. Following this accident, a reactor level signal
inaccuracy was assumed fifty seconds after reactor scram.
As the reactor water level decreased, the level 1 guidance
for the cooling system operation was displayed along with
operational mode information of the system. In addition
to this, level 2 guidance indicated the operational
priority on the cooling system. These guidance led the
reactor to a cold stable state.
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Fig. 7 Simulation results for a primary recirculation
line break followed by an inaccurate reactor
water level signal.
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Reactor State Prediction and Estimation Functions
It may arise that the operator wants to confirm their

own ideas for maneuvering and to put them into practice
during the post-trip transient. The reactor state
prediction and estimation functions are prepared for this
purpose.

The functions consist of two kind of different
simulators, a long period reactor state predictor and a
state estimator. The former is used to predict transient
states of the reactor several hours after a reactor trip.
In order to satisfy this requirement, the reactor,
simulator which can compute the reactor dynamics several
times faster than real time was developed. It uses
Hitachi's control computer, the V-90/50.
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The reactor model of this predictor is basically the
same as that of the BWR simulator for testing the operator
support system, except for the neutronics model. The
reactor model is composed of a five nodal thermal-
hydraulic model for reactor core and a two nodal model for
the primary containment vessel.

On the other hand, the state estimator is used to
estimate the break area of a pipe rupture and the break
quality. Through considering these obained values, the
operator can guess the rupture position and make a trial
input to utilize the state predictor. The estimator has a
unified region dynamic model with four independent state
variables such as saturated mass, saturated liquid mass,
void mass, and reactor pressure. The time series data of
reactor pressure, reactor water level, and total cooling
water are fed into the predictor, the former two variables
are compared with that output of the dynamic model. The
break area and break quality can be estimated so that the
mathematical distance between the difference is minimized
by adjusting the two parameter in the dynamic model
through mathematical programming.The estimator performance is verified by comparing
the results between the simulation outputs of the dynamic
model with estimated parameters and output of the BWR
simulator as in Figure 8. Safety relief valve stuck open
occurrence was assumed. The output, reactor pressure and

I
C/J
V)

03
DC

/Reactor Trip
/ Occurrence

5 10
Time (min)

15

Fig. 8 Result of parameter estimation:
Comparison of output between mode! of
estimator and BWR simulator.
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reactor water level, of the BWR simulator from five to six
minutes were used for the parameter estimation. Estimated
quality and break area were 1.0 (actual value: 1.0) and
88cm2 (actual value: 89cm2). In order to confirm these
estimated results, the results of the dynamic model were
compared with the simulator output during a ten minute
period from a time of six minutes. The estimator
satisfied the aimed performance regardless of the added
distrubance such as ADS (automatic depressurization
system) driven. Thus, the function of the state
estimation is verified.

Conclusion
Major functions and methods of the computerized

operator support system for post-trip transient control
were discussed. The plant diagnosis was realized by
deterministic and stochastic methods. The fundamental
operation tactics for safe reactor shutdown are provided
by event based guidance followed by symptom based v
guidance. The reactor state prediction and estimation
functions developed were applicable to cases in which the
operator implemented his own ideas for operations.
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Abstract
Recent trends in PSA favour studies designed to improve the

operation of specific plants. Insights from PSA are many and more
appropriate for operational safety than for obtaining the overall
plant risk.
One weakness of PSA is the question of "completeness", i.e. that it
is impossible to consider all the possible failures which may lead
to an accident. However, each real failure in a plant could yield
important information if analysed in sufficient depth. Such a real
failure may contribute to further analysis leading to identification
of a previously unrecognised potential accident sequence.

For regulators and utilities it is important to analyse quickly
the significance of all plant failures. Designers also need this
type of information for implementation in future design approaches.
Computer codes which can assist in the prompt analysis of abnormal
events are now available.

Fault tree and event tree methods provide effective tools for
analysing abnormal events. Analysis is possible both from a
qualitative and a quantitative viewpoint. An attractive feature of
the qualitative analysis is that it does not require failure data
for systems and components. An advantage of the quantitative
evaluation is that it yields more precise measures of the relative '
importance of abnormal events. Even with the uncertainties which
often exist in failure data and the "completeness" problem, useful
safety insights can be expected from these approaches.

This paper reviews recent uses and progress in PSA and then
discusses a specific approach to rapid analysis of abnormal events
from the safety importance viewpoint.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years industrial facilities such as aeroplanes, computers,
communications systems and nuclear and fossil power plants have become larger
and more-complex and this trend is expected to continue. The large investment
in such facilities has made it necessary to make concerted efforts to improve
reliability and to prevent accidents. Major failures at these installations
may have large impacts in the form of costly damage to the facility, lost
output (e.g. replacement power for a damaged electrical power plant), or
hazard to the public and the environment. Some technological catastrophies
which have occurred since I960 are shown in table 1 . It is no longer
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TABLE 1 - TECHNOLOGICAL CATASTROPHIES SINCE I960

DATE PLACE TYPE OF DISASTER DEATH CONSEQUENCES

1963 Longarone/Italy
19/3 Kuamota/Japan
1974 Paris/France
19/6 Teneriffa
1976 Zagreb/Yugoslavia
1977 North Sea
1977 Cincinnati/USA
19/8 Bombay/India
1978 The Channel
1978 Castellan/Spain
1979 Chicago/USA
1979 Gulf of Mexico
1979 Toronto/Canada
19/9 Antarctic
1980 North Sea

Dam Failure
è

DC-10 Airplane Crash
Jumbo-Jet Collision
Airplane Collision
Oil Spill
City Fire
Airplane Crash
Amoco Cadiz, Oil Spill
Tank Explosion (Liq.Gas)
Airplane Crash (Ground)
Oil Blow Out
Liquid Gas Spill
Plane Crash
Oil Rig Tip-Over

2,200
99

345
582
176

(30,000t)
400
213

(220,000t)
105

272 + 2
(400,000t)
200,000*

257
123

* = Persons evacuated, t = tons of oil

acceptable to correct facility designs based upon feed back of information
obtained from accident investigations. Therefore we need to improve safety
with any appropriate methods available.

Usually all major failures have been preceded by some early
indications. Also some information from operating experience was known
which, if properly analysed could have led to actions to prevent such
failures. A notable example is the TMI-2 accident which occurred in March

(2)1979. Information was provided by the Reactor Safety Study , published in
1975, in identifying small Loss-of-Coolant Accidents, Transients and Human
Error as major contributors to risk and recommended further research in these
three areas. A similar accident occurred at the Davis Besse Unit 1 reactor in
1977 and there was another precursor incident in 1977 at TMI-2
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(4)itself . Yet another accident had taken place at the Ranch Seco
plant . In all of these cases information about the incident either did
not receive wide distribution or it was not analysed in sufficient depth to
yield the important insights which could have helped prevent the TMI-2
accident.

The TMI-2 accident and the investigations which followed provided other
useful insights. It was revealed that part of the reason for lack of wide
distribution of data, on similar incidents, to the appropriate people was the
emphasis and attention given by both the regulatory and utility bodies to
single-cause accidents. As both the TMI-2 experience and the Reactor Safety
Study results demonstrated, accidents usually are caused by a chain or
sequence of individual events, which if considered in isolation from each
other, may appear to be unimportant. Therefore there is a need to analyze all
events to be able to recognize the contribution of each fault or failure to a
potential large event or major accident.

In one specific plant only one or two occurrences, belonging to an
accident sequence which could consist of many sequential occurrences.or
failures, may occur during the lifetime of that plant. However, in a
population of plants yielding large amounts of failure data all the events in
an accident sequence may occur but, being distributed among several plants,
the accident does not occur. The greater the amount of abnormal incident data
which exists, the more readily: (a) accident sequences can be identified (or
updated if a Probabilistic Risk Analysis study already exists), (b) trends
leading to a potential accident sequence can be spotted and weak points in the
system or in human performance identified. Another important potential
advantage of access to large amounts of incident data is the possibility to
detect low probability, high consequence events. Therefore there are two
requirements necessary to effectively evaluate abnormal events:

1. Availability of a large collection of failure and incident data
2. A method which allows a realistic assessment of each failure's

safety significance

Fortunately recent developments in collection of failure data and in
application of assessment methods show promise. In regard to collection of
failure data the IAEA Incident Reporting System (IAEA-IRS) has been
established and is coordinated with the NEA-IRS. With respect to a method of
realistic evaluation, Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA)* is being applied

Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) is defined to be the appropriate
application'of PRA to Safety Decisions .
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to the measurement of the importance of system, component and human failures.
We will attempt to show a potential use of PSA for safety decision making.

IAEA Incident Reporting System

The International Atomic Energy Agency, with its broad-based membership,
is playing a unique role in international activities to enhance nuclear
safety, particularly through the establishment of an international system for
exchange of information on the unusual events significant for safety that
occur at nuclear power plants.

In 1982, procedures for the IAEA Incident Reporting System (IAEA-IRS)
were drawn up. These were discussed by a Technical Committee and distributed
for comments to those Member States having nuclear power programmes already

Vunder way. The final document was sent out in April of 1983 with an
invitation to participate in the system. The next round of discussions took
place during the IAEA Technical Committee meeting on the national Systems for
Incident Reporting and Interconnections with the IAEA Incident Reporting
System which was held in Budapest, Hungary in May 1984. The purpose of this
meeting was to provide an opportunity for discussions on experience in uses of
national, regional and international incident reporting systems, on procedures
for incident reporting, the arrangements for storing and disseminating
information on incidents, and for screening and assessment of incidents.

The IAEA Incident Reporting System is now functioning. Many countries
have already confirmed their acceptance of the IAEA-IRS arrangement and have
expressed their intention to participate. Some countries are participating in
the meetings and present incident reports.

Information on unusual events is being collected, assessed and
disseminated within the framework of national reliability and incident

(6)reporting systems as shown in Fig.l. An IAEA Guide has been published
for a two year trial period.

The national co-ordinating body will screen all the incident reports.
Those of interest to the international community will be identified and
transmitted to the IAEA-IRS directly or, in some cases, through NEA-IRS.

The IAEA will collect, process and distribute all incident reports and
pass all information to IAEA-IRS coordinators. Incident reports designated as
confidential by participants will be transmitted by coordinators only to
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governmental regulatory bodies. Other incident reports will usually be
considered restricted but will be disseminated by coordinators at their
discretion to the safety-related organizations for official use only.

In general, international use of operating experience has to be based on
analyses made by national organizations. But to assess incidents from the
point of view of their applicability to other conditions, and to tailor the
lessons learned to specific conditions in other Member States, a special
evaluation has to be conducted. As discussed in this paper a PSA performed
for the specific plant,where an incident occurred, or for a plant of similar
design would greatly facilitate the analysis of operating experience. This
can be done if detailed information on the nuclear power plant is available.
This is why the IAEA will include collection of data on safety-related
features of various nuclear power plants as a part of the IAEA-IRS activities.

Lessons that can be learned from operating experience cover the complete
spectrum of preventive, protective and mitigative measures. For example, it
is very important to compare the design assumptions with what really happens
and to relate any differences to the causes, sequences and consequences of
events.

Analysis of emergency actions taken during an event can also contribute
significant information. Such lessons would stimulate Member States to
undertake regulatory measures.

It i,s to be expected that user response to such operating experience will
vary from immediate acceptance of improved safety measures to very slow
changes of emphasis based on improved understanding. But in any case, careful
study of causes, sequences and consequences of events at nuclear power plants,
and the actions either taken or recommended should contribute to the safety of
all nuclear power plants.

Evaluation Methods

Recent developments in Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) arc
emphasizing the applications and utilizations of PRA to safety decisions. The
terminology PSA (or Probabilistic Safety Assessment) is frequently used where
PRA is applied to obtain insights to assist specific safety decisions. PRA is
defined as the combination of:

a) one or more of the different consequences of specific events ,core
damage,deaths, injuries, genetic effects, or economic impact (for
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plant outage, the economic cost of replacement power and/or of
repair of plant damage).

b) the probability of their occurrence
c) the distribution of consequences and their probabilities within the

population or environment affected, and
d) the uncertainty in these estimates.

The scope of PRfi studies varies considerably depending on the objective.
The most common objective is estimation of core-melt frequency. The PRA

(7)Procedures Guide defines this as a Level 1 PRfl, which consists of an
assessment of plant design and operation, emphasizing potential accident
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sequences that could lead to a core melt. External events such as floods or
earthquakes, may or may not be included. The result is a list of the most
probable core molt sequences, their frequencies and insights into their
causes. Thus a PRA study of scope Level-1 provides an assessment of plant
safety and of the adequacy of plant design and operating procedures from the
perspective of preventing core melt. In evaluation of abnormal events the
Level-1 PRA is of interest because it identifies accident sequences which are
major contributors to risk for a particular plant, and this is the starting
point for such evaluations. Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) is defined
as PRA applied to safety decisions. A Level-2 PRA, in addition to the
analyses performed in a Level-1 study, analyzes the physical accident
phenomena, the response of the containment, and the release of radionuclides
into the environment. Thus it yields insights into risk by generating
relative frequencies and source terms of various magnitudes (release
categories). A Level-3 PRA analyzes the transport of
releases in addition to performing the analyses of Level 1 and 2. Thus a
Level-3 study provides a complete assessment of public risks expressed in the
terms a), b), c) and d) defined above. The reason that it is necessary to go
only as far as a Level-1 PRA for evaluation of abnormal events is that there
is very little risk either to the public or to the plant investment unless
there is a core melt or some damage to the reactor core. Therefore our focus
need be only the probability of core damage.

(2)PRA really began with the Reactor Safety Study (RSS) whose report
was published in 1975. As is well known when this work was first published it
led to some controversy because the uncertainties in the probabilities and
consequences, representing the spectrum of risks for the first 100 nuclear
plants in the United States, were not adequately quantified. Two later events
provided impetus for application of the RSS methods to safety decisions.
Firstly, a review group was convened under Or. H.W. Lewis to review the RSS.

(8)In its report published in 1978 the review group stated one of its
findings as:

"Despite its shortcomings, WASH-1400 provides at this time the most
complete single picture of accident probabilities associated with nuclear
reactors. The fault-tree/event-tree approach coupled with an adequate
data base is the best available tool with which to quantify these
probabilities".

and further recommended that more use should be made of operational data to
assess risk from nuclear power plants. Secondly, following the TMI-2 accident
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one of the investigations, the Kemeny Commission, recommended in its
(9)report that: "continuing in-depth studies should be initiated on the

probabilities and consequences (on-site and off-site) of nuclear power plant
accidents, including the consequences of meltdown" and that as a part of the
formal safety assurance programme, every accident or every new abnormal event
be carefully screened, and where appropriate be rigorously investigated, to
assess its implications for the existing system design, computer models of the
system, equipment design and quality, operations, operator training, operator
training simulators, plant procedures, safety systems, emergency measures,
management, and regulatory requirements.

As depicted in Figure 2 a PRA begins with a study of the precisely
defined system . This phase is intended to lead to a deep understanding and
to system models of all aspects of the planned (or normal) operation. The

STUDY OF SYSTEM TO BE ANALYSED.
MODEL SYSTEM OPERATION UNDER PLANNED CONDITIONS

POSTULATE UNPLANNED & POTENTIAL INITIATING EVENTS
DEVELOP ACCIDENT SEQUENCES.
DEPICT WITH EVENT RREES

SCREEN S SELECT RISK SIGNIFICANT ACCIDENT
SEQUENCES FOR FURTHER STUDY

INCORPORATE SYSTEM UNAVAILABILITY DATA.
DRAW & REDUCE SYSTEM FAULT TREES.

APPLY COMPONENT FAILURE DATA.
QUANTIFY ACCIDENT SEQUENCE PROBABILITIES.

PERFORM UNCERTAINTY AND SENSITIVITY
ANALYSES

FIG. 2. MAJOR PHASES OF A PRA
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E V E N T T R E E C O N S T R U C T I O

DEFINE INITIATING EVENT

IDENTIFY RELEVANT
SAFETY SYSTEMS

DISCUSS SUCCESS AND
FAILURE STATES
FOR EACH SYSTEM

FIG. 3. EVENT TREE CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

E V E N T T R E E

INITIATING EVENT SYSTEM 1 SYSTEM 2

INITIATING EVENT
I

SUCCESS STATE
(Sj)

FAILURE STATE

SUCCESS STATE

(S2'>
FAILURE STATE

(F2)
SUCCESS STATE

(S2)
FAILURE STATE

IS1S2

IS1F2
1F1S2

FIG. 4. SIMPLE EVENT TREE BRANCHING

next phase involves the consideration of accident sequences. The process
begins by postulating a large number of unplanned events (system or component
failures). Each event is then considered as a potential accident initiator
and the various safety systems that could be called into action must be
defined and identified. The set of possible failure and success states for
each of these systems must then be described. Combination of such failure and
success states through a decision-tree branching logic leads to the various
accident sequences that are associated with a given initiating event. The
Event Tree Construction Process and simple event tree branching are
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TYPICAL ACCIDENT SEQUENCES
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REDUCED TREE
FIG. 5 . T Y P I C A L A C C I D E N T SEQUENCES

(10)illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 . Figure 5 shows some typical accident
sequences and Figure á from reference (11) shows an event tree drawn for
transients following the initiating event of loss of offsite power. Since
there are a very large number of possible accident sequences, only a relative
few leading to core damage which is our main interest, identification of core
damage accident sequences for more detailed study is the third phase of a PRA.

In the fourth step of the study, the event trees, depicting the accident
sequences of interest, are quantified by incorporating the failure
probabilities for each of the systems identified in each sequence. When such
system failure probability (Q) data is not available a fault tree may be drawn
to obtain 0 in terms of the constituent component (valve, pump, relay, etc.)
failure values which are usually more readily obtained. The basic elements of
a fault tree are shown in Figure 7. The output (or top event) Q for both the
"OR" and "AND" gates shown, typically would be a description of a system
failure when the system is required to operate. The "OR" gate is used to show
that the output event Q occurs only if one or more of the input events À, Â
occur. There may be any number of input events to an "OR" gate. The AMD—gate
is used to show that the output fault occurs only if all the input faults
occur. There may be any number of input faults to an AMD-gate. Actual fault
trees may contain many hundreds or thousands of AND arid OR gates. The laws of
Boolean algebra (12) are used to reduce the Fault Tree and to obtain the
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Minimum Cut Set equation. The Minimal Cut Set expression for the top event of
any fault tree can be written in the general form:

Q = M + M +..............+ M. (1)
1 ë

where Q is the top event arid M. i =1, Ê are the Minimal Cut Sets. Each
Minimal Cut Set consists of a combination of specific component failures, and
hence the general n-component Minimal Cut Set can be expressed as:

M — x x x î \— Ë . A ....... Ë (/.)

An example of a top event expression is

Q = A + B.C + D.E (3)

where A,B,C,D & E are component failures. The top event Q has a one component
Minimal Cut Set (A) and two two-component Minimal Cut Sets (B.C) and (D.E).
Although for the same system and top event there may be many different
equivalent forms of the same fault tree the Minimal Cut Sets are unique for
that top event.

Evaluation of Abnormal Events

The basic approach to utilizing PSA for evaluation of abnormal events is
to assess both qualitatively and quantitatively the contribution to core
damage probability . Such assessment is made possible by considering three
measures of importance:

1) whether the abnormal event is part of an accident sequence which leads to
core damage,

2) if the sequence is one leading to core damage, whether it's probability
P . (the core melt probability of sequence i) is above a certain
threshold, for example 10 per reactor year?

-53) If P is greater than or equal to 10 per reactor year, the
contribution, P , of the abnormal event j to Pcmij cmi

The probability P . of any accident sequence under the assumption of
independent failures is given by:
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where P = probability of accident sequence "i".si
P = probability of initiating event I
P , P & P = probabilities of failure of systems 1, 2, and

3 comprising sequence "i".
We are interested only in sequences leading to core melt.

The exact threshold values for deciding if an abnormal event is
significant and therefore warrants action, must be decided by the analysts and
utility or by national policy. Costs of alternative actions must also be
weighed.

The basis of assessing the importance of an abnormal event may be
considered as an evaluation of three factors:

(a) importance I. of the accident sequence "i" (to which the event
E of probability P belongs) to the overall plant P ;1 1 c m

(b) importance I of the system "s", to which the event E. belongs,
to the accident sequence probability;

(c) importance I of the event "E.", to the unavailability of systeme i

Thus the importance of an abnormal event can be written as:
IE. = Ii * Is * Ie (5)

Great care should be exercised to identify and account for those events
which affect more than one system in the same or in more than one accident
sequence. The accident sequence factor I. could be evaluated from the
product of two factors, If for example, a criterion for core melt probability
was P (and this must be decided by the regulatory authorities of each
country) and the plant core melt frequency in P , then I. must takecmp i
account of both the contribution of P. to P and the amount by whichi cmp
P is above or below the core melt probability criterion:cmp

ty

Ij = Pj_ * Pcmp = PI pcmp (6)
Pcmp Pi P|

The system important, I , could be represented in equation (5) by thes
system unavailability P . The importance, I , of the event to the systems e
unavailability may be represented by equation (9). The approach described
here is just one approach.
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The relative importance of systems is difficult to establish because (a)
there are many ways which exist for defining importance, and the appropriate
measure should be chosen in the light of the objective for which the measure
will be used (b) the importance of systems depends on the dominant accident
sequences which differ for different plants (c) the systems are interdependent
particularly the support systems that provide electric power, cooling,
control, and other functions that support the main systems. However, one
useful approach to establishing the relative importance of systems using PSA
has been reported.(14)

Two risk importance measures to evaluate a feature's importance in
further reducing the risk and its importance in maintaining the risk level,
were identified. Figure 9 shows results for the safety systems of one plant.
The risk reduction ratio indicates the factor by which core melt frequency
could be reduced at the plant by improving system reliability. This factor
may be used in assigning priorities to future improvements.

The risk-achievement ratio indicates the factor by which core-melt
frequency would increase if the system had a failure probability of unity,
i.e. if the system was not operable. This ratio may be used for assigning
priorities to features that are most important in reliability assurance and
risk maintenance.

Figure 8 shows considerations which must be given to all reported
events. It is advantageous if a Level-1 PRA has been performed for the
specific plant where the abnormal event occurred since a search of the event
tree bank will reveal which accident sequence and system or systems the
incident E. influences. If the event belongs to an accident sequence
leading to core damage it should immediately be incorporated into the
simulator usually used in that plant's operator training programme. If the
incident E. or its precursors could initiate or belong to a previously
unrecognized accident sequence this information could be used to generate a
new accident sequence to update the plant PRA and also be programmed into the
simulator. Concurrent with this activity an investigation can be made, by
experienced PSA analysts and plant operators working together, with the
objective of identifying and tabulating the human errors of commission and
omission and system and component faults which are part of or related to the
same accident sequence as E..
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E V E N T Ej REPORTED

COMPUTER SEARCH OF EVENT TREE ÂËÍÊ: PLANT SPECIFIC EVENT TREES. FUNCTIONAL EVENT TREES

E1 DOES NOT BELONG TO
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SEQUENCE.

Ej DOES BELONG TO KNOWN
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CORE DAMAGE SEQUENCE?

IS Ej A POTENTIAL COMMON
CAUSE OR COMMON MODE
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TO TRANSIENT OR
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SEARCH IRS DATA BANK.
HAVE EVENTS BELONGING
TO SAME ACCIDENT
SEQUENCE OCCURRED IN
OTHER PLANTS?
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4-
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OPERATOR TRAINING AND
SIMULTATOR REVIEW —4- IMPROVE PLANT

PSA
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IDENTIFY SYSTEH/S INFLUENCED BY Ej AND ASSESS
CONTRIBUTION CfE^ TO CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY.
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FIGURE B: O V E R V I E W OF C O N S I D E R A T I O N OF ABNORMAL E V E N T S
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FIG. 9. Example of the use of risk reduction ratios(left-hand scale)
and risk achievement ratios (right-hand scale) to indicate contributions
Co core me.lt frequency in a nuclear power plant.
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When this data is tabulated it can be compared with real failure data
such as the lAEfl-IRS data collection. If several failures contributing to the
same accident sequence have occurred either in the same plant or distributed
among several plants this is a criterion suggesting prompt communication of
this information to all active members of the data reporting system. If
functional event trees which may be applicable to many plants of the same
type, but having some differences in design, are used in the identification of
an important event the resultant information is likely to be of use to many
countries. If the incident E. could lead to: a transient, a small locai
(e.g. valve in primary coolant system failed open) or a common cause/common
mode (particularly human error) event it may be labelled important before
detailed quantitative assessment of the contribution to core melt frequency.

Evaluation of a System Fault Tree

Having determined that the event E. belongs to a system S. which is
part of a core damage sequence the next task is to evaluate the fault tree for
that system. The main features of evaluation of a fault tree are outlined
below. Further details are contained in reference (12) which is the source of
this section.

The type of results obtained from a fault tree evaluation are:

Qualitative,Results

a. Minimal cut sets:

b. Qualitative importances;

c. Common cause potentials:

combinations of component
failures causing system failure.
Qualitative rankings of
contributions to system failure
Minimal cut sets potentially
susceptible to a single failure
cause

a. Numerical probabilities:

b. Quantitative importances:

ñ. Sensitivity Evaluations:

Quantitative Results
Probabilities of system and cut
set failures.
Quantitative rankings of
contributions to system failure.
Effects of changes in models and
data arid error determinations.
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The Minimal Cut Sets are used both in the qualitative and quantitative
evaluations.

As an example consider a Minimal Cut Set equation of the form:

0 = A + B + C . D + CEF + CGHJ (7)

Qualitative Insights

After obtaining the minimal cut sets, some idea of failure importances
can be obtained by ordering the cut sets according to their size. The single
component minimal cut sets (if any) are listed first, then the
double-component minimal cut sets, then the triple, etc. The computer code
PREP (13) which is available for use on the IAEA's computer is a minimal cut
^set generator. PREP allows a maximum of 2000 components and 2000 gates.
Since required computer time increases very rapidly as the size of the minimal
cut sets increase, it is often the practice to obtain only the single, double
and perhaps triple-component minimal cut sets. Higher order minimal cut sets
should be obtained if they show potential susceptibility to common cause
failures (discussed below).

Since the failure probabilities obtained from the minimal cut sets often
decrease by orders of magnitude as the size of the cut set increases, the
ranking according to size gives a rough indication of the importance of the
minimal cut set. For example in the equation (5) if A, B, C, D, E( F, G are
component failures with individual failure probabilities of 10 an
approximate indication of the importance of a component failure (or abnormal
event)to the top event Q (unavailability or unreliability) of the system is
given by ranking according to size:

Cut set
A
Â

C.D
CEF
CGHJ

Probability
-310
—310
-610
ëio~9

þ-12

It should be stressed that this approach gives only a general indication
of the importance of a component failure because component failure rates
differ depending upon testing intervals, downtimes and common mode
vulnerabilities. Also human errors would in general be in the range 10 to
-210 and could also be a common mode source influencing several cut sets.
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If the system in question is identified from the PRA to be a large contributor
to a core damage sequence then one action would be to backfit the system
design so that there are no single component minimum cut sets such as A and Â
in the above example, equation (7).

Common Cause

Previously we have determined that the abnormal event which is being
evaluated, impacts a. system which in turn has been found to an important
contributor to the probability of core damage, The question now is "does the
event have a common mode/common cause influence on the system?" To answer
this question we review the event to decide if it triggers all the failures in
a minimal cut set. For example even though the cut set CGHJ (in equation 7)
has a low ranking according to our previous criterion of cut set size, if

-2failure H had a probability of 10 and it causes all of Ñ G & J to happen
then cut set CGHJ would dominate Q.

Systems have to be investigated in screening abnormal events from the
viewpoint of their sensitivity to common cause factors. For example common
cause categories to be considered are:

Manufacturer
Location
Seismic Susceptibility
Flood Susceptibility
Temperature/Humidity
Radiation
Wear-out Susceptibility
Test Degradation
Operator Interactions
Energy Sources
Contamination

Special scrutiny should be given to any abnormal event which involves
human action. Test, maintainance and operational human errors are candidates
for extra investigation and possible corrective actions. Without reference to
probabilities or cut set ranking it would be noted that event Ñ impacts
several cut sets in the example of equation 7. Therefore event Ñ should be
given extra attention in the screening of its sensitivity to any of the above
common cause categories.
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Quantitative Evaluations

The procedure for determining the importance of a component is to
determine (a) the component failure probability, (b) the Minimal Cut Set
probability and (c) the System (top event) probability. To determine
quantitatively the "importance" I, of each Minimal Cut Set k the applicableÊ
equation is:

p = 1
where I is the fraction of system unavailability contributed by minimal cut

Ê
set k. n is the total number of cut sets. The "importance" of each component
j is given by:_„ ÷

^z Q
I . = i in k (9)
CJ n

p=l

where I . is the fraction of system unavailability contributed by failure ofcj ^i . i
component j. The symbol ^—- in equation (9) represents the sum of all«i I.

j in k
probabilities of cut sets containing component j.

Limitations of the Method

In PSA the main reason for difficulty in interpretation of the results is
the presence of uncertainties. The uncertainty range for a given numerical
result, such as the core damage frequency, defines the range in which the true
value is likely to be with some associated confidence or probability. A
distribution will in reality also be part of the description although in many
cases it will not be important to the decision at hand. Thus when evaluating
quantitatively the importance of an abnormal event, ranges of the importance
values may overlap thereby leading to doubt as to the significance of the
results.

Uncertainties in numerical results stem from three sources, namely,
parameter variation (data), modelling and incompleteness. Parameter variation
includes failure rates of conventional pieces of equipment (pumps, values,
pipes, vessels) human failure rates and spatial and temporal changes of basic
properties. The -uncertainties due to human error are usually larger than
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other uncertainties classified under parameter variation. Therefore special
attention should be given to any abnormal event which directly or indirectly
(for example test and maintenance acts) involves human error.

When large amounts of failure data are available the uncertainties due to
parameter variation can be considerably reduced. Therefore pooling and
exchange of abnormal event data facilitated by the IAEA/IRS is extremely
important to evaluation of such abnormal events. Since in the discussion
covered in this paper the focus has been on the contribution of an incident to
core damage frequency the models we utilize are reliability and fault tree and
event tree models. Thus, the sources of uncertainty normally introduced by
phenomenological modelling for consequence calculations are not introduced,
Therefore the main limitation is brought about by uncertainty introduced by
jjicompleteness, i.e. in the construction of the event-trees and fault trees
lack of knowledge as to what has been omitted, As discussed and depicted in
figure 8 a PSA may be updated and become more effective when it is discovered
that an incident has not been included in the original plant PSA. Therefore
the key limitation to the method is the analyst's potential failure to
recognize that a given incident or its precursor incidents may affect more
than the one component or system.

Clearly the abnormal event analyst should have a sound knowledge of the
plant including its operation and test and maintenance procedures.
Especially those incidents which could be sources of common cause events
whether they occurred at the time of the incident under consideration or not
should be given special attention and investigation.

Conclusions

(a) Every failure provides important insights even though it may not, by
itself, be responsible for any consequences.

(b) Analysis of abnormal events should be systematic, rapid, and seek to
quantify the safety importance of each event.

(c) International cooperation in the analysis and reporting of abnormal
events potentially has large benefits in helping to assess the safety
significance of events and thus help to prevent accidents.
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(d) Recent developments of analytical methods such as PSA together with a
large data base, possible from the IAEA/IRS will, in spite of some
limitations, allow a systematic evaluation of abnormal events suitable as
a basis for decisions to improve safety.

(e) A plant specific PRA Level-1 should be performed for all plants in the
design stage or as early in their operating lives as possible, Such a
PRA can both be continuously improved by data from the IRS and also be
the basis for evaluation of IRS data throughout the lifetime of the plant,

(f) Incidents involving human error and other potential common causes should
receive special attention.
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A NEW METHOD OF STRESS AND DAMAGE DIAGNOSIS
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Abstract
Stress characteristics and damage were investigator under

laboratory and operating conditions in order to obtain methods
àç simple as possible, but reliable in diagnosing danv:,~e to
elements of pumps, fans, turbines, motors, and simila.r machines
of nuclear power plaëts. Based on about 750 tests conducted
with the most different limiting quantities and damage charac-
teristics the first universally valid conclusions can ':>e drawn
with regard to machine diagnostics:
(1) In order to evaluate the damage state, the origino.1 con-

ditions have to be investigated.
(2) The actual damage situation has to be assessed considering

the different kinds of stress acting, in order to r>« able
to correctly evaluate the information obtained.

(3) Selected diagnostic parameters can be classified with re-
gard to their correlation to damage. A selection of suit-
able diagnostic parameters dependent on the permissible
diagnostic error will be possible.
The investigations 'included the time signal x(t), the root

mean square value x(t), the peak value x(t), the autocorrelation
function R__(T), the probability density p(x) as well as theJULspectral amplitude density x(f).

In addition, normalized diagnostic quantities were establish-
ed regarding the influence of manufacturing and assembling allov/-
ances to be expected. Root mean square value x(t) and peak
value x(t) have been related to their original values x(0) and
x(0), respectively, after wearing-in.

A new diagnostic parameter K(t) is defined as the ratio be-
tween root mean square value times peak value (zero conditions)
and root mean square value .times peak value (actual conditions):

K(t) _ 5(0). (0)
~x(t).x(t)
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The investigations conducted ñî far allov/ the fol]//.ving
assessment: Y/ithout considering the original condition the
root mean square value x(t) and the peaJc value x(t) c^Lnot
be used as diagnostic parameters. By normalizing to tho orig-
inal condition (x(t)/x(0); x(t)/x(0)) false diagnostic assess-
ment will be substantially reduced (from about 50 to about 10
per cent). The root mean square value is not as suitable as
the peak value.

The diagnosis reliability can be improved by ñîòî1ëing the
root mean square value x(t) and the peak value x(t).

By using the new diagnostic parameter K(t) the fal.-je diag-
nostic assessments could be reduced to approximately 1 per cent.

Regarding the suitability of the parameter K(t) tho follow-
ing statements apply:
(1) The parameter fc(t) has a high correlation to the damage

otate.
(2) In developing a state non-permissible for operation due

to damage the parameter K(t) changes by several orders of
magnitude (at least by a power of ten).

(3) In order to be able to characterize the technical state
by use of the parameter K(t) damage ranges for K(t) can
be defined.
The development of a special device permits a simple de-

termination of the diagnostic parameter K(t).

1. In t roduc t1 on

The actual performance, of diagnostic objects is
characterized by effects resulting f rorn' manuf ac ture ,
design, mounting, operating conditions, and foreigen
matter impacts. These effects - a great number of
which are unknown to the operator - determine the
stress ch a r a c t e r i s t i c of the system.
Therefore the operator runs ah ins ta.l I a t ion with
scattering influences on the performance.
Selected measured q u a n t i t i e s serving as diagnostic
parameters represent these complex processes.
Stress characteristics and damages were investigated
under laboratory and operating conditions in order
to obtain methods for damage diagnostics of elements
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in pumps, fans, turbines, motors, and similar
machines of nuclear power plans being as simple
as p o s s i b l e , but nevertheless r e l i a b l e . Based on
about 750 tests conducted w i t h the most 'different
l i m i t i n g q u a n t i t i e s and damage characteristics the
f i r s t u n i v e r s a l l y valid'conclusions can be drawn
regarding machine diagnostics / 1 /:
1 In order to evaluate the damage state the o r i g i n a l

conditions have to be investigated.
2 The actual damage situation has to be assessed

considering the different kinds of stress acting
in order-to be able to correctly evaluate the
information obtained.

3 Selected diagnostic parameters•can be c l a s s i f i e d
w i t h regard to the correlation to damage. A
selection of suitable diagnostic parameters
dependent on the diagnost5c error permissible w i l l
be poss i b I e .

2. Characteristic Values and Functions for Vibration
Measurement _____. _______

For comparatively representing the a p p l i c a b i l i t y _ o f
i n d i v i d u a l signal q u a n t i t i e s and characteristics a
selection 'was made taking into account the realiza-
b i l i t y of practical diagnostics (Fig. 1).
Correlation to dama-ge, representation, s i m p l i c i t y and
a simple design regarding instrumentation were the
preconditions made with- respect to the inv e s t i g a t i o n
for s u i t a b i l i t y in technical diagnostics.
The investigations 5-nvolved the time signal x(t), the
root mean square value x(t),.tlre peak value x ( t ) , - t h e
autocorrelation .function R (Ò.), the probabilityë
density p{x) as we I I asthe'spectral amplitude
dens i ty x( f) .
In a d d i t i o n , normalized diagnostic q u a n t i t i e s were
established concerning the influence of manufacturing
and assembling allowances as w e l l as service loads.
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_!Q. 1 ' Selected diagnostic parameters

In t h i s way the root mean square value 'x ( t ) and the
/\ .peak value x(t) were related to their ori-ginal values

x(0) and x(0), after wearing-in.
Forming the normalized root mean square value and
the normalized peak value resulted in e s t a b l i s h i n g
a new diagnostic parameter K(t) being the ratio
between root mean square value times peak value
(zero conditions) and root mean square value times
peak va'lue (actual conditions), (Fig. 2):

K(t) = x ( 0 )

x ( t ) x ( t )
X — root mean square value

X ~ peak value

. Î ~ original condition

t ~ actual time

. _Fig. 2 : Diagnostic parameter Ê It)

This equation takes Into account the results of many
investigations. The root mean square vaIue and peak
value changes being independent of each other .can
appear as è function of different damages, and a
norrna l i z a t i o n to zero conditions i s^ performed, and
a q u a l i t y evaluation often used In practice has also
been found.for diagnostics w i t h i n the I [mlts. of (0; 1)
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3 . P r o b a b i l i t y A n a l y s i s of False Diagnosis
s

The effort to e s t a b l i s h the relationship between
diagnostic parameters and stress as w e l l as time-
dependent damage phenomena, and at the same time
to obtain a picture of these processes as practice-
orienled as possible resulted i'n the f o l l o w i n g
procedure . .
Using a specific test- instrumentation p a r t i c u l a r
r o l l i n g - e l e m e n t bearings of machines were damaged
to f a i l u r e in quick motion tests by applying
d i f f e r e n t load*. Before starting the* tests the'
bearings were exactly geometrically measured, i n s t a l -
led in a real machine (single-stage centrifugal pump)
for determining the zero state and the diagnostic
parameters were ascertained. This measuring method
was performed- repeatedly considering the damage
development.

/
Only the realization of a large of experiments with

\
variable loads and f a i l u r e states rendered it possible
to determine the s u i t a b l i l i t y o f - d i f f e r e n t signal
quantities and characterist1cs. for diagnostic pur-
poses. P r o b a b i l i t y analyst's concerning false diag-
nosis predictions dependent on defined f a i l u r e
groups reveal the incorrect diagnoses shown in Fig.
3, k and 5.
In Fig. 3 you can see the p r o b a b i l i t y analyse of the
root mean square value x(t). The cumulative frequen-
cies of root mean square value of v i b r a t i o n accele-
ration of bearings for 3 classesof damages (Fig. 3)
shows many errors of diagnoses. The cumulative
frequencies of the new diagnostic-parameter K(t)
of v i b r a t i o n acceleration of bearings for 3 class
of damages (Fig. 4) shows a high correlation.
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Fig. 3 : Cumulative .frequencies of RMS of vibration acceleration of bearings
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Fig 4 Cumulative frequencies of K ( ' ) of vibration acceleration of bearings
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Fig. 5 '• Portion of false diagnoses concerning selected diagnostic parameters with

regard to rolling-element bearing damage processes

Regarding a l i m i t e d number of parameters a q u a n t i t a t i v e
comparison could be established (F)g. 5).
The Investigations conducted so far enabled the f o l l o -
wing assessment: Without considering the o r i g i n a l
c o ndition the root mean square value >T( t) and the
peak value x(t) cannot be used as diagnostic para-
meters. On normalizing .to -the original condition
Cx(t)/x(0); x(t)x(0)) false diagnostic assessments
w i l l be s u b s t a n t i a l l y reduced (from about 50 to
about 10 per cent). The root mean square value is not
as s u i t a b l e as the peak value.
The d i a g n o s i s . r e l i a b l l i t y can be .improved by comb in ing
roo.t mean square value "x ( t ) and peak value x(t).
On using the new diagnostic parameter Ê(t) the false
diagnostic assessments could be reduced to approxi-
mately 2 per cent. • .

/

4. Diagnostic Parameter K(t)-Method

Regarding the s u i t a b i l i t y of the parameter K(t) the
f o l l o w i n g statements apply / 2 /:
1 The parameter K(t) has a high correlation to the
damage state.
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2 On developing a state non-permissible for operating
due to damages the parameter Ê ( t).. changes by several
orders of. magnitude (at least by a power of ten).

3 In .order to be able to characterize the technical
state by use of the parameter K(t) damage ranges
for K(t) can be defined.

In- Fjg. 6 f i v e characteristic regions are marked. The
o r i g i n a l conditions of " a l l bearings after wearing-in
are characterized by K(t) = 1. K(t) > 1 characterizes
an "improvement of ma'chlne state," the actual value for
x(t) and x(t) have to be defined for further diagnosis
Regions Land II {«(t) = 1 ... 0.5) comprise all the
measuring points p o i n t i n g out conditions which can be
regarded as undamaged.

ê (t)

=- 1

1

'0,5

0,2

...0,5

...0,2

. . .0,02

< 0,02

Rolling -Element Beoring State

Improvement of bearing state

Perfect bearing running qualities

Action of influences intensifying

damage

Action of the damage process

Damage present at any
rolling- element bearing component

Fig. 6 : Parameter K i t ) as diagnostic rolling-element bearing parameters

Region I I I 1 s t characterized b y t h e action o f Influence
factors developing damage, e.g. false or Insufficient
l u b r i c a t i o n , touching of the cage with other bearing
elements, foreign matter Tmpacts.
Region IV (K{t) = 0.2 ... 0.02) refers t o - a l l measure-
ments considering bearings w i t h v i s i b l e damages, e.g.
v i s i b l e wear caused by p o l l u t i o n as w e l l as v i s i b l e
corrosion products on s l i d i n g surfaces and in the
I ubr 1 can t.
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Only 'In case of a macroscopic damage, e.g. outer ring
p'itt'ing due to-normal fatigue, large corros ion -produc t
releases out of the s l i d i n g surface or severe corrosion
signs at contact."areas as a result of down tIme the
measuring p o i n t s are to be- found in region V (K(t) <
0.02). The range'be!o_w 0.02 has t(O be Investigated
further in order to be able to u t i l i z e the residual
operational period c o m p l e t e l y .
An example.exh)b)ts the time-dependent a l t e r a t i o n of
the diagnostic parameter K(t) on investigating the
Influence of bearing damage. By means of specia.l
equipment the bearing- track surface was contlnoUSly
fatiqued u n t i l f a i l u r e occured (Fig. 7). In this way
the e x c e l l e n t s u i t a b i l i t y 'of the parameter K(t) or" '
describing the service l i f e behaviour was verified
severa I t imes.

breokdown

Fig. 7: Time-dependent development of porometer K ( t ) due to damage caused by intensive
stress ; -~- - specific test time

From the present point of view a new defined diagnostic
parameter K(t) Is superior to the other characteristic
values regard Ing. damage representations. It can be
s i m p l y determined concerning measuring and Instrumen-
tation technique.. In Fig. 8 Is.shown the symbolic
c i r c u i t of a new diagnostic device of the basic
K(t) .
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COMPUTERIZED OPERATION MANUAL (COM)
OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Z. SZEGI
Central Research Institute for Physics

of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
Budapest, Hungary

Abstract

This paper is to be presented on International Seminar on Diagnoses oE
and Response to abnormal occurences at Nuclear Power Plants organized by the
International Atomic Energy Agency. The topic of presentation is the Com-
puterized Operational Manual . This system supports the operator at disturb-
ance situations by displaying quickly and unambiguously the operational in-
structions and the relevant information without mistakes. By the computer-
ized manual the operator can determine the instruction-subsystem which
reflects the real state of the power unit. From this point the system guides
the operator how to drive the unit to an other determined state by providing
the operational instructions at any time. A data bank is also included which
contains information concerning rules restrictions moreover on maintenance
and repair. The system will be realized at Paks NPP.

Introduction

As it is well known after the TM accident the causes of disturban-
ces arising in complex systems are basically determined by
the interactions of the control s taff . That means the human
factor is very important in operating systems of large comp-
lexity.

According to the post-incident analysis of real plant distur-
bances [1] the main problem was not to realize the distur-
bance situation but fulf i l l ing the proper procedure. In
accident circumstances the operator carried out an inproper
intervention not corresponding to the Operation Manual of
the power unit, so the operator himself changed the develo-
ping disturbance to an accident.

The main reasons of that are:
- the stress effect of the accident situation, and
- the operators are not accustomed to rare conditions.

The number of accidents may be decreased on two ways:
- the operators' repeated training by simulators
- fast displaying the operational instructions without

mistakes.
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These two methods mutually complement each other. The reali-
sation of the Computerized Operation Manual seems to be not
quite complicated project but its effect is considerable.

On this topic there are researches and results in some count-
ries [2,3,4,5,6,7,8] .
In Hungary the Computerized Disturbance Analysis and Operator
Advisory System of Paks NPP is under development. A part of
this work the plan of the Computerized Operation Manual sys-
tem /COM/ has finished.

1. Functional description

. t Ñ tion formats

The basis of the Computerized Manual is the hierarchical
structure of instructions arranged into logical and chro-
nological order manually in Paks NPP [_9] . In that manual
there are three types of instructions:

- conditions
- instructions without condition
- control instructions.

Conditions include description of activity needed to exe-
cute if the given situation arises.
The control instructions are themselves excutable instruc-
tions but their chronological order is determined: they
must be carried out after execution of certain instructions.
It can be seen that the instructions appearing in the manual
can be considered as executable instructions.

According to logical and chronological connections there
are three groups of instructions:

- which must be carried out in specified order,
that is their time sequence is strictly determined,

- which can be executed in any order - these instruc-
tions are in logical AND connection,

- alternative instructions: it is necessary to fulfil
at least one of them - or only one of them. That is
they are in logical OR connection.
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1^2 .__The^structure_of_instructions

On the highest level of the instruction hierarchy there are
the so-called phases. A phase describes a basic activity;
the purpose of that is to drive.the power unit from a spe-
cified state to an other determined state /e.g. start-up,
shut-down/. At a time only one phase is supported by COM.

The following hierarchical level contains the decomposition
of phases to operations /e.g. filling a container/. An
operation is a well-defined activity of the operator. We
suppose that a phase is built as a sequence of operations.

An operation consists of instructions which are located on
the lowest levels of the hierarchy. An instruction means an
intervention made by the operator. Such an intervention can
be active / closing an isolating valve/ or passive /control-
ling a level measurement/. The instructions are connected
to each other by logical operators.

In order to easy handling of large and repeated instruction
sequences we had to introduce a further idea: it is the
sub-phase. This is an activity sequence which describes a
large state change. A sub-phase may occur inside a phase or
operation. The structure and form of a sub-phase i's the same
as the phase.

According to this hierarchical structure the operational
instructions may be represented by a tree structure, the
nodes of which consist of instructions and Boolean-algebraic
relations.

Starting from the highest level first the operator has to
select the basic activity: the phase, then he follows indivi-
dual subsets of operations or instructions on lower levels.
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1.3.1.
At the beginning the list of phases is presented on the dis-
play. Later at any time the current phase can be seen in one
of the fields of the screen.

PHASE LEVEL

OPERATION LEVEL

INSTRUCTION
LEVELS

I
Fig.1. The hierarchical structure
of the operational instruction

1.3.2.
The operator has to determine the instruction subsystem which
reflects the real state of the power unit. Paging technics
help the operator to do this, to use the instruction manual ,

«•
as a book. There are three basic keyboard actions at the
operator's disposal.

1.3.3.
The system is informed about the fulfilment of an operation
instruction or sub-phase by the operator's acknowledgement.
The operator has the responsibility for the validity of this
acknowledgements.
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In a further development phase COM will be connected to the
data base of the plant computer which contains information
about all of the events happened in the unit during the last
periods, thus the COM system will be able to compare the
operator's acknowledgements to the real situation. If they
will not correspond to each other the system will suspend
the operator's further activity until his correction.

In the first development phase the system only guides and
helps the operator it sends only warnings if the operator
doeas not follow the instructions, but it does not interrupt
the operation.

1.3.4.
The operator is able to announce to COM that he has started
the execution of an instruction.
This manipulation mode has importance in the case of instruc-
tions being not in time sequence but having long execution
time. After starting such an execution others can be also mani-
pulated before finishing the started operation. This kind of
parallelism may be applied in tha case of AND and OR operations,

1.3.5.
The operator has the possibility to deviate from the manual.
If some of the operations cannot be fulfilled in proper way
these requirements can be skipped by the operator in order to
enable the continuation of the processing , but such decisions
must be documented to COM. In the manipulation mode of an in-
struction, the actual operation is stored in the nodes of the
tree structure as the "state" of the instructions. The states
on the tree can show the execution way of a phase at every
time instant. The states are reflected by satisfactorily cho-
sen colours of the instructions on the screen.

1.3.6.
The operations and sub-phases are mainly complex instructions.
It is possible that - due to either the simplicity of the
operations or the experience of the operator - someone can
fulfil a phase or subphase on the operation level, but in
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general it is necessary to step onto the lower level of the
hierarchy to reach the instruction subsystem.
The lower levels deal with the detailed operations and sub-
phases which have to be fulfilled. If all instructions of a
subset are fulfilled the processing can continue to a further
step on higher level.

The manipulation possibilities and modes are the same for the
operations and instructions at all levels of the hierarchy.

1.3.7.
During a phase-fulfilment the operator has to manage several
hundred activities. Considering the large number of operations
the system has to offer a convenient tool for functional
search. Direction of the search may be forward and backward.
The object of the search may be:

- the first n instructions which were fulfilled or star-
ted or skipped;

- the last n instructions, or all instructions of types
mentioned above.

2. Information bank

The system will be connected to an information data bank
that contains every information concerning rules, restric-
tions but also for maintenance and repair. The operator must
be able to retrieve and display them quickly at every time.

The information bank is an independent data bank but its.
data base management system can receive references from the
COM. In the operation manual a pointer belongs to every
instruction which points to that information in the data
bank, which would be necessary or useful before the execu-
tion.

In the COM system two colour display are planned to provide
information separately about the actual operations and on the
relevant data stored in the information bank.
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The information bank may contain time dependent data which
have direct effect to the execution of a process. If the
execution time of an operation is limited in the information
bank, this requirement must be reported to the operator.

It is important to display the timing pointers with -"warning"
colour to call operator's attention to the corresponding in-
formation in the bank.
In case of time dependent requirements the operator's activi-
ty will start a clock and a warning message in warning colour
will be displayed with increasing frequency until reaching
the time limit.

3. The screen- formats

The main purpose of the system is to provide an effective
help to the operator. From this point of view the display
formats and colours have great importance. The planned di-
vision of the screen into fields and the displayed informa-
tion can be seen on Figures 2. and 3.

After having chosen the needed phase, the display presents
a picture / see Fig. 2./ which shows the operation level. If the
"subset" field of an operation is not empty, the operator
can pass on the lower level of the structure by pressing a
specified pushbotton, then the format of detailed operation
will be shown on the screen just like in Fig.3.

The logical and chronological connection of operations can
be displayed by using specified "structure pointing brackets"
If we make the following correspondence:

group of instructions being in sequence «• — »• "
AND operation "*-"*• j
OR operation "*"*" |JQ

the brackets on Fig.3. denote the structure of Fig. 4.
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CURRENT PHASE

OPERATION. *. . . . .S. . . .P,

OPERATION»...........................*.....S....P,

SUB-PHASE,........................... 4.

OPERATION,....................................... P.Ê Ê

I •*

STRUCTURE POINTING BRACKET

Special characters showing
the place of execution

S/ubset/ character showing
the complexity of the ope-
ration

Pointers to the infor-
mation bank

Fig.2. Picture format after choosing the phase
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CURRENT PHASE
SELECTED OPERATION OR SUB-PHASE

ÃÒÃ ' ' INSTRUCTION 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . + . . . . . . . . . 1^

._ INSTRUCTION 2. .................... ô. ....... .P2

[Ã INSTRUCTION 3.. ................... ,.........ÐÇ

.INSTRUCTION 4. .................... ̂ .. ....... .P4

INSTRUCTION 5 ......................... ̂ ....S.......

INSTRUCTION R ....................... * .........PIQ

INSTRUCTION K+1 ............................... T?ll

INSTRUCTION .. .......................... — ....S.......N

f
J

Message field Operator's command field

Fig.3. Display format of the instructions on lower levels

SELECTED OPERATION

Fig.4. Structure of the displayed format on Fig.3
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It results from the definition of operations that the bra-
ckets may be nested into each other. It must take care to use
properly the brackets on the tv/o bounds of the instruction
field.

3^.2^_Ñî lour ing

The manipulation mode of the operations will be reflected by
colour changes on the screen. The "initial" colour of every
operation is kept until the operator informs the system by
pressing a specified functional key on the keyboard that he
has executed it. Then the colour of the given operation or
instruction will change. The new colour will show the mani-
pulation mode. After a successful execution the operation
will change its colour to "acknowledgement" colour. After
having started an operation, it appears in "started" colour.
If the operator consciously or by mistake violates the lo-
gical operations of the hierarchy, the violated operation
will be displayed in "skipped" colour. In this way the opera-
tor can observe immediately his mistake. Moreover, in this
case the system will send a warning message, too and sus-
pends the operator's activity until the correction of this
mistake.

However this suspension concerns only the logical , struc-
tural mistakes of the operator and not the real executions.

1 •_ ''l-orncje of operatl ons

Hot only the great amount of operations, but the data struc-
ture reflecting their logical connections have to be stored.
The choice of th.i.s structure is very important, because it
determines how fast and easy will be composed a picture requi-
red by the operator.

Let us denote the time sequence and the Boolean algebraic
relations as operators. Vie have introduced the tree struc-
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turc the nodes of which are ^instruction, operator)? ordered
pairs. The first element of the pair is an instruction refe-
rence, the second is the children's operator of the node.
Let UG introduce the zero instruction and operator as:
/instruction, NIL/ : means a simple executable instruction,

a terminator
/NIL, operator^ : this node represents a complex instruc-

tion what derives from its children's
logical operation.

It is logical to place the sub-phases onto the phase-level
because they have the same structure and the redundant sto-
rage can be avoided in this way. Fig.5. shows the tree struc-
ture.

<o,s>

(PH-,S> <PHVS>

lire operators: ^ :
PS :

V :
Ë :

tine sequence
tine sequence of subphase
logical OR connection
logical AND connection

Fig. 5. The stored tree structure
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The structure describing tree has a great importance during
the process but due to its size it is not possible to keep
a subtree belonging to a given phase in the operative memory.
However the operation level of a tree could be core-resident
and could be considered as a bidirectional list.

iii^Libraries

Every instruction can be divided into two parts: one is the
mnemonic, the other is the instruction text part. Separating
these two parts the instructions can be stored in the Mnemo-
nic and the Text library, respectively, with small redundancy.

The COM system has to provide a possibility of backtracking
the operations manipulated earlier, even to start either a
phase or an operation again. The operator's interventions
are reflected in the state-field of the instruction nodes,
i.e. a "used" tree differs from an initial one in these
state fields. For backtracking and restarting functions, the
used sub-trees must be temporarily saved.

5. The Editor function

The system also offers the possibility to modify easily any
parts of the manual via keyboard editing. For the editor
function simple and unambiguous identification of the instruc
tions is needed. One of the ways to do it is numbering.
In the COM system the numbering is not fixed to the instruc-
tions, but it is relative the operation level. Because the
organization of communication between data structures showes
that the operation list must be core-resident. during a
phase processing, the operational level is regarded as
editor-level. On this level the numbering can be managed
easily. Accordingly, here an operation may be inserted or
deleted, but it can not be done on lower level. Fig. 6. shows
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how to insert an operation:

Input to the editor:

Operator instruction-, S A
instruction., _-̂ V-*: —•* v D

: E
instructionn

Terminator

'Fig.6. How to insert an operation

G. Hardware resource estimation

The hardware requirement of the COM system of a nuclear
power plant has been analysed and it gives the following
results:

- number of phases :10-20
- number of operations in
one phase :500-80O

With this data, the needed disc capacity is abaout á Mbyte,
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IDENTIFICATION OF SYSTEM'S DYNAMICS OF POWER REACTOR PLANTS
BY AUTOREGRESSIVE SIGNAL ANALYSIS
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Central Research Institute for Physics

of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
Budapest, Hungary

Abstract

The subject of autoregressive noise analysis is receiving growing attention in power plant
diagnosis. By fitting an AR model to measured time series data highly efficient computer
algorithms have been developed. However, confidence in this method is limited as several
theoretical questions remain to be resolved. The paper compares AR spectral estimation with
the results obtained from Fast Fourier Transformation. It is demonstrated that using AR analysis
decomposition, of deterministic information relevant to the dynamics of the system from
measured random time series data, is possible without the need for assumptions about input-
output relationships. Analysis of noise signals from an operating PWR showed no coherence
between vibration and neutron noise and only a slight relation between pressure and neutron
noise signals.

1. Introduction

The autoregressive noise analysis has recieved a growing attention
in the power plant diagnosis. By fitting an AR model to measured
time series very efficient computer algorithms havebecn elaborated.
Hov.-ever, the application of the method requires more complicated
programming work compared to fast Fourier transformation /FFT/.
Furthermore some theoretical questions concerning the applicability
of the AR spectral estimation are not yet solved. Therefore it is
understandable that according to some opinions the AR method should
only ÚÐ uspd as an auxiliary tool beside the conventional data
evaluation for calculating auto- and cross spectra.
In the present work we sumraarize the main characteristics of AR
spectral estimation and compare them to results obtained from FPT.
The stress, however, is laid upon the new potentialities of the mo-
del in studying the dynamics of multivariable coupled systems as
e.g. the nuclear power plants. The problem to be solved is how to
decompose the deterministic information about the dynamics of the
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system under operation from the measured'random time series. By
using modern time series methods as AR or ARMA models we hope to
explain the behaviour of the multivariate systems without too much
theoretical presuppositions.
In case of diegnostical investigations the generally accepted way
of thinking can be summarized as follows: a./ evaluation of the di-
gitalized data to obtain the correlation functions, PPT power spectr
coherences, phrases etc.jb./ establishing theoretical models using
mathematical equations rnd calculating the same quantities from
thrm as mentioned in a./;c./ comparing the measured and theoretical
i" suits in ord^r to obtain the system's dynamics of diagnostical
importance.

This method is very succesful by the interpretation of some conspic-
uous features of the spectra /e.g. resonancies, cut off propsrties,
etc./ but is not applicable if the system is complicated or we fail
to have any previous knowledge about the kinds of possible malfunc-
tions.
To pee clearly what progress can be made using AR spectral analysis
for system decomposition we remind the difficulties which arise
trying to extend the conventional PPT spectral estimation nethode
to rr.ultiverioble systems. For a relatively simple system we oan de-
termine the transfer functions from the PPT auto- and cross spectra.
These cr.n be improved by using partial coherencies betv/een two se-
lected variables neglecting the effects of the others. In this way
the determination of transfer relations between two variables is
possible provided that the input-output relations have been correctl
specified end there are no feedback effects to the inputs. Ctherv/iae
thr ̂ composition of the dynamical information leads to erraneoua
results.
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Hov.-fiver. v.-e shall demonstrate that using an AR analysis this de-com-
position is possible without any assumption about the input-output
rplfitionships. For this reason we derive a dynamical model which
is based on the two- variable transfer relations. This description
will be compared to a modified AR model. The modification rncvars that
we transform the original AR ir.od.pl whose ccv.?f ficivnts have Ú^çè
calculated into en ARM A model. This procedure is not pquivtl-.?:rt to
performing an ARMA pnf>lysis from the time series which is a very
complicated problem. The transformed AR model can be, however, con-
sidered to be a real ÀÝÄ5À model if some restrictions are imposed to
the physical processes. In this case the characteristic quantities
sf the dynamics! system / RS we shall see the open loop transfer
functions/ can be determined from the AR parameters.

In the Dast chapter we give an illustrative example how this method
is used to solve diagnostical problens in the field of power reactor
noise analysis.

P. The elements of AR mociplling

Her'' we restrict ourselves to a brief summary which is necessary to
understand the following considerations. The details can be found
e.g. in the brilliant book of Haykinl/ll or in a monograph of Box and
Jenkinst^J.

".'e denote the measured output quantities by the vector ^ /* ÷ (*]... •}[*
LetVftjbe discrete in time /i.e. ̂ j(W] = ̂ j; (_k- AiJ /. Jr^Jgives a
realization of the continuous stochastic process

It can be shown that the physical processes can always be described
by a so called AHMA^p) model as

VM - L Aoj irtu) i nk) 4 L IIVIH; /ãë/
~~ (a Ë — ~~ ~~ 1 = /"

whrrp AL*)and § l« ) are the autoregression- /AR/ and the moving
average- /I-.' A/ matrices, respectively. [.̂is a realization of a
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whitp noise process, which means the.t for the mean values the fol-
lo'"i.ng restrictions arp valid:

= /2-2/

is the v riance-covariance matrix of the noise source

If the matrices ;§^/can le neglected the process /2.1/ leads to an
AR model of order n

ÀÃ-/Ï.È + EW /a-4/
For the time delay K t h e correlation matrix of the measured vari-

ables is de f ined by

U<; s < Vtt/ Ó^-èë^ /2.5/

taking use of /2.2/ and /2.3/ we can derive expressions for the
variance matrix of ̂  and for the correlation matrix

VIH rs) ÷ ñ (î/ ~ A ̂ y ñ t « ; 4- c-

The Fqs. /2 .ra/ and /l.fb/ are the Yule-ll'alker equations which give
the basis for the evaluation of the matrices Â 'jby means of a re-
cursive method.
The details of the solution are not important here. We mention that
in our multivariable AR program system the so called Yule-Walker
recursion was applied which requires the calculation of the correl-
ation iirtrix ̂ (W) before the determination of the matrices A\« I ,
Beside this we have used the Burg recursion method as well in orcr-r
to pet experience about the correct choice of the optimal model
order.
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Hpving determined the AR matrices the power spectral density mr.trix
S\J'jof the variables 1 lK) can be. calculated as

ñ \J r v T*« /5..7/
where ^ \,|) is the transposed conjugate matrix of « (\) . from the
theory of ÀÏ spectral estimation it follows that C(.-f/ is an expres-
sion of the D\.'/ matrices.

Ã * . ñ •, r. >~1~^ /2 ß/
Gl-f/ - I - I, Ali/ **f 7~J × ' ä*3
= L- i»i ~

The physical menning of ̂  U')will be treated in the next chapter.

The evaluation of the matrix x (fl from the AR rnodel gives the possi-
bility of decomposition by defining the noise contribution ratios
* "ô.provided that the noise, variance matrix Q is diagonal:

Ë ë ™~

This quantity reflects the contribution of the j. noise source in
the auto spectral density of the. i variable, «v. is the \ytt *
diagonrl element of matrix Q .

The investigation ofrthe noise contribution ratios can give addi-
tional dynamical information compared to the conventional PPT method
The matrix ^ _VR however, contains closed loop signal transmission
paths from the input noise sources to the outputs. That is why the
noise contribution ratios hrve proved to be inefficient for prac-
tical applicability. A further decomposition of system's dynamics
is required which will be treated in the next chapter.

3. The system's dynamics and the AR method.

a./ In this chapter we keep the treatment on a somewhat general
level and introduce a few hypotheses which do not always or only
approximately fit to the dynamics of a real system. In return for
them we reach P more quantitative understanding. From the litera-
ture it is known that in most cases an adequate decomposition is
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an imporsible task. The details of these problems are treated in
modern system theory. They ere5 used in system construction and sim-
ulation but their application to stochastic processes is difficult.
Here we steirt with very simple ideas and in most respects we follow
the investigations of the Japanese scientists Kishida L3 ] and recentl
OrumaM.

It is important to emphasize that the applicability af AR model and
the possibility of decomposing the dynamics have partly common roots
In the following part of the article we suppose that the AR model
is applicable to the system under study and the AR coefficients and
noise variances are at our disposal.

Let us begin this investigation with tho description of a coupled
multivariable dynamical system which can be clmrecte'rised by tiii,^
independent ðã-rameters. V/e focus our attention to stable systems ir;
stead;- state. Acrordingly, the mean values of the variables àãý con-
sidered to be time independent quantities. The dynamical properties
relevant to diagnostical purposes reveal small time dependent devi-
ations from the steady state values of these variables. This appro-
ximation enables us to treat linear problems and is in accordance
with the regressive character of the coupled neutron-kinetic ther-
mal-hydraulic procersrs taking place in nuclear pov/er plants.

Thf next step is a modification of the description by defining
open loop transfer relations between two variables. These functions
h«rvr- diri no!?tic Importance and can be calculated from an AR proccdur

b./ Ë n:ul tivariuble system can always be described by means of stLite
ernes representation. Then the number of variables /i.e. the d.irr.cr.-
Bion of the stnte space/ is íî chosen that the time behaviour of
each variable is characterized by inhomogenious, first order dif^ir-
enti.nl equationslSl. Accordingly, the driving noise sources have to
be independent from each other.
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re turning to discrete varible-s, we obtain the dynamical equations
for the state vector X(J«) •= 1 Õ̂ ,×1×.--, ̂ì^ï matrix form as

XiM- A Xl>-V)i Efik; /3.1/
/3.1/ is a system of first order difference equations with constant
ñ efficients. The matrix _A /transition matrix/ can easily be (•?.-

prersfd by the physical tine constants of the system. This state
• eprerr ntation is ger.c-rclly usi*d in engineering practice.

It follows from the definition of an AR process that if the source
vector term in /3.1/ consists of discrete white noise sources, the
state space representation becomes equivalent to an M variable,
first order AR model. ^

This simple correspondence between the dynamics and the AR model
breaks down if we are not able to measure all variables included in
/4.1/. There are always rome hidden variables. Let us measure L va-
riables denoted by the vector j_V- = M((S )r"« ^-Jty • Each ̂ ,- comprises
•i. state variables of the system so that 2. ; - H . Theoretically,tii
it can ÜÐ shown th^t also in this case an ARMA^ˆ, -<ydescription is
possible, where ?< H-L-n /t-4 is the number of hidden variables/.
In principle, the ARKA model gives the decomposition of the system's
Dynamics from the random ïîãçå sources immediately, provided that
the measured system satisfies the condition of observability. The
calculation of an ARJv'A model, however, requires very complicated
numerical methods L^ 1.

The elimination erf hidden variables leads to a loss of information
because of the ignorance of the corresponding noise sources. In or-
der to get quantitative results we make two rather strong assump-
tions in the following considerations: 1./ the noise sources of the
measured L variables are independent from each others; 2./ the- r.oise
sources of the hidden veriebles can be entirely neglected. Cur first
assumption comes here from the definition of the state space repre-
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sentation, immediately. In the practical cases, however, the state
spr-ce representation is not known. •• • ,

Òå state that an L dimensional AR modelling can be accomplished in
this case and the dyr.amical informetion contained in two-variable
transfer relations can be separated additionally from the closed
loop transfer relations, IV e only mention that these assumptions are
sufficient but not nrcescary for the applicability of a mu.l ti vari-
able AR model. Even weaker assumptions make an approximate MAR de-
scription possible.

V'ithout goinr into the details we show what follows from these» as-
sumptions. Let us consider the first % equations in /3.1/ and use
assuT.ption 2./ mentioned above. If we neglect the effects coming fro
otser variables we obtain the equation

/3-2/$>/<
Taking into account the other variables as well , it is not difficult
to derive the following dynamical equation in the state space of the
mon.9ur"d variables:

Z, À / ^ ' - ^ *- W /3.3/
This rrpresentation is ar.aloruous to /3.1/ with the difference that
jt cor.rists of difference eouations of , " order. The new trr.in:;i-
tic-n mfilrixA is obtainfid from A using « similarity t:-ur.sforn:atiori

c./ Eq. /3.V can 1 e intprprr-t''-d as an AR model of-L order. In
this section we investigate what kind of dynamical information can
be derived from this equation.

It is v.'̂ ll known from the linrar system theory that the impulse rfs-
ponsp function of the system j(!j is defined in the discrete tirr.e
domain by the '-.expression

-1x3
«x. ò* L • • i / 7 A /

'. ã Ñ ~ -
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The whole stochastical behaviour is determined by the white input
noise source ÖÖ. The system behaves as a linear digital filter and
its transfer function GU/ /which is the Fourier transform of the
i-ru!sp rpcpor.rr ^unction/ dof ine? the relation:

Looking at the right hand ride of /3.5/ we see that • (4/ can be de-
rived from Eq./Ç.Ç/ performing the Fourier transformation. Here

t
and is the L dimensional

unite matrix. The dynamical properties of the system depend on the
time constants in the matrix &). It can be shown that A If/ is a
polinomial matrix of I z.

Folloving Oguma^Qwe transform the AR model /3.3/ into an equivalent
ARYA model which means a further decomposition of the system's dyna-
mics to two-variable transfer relations and physical noise sources.

To the analogy of the impulse response function defined in /3.4/
we introduce the two-variable impulse response as

Li
/3'6/

Takinn ell cf the ^-(Sj/^ä/ functions defined simile rly to /3.6/
re obtain the matrix jjtf/ which bears the deterministic relations
between different variables. Therefore its diagonal elements are
*=QUP! to zero. The functions ÷ •• have a very useful property.. They
show not only the strength of the signal transmission but also the
direction of signal pathv The new noise source vector Ì*Ó- ^Ë/--*1

accounts beside the eyternal sources for the autoregressive proces-
ses taking place without the effects of the other variables. Accord
ing this physical picture the dynnmical. equation /3.3/ splits off
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and yields the following two equations

VV<) r /3.7/

/3.8/

where the disfonal matrix TcSjdiscribes the above mentioned autoreg-
respivp processes and lL'Jis the white noise source vector used
throughout in our ronsiderntionp.
After a little algebra it is easily seen from /3..3/ and /3.7a,b/ >

. ̂-è
/3.8/

that the relation
A\s/ =

holds.Similarly to Adhere the matrices H^Jjand XS/ characterize
the system. Their physical meaning can be better understood after
Fourier transforming them into the frequency domain. Making use of
/3.8/ we obtain

/3.9a/

/3.9b/
•'"° Ã *i »4 /* (\The matrix G({l- j-é^/ is analoguous to - < (\ I in Eq./3.5/. V.'e can

called it the closed loop transfer function of the new dynamical
system from the physical input noise sources V̂.Jto the output measur*
variables. Ñ is? constructed ty meansof t' e tv/o-variabls open loo?
transfr-r function matrix É . This is illustrated in Pig. 1. in case
of three variables.
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denot ing the matr ix H- fffy"] by â("Ë , Eq. /3-5/ can be expressed

Û) /3-10/

J-HU) -
which is a Fourier transformed form of an ARK A model /s.Eq./2.1//«

Summarizing the main statments of this section we can say that if
the assumptions 1./ and ?./ from the previous section hold we have
a strict AR model to decompose the dynamical behaviour of the system
This AR model can be transformed into en equivclent ARMA model in
which the same .dynamical information splits into two parts. The one
p*rt describes the two-variable transfer relations, the other part
of the information goes into the driving noise sources of the system
V.'e guess that if the assumptions are valid only approximately the
former part of the dynamics remains or does not change drastically.
So performing thr same transformation we can obtain very valuable
results for diagnostical purposes.

In the next chapter we show an example how this method can be applie
in the practice. • • . .

4 .. Results and discussions
We have measured three noise signals: 1./ reactor vessel vibration
/V2/, 2./ ex-core neutron noise /JK2/ and 3./ outlet pressure fluc-
tuation /P44/ in an operating PWR. The digitalized data were eval-
uated by a MAR program system written to PDP-11 computer.

Tne program calculates beside the spectra and ordinary coherences
the following two functions for signal path analysis: a./ partial
coherences between two variables PCOH,^ . If j ; b./ partial noise
contribution ratios PR. . (f ) which were firstly introduced by Oguma.

In these functions we use tne open loop transfer function matrix J
and tne diagonal noise covariance matrix Z-nr/of the physical noise
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sources
The partial coherence can be expressed by

/4.1/fc i, .v;
° ' '"

The partial noise contribution ratio' is defined by
IF I ã Ó

which follows from /3«9b/ if we neglect all the open loop trans-
fer functions in matrix _H({|except Ö-j' and ^ji and . all the
elements of matrix 2 /2 = < K/'((cj V\fcj^/ except 2 «v and < jY .

• """̂

/4-2/
This definition follows from /3.9b/ and from /2.9/ with the Qbovs
mentioned neglections.

The computer results showed no coherence between the vibration and
neutron noise signals and only a slight coherence between the pres-
sure and neutron signals. This is illustrated in Figures 2. and %
Comparing tt.e partial noise contribution ratios in both direction
to the partial coherence we see a sharp peak at 8.3 Hz . A't tuis
frequency the signal goes from the pressure to tl.e neutron noise.
The broad peak at about 13 Hz shows a reversed signal path.

The pressure peak at 8.3-8.5 Íã becomes very strong in the coherence
function between the pressure and vibration signals /s . Figs. 4. and
5. /. The direction of signal transmission is also in this case
from the pressure noise to the vibration. Another peak appears at
6.5 Hz in the partial conerence function v:hic:i is not to be seen
in the partial .noise contribution ratios. The disapearence of this
peak can be understood if we suppose strong feedback effect at this
frequency.

If we take into account all the three variables we can calculate
the noise contribution ratio K^-fyfrom the closed loop transfer' fane
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tions /a. /2.9/. Because of the week coupling between the neut-
~" ß Pron and vibration signals the functions l\3 and ' ̂j, ore very

similar to eaci. other /s. Fig. 6. /,
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ANALYSIS OF THERMOPHYSICAL FEEDBACK EFFECTS
ON NEUTRON NOISE OF NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS

R. KOZMA
Central Research Institute for Physics

of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
Budapest, Hungary

Abstract

It's a common knowledge that feedback effects dominate in the
low frequency region of the noise field in NPPs, so low
frequency phenomena can be described with the help of coupled
neutronphysical-thermohydraulical models.

Due to investigations of such multivariable space-dependent
stochastic models of PWRs low frequency splitting of neutron
noise is obtained. In the paper this phenomenon is analysed,
and it is shown that feedback affects mainly on the "global"
noise component, moreover spatial effects are calculated in
the frequency region below 1 Hz. Some results of the
calculations and the comparison with experiments are presented
in the figures.

1. Introduction

In the field of reactor diagnostics the main attention has been
aimed at the investigation of noise problems with a given noise
source up to now. As the result of these researches on can cal-
culate and interprete the necessary characteristics of the pro-
cesses taking place in the reactor in presence of the noise
source [l] , [2]. For example, it is an important problem of the
recognisation of various vibrations in the reactor /as control
rod vibration and core barrel oscillation/, as well as loose-
part monitoring.

Other problems arise while dealing with the diagnostics of PWR
abnormal occurences /as local power inhomogenities in the core,
onset of subcooled boiling etc./.
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Investigations of the noise of BWRs have already given many
useful results. For example, in the determination of void fraction
and steam velocity noise methods give much help.

There is a great difference between the noise problems of PWRs
and BWRs. A PWR is a strongly coupled system and a lot of possible
noise source exist in it /inlet temperature and velocity fluctu-
ations, bubble noise, pressure fluctuations in the primary
circuit, etc./. At the same time in BWR a dominating source
exists, namely, the fluctuation of void fraction.

In the followings we deal with the diagnostics of PWRs, so the
aim of our investigations is the description of a multivariable
reactor system [3j , [4] ,[s]. In this way we can take into
account feedback phenomena. The investigation of this phenomena
is of great importance when interpreting the noise characteris-
tics of nuclear power reactors. It is underlined in [á], [,7j,
as well as in the theoretical works [s] , [9] , [lo] , [ll] . Other
works aim at the experimental examination of feedback effects
[12], [13].

2. Theory „

Our present work is based on the model of stochastic processes
taking place in reactor system, fluctuations of which around
the mean value can be described by the following system of
partial differential equations:

=rr N /z,t/ +0,— N/z,t/ = -A N/z,t/ + F/z,t/ (*)

Here N/z,t/ is the state vector, A is the system matrix, F/z,t/— ^—^ • —

is the noise vector. In this way we use a one-dimension model of
the core [l4j . This reactor description is the generalisation
of the one-variable model \_16\ . Here we use the following no-
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tations:

N = ; U =
0
\

î

'"è /

F =

/ F 1 / z , t /

\Fn/Z,t/

An- • • ^in \

where n - the number of measured quantities,
N. - fluctuation of the i-th measured quantity

/i=l,2,...,n ;e.g. temperature, void fraction,
neutron density/,

F. - the components of noise sources /1=1,2, .... ,n/

U., A- • - the coupling coefficients.

After the Fourier-transformation of Fq.(W) with respect to
time we get the following system of first order ordinary

-. differential equations:

9 -1 -1
—— N / z , o / + U^ /ii->E. + A N/z ,« .o / = U_ F / z , i O /

Here E stands for the unit matrix.

In the following consideration we drop the vector and matrix
notation for the sake of simplicity. Using the above equation
system we obtain the spectral matrix R/z,|, ñî/ as follows [14

R/z, ,<,->/ =
w NiV

•

\ SN N.,n 1 N Nn n
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For example, the S N /z,|,<.o/ element of the matrix R stands
for the cross-spectrum of detector signals N^ and Nn measured
at positions z and z+1 , respectively.
The spectra are expressed with the help of the variance-covari-
ance matrix D. This matrix contains the various driving sources.
The elements of the matrix D can. be determined from the physical
conditions, and autoregressive methods can be useful for this
aim.

3. Results

A/ First let us examine the eigenvalues of the system matrix A.
Performing numerical calculations without feedback we get
the usual roots: the local-global pair. When including
feedback we get the following results:
- The feedback doesn't affect the "local" eigenvalues.
- But there is a very strong influence on the "global"
eigenvalues, namely, instead of the pair of roots we
obtain three values /X3/X.,X5/, varying independently
with increasing, frequency.

Fig. 1. shows the absolute values of the real part of
the roots, |RefX Ë1 / 1=3,4,5. It is worth mentioning that

— 9 nA 5 chances intensively in the frequency range 1O 4-10 Hz.
This remarkable behaviour will have a great influence on
the low frequency properties of the spectra. It can also be
shown that at higher frequencies />20-3O Hz/ the influence
of feedback on eigenvalues disappears. This phenomenon is
called low frequency splitting of noise characteristics.

In Fig. 2. we present the variation of eigenvalues ë^^.ãË.
on the complex plain. Frequency is the parameter of
the curves, the direction of its raising is marked by an arrow.

An interesting section of the curveA5/w/ is enlarged in
the separate Fig.3. which describes the course of the loop
at frequencies 0,1 f 2 Hz.
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Fig.l. Behaviour of real part of eigenvalues ^ç> 4^5--

Â/ Calculation of the spectral characteristics'.

Taking into account boundary conditions we obtain the following
expression for the spectral matrix:

Here í is the height of the core. The notation V+ stands
for the adjoint matrix of V . The first two terms on the
r.h.s. stand for wave components propagating towards and
backwards in the core, the third term represents processes
that exist in the core due to axial convection.
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The low frequency behaviour of spectra has already been
experimentally examined by several authors as we have
mentioned it in the Introduction. A few experimental results
are shown in Figs. 4-6. [l8J , J19] , [20] .
Before showing our calculated spectra, we present Fig.7.
from Ref.[2l] which is a good example for the calculations
of models which do not contain feedback. These results are
in accordance with the measurements above 1-2 Hz but they
can't explain measurements at low frequencies.
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In the following some calculated results are presented using
the model described in Part 2. In Fig.8. a NAPSD is shown.
Our main conclusion is that due to the behaviour of the eingen-
values as plotted in Fig.l. , there is a valley on the NAPSD
at a few tenth of Hz followed by a peak around 1 Hz.

In Figs. 9-1O we show Temperature APSD, Neutron-Temperature
CPSD at the lower plenum of the core. In Fig.11 the result
of calculations of the phase between signals of neutron
detectors located at the medium and the top of the core is
presented. The phase is not equal to zero at low frequencies,
so the point model is not valid.

As these calculated results are closer to the characteristics
of measured spectra, we hope that further investigation of
the above model can give useful results for practical purposes.
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to investigate the stochastic features

of two-dimensional lateral damped oscillations of PWR core inter-
nals, that are induced by random force components. It is also in-
vestigated how these vibrating components, or the forces giving
rise to the vibrations could be diagnozed through the analysis of
displacement or neutron noise signals. The approach pursued here is
to select a realisation of the random force components, then the
equations of the motion are integrated and the time history of
diplacement components is obtained. From here various statistical
descriptors of the motion, such as trajectory pattern, spectra and
PDF functions etc. can be calculated. It was investigated how these
statistical descriptors depend on the characteristics of the driving
force for both stationary and non-stationary cases. A conclusion of
possible diagnostical relevance is that, under certain circum-
stances, the PDF functions could be' an indicator of-whether a par-
ticular peak in the corresponding power spectra belongs to a res-
onance in system transfer or rather a resonance in the external
driving force.

1. INTRODUCTION

Flow-induced vibrations of various reactor components, such
as core internals (fuel or control rods/cassettes), the core-
barrel or the core-barrel support (CBS) system as well as that
of the ex-vessel components (heat exchanger tubes etc) gained an
increasing concern over the past three decades or so. Monitoring
of these vibrations and related possible consequences should be
and indeed are an integral part of any plant safety concept due
to their impact on plant integrity and availability. From the point
of view of design, a precise knowledge of the type of vibrations
and inducing forces can be a useful feedback to design improvement.
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The importance of flow induced vibrations in reactor engineering
and design and the attention paid to this item is well documented
by the large number of conferences held and research papers as
well as books published in the field (for reviews see e.g. Anon
1974, Proc 1973, 1978, 1982, Blevins 1977, Thie 1981).

Calculations of interesting quantities of flow induced vibra-
tions such as eigenfrequencies and vibration amplitudes can be
classified into two groups. The first type is concerned with vibra-
tions of a single component, usually a cylindrical fuel/absorber
rod, and tries to determine eigenfrequencies as functions of flow-
rate, and the quantity <y (t)> where y(t) is the lateral deflec-
tion of the rod at a given axial position, the formalism being
thus capable of dealing with different eigenmodes (see e.g.
Paidoussis 1966a,b, 1969, 1974; Chen 1970, Gorman 1971, Blevins
1977). These models derive the driving force from the pressure
fluctuation field acting on rod surface.

The second type of calculations employs a model that actually
allows for several degrees of freedom of the motion. However,
these models are used to calculate vibrative behaviour of com-
posite structures, such as the core-barrel - CBS - pressure vessel
system, in a lumped parameter model, where each component acquires
only one degree of freedom of motion (Oesterle et al. 1973,
Bauernfeind 1977a,b, Pecinka and Zeman 1982).

As seen from the above, although the tools are there, (and
even measurements were carried out, e.g. Gorman 1971, Wach and
Sunder 1977, Grunwald et al. 1978), up to now not much attention
has been payed to the two-dimensional description of control rod
motion or CBS lateral pendulum oscillations. However, recently
the need has arisen for a simple theory of two-dimensional flow-
induced vibrations that permits at least the calculation of the
cross-correlation or spectrum of the displacement components.
By simple here we mean that the trajectory of the motion, apart
from a scale factor, should be independent of the axial position.
In most cases -this can be assumed, since deviations from this
assumption would be due to higher vibrating modes that can usually
be ignored (Gorman 1971), or at least separated since they occur
as peaks at higher frequencies in the power spectra.

The need for such a model emerged with the development of the
theory of neutron noise induced by control rod vibrations (Williams
1970, Antonopoulos-Domis 1976, 1981, Pazsit 1977, 1978, Meyer 1979).
Vibration induced neutron noise itself, after an early touch of the
classics (Weinberg and Schweinler 1948), became interesting when it
became obvious that core internals vibrations can be detected by
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neutron noise methods (Stephenson et al. 1966, Robinson 1967, Fry
1971, Lucia et al. 1973). This actually opened up the possibility
of monitoring core element vibrational behaviour by indirect
methods. Neutron physical methods were then developed to perform
rod vibration diagnostics through neutron noise measurements
(Pazsit and Analytis 1980, Lee and Albrecht 1933, Pazsit and
Glockler 1983, 1984) .

It has soon become obvious, that two-dimensionality of the
control rod vibrations is essential in the theory of vibration
induced neutron noise. It was show at an early stage, that for a
given detector and mean control rod position, the detector signal
will be strongly dependent on the trajectory or direction of the
motion (Antonopoulos-Domis 1976) . To illustrate the point, the
neutron flux fluctuation in the frequency domain at a spatial
position r_ (detector position) , 6ô (r_,oo) , is given as (Pazsit and
Analytis 1980, Antonopoulos-Domis 1981)

áô(ã,ñî) = Y(Gx(r,r ,co) *x(co)+G (r,r ,o>) -y(co) } (1)

where ó is Galanin's constant (Galanin 1960) characterising rod
strength in the present model (Williams 197O, 1974) , r stands
for equilibrium rod position, x(co) and ó (ñî) are the Fourier-
transforms of the time-dependent displacement . components x(t) and
y(t) of the rod around r , and G and G are the transfer func^
tions between the x and ó displacements and the resulting neutron
noise, respectively, G and G are related to the directional
derivatives of the neutron physical transfer function G(r,r ,co)
with respect to r_ into the respective directions .

Assuming that the frequency content of the vibrations is
restricted to the plateau domain of the transfer function where
it is practically frequency independent (Kleiss and Dam 1979) ,
eqn (1) can be directly transformed back to time domain with the
result

6<J>(r,t) = Y(Gx(r,rp) -x(t)+G (r,r ) -y(t)} (2)

Eqns (1) and (2) show, that the resulting neutron noise is a
linear combination of the noises induced by the displacement com-
ponents, and thus the result depends on the two-dimensional
characteristics of the motion. For instance, the auto-spectrum
of the neutron detector signal will depend, besides on the dis-
placements auto-spectra, on the cross-spectrum of the x and ó
components. Formulae for the former are easily found in the
literature (Paidoussis 1974, Antonopoulos-Domis 1976); however,
there is no generally accepted formula for the latter.
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Further stimulus for establishing a model of two-dimensional
motion or at least for the cross-correlation or spectrum of the
displacements came when neutron physical models for diagnostical
purposes were elaborated and reached a testing stage. The objec-
tive of diagnostical models is to construct a procedure, by which
the diagnostically interesting parameters = (x ,x ) and dis-P P Pplacement components or their spectra can be determined. In a
recent diagnostical model (Pazsit and Glockler 1983, 1984) such a
procedure was suggested based on the signals of three neutron
detectors situated at spatial positions r_. (i=l,2,3).

Actually, the above mentioned procedure checking can be
performed two differing way. Since the motion is stochastic,
usually not Fourier-transforms of the displacement components
are used, but a suitable stochastic descriptor such as their
spectra that are described by smooth functions. This type of work,
using some simplifying assumptions in the pressure field statistics
that allowed estimating the displacement cross spectra, was report-
ed recently (Pazsit and Glockler 1984).

However, an alternative possibility is a Monte-Carlo type
modelling of the time evolution of the system by constructing one
particular realisation of the process through appropriate random
selecting techniques (Pazsit et al. 1984). Obviously, due to the
inherent discrete characteristics of such random selecting schemes,
this type of modelling is better suited in modelling discrete pro-
cesses such as the ones that occur in particle transport problems.
Nevertheless, with some limitation/ it can also be applied to con-
tinuous or semi- continuous processes. Examples of such calcula-
tions are the modelling of temperature fluctuation transport for
blockage diagnostic purposes via the random selecting and sub-
sequent turbulent transport of heat Packages (Firth 1977, Burton
et al. 1982), or two-phase flow modelling for.transit time cal-
culations (Abbate et al. 1983) . The same approach will be pursued
in this paper too.

As the above references suggest, the appearance of the latter
type of modelling is relatively new in the practice of power reac-
tor noise. Together with its advantages and drawbacks, it repre-
sents a useful alternative to the traditional frequency response
calculations. One of the advantages is that given a realization
of the process, many statistical descriptors beyond the auto- and
cross-spectra can be calculated, i.e. higher moments or cumulants,
probability density functions (PDFs) etc. For stationary ergodic
processes the two approaches are conceptually equivalent. In
practical cases, however, a Monte-Carlo approach may be substan-
tially simpler to formulate and in many cases to evaluate, too.
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In addition, for non-stationary processes the latter has no alter-
native. Finally, the calculated signal has all the characteristics
of measured data, and will be handled by the same data processing
techniques as the latter. The comparison of theory and measure-
ments, which to a certain degree is also the test of the worth of
the diagnostical procedure represented by the theory, can be done
in rather realistic circumstances.

The present paper is a part of an earlier report (Pazsit et
al. 1984) and its aim is to present a Monte-Carlo modelling of
flow-induced two-dimensional vibrations. It has the double goal
of giving an example of the strategy of this type of calculations
through application to a particular problem. To maintain the
uniqueness of the treatment, numerical data evaluation was per-
formed in all cases, even when an analytical evaluation of some
of the formulae seemed to be a possible alternative. The original
motivation was to set up a stochastic model of two- dimensional
vibrations for the testing of the neutron noise based vibration
diagnostic procedure. However, due to the flexibility of the model,
it become clear during the progress of the work that procedures can
be elaborated by which statistical properties of the driving force
can also be estimated. This has the diagnostic importance that it
can yield information about as to the presence of peaks in the
displacement (or neutron noise) spectra is due to system transfer
resonance or to a peak in the diring force (here pressure fluctua-
tion) spectra.

The body of the paper consists of 4 Sections. In Sect-. 2
sampling schemes for the random driving force time series are in-
troduced, and random displacement time history is determined by
integrating the equations of the motion. Signal spectra and PDF
functions are defined for the cases that are necessarily non-
stationary due to the digitization of the original processes. These
are then calculated from the realization of the displacement random
process by digital techniques. This is the subject of Sections 2
and 3. Diagnostical consequences and possible applications are also
considered. Then neutron detector signal time history is calculated
by eqn (2) using the previously determined displacement process
realizations. Previous diagnostical conclusions are reviewed based
on neutron noise measurements (Sect. 4).
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2. QUASI-WHITE DRIVING FORCE

Starting with Paidoussis' (1974) differential equation for
the vibration of a beam in axial flow and neglecting higher modes,
the two-dimensional damped oscillations of the rod may be described
by the equations (Antonopoulos-Domis 1975).

x(t) + 2Dx(t) + UQ2x(t) = fx(t)

y(t) + 2Dy(t) + ooQ2y(t) = f (t)
(3)

Here x(t) and y(t) are the time-dependent displacement components
of lateral rod motion around the equilibrium value r , D is the~"Pdamping factor, and w is the eigenfrequency of the rod, belonging
to the first bending mode in stagnant fluid, f and f are the
components of the random force acting on the rod. From here it is
clear, that statistical properties of the displacement components
depend on those of the force, in particular the cross-spectrum be-
tween x and ó depends on that of f and f .

In the calculations, the power spectra of the corresponding
processes will be calculated by digital techniques from the par-
ticular time history of the processes that are generated by the
random selecting scheme. Once a realization of the random force
time series is available, the same for the displacement components
is obtained by the integration of the equations of motion (3). The
time evolution of the particular processes carries also informa-
tion on the PDFs that can be approximately obtained by construct-
ing frequency occurrence histograms. In the following numerical
work these will also be determined.

2.1 Force Components

Turbulent flow-induced pressure fluctuations which we first
want to simulate can be considered as being white or at least
having a flat and rather broad frequency spectrum (Hinze .̂964,
Ehlers et al. 1972).

The values of the process at different time instants were
selected independently.

The discrete time version of the driving force was chosen in
the form

f (t) = I a6(t-nAt)
X Ï

f (t) = I b 6(t-nAt)
Ó n=-oo

(4)
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Hera a and b are independent random numbers both obeying Gaussiann n
distributions with zero mean and variance equal to unity

<a > = <b > = În n

< a a > = < b b > = 6n m n m n ,m

<a b > = <a ><b > = 0n m n m

The processes fx(t) and f (t) given by (4) describe a series
of impulses arriving in regular time intervals At with a random
amplitude.

It can be assumed that if 2n/At in (4) exceeds substantially the
characteristic frequency of the system driven by the forces (in
our case it is the ñî of eqn 3) , the forces act for the given
system as real white noise. In this case the process can be re-
garded as being stationary, since system response will be in-
sensitive to time shifts.

A value of At was chosen in (4), the series a and bn .n
generated, and the resulting impulse train was used to calculate
x(t) and y(t) through integrating eqns (3) as will be described
in the next Section. However, for the sake of obtaining best
resolution of the produced spectra in the frequency range of
interest, every second a and b value was taken and considered
as digitized values of fx(t) and f (t), where thus the sampling
frequency was f = 1/2At. The data were then divided into 20s
blocks of 512 points each. From these block-spectra were deter-
mined by first calculating the digital Fourier transforms

,., 256 ,.. -ico.nAt
f(l)(coj = I a(l) e k
V ê " ÏX K n=l n

2n .
°°k = 256 k

256 (i, -ico nAt
= I b

n e
n=l Ï

then defining the spectra for block i as

(«,.) = 1

256

ë ë
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From these quantities auto- and cross-spectra Sf ~ (ñî, ) ,
* xS,. ,. (to.) and Sf ,. (ñî, ) were determined by taking averages be-

Ó Ó * Ótween the blocks. For presentational convenience, high frequency
part of the spectra was removed by digital filtering. Also, in
later work phase and coherence were used instead of the CPSD, the
coherence being defined as

|S (ñî) |2

Sf - (ñî) Sf f (ñî)
xx "

Strictly speaking, since in this model there is no possibil-
ity of filtering before sampling, frequency aliasing can in
principle occur. It is easy to confirm however, that with the
particular types of power spectra attached to the original pro-
cesses investigated here, it has no significant consequences.4For
instance for the quasi- white noise/ frequency aliasing merely
results in the appearance of a constant (frequency independent)
factor that is present in the model anyway.

2.2 Displacement Components

We are also interested in the corresponding power spectra
and PDFs of the displacements. The PDFs are constructed from the
frequency occurrence histograms. To this end we need the time
history of the displacement components. These can be easily cal-
culated by plugging eqns (4) into (3) and integrating (3).

The solution for x(t) and y(t) reads

x ( t) = 1 I a e~D(t-nAt) sin{/o> 2-D2( t-nAt)}
°

(5)

/ 2 Ï2 ï Ï
/COQ -D

*(t) ' -7== * V

Having determined x(t) and y(t) in the time domain, the PDFs can
easily be calculated. When turning to spectra, digital data pro-
cessing techniques, similar to those applied to calculate force
component spectra, were employed with sampling, calculating block-
spectra by DFT and block averaging. Since the time history of the
displacement components as calculated by (5) contains an initial
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transient due to the fact that the rod was originally at rest,
the first 1200 data points (= 10 sec = 100 periods) were neglected
in calculating the spectra, PDFs or drawing the trajectory of mo-
tion.

2.3 Numerical work

Calculations were made by choosing system parameters D and
ñî as well as time interval At, then selecting two series a andî n
b by a Gaussian random number senerating code.

Figs la-g show the results of a calculation with the follow-
ing data:

D = l.O s"1
to = 2TC/0.1 rad/s (f = 10 Hz) .,.Î Î ( Ü)
At = 1/120 s
fg = 6O Hz (fN = 3O Hz)

' Fig. la shows the force components cross spectra, phase and
coherence absolute value, the latter being rather low due to ob-
vious reasons. Force component autospectra and PDFs are displayed
in Figs Ib and Ic, and they exhibit a flat spectrum up to fN=30 Hz
and a Gaussian PDF, respectively; The same for the displacement
components is shown in Figs Id-lf, where the latter includes the
radial displacement PDF which is a Rayleigh distribution as we
expect. The displacement components spectra contain a peak at
1O Hz in correspondence with the resonance of the system described
by eqns (3). In practical cases the damping is weak, so that the
peak at ñî = /ñî ̂ -2D^ is pronounced and ñî near to o> . The displace-
ment PDFs are true Gaussians. This confirms the previous expecta-
tions that in the given case, the force can be regarded as being
white noise. The resulting two-dimensional trajectory of motion
is shown in Fig. Ig, and is rather similar to trajectories of
flow induced two-dimensional vibrations as measured in stands or
test rigs (German 1971, Grunwald et al. 1978) or in case of CBS
vibration monitoring (Wach and Sunder, 1977).
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Îto Fig. 1. Results of a numerical simulation with a quasi-white
driving force (eqn 4). f = 10 Hz.
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3. QUASI-MONOCHROMATIC DRIVING FORCE

In this Section we repeat the calculations of the previous
one for quasi-monochromatic driving forces in order to explore
the full diagnostical importance of the PDFs. By quasi-mono-
chromatic here we mean a combination of a monochromatic component
superimposed on an approximately white small amplitude background
noise and this will be specified more precisely soon. In such a
case, if the frequency of the driving force is not equal to system
eigenfrequency, there will be two peaks in the displacement spectra.

The incentive behing these examinations is the hope that peaks
of the above two types can be identified by noise measurements, by
investigation of the PDFs in particular. To amplify the diagnostic
importance of this possibility we note that in vibration monitor-
ing one is always confronted with peaks of the power spectra in the
displacement APSDs. Operational experience shows however, that
these peaks may arise from the already mentioned two different
reasons. One possibility is that they are resonant frequencies of
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the system in response to white force (pressure fluctuations); the
second possibility is that they are resonances in the driving force
so that they do not correspond to eigenfrequencies of the system.
Clearly, it is diagnostically important to know that a particular
peak or peaks in the measured APSD belong(s) to the first or the
second class.

Based on the considerations reported in this work, we propose
that constructing and investigating the PDFs of the pressure and/or
the displacement signals or that of the vibration induced neutron
noise in addition to power spectra might help clarifying the situa-
tion. The idea is to search for periodic components, and one poss-
ible way of doing so is the investigation of the PDFs. In what
follows, applicability of this approach will be investigated
through numerical work.

3.1 Single-component Quas i -peri odic Force

The functional form selected to represent a driving force
with a spectrum sharply peaked around a frequency ñî is as
follows:

f (t) = f P(t) + f r(t) = a(t) sin <o t + f r(t)ë ë ë ð . X

fy(t) = fyP(t) + fyr(t) = b(t) sin (o> t + 2 ) + fyr(t)
(7)

where a{t) and b(t) are slowly varying functions, f and f are
of the form (4) with a sufficiently small amplitude and they play
the role of wide band background noise.

Results of corresponding numerical calculations are shown in
Figs 2a-g in the same format as for the quasi-white force. System
parameters are the same as given by (6), f = ø /2òñ = 16.4 Hz.P PSeveral differing features can be observed compared to the previous
case, out of which one is the non-vanishing of the coherence in the
domain where the quasi-deterministic part is dominating, with a
correspondings phase being equal to n/5, dictated by (7) (Fig. 2a) .
The force components spectra all exhibit the peak at f = 16.4 Hz
that is decreed by eqn (7). Force component PDFs (Fig. 2c) are now
characteristically non-Gaussian, corresponding to the mixture of
random and periodic data, but are more resembling to the periodic
(monochromatic) case due to the low level (5%) background noise.
(This means that the variance of the Gaussian random generator
for f and f was 5% of the peak-to-peak value of the periodic
component.) Displacement components spectra exhibit two peaks, the
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one at 10 Hz being system response resonance, whereas the peak at
16.4 Hz is due to the peak in the driving force (Figs 2d-e). The
coherence absolute value and phase looks very much the same as for
the force components, being non-zero on the same domain as previ-
ously around 16.4 Hz. The displacement PDFs are again non-Gaussian
(Fig. 2f), although the difference is not as pronounced as for the
force components, due to the presence of the 10 Hz peak, represent-
ing random motion. The trajectory (Fig. 2g) is much more regular
than the one shown in Fig. Ig, the motion here consists of a reg-
ular pattern (ellipse, corresponding to the 16.4 Hz driving force),
being modulated by a random component, belonging to the random
motion around system eigenfrequency at 10 Hz. Experimental observa-
tion of such a motion, corresponding to a 25 Hz periodic driving
force (main coolant pump frequency) can be found in Wach and
Sunder (1977).

In correspondence with expectations, the presence of non-
stationary driving force components can be detected by the depar-
ture of the PDFs from Gaussians (Fig. 2f). To quantify these
deviations, some higher moments of the distributions were calcu-
lated from the histograms that are defined as follows:

U3 k3Gl = —^ = -. ,- coefficient of skewness
0 k2
U4 k4G2 = —7 - 3 = —T coefficient of excess

k2

where a is the variance, u, is the i-th central moment and k. the
i-th cumulant (Cramer 1957). For the Gaussian PDF both Gl and G2
equal zero, for the periodic (monochromatic) case one has Gl = O,
G2 = -1.5, the skewness being zero in both cases for reasons of
symmetry. Since the distortions of the PDF in the quasi-mono-
chromatic case are still symmetric, it is actually the coefficient
of excess which can be used to characterize numerically the situa-
tion, having a value between these above two extremes. (Calculated
Gl and G2 values are displayed in all figures showing PDFs.) This
quantity could thus serve as a feature component for a possible
pattern recognition system if computerized decision making about
the presence of periodic components is to be made. Naturally, in
case of such applications substantial further investigations are
necessary to find confidence limits for decision boundaries etc.
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îoo
Fig. 2. Results of a numerical simulation with a quasi-monochromatic

driving force (eqn 7). f = 16.4 Hz.
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The method we try to employ is to investigate the PDF func-
tion of the motion belonging to each peak separately by eliminat-
ing the effect of the other peak(s) through the application of a
narrow-band filter. The need for filtering is apparent if we
notice that the situation shown in Fig. 2 is rather optimistic
and in reality it can deteriorate for several reasons. By this we
mean that the displacement component PDFs turn into Gaussians even
if the driving force is periodic, but either the background noise
is higher, or there is more than one periodic component in the
force spectra and thus the central limit theorem starts to take
effect, or the periodic components are not strictly monochromatic.
In all these cases the method loses its discriminative power since
all the occurring PDFs are Gaussians. In the following one par-
ticular example is shown for illustration.
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3.2 Two-component Quas i -peri odi ñ Force

The presence of more than one peak in the force spectra and
also in the system transfer is a quite distinct possibility. In
such a case the situation is inevitably more complicated than the
one treated in this Section. To give an example, a numerical
simulation was made for a driving force consisting of two periodic
components with no background noise in the form

f (t) = a(t) (sin 2nf,t + 1.2 sin 2nf t)
Ë •*• ^

f (t) = b(t) (sin[2Ttf1t + ] + 1.2 sin[2nf2t + ̂ ]

= 5.86 Hz; f2 = 16.4 Hz

Here the driving force spectra have two peaks (Figs 3a-3b),
whereas the displacement components have three (Figs 3d-3e). The
corresponding PDFs (Figs 3c and 3f) resemble much more to
Gaussians than those in Figs 2c and 2f, the G2 values being also
lower, although here we do not even have a background noise.

Fig. 3. Results of a numerical simulation with a two-component
quasi-periodic force.
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3.g TRAJECTORY OF THE MOTION

( TWO-COMPONENT QUASI-MONOCHROMATIC FORCE )

3.3 Construction of PDFs by Filtering

The need for filtering comes from, two reasons mentioned
before. First, even in a favourable case as the one shown in
Fig. 2, that is when the corresponding PDFs indicate the presence
of a quasi-periodic force, the need arises to identify which peak
out of the two belongs to system eigenfrequency and which to
force resonance. In the presence of other disturbing effects
such as background noise or there being several peaks in the
spectra, even the presence of resonant forces is hidden.

The idea to circumvent this difficulty is to construct PDF
functions for each peak, by filtering out the effect of other
peaks and the background noise outside the close neighbourhood
of the peak. Since for constructing the PDFs we need the filtered
signals in the time domain, digital filtering techniques were
applied. A bandpass Butterworth digital filter was employed
(Stearns 1975), the passband consisting of four lines of the
spectra at both sides of the peak, that is form f - 4Af to
fQ + 4Ä and f - 4Ä to f + 4Af, respectively. Here Af = fN/NpT =
= 30/128, where N is the number of frequency points in the digi-
tal FT, thus the bandwidth roughly equals 2 Hz. The digital filter
had 5 sections in cascade. Again, the transients appearing in the
filtered time signals due to the lowpass character of the filter
were eliminated.
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The results justify expectations in that in each case, either
for several peaks, or high level background noise, origin of all
the peaks was easily identified by the corresponding PDFs that
were constructed from the filtered signals. For brevity, just a
simple, although perhaps not the most spectacular case is shown
in Figs 4a through 4d, which consists of the filtered version of
Fig. 2. There are two peaks in the displacement spectra at 1O Hz and
16.4 Hz (Fig. 2e) with corresponding PDFs shown in Fig. 2f. These
indicate the presence of the quasi-periodic force, however have
no discriminative possibility regarding origin. The effect of the
filtering is seen in Figs 4a and 4c. Fig. 4a shows the PDF belong-
ing to the system eigenfrequency 1O Hz, and 4c the same for the
force frequency of 16.4 Hz. The discriminative power of the method
is well demonstrated in this case. The corresponding trajectories
are shown in Figs 4b and 4d, and they are also self-explaining.
With regard to Fig. 4d, for an experimental comparison we refer
again to the beautiful trajectory patterns reported by Wach and
Sunder (1977).

Fig. 4. Displacement PDFs after filtering
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4. DIAGNOSTICS VIA NEUTRON NOISE

As was mentioned earlier, vibrating core components induce
neutron noise and this serves as a possibility of monitoring
vibrations by neutron noise methods. These methods are concerned
with detecting the presence of vibrating components and giving
details of the vibrations. For in-core cases such as control rod
vibrations this means the identification of the vibrating com-
ponent (localization) and determination of vibration character-
istics (vibration frequency, amplitude, trajectory). The localiza-
tion procedure was developed in earlier papers (Pazsit and Glockler
1983, 1984) .

In this Section we investigate whether the diagnostic informa-
tion on the origin of the peaks in the displacement spectra, con-
tained in the corresponding PDFs, is obtainable from neutron noise
measurements. Investigations are made for the case of vibrating
control rods.

The significance of the possible use of neutron detectors in
vibration diagnostics lies with the fact that neutron detectors
are the least vulnerable to the circumstances that prevent the
application of more direct methods, that is excessive thermal and
radiation loads. An additional difficulty for the direct methods
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is that the application of displacement sensors would require a
substantial instrumentation since as many sensors should be used
as many suspected components there are. Neutron detectors collect
information from a relatively large area of the core and thus a
few detectors suffice to cover the whole core.

To investigate whether the conclusions of the previous
Sections can be reached also by neutron noise measurements, we
take eqn ( 2) .

6<Mr,t) = Y(Gx(r,r )x(t) +G ( ,r)y(t)} (2)

This shows that there is a linear relationship between the dis-
placement and the detector signals, the only difference between
neutron and displacement detectors being that the former detects
a linear combination of the displacement components. Since the
spectral properties of x(t) and y(t) are practically equal, the
neutron detectors will exhibit the same frequency response as
the displacement components. Regarding the PDF of the neutron
noise, in the two extreme cases of stochastic and periodic signals,
it will be the same as that of the diplacements. That is, if x(t)
and y(t) are Gaussians and independent, 6<f>(r,t) will also be
Gaussian, and likewise for periodic displacements. If the dis-

. placements are a mixture of random and periodic signals with PDFs
seen in Figs 2e and 2f, the neutron signal PDFs are also bound to
deviate from either the Gaussian or the periodic forms.

To support the above point, the numerical simulation 'tests
were extended to determine neutron detector signal PDFs. As is
obvious, these were obtained from a time history of 6<|>(r;,t) by
putting the previously obtained x(t) and y(t) realisations into
(2). Details of the neutron physical model for calculating the
transfer functions G and G can be found in Pazsit and Glockler
(1983). In the example shown here, which is the case of the
quasi-periodic driving force of Fig. 2, two neutron detectors
were employed (Fig. 5). Auto- and cross-spectra, as well as phase
and coherence of 6<J>(r..,t) and 64>(r0,t) are shown in Figs 6a-b.'—X —' .

Since the detector signal cross-spectrum contains autospectra of
x and y, the coherence is not zero. The resulting PDF of the
detector signals is shown in Fig. 6c. The PDF of the corresponding
input displacement components is seen in Fig. 2f. To classify the
peaks, the neutron detector signals were subjected to the same
filtering procedures as the displacements in the previous Section,
with results in Fig. 6d and 6e.
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Fig. 5. Positions of the neutron detectors and the vibrating
absorber rod

The above results suggest that in principle, neutron detector
signal PDFs carry practically the same information as those of the
displacements. This statement should however rather be considered
as a theoretical possibility until experimental confirmation.
Neutron detector signals usually contain a rather heavy background
white noise, being due to zero noise and instrument noise, which
work to the effect of suppressing the influence of the periodic
component in the PDF. Neutron noise measurements of this type
should therefore rely heavily of the narrow band filtering tech-
niques, described in the foregoing.
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Fig. 6. Spectra and PDFs of two neutron noise signals 6<J>(r,,t)
and 6<j>(r_,t), induced by a vibrating rod with the— ̂

trajectory shown in Fig. 2f.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The aim of the paper was to present some results of current
research on the theory of neutron-noise based vibration diagnostic
methods. Emphasis was given to the two-dimensional character of
stochastic vibrations, the working vehicle being a Monte-Carlo
type modelling of some types of possible driving forces and result-
ing trajectories. One of the conclusions is that the appearing
peaks in the displacement or neutron noise power spectra can be
identified as to whether they belong to system eigenfrequency or
to a periodic driving force by the application of a narrow band
filter centered around the peak in question and constructing
subsequently the PDF of the motion, or that of the induced neu-
tron noise.
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The main advantage of the Ìîïñå-Carlo simulation used here
is that it can be easily formulated and applied even in the case
of non-stationary processes that can be expected to occur in
various areas of reactor diagnostics, and that are not easily
tractable analytically. Once formulated, this method will easily
yield all statistical information that may be required, e.g.
PDFs, its moments, or the process realisations themselves.
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PANEL DISCUSSION

The main conclusions of the seminar "Diagnosis of and Response
to Abnormal Occurrences in Nuclear Power Plants" have been
drawn in a panel discussion chaired by H.-F. Brinckmann (GDR).
On the panel discussion the following speakers attained:
D. V/ach (FRG), K. Fukunishi (Japan), L. Burger (Hungary),
M. A. Ghafoor (Pakistan), D. G. Cain (USA) and V. Osmach'kin
(IAEA). The discussion was opened by a contribution of
S. E. Rippon, European Editor of the journal "Nuclear News".
The discussion can be summarized by the following statements:

1. The discussion about abnormal occurrences and the exchange
of information about these occurrences in the frame of the
IAEA Incident Reporting System (IRS) can be considered as
an important step to improve the public confidence in nuclear
safety. Besides this they also worldwide assure the feedback
of experience from abnormal occurrences into operating plants,
After TMI-accident emergency planing and training are of
increassing importance. The responsibilities of Ipcal and
central authorities in the case of incidents are clearer
than in past.

2. Several computerized systems for operator support at abnormal
occurrences have been developed in different countries.
However, most of these systems using methods of fault tree
analysis, disturbance and reliability analysis are only
partly integrated into the operational surveillance systems
at NPP's.
The advantages and the effect of the new systems have to be
demonstrated, because many operators have prejudices against
such systems.
Colour CRT's play an important role as an integrated part of
the new systems and modern designed control rooms. Further
efforts are necessary for optimizing of information on CRT
screens.
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3. In recent years the development of noise diagnostic methods
and computerized systems for early failure detection has made
great progress. However, in most cases diagnostic systems
are not included into the instrumentation of nuclear power
plants until now. As an simple but effective method the
direct acoustic surveillance of some processes by the
operators has been4 underlined.
Beside general procedures more sophisticated methods have
been developed in different countries by use of monitors
and of pattern recognition.

4. The new developments on diagnosis and operator support systems
are also of interest for countries embarking a nuclear energy

iprogramme and for backfitting of obsolete nuclear power plant
control and instrumentation systems.

5. V. Osmachkinjudged the seminar as successful. The discussed
topics are of broad interest.. He informed on some activities
of the IAEA in the field of nuclear safety. The IAEA will
also in future by different meetings give the apportunity
to discuss the progress in this field.
Finally, he appreciated the organizers of the seminar for
their efforts. ,
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